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A Future With Hope: The Social Construction of Hope, Help, and Dialogic 
Reconciliation in a Community Children's Mental Health System of Care 
Christine S. Davis 
ABSTRACT 
 
This research examines the social construction of hope in a community mental 
health system of care. Groopman (2004) defines hope as the elevating feeling we 
experience when we see a path to a better future. A year-long ethnographic study of a 
children's mental health system of care team found that members of the mental health 
care team construct hope for themselves and for the family they're helping by cycling 
through the dialectical tensions of hegemony and equality, marginalization and 
normalization, relating and othering, empowerment and disempowerment, and control 
and emotionality. They reconcile these tensions in dialogic moments of empathy toward 
the family and other team members, engagement of all team members in the process, 
creation of a human connection within the team, vulnerability to each other, creation of 
possibilities for themselves and for each other, social support, and blended voices. This 
dialogical reconciliation constructs hope for the family and for themselves when the 
team successfully negotiates these dialectical tensions by taking a dialogic view of them 
that focuses on exploration and collaboration around the tensions and finds an 
alternative position that allows both poles of the tensions to co-exist, rather than 
struggling between competing positions. Constructing hope leads the family and team 
 v 
toward healing and motivating, transcends the family's problems, and moves the family 
and the team forward.
 1 
 
 
Chapter 1 
Narrative Construction 
A Story 
For the past three years, I have been involved in a research project for the Florida 
Mental Health Institute (FMHI) at the University of South Florida regarding the 
experiences of families of children with mental illness and severe emotional disturbances 
(Davis & Dollard, 2004; Davis, Dollard, & Vergon, 2005). One of the things I do is 
observe child and family team planning meetings1. These are meetings in which everyone 
who is involved in helping a family comes together to discuss and coordinate services. 
On October 10, 2003, I attended a team meeting at the home of Sylvia Smith.2 The 
meeting was scheduled for 9:00 a.m. 
                                                 
1
 A child and family team is a component of a system of care approach to children's mental health 
services in which a team of parents or caregivers, professionals, and informal supports meet regularly to 
coordinate and plan services for the child and his/her family. In this approach, an interagency planning 
team ideally consists of informal supports such as extended family, neighbors, or clergy; and formal 
supports such as therapists, juvenile probation officers, case managers, family advocates, and school 
representatives. In practice, child and family teams are fluid, with some participants retaining group 
membership over the life of the team (typically, the family and child, therapist, case manager, family 
advocate) and others joining the group temporarily as needs dictate (typically, supports such as juvenile 
probation officers and teachers and school system representatives). Child and family teams meet regularly 
in planning meetings to discuss, write, plan, and update an individualized service or support plan, also 
known as a Family Support Plan (FSP) (Duchnowski, Johnson, Hall, Kutash, & Friedman, 1993; Eber, 
Nelson, & Miles, 1997; Myaard, Crawford, Jackson, & Alessi, 2000; VanDenBerg, Bruns, & Burchard, 
2003). Individual child and family team members also regularly interact with the child and family outside 
of team meetings as they assist and support the family in working through their treatment plan. 
 
2
 In this chapter, in order to preserve the anonymity and confidentiality of study participants, and 
to create a coherent narrative out of many different observations and interviews, the names and identifying 
details in this story have been changed, and interview quotes from some participants have been combined 
with those of other participants. Throughout my writing, I attempted to stay close to the truth, nature, and 
character of the experiences as they were told to me and as I experienced and understood them.  
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At 8:59 a.m., I pull my car up to the curb and double check my directions. Phew, I 
barely made it! I was afraid I was going to be late.  
I wonder, 'Am I at the right house?' There are no cars anywhere. I check the house 
number on the mail box against the number on my information sheet. Same number.  
I get out of the car, making sure it's locked, and knock on the door. I glance 
around while I wait for someone to answer. Neat yard, green grass, mowed fairly 
recently. Nice looking maple tree in the middle of the yard. Brick house, white curtains at 
the windows. The door opens, interrupting my thoughts.  
"Hi, can I help you?" A petite dark haired woman smiles at me.  
"Yes, I'm looking for Sylvia Smith. Am I at the right place?" 
"Yes, that's me. You're here for the meeting?" 
 "Yes. I'm Cris Davis with FMHI. I was afraid I was at the wrong place. I didn't 
see any cars." 
"You're the first one here. Come on in." She ushers me into a cozy living room, 
and gestures toward a brown tweed sofa. "Have a seat. The care coordinator called and 
said she's running a few minutes late. I'm just going to run back upstairs and finish 
getting ready for work. I'm supposed to be there by 10:30." She disappears with a smile 
as I sit down and look around her small, neat living room and then focus on the adjoining 
kitchen with its oval shaped wood dining table covered with a white and orange table 
cloth. Halloween seems to be the motif. Large strands of fake spider webs hang from the 
ceiling, with huge plastic spiders crawling over them. I think of how my mom 
meticulously made our Halloween costumes, and how her skill with decorating the house 
for Halloween and other holidays was legendary. 
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My memories are interrupted by a knock at the door. Sylvia doesn't emerge, so I 
answer it. "Hi, we're here for the team meeting. We're from DCF (State Division of 
Children and Families—child welfare)." Two women, both in their early to mid-20's, 
greet me and introduce themselves as Tina and Marie. As I invite them in, two other 
women walk up from their cars.  
"We're still waiting for Nancy, the care coordinator, and Sylvia's upstairs getting 
ready for work," I explain.  
"I'm Angie, from the school," the first woman introduces herself.  
"I'm Debbie, the nurse from Children's Medical Services," the second says. We all 
sit down and chat. 
Sylvia comes down the stairs, dressed in a waitress uniform—short black skirt, 
white button down top, pink apron. "I thought that if I was going to be tight on time, I'd 
better go ahead and get dressed for work," she explains. "Who would like a cup of 
coffee?" She pours several cups and passes them out. Nancy arrives as Sylvia sits down. 
Nancy takes a minute to set up a flip chart and easel as Sylvia pours her a cup of coffee. 
Everyone pulls out note pads and pens as they settle into their seats in the living room. 
They look expectantly toward Nancy. I move to the kitchen table, out of the meeting 
circle, and begin to take field notes.  
Empowering and Disempowering 
"Sylvia has just regained custody of her children," Nancy begins. "We were a 
little surprised at that. We expected the judge to give her unsupervised visits, and instead 
he reunified all three kids. We're here to see how we can support her." Sylvia nods in 
agreement. 
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"Sylvia's got a lot of strengths." Nancy writes on the flip chart as she says them. 
"She's gainfully employed, she's responsible. She's motivated to get help for her family. 
Her goal is to keep the family together and to keep them safe. She wants financial 
security for the family, and she wants to stay drug-free."  
I think about how, as humans, we find meanings in our life stories by seeing our 
lives as coherent wholes. In fact, we relate to each other through our co-authored 
stories—by the meaning we attach to our jointly formed stories (Bochner, 2002; Bochner, 
Ellis, & Tillmann-Healy, 1997; Carr, 1986; Conville, 1998). I notice how Nancy and 
Sylvia together co-author Sylvia's story.  
 "I just got a job at Olive Garden," Sylvia interrupts. "I hadn't worked for 10 
years, while I was married," she explains to Angie. 
Nancy continues listing Sylvia's strengths without acknowledging her comment. 
"Sylvia is compassionate with her family. She's thoughtful and gentle with Trisha. She's 
the one with cerebral palsy," she explains to the group. That catches my attention. My 
sister has cerebral palsy. I feel an instant connection with Sylvia.  
"Sylvia has high expectations for herself and her family and wants the best for her 
family," Nancy concludes. I note how her listing of strengths provides Sylvia with an 
identity of "service worthiness" (Marvasti, 2002), the idea that she is worthy of receiving 
services because of how hard she's trying to help her family. 
"Let's talk about where she is now." Nancy moves on to the next item. "The 
family now has a place to live. She got a donation from the Battered Women's Shelter to 
help pay for the deposit on this home. They also donated furniture for the kids, but Sylvia 
has no mattress; she's sleeping on the floor." 
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The team makes suggestions for getting her more furniture. "The church might be 
able to help," Marie suggests.  
"I'll look into some sources," Tina offers. 
"Let's talk about legal issues," continues Nancy.  
Tina interrupts. "She has court ordered weekly visits for six months. Did Bay 
Area Legal clinic accept her divorce case?" 
"Yes," concurs Nancy. "She needs a plan to keep her husband away from her. 
He'll be out of jail in 50 days, and we need to decide how to keep the family safe from 
him after he gets out." She adds that to the list on the flip chart. 
"The shelter gave her a 9-1-1 cell phone. Isn't there an injunction against him at 
school and home?" interjects Marie.  
A lengthy discussion ensues about legal measures to keep Sylvia and her children 
safe from her husband. Sylvia is a woman with a lot of needs. Her two boys have been 
diagnosed with ADHD, Depression, Oppositional Defiant Disorder, and Behavioral 
Disorders. Both fall under the category of Seriously Emotionally Disturbed, or SED. 
They struggle with behavioral problems at home and at school, and are in special 
Emotionally Handicapped classrooms at school. Sylvia's daughter with cerebral palsy 
needs surgery to help her walk. Since Sylvia doesn't have a phone or a car, she has 
trouble getting to doctor's appointments and to work. Sylvia's current income puts her 
below the poverty level. And, Sylvia's mother, who's caring for her own mother who has 
Alzheimer's and cancer, can't help her out. 
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Hope and Despair 
I think about how far Sylvia has come. From being a person with a substance 
abuse problem, an abused spouse, a mother of children with physical and mental 
disabilities, a homeless person, and an unemployed person, she is now a head of 
household, a person with a family, a responsible person with a job and a home. We 
negotiate personal identity through our stories, and Sylvia is rewriting hers (Shaw, 1997). 
By relating to our lives through the lens of the whole, we can create coherence and 
meaning in our lives (Bochner, 2002; Carr, 1986; Kirby, 1991). Sylvia's narrative is 
situated in her past marriage, her family life with her children, her past family life with 
her mother and sister, and her current life in the community system of care. Her story 
cannot be studied separately from the setting or its history (MacIntyre, 1981). I note how 
Nancy is helping Sylvia find a pattern of success in her story, helping her change the 
retrospective elements of her life course so that she can move into the future with this 
new story.  
"Sylvia is overwhelmed," Debbie points out to the rest of the group. "I'm 
concerned because she has a history of drug addiction, and she doesn't need to become 
too overwhelmed. She needs emotional support as well as services." 
Sylvia concurs. "I don't want to go back on Valium and Xanax, but I really need 
help with anxiety. I need things to slow down." 
"If you get too overwhelmed, go for a walk to relax the mind. Or, treat yourself to 
something special," Debbie suggests.  
'That's it?' I wonder. How helpful is that?  
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The meeting ends abruptly when Sylvia notices that she's going to be late for 
work. 
Relating and Objectifying 
The next time I see Sylvia is two weeks later when I conduct a personal interview 
with her. "My sister has cerebral palsy," I begin the interview. "When she was a child, 
she had the same surgery your daughter is going to have. It helped her a lot."  
I want to share a moment of connection, to show Sylvia that in some small 
measure, I understand her situation. Sylvia seems to appreciate the comment. She's full of 
hopes and dreams for her family, but she's still afraid of how those dreams are going to 
be realized. Some social security disability money she's been counting on has fallen 
through and she's concerned about paying her bills.  
"Call Nancy, and ask for her help," I advise repeatedly as I conduct the interview. 
I'm not sure if she will or not.  
I settle on the couch as Sylvia pours me a cup of coffee. It's my third cup this 
morning, and I should have declined her offer, but I just can't resist the smell of freshly 
brewed coffee. I breathe in the deep aroma as I sneak a look around the room. It is 
immaculate. I think of the clutter in my living room and wonder if my decorating style 
could be called "casual chic." I suppress a twinge of guilt over my deficient domestic 
skills as Sylvia joins me on the couch. 
I've been looking forward to this interview. I've attended a few child and family 
team meetings for Sylvia's family, and, frankly, I like her. She's been through a lot in her 
life, and in some ways, I can relate to her perseverance. When I first met her, I thought 
that she was someone I could be friends with. I imagine that she could use a friend. She's 
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certainly had a rough life. Today she's dressed in a blue print sundress, her dark brown 
hair casually pulled back in a pony tail. Her voice is gravely, and her face is lined, 
reflecting, I think, the struggles she and her children have gone through.  
In response to my first interview question, she describes her foray into community 
mental health services. "My son, Rich, wouldn't go to school. He was actually Baker 
Acted3 a couple of times. He was hospitalized at Charter, the local mental health facility, 
and was pretty much out of control, and Charter referred me."  
She struggles to remember painful details. "I'm pretty sure it was three years ago, 
but it could be longer. I tend to block a lot of what's gone on. It's just too—I just don't 
want to deal with it." 
 I nod in response, and Sylvia continues our interview with a story: "I knew that I 
was just basically overwhelmed and stressed out. I couldn't do this 24 hours a day. So, it 
was really difficult. I finally had to walk out of my own house. I was screaming, 'what do 
you want me to do, just try to kill myself and then you'll believe that I need help?' I kind 
of felt that way then. I was very, very depressed. You know, I used to sit around and go, 
'what did I do wrong?' I would look at our old pictures of the family. I'd think about what 
I did that year, what I did the year before, what I did with the kids. What was it I did 
wrong? At first, obviously it's your fault, obviously it's your fault. You're the parent. Still, 
even now, in the back of my head, I think, what if I wasn't so impatient one day, and 
things like that?"  
                                                 
3
 In Florida, the act regulating involuntary commitment to a mental institution is called the "Baker 
Act," and invoking that act is referred to as "Baker Acting" someone. 
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 This last comment makes me pause. I think of the times I've gotten angry at my 
stepdaughter for leaving dirty dishes in the sink or leaving a mess in the living room. I 
think of times I've been too busy or preoccupied to be the perfect mother that I wanted to 
be for her. I wonder how guilty I would feel if she had the problems that Sylvia's kids 
have. 
Control and Emotionality 
 I move my mind into interviewer mode and check my tape recorder as she 
continues. "Rich started threatening me and abusing me physically." 
 I wait for Sylvia to continue speaking. She has stopped to dab at her eyes with a 
Kleenex, and she struggles to regain her composure. I think about changing the subject. I 
feel bad that I've made her cry, and I wonder if she's going to be okay with finishing the 
interview. I  also wonder if a crying interviewee will get me in trouble with the 
Institutional Research Board at USF. I decide to change the subject to something less 
emotional. "Tell me about your child and family team," I ask.  
 "Their approach was, whatever it is you need, we'll take care of it. We'll get it 
done. Even if the service doesn't exist, we'll find it for you, we'll find a way to do this," 
she recalls, as her tears stop, to my relief.  
 "After years of hearing people tell me, I can't help you, there's nothing I can do, 
there's no services for your kids, for somebody to sit in front of me and tell me we can 
help you, we'll do something, we'll fix it, was the biggest relief!"  
 I nod in response. "It was like a big burden was lifted off my shoulders because I 
felt so isolated. Just knowing that I'm not alone in trying to get what I need, to know that 
I have people that are helping me, and that if I have questions, they're willing to help. 
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Because it's scary, it's very scary. So it's like a security blanket for me. Because you 
know, sometimes there's nothing you can do about them. It's just one of those things. 
There's no answers."  
 She raises her voice slightly and looks me in the eye. "I know I didn't cause this, 
even if I wasn't the perfect parent because, I mean, kids don't come with a manual. I'm 
sure there were things I could have done better, but did I cause this behavior in my child? 
Was my parenting so extreme that I caused this reaction? No, no. I didn't do that."  
 She sits forward and looks at me intently as she continues. She waves her hands 
for emphasis. "There's always an element of desperation because your child is doing 
harmful things, and here you are fighting for their life. You've got people on your side 
and you know they're there to help you out, but this is not their child, this is my child, and 
my child's life is on the line here. You always feel kind of desperate."   
 I'm mesmerized. The passion in her voice is evidence of the pain she has gone 
through. I am drawn into her story and feel the pain of fearing for a child, the pain of 
guilt and of regret. I try to imagine what it must be like for her and wonder how she has 
been able to survive the experience. 
 She takes a deep breath and continues, "You think, I can raise these kids to be 
whatever I want them to be, they're going to turn out okay. I'm going to love them enough 
and care enough that they're going to turn out to what I want them to. It doesn't work that 
way. Our doctor told us a long time ago, 'they are your problem, but they are not your 
fault.'" She sits back in her chair and pauses.  
 I break eye contact to regain a sense of research objectivity and composure. I 
glance through the window into her back yard. A children's swing set sits in a large 
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fenced-in yard. Such a picture of normalcy, I think. Nice home, home cooked meals, love 
and affection. But it wasn't enough. She repeats herself, softly. "They're our problems, 
but they're not our fault." 
Hegemony and Equality 
I feel torn as I walk out. I'm worried about Sylvia, and as a postmodern narrative 
researcher, I understand my dialogic relationship with Sylvia, my responsibility in co-
constructing her narrative. I understand that what I learn from Sylvia is the result of a 
social process, a social discourse, both inside and outside of our relationship (Söderqvist, 
1991). I understand that my research is a dialogue with Sylvia and the rest of her team, 
between my reflections and their expressions, and between my experiences and theirs. In 
the research I do, I want to be engaged dialogically (Cissna & Anderson, 2004; Czubaroff 
& Friedman, 2000; Maranhão, 1991; Tillmann-Healy & Kiesinger, 2001). 
 I want my research to be conversational, dialogic, personal, and multivocal 
(Hawes, 1994). I want to understand the relational aspect of the work I'm doing. I want 
Sylvia's voice to come through in this research, and I want our relationship to be one of a 
partnership, based on our equality, rather than privileging researcher hegemony (Stoep, 
Williams, Jones, Green, & Trupin, 1991). I understand my responsibility as a researcher. 
But I also want to help her, to call Nancy, to help her get her financial problems fixed. On 
the other hand, as a university researcher under approval from the Institutional Review 
Board, I also understand the importance of remaining within my researcher role. It's not 
my job to help her, but I hope that she'll take my advice and call Nancy and get her 
assistance. I'm glad I got to hear her story. Studying Sylvia's experience from a narrative 
point of view allows me to better understand her situation. Narratives let me understand 
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her from a human point of view, and help me see her as a human being within a life of 
meaning, significance, and value (Bochner, 2002; Freeman, 1998; White, 1980).  
Marginalization and Normalization 
Fall comes and goes, and so does Christmas and New Year's. The next time I'm 
invited to a team meeting for Sylvia is in mid-January. This meeting is at the DCF 
(Division of Children and Families) office. Things are not good. The children have been 
removed from her home and they're meeting to discuss that. Attendees at this meeting, 
besides Sylvia and Nancy, are Tina and Marie from DCF and Wanda, the Guardian Ad 
Litem assigned by the court to be an advocate for the children--and me, of course. We 
meet in a tiny 8' x 8' room. Sylvia is the first to arrive; the meeting starts 30 minutes late. 
I get a whispered update in the hallway from Nancy as we wait for the other 
attendees. In November, Sylvia found out that the SSI (Social Security disability) money 
was not going to be paid. She was unable to pay for a car she had been planning to buy, 
and she fell behind on her rent. In December, she lost her job because she couldn't work 
the holiday hours they required and tend to the needs of her children. In January, when 
DCF came to check on her, they found her without electricity, phone, or water, her 
children dirty and home from school (they were embarrassed to go because of not 
bathing), and no food in the house. DCF immediately put the children back in foster care 
and scheduled a court hearing to determine residency. They were afraid she might have 
started using drugs again. 
This meeting in January is to determine what to recommend to the judge the next 
week. I think of how this story is being created retrospectively, meaning attached to 
actions after the fact. I wait for the next scene. 
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Nancy begins the meeting. "Sylvia asked me why we were having this meeting. 
We're going to court next week." I look at Sylvia. She bites her lip nervously. 
 Wanda jumps in with an accusation aimed at Sylvia. "You've been telling 
conflicting stories. I want documentation from you. The judge will listen to me. I have 
been misled and that won't happen anymore."  
Voice and Muting 
I'm taken aback at her tone. Sylvia's face remains expressionless and she says 
nothing. I listen to Wanda tell her story about Sylvia. I have a strong desire for the team 
to want to include Sylvia's voice in this story (White, 1980). 
 Nancy tries to intervene with Sylvia's strengths. "Sylvia is quite capable of good 
communication. She's always calling back and keeping appointments."  
 "Some stuff wasn't followed up on," Tina interjects. "Appointments weren't made; 
things weren't taken care of." 
 "She was supposed to go to a meeting. She didn't go," Wanda adds. 
 "I did go," Sylvia insists. "I had to sign up and come back. The kids were home 
from school and it was chaos." I feel an overwhelming sense of compassion for Sylvia.  
Wanda continues. "I need documentation. Where's your documentation?"  
I remember Bochner's (2002) comments that "stories should be thought of as 
social performances" (p. 80). This story is full of performances!  Nancy performing for 
Wanda, Tina, and Marie. Wanda, Tina, and Marie performing for Sylvia. Sylvia 
performing for all of them. All of them performing for me, jointly writing and enacting 
their story, performing and negotiating their meaning (Bochner et al., 1997; MacIntyre, 
1981). I wait for the moral of this story, almost dreading the next point in the plot.  
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 Nancy tries to review their goals. "Sylvia was going to get parenting classes, 
anger management classes, therapy. . ." 
Wanda interrupts. "I supported reunification against my inner feelings. These kids 
can't go through another separation." 
I take notes rapidly as I try to avoid Wanda's eyes. Angry people make me 
nervous, and Wanda is clearly very angry. This has now become a conflict story, with 
conflicts over different versions of the plot. Skjorshammer (2002) suggests that conflicts 
can be resolved if attempts are made to converge the different versions. If the 
disagreement is framed as disagreeing over narrative coherence rather than the "truth," 
opportunities to manage the conflict emerge. I notice that nobody is attempting to do that. 
I wonder what Wanda's story is, and how Sylvia fits into it (MacIntyre, 1981). 
Struggle over Hegemonic Truth 
Tina addresses Sylvia. "You did a great job of getting stuff together, but 
maintaining it. . . . You've had problems with jobs." 
 "I need documentation of your job search," Wanda repeats. 
Tina continues her discussion of Sylvia's needs. "You need to have a home. Will 
Section 8 continue paying for housing without the children at home?" 
 Sylvia starts to respond but Wanda jumps in. "What income do you have, for 
sure?" 
 Sylvia finally responds. "Nothing, for sure. I've been looking for a job. I have 
child support from my ex-husband," she adds. 
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"Will he continue paying when he finds out that the children aren't with you?" 
Tina asks. "You have to have that money coming in for sure before you get the kids 
back."  
I don't know how Sylvia feels, but I feel very frustrated. She is clearly in a 
damned if you do—damned if you don't situation. She has to have money to get the kids 
back, but she has to get the kids back before she can get the money. Authority and power 
are based on whose story is told, and whose story is seen as the moral one (White, 1980). 
The team's narrative clearly is the canonical narrative. Our ability to have personal 
agency depends on our own and others' perceptions of our identity, which is both created 
and damaged by stories (Nelson, 2001).   Does Sylvia understand what they're telling 
her? Her face is still expressionless.  
The canonical narrative our culture tells about situations such as the one faced by 
Sylvia and her family is one of neglect, dysfunction, disconnection, dependence, and 
devaluation (Williams & Collins, 2002). Brecher and Friedman (1993) noted that "many 
families in poverty experience a narrative of demoralization and helplessness, a sense of 
limited control and diminished personal agency over life events" (p. 278). I think about 
how our society blames people who are needy for their needs. Yes, it's true that Sylvia 
and her family are clearly more needy than most. Yet, all people are interdependent—
that's what makes us human  (Marks, 1999). A label of dependence is created by social 
structures that distribute their resources in discriminatory ways.  
"You can't count on that," Wanda adds. 
 Sylvia responds, "I have the social security disability for the kids." Her words are 
sounding very defensive, and I'm surprised how calm she's remaining. 
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 Nancy pulls the flip chart toward her. "Remember what we're all here for." She 
reads aloud as she writes. "Support Mom in doing what is best for the safety and well 
being of her children." 
 "The social security disability won't come to you if the children aren't with you," 
Tina says, glancing at the flip chart and ignoring Nancy's comment. 
 "Right now we have nothing for sure," Wanda concludes. "Where is your 
documentation?" I notice she's looking at Tina and Marie, and being careful not to look in 
Sylvia's direction. I wonder why she's taking this so personally.  
 Nancy jumps in. "We all want to make this work, when the kids come home." 
"If the kids come home," Wanda emphasizes. "There is no sure thing. Things have 
to be in place—jobs and counseling. She needs her kids home to get all these services, 
but we need to make sure they're in a good environment before we can send them home." 
I'm glad somebody has finally articulated this dilemma.  
Helping and Not Helping 
 Nancy interjects. "We're bogging down on particulars. Sylvia, you've been 
proactive in getting help for your family. How do we give you the support you need to 
get the resources you need?" 
Wanda addresses Sylvia: "You can't say you're ready to get the kids back. This is 
not a long-term solution." 
 "I know I need to work," Sylvia counters defensively. "I've been looking." 
 Wanda responds, "How did things decline so quickly? I hold you responsible. 
You allowed it to happen." I think that it is interesting how they are attributing agency 
and intentions to Sylvia, without knowing her narrative or understanding her story, her 
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beliefs, her choices. I wonder how one can separate actions from intentions, and how 
accountable Sylvia is for her narrative (Hacking, 1995; MacIntyre, 1981). I wonder, 
where is their accountability for Sylvia's situation? Why isn't Sylvia asking them 
questions, demanding answers from them? What is her role in this narrative? 
Tina addresses Sylvia, "You should have told us things were not okay, that things 
were not on track. You should have said, 'I need some help.'"  
'Right,' I think to myself, 'I see how sympathetic you would have been!' 
Nancy points to the flip chart. "Remember, we're all here to support Sylvia in 
doing what is best for the safety and well-being of her children." 
 Tina says, "You've got a lot of dependency on service providers. You're 
exhausting your resources. Your kids aren't bathing. I keep hearing a lot of conflicting 
stories. You need to tell us what's going on." 
 It occurs to me that in another time or place, this might be told as a story of 
poverty, maybe a story of courage and perseverance. Now, this same situation and same 
behavior are being told as a "child neglect" story. Is their story influencing Sylvia's 
identity (Hacking, 1995; Shaw, 1997)? Or is it reinforcing it? Our life narrative is 
reflexive; we both tell and create our reality through our stories, and these stories 
influence what others believe about us and the actions that are available to us in the future 
(Bruner, 1987; Robinson & Hawpe, 1986).  
 Sylvia defends herself. "I was asking for help." 
Nancy addresses Sylvia. "I don't want you to feel you're having to defend 
yourself. The basic issue is, we'd love to see your kids with you, but these people have 
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certain things that have to happen first. We all want to do what is best for the safety and 
well-being of your kids."  
Tina jumps in. "We can't forget that the whole responsibility is on Sylvia. I'm 
concerned." 
Sylvia speaks up again. "I'm going to get the Section 8 straightened out 
tomorrow." 
 Wanda answers, with tension in her voice, "If I don't get copies it hasn't 
happened. Do you really think you'll be ready for your court date next week? If you'd 
think about the kids for one moment!  You can't keep uprooting them. My concern is not 
for you, it's for them."  
'I can tell that,' I think to myself. 
Nancy explains to Sylvia, "We're talking about finances, for basics, shelter, food. 
Nobody doubts your intentions. Remember the big picture, your kids' safety. Nobody's 
pointing a finger, but what is the plan for making sure the kids are coming home with 
you?" 
Wanda adds, still looking at Sylvia, "Things need to be in place—jobs, 
counseling." 
Narrative Support and Possibilities 
Nancy points to the flip chart again and looks around the room. "Remember, we're 
all here to support Sylvia in doing what is best for the safety and well being of her 
children," she says. "I know you want to work this out. We're not blaming you," she says 
to Sylvia. "How can we all help this work?" She points to the board as she talks. "You 
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need to have supports in place before they come home—therapy, family counseling, 
financial plan, plans for emergencies." 
Sylvia looks around the room. "I agree. I wasn't looking for the kids to be home 
next week. I am looking for a full-time job. But I don't want to wait another five months 
to get them." 
 Tina leans forward toward Sylvia. "We don't want to put a time frame on it. Let's 
get this all taken care of." 
 Wanda, in a much softer voice, adds, "I want to see those kids home more than 
anything. But until I see long-term improvement, foster care will be my decision. 
However, reunification is the ultimate goal."  
 Nancy agrees. "Long range, the goal is to have the kids home forever." 
Sylvia looks a little more animated. "I want to go back to school, get a career."  
Wanda responds, "A career would be great." She smiles. 
Nancy says to Sylvia, "You have so many strengths. You liked your job before, 
use the time now without your kids at home to get job skills training." 
"The YMCA has a latchkey program, for when you are working," Wanda 
suggests. "Most moms do this; the kids get used to it. You could look into the medical 
field, scholarships, grants, loans. That's the key: you being able to support them without 
all these agencies." 
 Marie makes a suggestion: "Our local family advocacy group can help you." 
 Wanda questions, "What are you going to ask for in court next week?" 
Sylvia responds, "I'm not going to ask for them. I need a job. It's not good for 
them." 
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Nancy speaks up, "We really are your team. You and the children are the most 
important part of the team. We have the same goal you do. Tell us when you need help."  
"Take the summer to get things in place. Take a parenting class," Wanda suggests. 
"Do some one-on-one therapy," Nancy adds. She turns to Tina, "How do we make 
that happen?" 
Marie offers, "I'll call the agency and get her connected." 
 Wanda leans in to Sylvia and speaks directly to her. "You're going to focus on 
your employment, financial and emotional stability. This is for your support. We can help 
you."  
'What just happened here?' I think. How did this storyline just shift? Nancy kept 
referring to what I would call their "big picture vision," 'to support Sylvia in doing what 
is best for the safety and well being of her children.'  Could she have been engaging in 
narrative editing, using discourse to construct a narrative for the team to support Sylvia 
(Marvasti, 2002)? She didn't change any of the facts of the narrative, but perhaps she 
changed the plot of the story by reframing the meaning of the relationships between the 
characters. I remember that when Nancy redirected the plot, Sylvia "bought" the 
canonical narrative of the group (that she wasn't ready to take her children), and the team 
"bought" Nancy's narrative, that they were there to help Sylvia. Sylvia accepted her role 
as a subordinate in the professional-client power relationship (Frank, 1995), and 
somehow, this turned the plot from a regressive narrative to a progressive narrative or at 
least a stability narrative (Gergen & Gergen, 1986). 
I leave the meeting shaking my head. My hand is sore from writing so many field 
notes. 
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Narrative Significance and Narrative Truth 
As I drive back home, I think about Sylvia and this meeting. Who is responsible 
for her story? Carr (1986) said that it is moral for all of us to see our responsibility in 
forming each other's stories. Narratives occur in a social situation, in the intersubjective 
space between self and other. Yet, he (1986) also said that "I choose the story in which I 
am cast as a player, even if the story has already been written and the part I play has been 
played before" (p. 94). Whose story is this anyway?  
 Of course, seeing Sylvia's life as a narrative is not the only way to look at the 
situation. Researchers, philosophers, psychotherapists, and other professionals who lean 
toward an empiricist or a positivist bent find it more useful to predict behavior (Bochner, 
2002). I can understand why it might be important for the courts to want to predict what 
kind of home Sylvia will give to her children if they are returned to her; why they might 
want to search for facts and objectivity. Some of us, however, see the world as 
interpretivists. We look for meaning, embodiment, believability, and empathy (Bochner, 
2002; Bochner, Ellis, & Tillmann-Healy, 1998). I wonder what would have happened 
with Sylvia and her kids if the professionals helping her had sought to understand her life 
story. Could they have helped her better? Could they have inspired her? Alleviated her 
suffering? If they had acknowledged their fears and vulnerabilities and her place in their 
life story, and their place in hers, could they have helped her more? If Sylvia had seen 
that her story mattered, would she have mattered more? If they had given her voice, 
would she have found agency and empowerment (Bochner, 2001, 2002; Parry, 1991)? 
 I drive my car down the off-ramp at the exit to my house. At the end of the off-
ramp is a young man holding a cardboard sign. I look over to him and the sign as I get 
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closer. His sign reads, "Traveling. Broke. Please Help." This exit gets lots of guys 
begging. It's on a major interstate and is across from a big truck stop. I guess there are 
lots of hitchhikers heading south to find fame and fortune in Florida. This guy looks 
weather-beaten, as many of them do. His leathered face is golden brown, heavily lined 
with wrinkles, and accented with a white beard. I hit my door lock as I drive by him, 
being careful to avoid his eyes. Sometimes I give money to people begging, but then I 
think about how people say that giving handouts to beggars will just enable them, and 
might prevent them from obtaining resources in more productive ways. And, I hate to 
look like a sucker to the people in the cars behind me. Yet, I wonder what his story is. 
 I think about how Sylvia's life has many stories—hers, her children's, her ex-
husband's, her case manager's, her care coordinator's, the court's, and mine (Parry, 1991). 
I don't think that there's any one "true" story of Sylvia's experience, though some people 
may ask when they read my research, "Is this story true or not?" All stories are part 
happening and part imagination (Sarbin, 1986). What is important about them is how 
people use them to make sense of their world. As Bochner (2000) says, I may ask, "What 
if this were true? What then?" (p. 266). I'm not trying to recreate facts; I'm trying to 
understand the significance and meaning in the lives of Sylvia, her children, the courts, 
the professionals working with her, and of me. I don't ask, "Is this true?" Instead, I ask, 
"What is its narrative expression?" What are the multiple ways this story could be seen 
and constructed? What are the shared meanings we can take from it? What did we learn 
from hearing it? What did I learn from writing it? Did I evoke empathy? Consciousness? 
Conversation? Activism? (Bochner, 2000, 2001, 2002; Freeman, 1998). 
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Some people might suggest that there is a reality, a "truth" about Sylvia and her 
situation. They might suggest that poverty, that being unemployed and having your water 
cut off, is about as real as you can get, that cerebral palsy is a real infirmity, ADHD is a 
real phenomenon. They might say that regardless of the narrative we create around the 
situation, the reality is still that Sylvia and her family have problems.  
I think there's another way to look at it. Yes, Sylvia's daughter's body exhibits 
certain developmental inabilities that we have termed "cerebral palsy." Her sons exhibit 
certain inattentive behaviors that we have termed "ADHD," and certain emotional 
behaviors that we have termed "ODD." Her financial situation is one we have termed 
"poverty." We might even say that these are impairments: bodily impairments, behavioral 
impairments, emotional impairments, financial impairments. But these impairments are 
still relative to societal expectations and constructions.  
Researchers note that the behaviors themselves that are labeled as "mental illness" 
can be seen as social practice and social discourse, rather than forms of mental states 
(Gergen & Davis, 1985). The labels themselves of "mental disorders" can have long 
lasting negative consequences on employment, quality of life, and self-esteem of patients, 
due to stigma resulting from the labels (Wright, Gronfein, & Owens, 2000). While mental 
illnesses may be "real" in terms of observable behavior outside the norm of society, they 
are not pathologic, organic or biologic (in a scientifically proven sense) as are physical 
diseases (Szasz, 1974, 1987). The fact that these impairments are disabling, or are a 
disability, is also a social construction.  
According to Marks (1999), the World Health Organization differentiates between 
impairments and disability. Impairment refers to "a loss or abnormality of psychological, 
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physiological, or anatomical structure or function," while disability is "a restriction or 
lack resulting from that impairment" (p. 53), recognizing the role of society in 
constructing disability. In some societies or communities, being without a job, money, or 
home might not be problematic. Someone with bodily or behavioral impairments might 
be considered to be a "normal" functioning member of a society (Marks, 1999). Or, as 
Gergen and Gergen (1986) noted, "common conceptions of development could be 
radically altered if societal values were different" (p. 37).  
Narrative Engagement and Empathy 
 I'm still thinking about Sylvia the next day on my way back from a meeting across 
the bay. As I approach the Howard Frankland bridge, I pull my car to the side of the road 
and look over the water. The sun sparkles on the dark blue water beneath a vibrant blue 
sky and puffy white clouds. I watch the sailboats in the distance, white sails billowing in 
the breeze. I've always wanted to learn how to sail, and I think about how it might feel to 
be floating on the water, being pushed by the wind, propelled by nature, saying 'look at 
me!' to all the cars driving by on their way to work or meetings or errands, saying 'Look! 
I'm flying!' 
I return to reality and think about Sylvia. Does she have any hope of flying? Does 
she ever watch the sailboats and wonder where they're going? Where an adventure could 
take her? Does she get to dream? To sit under the clouds and feel the wind at her back 
and the sun on her face and think about the future? Sylvia's story could easily be seen as a 
restitution story, or a quest story (Frank, 1994). She could easily be seen for what she has, 
what she does, where she's going. 
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I think about how this all plays together, and how it all influences Sylvia and her 
family. What an interesting case! Suddenly, a light bulb goes off. Maybe this could be my 
dissertation research! I could study Sylvia and her family. I could study her through a 
narrative lens, looking at issues of power, marginalization, control, and meaning. I could 
see how the team helps and empowers Sylvia. I could look at what reality the team 
constructs for Sylvia and for themselves in the midst of interacting with each other and 
their larger social system. My dissertation could study the lived experience inside a child 
and family team, to understand how the team—both individually and as a whole—
constructs meaning and reality for themselves. I pick up my cell phone to call Carolyn 
Ellis, my major professor. 
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Chapter 2 
Rigging And Launching 
The Dissertation Defense 
I balance five large pizza-shaped boxes as I navigate my way into the 
Communication office and drop them in the waiting area chair.  
"Hey, pizza! For me?" Shawn, the office guy, asks. 
"No, sorry," I respond, wondering if I should have brought the office staff some 
food also. "It's cookies. For my committee. I'm defending my dissertation proposal this 
morning."  
"Oh, sweetening them up, huh?" Shawn answers with a wink. 
"Yeah, you could say that!" I answer. My voice drops to a whisper. "I'm so 
nervous!" I confess to Shawn as I sink into the other empty chair and smooth my jacket. I 
take several deep breaths and hope the knot in my stomach will go away before they call 
me in. 
"Hi, Cris!" Carolyn opens the door to the conference room and smiles at me. 
"Ready?" 
"Sure!" I say with a confidence I don't feel.  
Shawn reassures me as he helps me pick up the cookie boxes. "You'll do fine," he 
whispers. 
"What's in the boxes?" Ken Cissna, one of my committee members from the 
Communication Department, asks as I carry them in. 
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"Open them and see," I say as I give a box to each person. Each contains a giant 
chocolate chip cookie decorated in the USF colors of green and gold. Large letters 
proclaim "Thank You!," a tribute to the mentoring given to me by the committee 
members for the past three years. As Eric Eisenberg and Art Bochner, the other 
committee members from the Communication Department, and Bob Friedman, my 
outside committee member from the Department of Child and Family Studies at the 
Florida Mental Health Institute at USF, break off bites of their cookies, I open my folder 
and pull out my notes. 
 Carolyn speaks first. "We thought your proposal was very good," she begins. 
"But, we have some questions." 
 I take a deep breath, pencil poised, ready to write their questions and prepare a 
response. 
 "First, Cris," she says with a reassuring smile, "we'd like you to give us some 
background to this project." 
Project Background 
 I nod. "For the past three years, at FMHI, I've been conducting research for the 
'THINK' project." I look around the table. "'THINK' stands for 'Tampa Hillsborough 
Network for Kids.'  It's a program here in Hillsborough County, Florida, that offers 
mental health services to children with SED and their families. I've been involved in their 
research evaluation, studying their child and family team process through conducting 
observations of team meetings and interviews with family members."  
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I glance down at my notes. "We've observed 118 team meetings with 5 different 
case management agencies, 33 team leaders, and 91 families" (Davis & Dollard, 2004; 
Davis, Dollard, & Vergon, 2005).  
I look back up at the committee. "In the research I've been conducting, I've 
noticed that these meetings play a strong part in constructing and reinforcing either 
positive or negative realities for the family. In the worst examples of child and family 
teams I've attended, team members ignore the family's cries for help, delay services, and 
criticize and blame parents, as part of a power play to define the identity of the child and 
family as one of disempowerment, marginalization, and dependency (Barton, 1996). 
Some of you have read my writing about Sylvia. That story is a strong example of 
disempowerment and marginalization. In that example, the team reinforced the traditional 
power relations of the medical model of care, and Sylvia became a "muted group" 
(Ardener, 1978; Orbe, 1998; Wall & Gannon-Leary, 1999), subordinated in her 
communication to the more dominant modes of expression in the meetings."  
"Are all team meetings like that?" Bob asks with an exasperated tone in his voice. 
"Fortunately, no," I answer. "When the teams work the way they're supposed to, 
they help the family reconstruct a measure of control in their lives. When children are 
diagnosed with a disability, families have to make sense of the diagnosis and gain control 
or mastery over it, as they adapt to give their lives order and purpose again  (Seligman & 
Darling, 1997). At their best, these child and family teams help them do this. And, as a 
matter of fact, with Sylvia at first, this is exactly what the team did for her." 
Bob nods, so I continue. "When families have available resources to take care of 
a stressful situation, they perceive stress as manageable rather than as a crisis. I think 
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that's one of the key functions of the system of care child and family team—changing a 
crisis to a manageable situation by helping the family acquire new resources, learn new 
coping behaviors, reduce the demands on them, or change the way they view the situation 
(Seligman & Darling, 1997). 
"How do they do that?" Carolyn asks. 
I look back down at my notes for a second. "When their meetings adhere to the 
system of care principles they're supposed to follow, they seem to exhibit what Bogdan 
and Taylor (1989) call "the social construction of humanness," in which non-disabled 
people value and love people with disabilities as unique human beings. Bogdan and 
Taylor (1989) suggest that treating people with disabilities with closeness and affection; 
crediting them with cognitive ability, intelligence, and understanding; seeing them as 
unique individuals with different personalities, preferences, feelings, and life histories; 
and viewing them as being able to contribute something to the relationship, helps 
maintain the sense of their being fully human. In the best examples of child and family 
team meetings that I have observed, team members do this. Team members know the 
family members personally and show knowledge of and respect for their unique culture, 
beliefs, feelings, and preferences. They treat them with respect and even affection. They 
accept them as equal partners in the team with ideas to contribute."   
Definitions and Explanations 
"Cris," Ken asks. "Could you please more fully explain some terms? What 
specifically is meant when you say 'SED'?" 
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I read the definition from my notes. "SED is an umbrella term that refers to a 
mental, emotional, or behavioral disorder that results in an impairment that substantially 
inhibits the child's ability to fully function in the family, school, or community." 
I look up at Ken. "Children are identified as having SED either by the school 
system according to their behavioral criteria, or by a psychologist according to a 
diagnosis described in the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) (1994). They typically have been diagnosed with 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), depression or other mood disorders, 
conduct disorders, or anxiety disorders, or a combination of those (Halfon & Newacheck, 
1999). In our THINK study, the children range in age from 4 to 18 years—the average 
age is 12—and are in the mental health care system because of a history of psychiatric 
hospitalizations, physical abuse, sexual abuse, running away, suicide attempts, and 
substance abuse. In addition, their biological family histories include family violence, 
mental illness, psychiatric hospitalization, criminal convictions, and substance abuse. 
Children with SED and other mental or behavioral disorders typically have multiple 
needs and are receiving services from multiple agencies and organizations, such as 
education, social service, juvenile justice, health, mental health, vocation, recreation, and 
substance abuse providers." 
"How prevalent is SED?" Ken asks.  
"According to Halfon and Newacheck (1999)," I answer, "between 17% and 22% 
of children under age 18 have been diagnosed with some form of mental illness, and 
mental illness has been recognized as a major cause of childhood disability. Almost 7 
million children between 9 and 17 years old have SED (Faenza & Steel, 1999)." 
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"One more question," Ken says. "You mentioned a 'system of care philosophy.' 
What, specifically, do you mean by that?" 
I nod and smile. "In order to understand what a system of care is, it helps to 
understand what it isn't. Traditional treatments for mental illnesses are based on many 
different approaches. A biological approach, for instance, supposes that mental illnesses 
have genetic, biological, biochemical, or neurological causes, or a mixture of these. This 
method tends to treat the genetic, neurochemical, and viral factors that are believed to 
cause mental illness. Biological treatment interventions include psychiatric medications 
(Scheid & Horwitz, 1999)." 
I take a breath and continue. "An illness viewpoint assumes that psychiatric 
symptoms, or certain behaviors or behavioral patterns, indicate mental disease. Some 
people claim that this attitude pathologizes people who don't act in socially appropriate 
ways and labels them as deviant. Another view, the psychological point of view, regards 
mental illness as a problem in cognitive and personal factors (Horwitz & Scheid, 1999). 
The treatments for this approach tend to focus on helping clients gain insight, relearn 
mental representations, enhance self-actualization, or improve family dynamics 
(Peterson, 1999). These approaches could all be called "traditional medical models" of 
care because they emphasize a problem orientation in which people with mental illness 
are seen as being deficient and responsible for their problems. The medical model 
stresses cure; a dominant, paternalistic physician role; and a passive patient 'sick role' 
(Pettegrew & Logan, 1987; Szasz, 1987; Wampold, Ahn, & Coleman, 2001). This 
perspective contributes to a picture of the child and family as being dependent. This 
model of care typically uses clinical jargon, professionalized diagnostic instruments, and 
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a priority on diagnosis or labeling of the illness (Barton, 1996; Marks, 1999; Seligman & 
Darling, 1997)." 
I smile. "Foucault (1995) would say that, in the medical model of care, the 
patient's body is a target of power in which professionals disempower and marginalize 
people who are ill and disabled and foster dependency in them."  
I glance at Bob as I quote his research. "Now, in the system of care model, that is 
all turned upside down. The system of care philosophy, also known as a wraparound 
approach to care, was developed relatively recently in response to several criticisms of 
the health, social, mental health, and educational systems that said that these systems had 
an oversimplified view of crisis prevention and family support (Friedman, 1994). Mental 
health care systems following this approach take a holistic, contextual approach to 
treating the child within the framework of their social, behavioral, and environmental 
factors. This philosophy encompasses child and family focused care, family involvement 
as full participants in service planning and delivery, family empowerment, individualized 
care, community based decision making and service management, a strengths-based 
approach, and culturally responsive care (Dunst & Trivette, 1996; Faenza & Steel, 1999; 
Stroul & Friedman, 1986). A collaborative interagency planning team that includes the 
child and family as full team members often is a part of accomplishing this vision 
(Lourie, Katz-Leavy, & Stroul, 1996; VanDenBerg et al., 2003; Walker & Bruns, 2003). 
In this perspective, agencies work together to develop and coordinate individualized 
services for the child and family." 
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 "Cris, why don't you explain to the committee what a strengths perspective is?" 
Bob asks. "It's a very important part of the system of care philosophy and one striking 
way that this philosophy differs from the medical model of care." 
"Sure!" I respond. "The strengths perspective is a particular departure from the 
medical model's reliance on deficit language, labeling, and pathologizing (Laveman, 
2000)."  
I look down at my notes. "I especially like the way Saleebey (1996) puts it. He 
says that this perspective looks at individuals and families in light of their "capacities, 
talents, competencies, possibilities, visions, values, and hopes, however dashed and 
distorted these may have become through circumstance, oppression, and trauma" 
(p.297)."  
"But, Cris," Art says, looking at both me and Bob, "you can't just ignore people's 
problems, can you?" 
"That's a great point," I say. "People practicing the system of care philosophy 
don't ignore problems. They just don't focus on them. I'll quote Saleebey (1996) again. 
He says that it's "as wrong to deny the possible as it is to deny the problem" (p. 297). In 
the strengths approach, language is transformed to transcend problems and to 
acknowledge wisdom, abilities, and resources through re-storying an individual's 
personal narrative and identity from one of deficiency to one of capability and of 
identification of existing sources of support in the person's natural environment 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Saleebey, 1996). 
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Research Focus, Approach, and Role 
Carolyn asks the next question. "Could you please explain your research question, 
and what you want to find out in this research?" 
 I nod and smile. "In a nutshell, I'll be studying a child and family team in a 
children's mental health system of care. I want to understand how the team members 
struggle with shifting from a traditional medical model to a system of care orientation, 
and I want to appreciate what the experience feels like for all the team members. I don't 
think it's possible to comprehend the challenges team members struggle with, just from 
observing meetings or interviewing a few parents, and I don't think it's possible to study 
the team's system from only looking at the members individually. I've been looking at 
snapshots of team processes. I now want to look at one team in-depth, longitudinally. In 
order to fully grasp how these team members construct reality and meanings for 
themselves and for the team, I want to research the experience from many eyes, to hear it 
from many voices, and to see it from many angles, individually, interpersonally, and 
systemically." 
 Carolyn nods. "What, specifically, will you be looking at?" she asks. "What's your 
research question?" 
 "Specifically, in my dissertation, I'll look at what reality and meaning a system of 
care team constructs for the team members and for the team as a whole, and what they do 
communicatively to accomplish this." 
"Tell us more," she encourages. 
"I'll look at what the experience is like, from the point of view of all team 
members, and from the point of view of the system, or team, as a whole, to understand 
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their experience philosophically, practically, and emotionally." I take a breath and slow 
down. "I want my research to help team members better understand each other. I want 
people who work in the children's mental health field to better understand the reality from 
within a system of care team, and I want interagency team members to better understand 
what it is that they do when they are helpful to the families and what it is that they do 
when they are not," I add.  
Art sits forward. "Cris, what other research has been done in this area?" 
I look at my notes. "Mine is a unique approach to research on mental health care 
systems of care interagency teams. A small body of literature looks at what the 
experience within a system of care is like from the family's point of view. Ciano (2002); 
Mantueffel and Soler (2002); Moore, Armstrong and Street (2002); and Rea (2003) are 
examples of research that have studied systems of care or wraparound teams from the 
family's point of view. However, almost no literature focuses on understanding the lived 
experience in a system of care from the point of view of the other team members (either 
formal or informal supports) (but see Mackler, 2002). In addition, almost no research has 
studied the experience of a system of care or wraparound team from the point of view of 
the system or team. The System of Care Practice Review (Hernandez et al., 2001; 
Stephens, Holden, & Hernandez, 2002) is one research methodology that looks at the 
system of care from the system level. No published research has looked at the reality 
constructed for the team by the team's interactions or communication. With this project, 
I'll add to the existing literature on system of care interagency teams, by providing 
specific research and examples on the use of the understanding of constructed meaning, 
through communication, to achieve the team's mission and purpose." 
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Eric sits forward. "Cris, how will this relate to other work on team-based 
organizing?" 
"Although research on team-based organizing suggests many benefits to a team-
based approach (Cohen & Bailey, 1987; Guzzo & Dickson, 1996; Kayser, 1994; Senge, 
1994), this type of approach in systems of care can be quite a challenge. In system of care 
or wraparound teams, team members, agencies, and systems must learn to work together 
in ways that represent fundamentally different paradigms from their more traditional 
training and experience (Walker & Bruns, 2003). There has been much research on how 
to increase team effectiveness, productivity, and empowerment; in fact, I have literature 
notes on much of it in my proposal (Ashcraft & Kedrowicz, 2002; Cohen & Bailey, 1987; 
Dunst & Trivette, 1996; Koroloff, Schutte, & Walker, 2003; Orpen, 1997; Parker, 1994; 
Recardo & Jolly, 1997). In this research, I want my approach to these teams to go beyond 
the research on team effectiveness. As I said earlier, I want to understand the lived 
experience inside a child and family team, to understand how the team both individually 
and as a whole constructs reality and meaning for themselves." 
"Cris," Eric asks, "Tell us about your approach to this research." 
"I'm going to study the system of care team in their system or social-world 
context so that I can fully understand their internal group communication and interaction 
patterns (Butterfield & Lewis, 2002; Jacobson, 2003; Sykes, 1990). I'm also going to use 
a "bona fide group" approach to look both within the group to interpersonal 
communication interactions between group members and outside the group boundaries to 
their interactions with their larger systems of which they are a part (Poole, 1999; Sykes, 
1990)."  
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I pause to take a sip of water. "In this sense, I'll be taking a constructionist 
systems perspective suggested by Yerby (1995). This perspective understands the role of 
social context on the system, the roles of members for meaning making within the system 
within this social context, and the role of the researcher in the process of reality 
construction. Yerby's (1995) suggestion was for this process to combine second order 
family systems theory, social construction theory, and dialogic approaches to 
communication. I'll do this by exploring the interactions among the individuals on the 
team with each other and within their larger system of care and social contexts such as 
the mental health care system and the school system. I'll also look at how meaning is 
constructed through communication in the system. It will also be important for me to 
remember that I'm part of the reflexive process of meaning-construction. I'll look for the 
shared consciousness created in the group, the group identity, and the processes that 
create that (Hoagwood & Olin, 2002; Poole, 1999). I'll be looking at the shared meaning 
in the system of care as the primary site for the construction of meaning. I'm taking a 
dynamic, holistic view of the processes by which the systems of care create their reality 
(Daly, 1992; Mabry, 1999)." 
"What, exactly, will your role be with this team you're studying?" Ken asks. 
"I'm going to attempt to replicate the wraparound model in my research. Just as, 
in wraparound and family centered care, they try to give the professionals and families 
equal voice, I'm going to attempt to equalize the hegemonic power relationship between 
my research participants and me by paying attention to issues of voice, interpretation, 
interactions, dialogue, and reflexivity. In fact, I'm going to make a conscious effort to 
include the voice and feedback of all system of care participants (Hawes, 1994; Reed-
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Danahay, 2001). One way I'm going to do this is by looking for the meanings that my 
study participants give to their communication, rather than my looking simply at my own 
meanings or interpretations (Daly, 1992; Owen, 2001)." 
"I intend to be a dialogic researcher, so I've got to "engage dialogically" with my 
study participants, through acknowledging both my humanity and theirs (Czubaroff & 
Friedman, 2000; Mizco, 2003; Patton, 2002; Reed-Danahay, 2001)." 
"That sounds great, Cris," Ken responds, "but what will your role on the team be? 
Will you be participating in team meetings or interactions?" 
I pause momentarily as I think of how I want to answer this. I've anticipated this 
question and have thought a great deal about this. "I do plan to have a role on the team, 
but my role will be as a researcher. Just as a therapist in her team role has certain 
behaviors to perform, I as a researcher will have certain behaviors to perform also. As a 
researcher, I will perform less active, more observational behaviors."  
I pause for another minute as I think about what my role has been in these teams 
in the past. On the one hand, I've conducted dozens of team meeting facilitation training 
sessions around the local community (Davis, 2004), so most team leaders in these child 
and family teams have been trained by me. On the other hand, I remember how my boss 
at the Florida Mental Health Institute said when I began doing that training, "How are 
you going to make sure that your role as trainer won't interfere with your objectivity in 
observing meetings?" I remember how I struggled to be objective when I interviewed 
Sylvia Smith, because I had grown attached to her. Now, as then, I think that objectivity 
is an illusion and that every researcher comes into the research process with biases, 
preconceptions, and frames of reference. I think what's important is that the researcher 
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writes reflexively (Hertz, 1997) so that the reader understands where his/her bias comes 
from. Yet, I also think that studying communication in a naturalistic setting requires 
avoiding interfering with the setting as much as possible. 
"So does that mean that you won't participate in team meetings?" Ken clarifies. 
"I plan to participate by observing and taking notes," I respond. 
"You've talked in the past about meetings in which the team was oppositional to 
the family. What will you do in a meeting, if you think the team is treating the child or 
family badly? Won't you feel the need to say something? How can you ethically sit back 
and just let it happen?" Ken challenges. 
"I've thought a lot about that," I respond. "Sometimes, it's hard to remain quiet. 
But, I think that I can do more good by keeping within my role of researcher and not 
interrupting the meeting. If I start interrupting meetings, the team might not be open with 
me or might not let me sit in their meetings. I think I can do more good on a larger scale 
by watching the team with as little interference as possible from me, and using my 
research findings to influence future teams' behaviors." 
I look at Ken's face. He doesn't seem convinced. 
"Besides," I continue, "there are therapists and professionals on the team, and I 
might derail plans they have, things they are working toward, if I interrupt. One of the 
key concepts of wraparound is to empower the families. If I jump in to stand up for them, 
won't that disempower them?" Ken is nodding, so I relax a little as we move on to the 
next question. 
"Cris, can you say a little more about the relationship you plan to have with your 
research participants?" Art asks. 
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I smile as I respond. This is one of the things I'm most excited about in my 
research design. "Just as the system of care approach to treatment interventions turns 
upside down the traditional hegemonic relationship between the professionals and 
patients, my research design and philosophy is intended to turn upside down the 
traditional hegemonic relationship between researcher and research participant. In doing 
this, I hope to be able to more fully understand the joint construction of reality and 
meaning that emerges in and from the team with recognition of the team's multisystemic, 
multivocal, and interrelated nature. The case study methodology I'm using will let my 
research participants have a say in how the research is conducted, because they will be 
able to exert control over the conversations. I see this as an opportunity to tilt the balance 
of power in the research relationship from me to the participants. I hope to be able to 
represent multiple voices, enhance moral discernment and articulation, and promote 
social transformation (Christians, 2000; Madriz, 2000). 
Research Methodology 
"Cris," Bob interjects. "Could you explain your case study methodology?"  
"I'll be taking a case study approach to this research. As Jarrett (1992) says, a case 
study is a "detailed and in-depth investigation of a single unit" (p. 176), and my unit of 
measurement will be one community mental health system of care child and family team. 
A case is a bounded and integrated system, and a case study approach takes a broad and 
in-depth look at many activities and behaviors of the case in order to understand how 
they shape the meaning of what we understand about the case. A case study looks at a 
situation in its contextual complexity, and typically focuses on understanding actions, 
processes, patterns, and problems through interpretation and narratives. I'll be studying 
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one child and family team with the Center for Children and Families, an independent case 
management agency in Tampa, Florida. The Center for Children and Families provides 
intensive case management for 25-40 families with five full-time and approximately 15 
part-time "system navigators," their term for case managers or care coordinators. The 
Center for Children and Families has been the pilot project for the THINK system of care 
plan since 1999." I pause. "I hope to be able to study Sylvia and her team. I'm already 
familiar with them, and I like her a lot."  
I take a sip of water and continue. "I'm attracted to a case study approach to 
research because it takes a post-modern ethnographic orientation in its basic 
epistemology. It sees knowledge as experiential, it emphasizes the particularity of the 
case, it pays high attention to sociopolitical contexts that influence meaning within the 
case, it seeks to understand multiple realities, it takes a radical constructionist position 
that's interested in the ways that everyone involved is touched by the situation, and it 
focuses on interpretive knowledge from the human being who is the research instrument. 
Rather than generalizing to a population, case studies provide naturalistic generalizations 
by giving experiential accounts with thick descriptions to their readers so that they are 
able to experience the case vicariously along with us. A case study looks at a situation in 
its contextual complexity, and typically focuses on understanding actions, processes, 
patterns, and problems through interpretation and narratives (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; 
Stake, 1995)." 
"That sounds good," Bob responds. "Could you discuss your data collection 
methods?" 
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"In order to fully understand the reality and meaning constructed by the team, I'll 
observe many different kinds of team interactions, and I'll listen to the way team 
members talk about, and with, their other team members so that I can understand the 
meanings they give to their constructed experiences. Therefore, I'll be using a number of 
approaches to the data collection, which lets me, as Richardson (2000) said, crystallize 
the data. Crystallization recognizes that reality is multidimensional, deep, and complex, 
and that understanding is necessarily partial. Using several different approaches to the 
research investigation will contribute to my interpretive research rigor by allowing me to 
immerse myself in the experience from many different perspectives (Lincoln & Guba, 
1985; Patton, 2002; Stake, 1995). This will let me most fully understand the lived 
experiences of the system of care team. I plan to conduct in-depth interviews with all 
team members, observe all team meetings and interactions—other than therapy 
sessions—between team members and the family, and conduct three interactive focus 
groups with the family and team. This tactic is especially well suited for understanding 
the dynamic interactions of a group or system." 
Art nods. "Could you please discuss each of those in more detail?" 
I look down at my notes. "First, I'm going to observe communication between and 
within the team, by sitting in on child and family planning team meetings and other 
personal interactions between team members and the child and/or family. Through 
personal contact within the system of care, I'll gain sensory understanding and empathy 
for the participants, which will help me better understand the constructed reality and 
associated meaning in their experiences. I'll take an active researcher role that emphasizes 
the importance of understanding the experience from the point of view of the motives and 
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feelings of the team members (Patton, 2002). Since observations are limited by being 
able to focus only on external observable behaviors (Patton, 2002), I'll also conduct 
personal interviews and interactive focus groups with the system of care participants."  
I take another sip of water to wet my dry mouth. "I also plan to interview, in 
depth, each of the system of care child and family team members, including the 
professionals and the family. These in-depth interviews will be conversational and 
individualized, and I'll ask about and listen for their experiences of being in their system 
of care team, especially about specific behaviors observed in the interactions. Interviews 
with team members will allow me to go beyond what I'm observing to explore 
participants' feelings and thoughts about their interactions. Through the use of interviews, 
I'll be able to understand how people have jointly organized and constructed their world 
and the meanings they have attached to these constructions, by entering their world from 
their point of view (Patton, 2002; Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). Conducting these interviews 
will give me an opportunity to hear their voices and their stories.  
"Finally, I'll conduct interactive focus groups with team members. This method is 
a variation on traditional focus groups and borrows characteristics from interactive 
interviewing, narrative recovery techniques, Delphi technique, interactive group 
interviews, leaderless discussion groups, interactive and constructivist therapy groups, 
and reflecting teams. With this approach, I'll participate with team members in figuring 
out and interpreting their interactions and behavior. Unlike researchers using traditional 
focus group methods, I'll try to create a type of polyphonic interviewing, in which 
multiple perspectives are sought and discussed (Fontana & Frey, 2000). In traditional 
focus groups, participants are strangers to each other and thus have little consequences 
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past the group session for their conversation (Myers, 1998). In contrast, these focus 
groups will consist of participants already in an existing "bona fide" group, and the 
purpose will be to observe how their prior group culture interacts in this environment. In 
addition, team members and I will intentionally engage in joint sensemaking and 
emergent understanding through a process of mutual disclosure—sharing personal 
feelings and social experiences with each other. I'll hold multiple focus group sessions, 
which will let me build on previous sessions and encourage reflection, empathy, and trust 
between sessions. The focus of the group sessions will be on an intersubjective process of 
interpretation and understanding between me and the participants, a state of vulnerability 
and sharing on my part, and empathy and respect for the research participants." 
I take a breath and look around the table. Nodding, everyone seems to be 
following me. I continue. "In conducting interactive focus groups with system of care 
team members, I'm following Wheatley's (1999) suggestion of working with the system 
as a whole, to understand the system of care in terms of relationships and interplays and 
the resulting constructed reality and meanings. By combining focus group discussion 
with observations and individual interviews, I'll be able to put the other information in 
context (Fontana & Frey, 2000), and focus on the multivocal character of participants' 
thoughts, viewpoints, and realities (Madriz, 2000). One of the main advantages and 
purposes of these focus groups will be their ability to provide insights into complex 
behaviors and motivations by observing the group interaction effect in action."  
I continue. "In my analysis of these group sessions, I'll look at the focus group 
conversation as a speech event or narrative, as suggested by Mishler (1986), to 
understand the joint construction of meaning taking place in the sessions. I'll look at the 
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conversational, narrative, and symbolic ways that the team as a system jointly constructs 
its reality and meaning." 
Carolyn sits forward and changes the subject. "Cris, tell us about the narrative 
approach that you'll be using to write the dissertation." 
I nod. "I plan to use narrative ethnography, which is an intimate, more vulnerable 
form of writing and researching. First, I'll be using a narrative approach to my analysis 
that will let me think through the stories as I write them. Thinking with and through 
narratives help us make sense of our research (Bochner et al., 1998; Coles, 1989; Frank, 
1995; Nelson, 2001; Polkinghorne, 1988; Skjorshammer, 2002). Actions and emotions, 
when seen through the lens of stories, recount the past and point toward the future, look 
at the parts and see the whole (Greenspan, 1992; Kleinman, 1988; Polkinghorne, 1988). 
Being a narrative researcher supposes a way of thinking, of experiencing. It supposes 
self-reflexivity, the ability to see ourselves in the other, to see the story from a narrative–
horizon, from the point of view of the story, the storyteller, and the audience in a new 
horizon of understanding. Seeing in narratives helps us see that the past is not fixed; it is 
tentative and revisable (Bochner et al., 1997; Steeves, 1994). A narrative approach 
represents a commitment to understanding new worlds from multiple voices (Bochner, 
2002; Steeves, 1994); and a commitment to not only hear the stories, but to participate in 
them (Bochner, 2002). Narrative understanding helps us see the story's significance 
within the larger community (Nelson, 1998), beyond the canonical discourses to see 
counter-narratives and counter-discourses that attempt to legitimize and authorize 
alternative experiences (Bochner, 2001; Bochner et al., 1997; Nelson, 2001). We live our 
lives in stories, and we talk in stories, and we have an innate disposition to think in 
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stories (Bruner, 1990; Mortola & Carlson, 2003). For example, when I respond to your 
story, I am affirming our joint humanity (Cottle, 2002; Sass, 1998), so, in a sense, 
narrative ethics is a "narrative of caring" (Bochner, 2001)."  
"I'm drawn to narrative research because it gives voice to marginalized and muted 
voices (Greenspan, 1992). When researchers use narrative techniques, they find that it 
helps them better understand the life experiences of the people they are studying, that it 
helps them equalize the power differential between researcher and researched, and it 
brings a more multivocal quality to the research effort (Friedman, 1993). As qualitative 
researchers, we have a moral obligation to be concerned about how we give the other 
person their voice (Coles, 1989). Narrative is a form of moral discourse in which we see 
how circumstances play out in people's lives, and see how their narratives connect to 
deeper cultural narratives (Murray, 1997). Narrative analysis allows researchers to see a 
life as an ongoing process, and to see illness, disability, or suffering as a disruption of 
that process; to see that we continue to be the same person even in the midst of profound 
life disruptions (Frank, 1995; Garro & Mattingly, 2000; Greenspan, 1998). Greenspan 
(1998) says, "What gets us through such periods is the faith . . . that we can get through. 
And as we begin to reaffirm our own endurance and duration, our sense of having an 
ongoing story, we tend to seek out and make use of the stories of others" (p. 146)." 
 "What will your final product be like?" asks Art. 
"I'll write evocative narratives that will link my personal experiences with my 
ethnographic insights (Ellis & Bochner, 2000; Reed-Danahay, 2001; Tedlock, 2000). I'll 
use a narrative writing approach that will bring together narratives from the team's point 
of view; narratives from my point of view (as researcher); and autoethnographic and 
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reflexive narratives on my personal reflections on issues raised in the course of doing the 
research. Some will be single, stand-alone narratives, and others will be our blended 
voices. Some details will be fictional, or imaginary, but the voices will reflect the voices 
of participants. The resulting product will be an evocative narrative, reminiscent of a 
novel, with characters, plot, action, and movement. I will, of course, alter names and 
details to protect the anonymity of the participants." 
"What, exactly, would that look like?" Bob asks. 
"I'll show you," I answer, as I begin to read. 
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Chapter 3 
S. S. Titanic 
ACT 1. SCENE 1. 
SCENE: The room is pitch-black. The stage lights are slowly turned up so that the 
room is dimly lit. Smoke gradually fills the stage, then the theater. The smell of burned 
ash penetrates the air. The stage curtains are torn and dark with soot. 
In the background, a sign reads: "S. S. Titanic." 
Suddenly, the spotlight in the center of the stage is turned up just enough so that I 
can be seen. My clothes are blackened. I am alone.  
Behind me, portholes illuminate. Past the portholes are green neon signs. One at a 
time, they light up and begin blinking, until they all are blinking messages: 
 "Cleanliness is next to Godliness." 
 "The Lord helps those who help themselves." 
 "Early to bed, and early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise." 
 "The early bird gets the worm." 
 "Make hay while the sun shines." 
 "Vessels large may venture more, but little boats should keep near shore." 
The boom of thunder pierces the silence, and lightning flashes. 
I look down at the ground. Water is rising. It is up to my ankles. I pick up a small 
bucket and begin bailing. The water continues to rise. 
I bail water. 
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The water is up to my calves. 
I bail water. 
The water is up to my knees. 
I bail water. 
The water is up to my hips. 
CRIS: Help!  Help me! I need help! 
The rear of the stage is lit, and people can be seen on shore. 
PERSON 1: Keep working!  You're doing fine!  Remember, you have strengths! 
PERSON 2: Work harder!  Work harder! 
PERSON 3: (Holds up papers) You need to fill out this paperwork! 
PERSON 2: You shouldn't have gone out in the water in that boat! 
PERSON 1: We're here to help!  Call us if you need anything! 
PERSON 3: I have a family support plan for you!  You need to sign the 
paperwork! 
 The sound of the thunder gets louder. The voices get louder, repeating their lines, 
all at the same time. Crashes of lightning become more frequent. Smoke continues to 
pour in, and the neon lights continue to blink. 
I bail water. 
The water is up to my neck. 
FADE TO BLACK. 
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A Good-Enough Family: Poverty Sucks 
 I am at work, and Alan, the Executive Director of the Center for Children and 
Families, calls. He's Nancy's boss and is the clinical director of her agency. They have a 
family for my case study. 
 "So, it can't be Sylvia?" I ask, slightly disappointed. "I really got to like her. I felt 
a bit of affinity with her, with her daughter's cerebral palsy. I thought that working with a 
family that was involved with so many different disciplines would be interesting. Also, I 
wanted to work with Nancy." I had always liked Nancy when I observed her team 
meetings and conducted facilitation training for their agency. She and I had even talked 
about going sailing together. 
 "Sorry, but Sylvia's kids are still out of the home, in foster care, so she's not 
receiving services any more. It looks like she won't be back."  
"That's too bad." I mean this for both myself and for Sylvia. 'Poverty sucks,' I 
think to myself. It occurs to me that Sylvia is being judged by her poverty, not by how 
well she loves and cares for her kids. It seems to me that she has literally fallen through 
the cracks. If she doesn't have her children, she's not eligible for services, but without 
help, she can't get her children back. So, now she's disappeared from the radar screen as if 
she doesn't exist. I want to grieve for her and for her loss of her children—and, for me, 
for losing her as my research participant.  
I think about how today's American family struggles against an ideal of 
unrealistic expectations imposed by our culture. Families trying to live up to an "Ozzie 
and Harriet" ideal in today's society are fighting a losing battle. Family times are now 
performances of family, and even much more so when enacted in public settings (Gillis, 
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1996). Thus, whether or not a person is a "good-enough parent" has to do with the nature 
of our understandings of the relationships between people and objects. If our ideas about 
reality are socially constructed—which I believe they are—it stands to reason then that 
deviance, which is based firmly on our construction of reality, is also socially 
constructed. All of us live within our illusions. Where is the point at which illusions cross 
the line from normal to abnormal?  I think that this is a very important point, and one that 
is not taken into account often enough, especially within community organizations that 
are charged to determine when a family is a "good-enough" family, such as when the 
Florida Division of Children and Families determines whether to reunify a family or 
remove a child from their home. The lines seem to be one of a matter of degree. Perhaps 
all families have traces of deviance while all families also have traces of normalcy 
(Henry, 1965; Hoffman, 1981). 
 "This other family is one of Nancy's, too," Alan assures me. "They're a real 
interesting case, and they have a lot of the same issues as Sylvia." 
 "Tell me about them." 
 "We just started working with them. It's a really poor family with three kids. The 
father has health issues. They're going to be involved in a lot of different systems: mental 
health, education, maybe recreation or social, primary health, financial. The kid is just 
getting to a point where he's not going to be successful at his high school. In middle 
school, they really had much more control over the teachers' reactions to the kids. They 
had the ability to remove the kids from the classroom and settle them down. They could 
de-escalate situations, and that worked real well with him in the middle school. So he's 
been bounced out of two high schools and has just been put in Washington High, which 
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is an ESE [Exceptional Student Education] and SED school. I just recently met the 
family. We went out and spent a Friday morning with Mom and Dad." 
 "Hmmm, what are they like?" 
"It's an interesting kind of situation. This is a family that has extreme issues of 
poverty. They're disorganized, they collect everything. They have medical issues along 
with some psychiatric issues, and some family issues relating to, again, extreme poverty. 
The kid has had years and years of actual clinical intervention, with a diagnosis of 
ADHD. But I'm wondering whether this is an accurate diagnosis or not. The family is 
very willing to participate. It's probably been five or six years since I've been in a home 
environment that's this severe and depressed and oriented towards poverty." 
"Wow!" I comment. 
"It's a very severe environment," he reiterates.  
"In what way?" I wonder what I'm in for. 
"The home is almost ready to be condemned. It's in shambles. They pretty much 
collect everything and keep it." 
I take a deep breath. "That certainly sounds interesting. I'd love to work with 
Nancy. I'm game if you think they would be good for my research," I say. 
 "They're very poor," Alan reiterates. "Their poverty will be a huge factor in their 
services." 
 "When can I meet them?" 
 I'm curious about how our society constructs poverty, so I do some reading. The 
Puritan, Calvinist, and Baptist religious movements of the 17th century introduced the 
notion that the distribution of material goods was a gift from God, and, thus, wealth was a 
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sign of God's blessing. The converse thus became a cultural narrative—that poverty is a 
curse from God (Weber, 2003). Although most Americans say they believe in equality, 
most people in our society also believe that competence should be rewarded by success 
and incompetence should be rewarded by failure (Jencks et al., 2003). These two ideas 
together introduce a moral dimension to the issue of poverty in our culture—that poor 
people are somehow deserving of their poverty and thus deserve an inferior status as a 
result.  
Poverty is an interesting construct, however. Poverty is typically defined in 
relative rather than absolute terms. In surveys, Jencks and colleagues (2003) report, 
people in our culture usually define poverty as about half of what the average American 
family makes. This is striking when you realize that this is much more than most people 
made just 30 years ago, measured in today's dollars. Thus, it's easy to see that income 
does not reflect the ability to purchase goods or services, but rather reflects the cost of 
participating in a social system. People who make less than "normal" in our society are 
thus those who are excluded from society (Jencks et al., 2003). Because earning a living 
in our society now requires high levels of competence and education compared to past 
generations, the array of ways in which a person can participate in our social system is 
much narrower today than in the past. In fact, Jencks and colleagues (2003) suggest that 
competence today depends more on one's personality than one's skills, a clear 
disadvantage for people with mental, emotional, and behavioral disabilities. Poverty is 
also problematic for families because our culture believes that money is important to be a 
"good parent." Money purchases necessities (food and medical care) and lets parents 
spend more time with their children. Because it is believed that children respond to their 
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environment, an environment of poverty is believed to set a child up for a lack of success 
in the dominant culture. Behaviors that are a rational response to poverty would be 
viewed as dysfunctional in our dominant culture (Mayer, 2003).  
The Initial Meeting 
A week later, Nancy's voice is on my voice mail. "Cris," she says, "I know you 
haven't had a chance to meet the Stewarts yet, but we're having a team meeting in the 
morning. At the school. There's an emergency situation, and we couldn't wait. I hope you 
can come." 
My mind races. Of course—I'll make sure I can come. This is my dissertation 
family. I begin making a list, pushing aside the regret that I hadn't had a chance to meet 
the family before the team meeting. Okay, now, what do I need to do? Make plenty of 
copies of the informed consent forms. Make sure Nancy gives me a chance to explain my 
research before she begins the meeting. Oh, and, find out where the school is! I go to the 
MapQuest web page as I clear a stack of papers from my desk. Won't get back to that 
project today, I think to myself. I wonder what time in the morning the meeting is? I look 
up Nancy's number to call her and ask. 
Despite numerous phone messages, I do not hear back from Nancy. I remember a 
comment she made the week before, and guess that the meeting will be at 9:00 a.m. at 
Washington High. I hope I'm right. 
I find the school with little difficulty from the MapQuest directions. It's a picture 
of poverty itself. Standing as a barrier between the once comfortable residential 
neighborhood and the urban interchange of two major interstate highways dwarfing the 
buildings below, it's small and dingy, with peeling paint and barbed wire twisted along its 
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perimeter walls. The bulk of the school grounds consist of trailer-classrooms 
(euphemistically called "portables," as if they are going to be moved, as if they are not 
permanent structures in this throw-away school with society's throw-away children).  
I check in at the office, obediently following signs instructing "All Visitors Must 
Report to Office." When Nancy walks in, I am relieved to see her. 
"Hi, I was hoping I guessed right!" I say, trying not to sound scolding. 
"I'm so sorry I didn't call you back," she responds. "I was in meetings. I'm glad 
you're here!" she adds as she squeezes my hand. 
The meeting is in a large classroom which, when it's not being used for meetings, 
is the time-out room for children with behavioral problems. As they arrive, I greet the 
team members and explain my research. Warren, a large football player sized man, works 
in the school system but is here as informal support for the family. Jane is the SED 
Specialist for the school. Peggy, the school social worker, and Mr. Camelini, the SED 
teacher, arrive last. I meet the parents—Mr. and Mrs. Stewart, the mother and step-father. 
Mrs. Stewart is a small woman. I'm barely 5'3", and she's several inches shorter than I 
am. She's dressed in blue jeans and a t-shirt, and is very thin, probably about my age. Her 
long brown hair hangs down her back. Mr. Stewart, also in jeans and a t-shirt, with unruly 
brown hair touched with gray, is in a wheelchair (Multiple Sclerosis, I remember Nancy 
telling me). He has a nice smile as I greet him. After I get the consent forms signed, I take 
a seat in a student desk, slightly away from the table, as I begin to take notes.  
Nancy begins the meeting. "We're going to start with strengths. I personally have 
seen Kevin's strengths. Kevin is smart and loving." She reads from a stack of notes in 
front of her. "Mr. Stewart is interested, caring, and concerned. Mrs. Stewart's main 
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strength is follow-through. It was hard for them to get here because of transportation 
problems, but they're here—on time," she points out. "She follows through. She's made 
the initial neurological appointment for Kevin." 
Nancy turns to Warren. "What would you say the strengths of Kevin are?" 
Warren doesn't hesitate. "I've known Kevin since the 6th grade. He loves to read. 
You need to find books he loves to read," he suggests to the teacher. "He has a high level 
of reading skills; he's a good speller. He has a high functioning vocabulary." He pauses 
and looks around the table. "Sometimes, he goes AWOL. He needs time to himself. I'd 
just give him a book to give him time to get himself together to be able to go back to 
class." 
Warren's suggestion is interrupted by the intercom. "Mrs. Little, Mrs. Little. 
Kevin Stewart has left his classroom." As Jane runs out the door, the intercom sounds 
again. "The school resource officer has him." 
 I take notes as a drama unfolds. Screaming can be heard outside the door. Mrs. 
Stewart runs out into the courtyard and returns with a screaming, thrashing young boy. 
Kevin is 14 years old but looks about eight. Even then, he would be the skinniest 8-year 
old I have ever seen. His sandy-colored hair is wild and he is out of control. He runs into 
the room, screaming, rapidly circling the room, knocking over chairs, running into the 
table, tossing chairs out of his way as he runs. When he runs into the back corner of the 
room, Mrs. Stewart goes after him. "I know how to handle him," she says as she glances 
back to the group. 
 A man dressed in a police uniform enters the room, followed by Jane. Warren 
greets him like an old friend. "It's okay," he tells him. "He'll be okay." Turning to the 
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group, he says, "he knows we're meeting in here, talking about him. The last time we did 
that, at the other school, he was moved to a new school. He doesn't like change." 
 The officer sits down at the desk and picks up a magazine.  
 Mrs. Stewart and Kevin are in the corner, arguing. 
 Nancy, trying to restart the meeting, hands Warren a piece of paper. "This is the 
situation," she begins to explain.  
Warren interjects. "It sounds like a typical situation. He went back to class. The 
kids are poking at him, making fun of him. That always sets him off." 
Mr. Camelini hands me a piece of paper. "It's a checklist of strengths," he 
explains. I nod as the yelling between Kevin and his mom gets closer to us. She smacks 
him on his arm as they rush outside. The officer follows.  
"Why don't we continue?" Nancy suggests. 
"Should we be having the meeting without Mom?" Jane asks, a concerned look on 
her face. 
 Nancy nods. "We're in a time crunch. We have her permission." 
 Peggy turns to Mr. Stewart. "Are you okay with telling her what we said?" she 
asks. 
 He nods. 
 "Kevin needs a place where he can go," Mr. Camelini suggests. 
 "We're shorthanded right now. There's no one in timeout," Jane responds. 
 Warren leans forward. "What worked before, when he had a problem in class, he 
would come into our program office. We'd put him at a desk where he could read." 
 Jane shakes her head. "We tried that yesterday. He kept running in and out." 
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 Warren continues, as if she hadn't interrupted him. "He would sit and read. We'd 
give him a cracker if he was hungry." Warren looks around the table and sees that he has 
everyone's attention, so he continues. "Kevin had the fourth lunch. Since he was up at 
6:00 a.m., by the time lunch came, it was 6 hours after breakfast and he'd become hungry. 
I'd invite him to come to my office. I had a refrigerator, I had juice. He'd come in and sit 
down. That would stabilize him." 
 Mrs. Stewart comes back in with Kevin, who still looks angry. Sitting down next 
to her, he folds his arms and sullenly looks straight ahead. He kicks his chair with his 
foot, loudly. 
 Jane turns to Kevin, "Would you like to sit in time-out?" 
 "You can read," Mrs. Stewart offers. 
 Kevin doesn't respond, and Peggy turns to Mr. Camelini. "How many kids do you 
have in your classroom?" 
 "Nine." He explains Kevin's progress to her. "In a few minutes, once he gets 
himself together, you'll see a well-mannered boy." 
 Jane nods. "Oh, I've seen that. He's even taken responsibility for his problems." 
 "Oh, yes," Mr. Camelini agrees. "He needs something to read, something to get 
his interest. In a few minutes, he'll be able to see where he went wrong. Kevin needs to 
understand that when he went out and interrupted, it was the officer's job to protect him. 
Interventions would help him a lot better if we could bring him in here so he could slow 
himself down. Once he's able to gather his thoughts, he's powerful." 
 Jane frowns. "He used to be able to, but now he's on a downward spiral. It's not 
working anymore." 
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 Peggy interjects. "We initially had very poor interactions with each other. We've 
explored the issues from yesterday." I notice that she is talking to Mr. Camelini, yet 
looking at Kevin from time to time as she speaks. Mrs. Stewart and Kevin are having a 
side conversation during this discussion. They seem to be arguing about his sitting still 
during the meeting. 
 "Yesterday," Jane adds, "Kevin had an altercation with another youth. I told him 
that we need to work on both sides, there's two sides. He wanted sympathy from me, but I 
was also trying to get him to see his responsibility in what was going on." 
 Nancy turns to Kevin. "Mr. Camelini says you can accept responsibility, you're 
friendly. You have a high reading level, you have a large vocabulary. You're capable of 
controlling your behavior, and you want to do right. I know you know what's okay and 
what's not okay. We're a team of people that care about you. That's why we're meeting—
to talk about helping you." 
 Peggy interjects. "Let's talk about how we can proceed. Here, you don't go to 
time-out unless someone tells you to go to time-out. At his other school, he could ask to 
go to time-out—before he got upset," she explains. "My point is, time-out could be a 
positive thing, as opposed to punishment." 
 Mr. Camelini agrees. "He'd be able to gather himself together." He pauses. "The 
officer seems to set him off." 
 Peggy nods and turns to Nancy and Mr. and Mrs. Stewart. "The officer touched 
him. The minute he was touched by him, he went off. He started calling him lots of 
names. The officer couldn't let go of him, it was a safety issue. It was a respect issue. He 
hit the officer. The officer could have cuffed him." 
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 The arguing between Kevin and Mrs. Stewart at the corner of the table gets 
louder.  
 "No!" Kevin yells. "I won't go!" 
 "Kevin," Mrs. Stewart responds in a loud voice, "you have to do what we say!" 
 Nancy turns to them, and addresses Kevin. "Kevin, you need to hear this." Kevin 
looks up. 
 Warren turns to Kevin. "Kevin, I know this officer very well. He has never hurt a 
kid. If you listen to him, he won't put his hands on you. If you do not comply with him, 
he has to take action. It's not anything against you. If you listen, you will never have a 
problem with him." Kevin responds with head nods and shrugs. He says nothing. 
 Mom turns to Jane. "See, this is what I go through." 
 Kevin and Mr. Stewart argue about whether Kevin is old enough to be arrested. 
Warren enters the conversation and addresses Kevin. "There are kids younger than you in 
jail." 
 Nancy addresses Kevin. "Listen to him. This man cares about you." 
 Kevin leaves his chair and stands next to Warren. When he puts his arm around 
Warren's shoulder, Warren responds by putting his arm around Kevin's waist. After they 
speak quietly, Kevin leaves the room. 
 Mrs. Stewart speaks to the group. "You saw how I had to restrain him. This is 
what I have to do at home." 
 No one responds to Mrs. Stewart's comment. Nancy tries to bring the meeting 
back to its agenda. Mr. Camelini is trying to report. "He has higher functioning than the 
other students. But he rushes through his work so he can play. Letting him out to do 
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reading, that's a good idea, a good intervention. Letting him out for safety value, that's a 
good idea." He continues his report. "The classroom is more structured, so he does better  
in there than in P.E. or computer class. Kevin does say bad, racial things, and he threatens 
the other kids. And, he's the smallest kid in class." 
 I remember that this is why Nancy thinks his problem is neurological. 
Threatening kids over twice your size is an indication of a disconnect between behavior 
and consequence, she thinks. 
 Peggy nods. "They show great restraint. They know where he's coming from." 
 Warren turns to Mr. Camelini. "I'd like to talk to your classroom. I'd like to 
commend them on their restraint. They need to be reinforced as African-American males. 
They need to be confirmed, that they're on the right track. In my work, I give 
interventions with young people to tell them that there are other ways, you don't have to 
react. I can teach positive anger management skills." 
 Nancy smiles. "That sounds very positive." 
 Peggy asks, "Can we do something to lower the frequency of him saying those 
things? He craves attention. If they ignore him, it'll escalate." 
 Warren shakes his head. "If I teach his classmates to defuse it, to say to him, 'I see 
you're upset. Tell me why you're upset,' it will get them to think on a higher level. I'll 
teach them not to personally absorb his anger." 
 "That's great," Peggy responds, "but where does Kevin learn to change his 
behaviors?  We need to give him some sort of tools so he's not doing it so often." 
 "If we change his community, change the way they react to him, it will change his 
thought process," Warren answers. "They'll be a community in a different way altogether. 
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Now they're pushing him. Instead, community could become something positive. We'll 
get the kids to role play and interact. Get them to think entirely differently working for 
each other rather than against each other. We can change his entire situation." 
 "When will you start?" Peggy asks. 
 "Right away, as soon as it's okay with Mr. Camelini." 
"I can arrange anything." 
Nancy smiles. "This is an extremely positive, concrete way we can move forward. 
I want to stay positive. But, to stay positive, we have to keep him in school. He's been 
having problems on the bus. His parents can't transport him. He needs to stay on the bus, 
he needs to stay safe." 
 "The bus," Jane adds to the story. "This is the reason we're meeting today. There 
was an incident yesterday. He yelled racial slurs out the window to the kids standing on 
the street. To a bunch of street thugs. They responded by trying to get on the bus. The bus 
driver drove off, and Kevin grabbed at her ankles while she was driving, evidently to try 
to stop her. The bus drivers' instructions in a situation like that are to pull over and call 
the police. She didn't. But she could have. She's also bending over backwards with him." 
 "We need to talk with the bus driver. We've got to set up some sort of plan," 
Nancy suggests. 
 "He won't tell us the truth," Mrs. Stewart adds. "We have to find out from others 
what happened." 
 "We can brainstorm as adults," Nancy says. 
 "I hope you all can. I can't," Mrs. Stewart responds in frustration. 
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 Warren interjects. "Where does the aide sit?  The aide should sit in the seat with 
him. They should become best buddies. I know some other kids on his bus; I'll get one of 
them to handle the back of the bus. I can engage the other kids in the process. Kevin 
needs to have his own seat. He needs to be with an aide." 
 "The aide is for the whole bus," Mr. Camelini explains. 
 "Can we request an individual aide for Kevin?" Nancy asks. "We need to 
approach transportation before they approach us. Ask for this help. We need to tell them 
we're working on it. We need to make a proactive approach." 
 Peggy asks, "Will the bus supervisor have a copy of the report?  This may be a 
whole new thing we have to deal with." 
Nancy nods. "We need to approach them before they approach us. Who should 
ask for a one-on-one aide?" 
Jane explains the process. "It's very hard with the budget situation. There are bus 
shortages, driver shortages." 
"We'll write a letter from our agency. Maybe that will help," Nancy offers. 
Mrs. Stewart leans toward Nancy. "Can I talk to you outside?" They step out of 
the room. 
 Nancy returns and explains. "Mr. and Mrs. Stewart need to leave. They're taking 
the bus home, and have to be home when their other two kids get home from school. 
We'll put in a request to pay for a taxi home next time," she offers. 
 Nancy quickly reviews the meeting. "Warren will do an intervention with the 
class. We'll ask for an aide on the bus."  She turns to Mrs. Stewart. "Can you ask his 
therapist to do a home assessment?" 
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 Mrs. Stewart's face gets red and her voice is loud. She explodes. "I asked. She 
refused. We have been asking for help. No one will listen." 
 "What if we ask someone else?" Nancy asks. 
 Mrs. Stewart responds, loudly. "Anything else Kevin needs, he'll get, whatever it 
takes." 
 "We're going to enforce the time-out," Jane suggests. 
 "He can get food and books," Nancy reminds her. 
Mr. Camelini leans forward. "We should really excuse him from P.E. Those kids 
are rough. Those kids are too big for him. Any unstructured time, he has trouble with." 
 Nancy leans forward. "Can the time-out person understand she's not rewarding 
negative behavior for letting him read; it's a way to calm him?" 
"Can I make a suggestion?  He likes to draw," suggests Mrs. Stewart. 
Mr. Camelini nods at her. "I can get him a marker, and a book on how to draw." 
 After Mr. and Mrs. Stewart leave, the group remains around the table for a few 
more minutes.  
 "We didn't get to discuss the condition of their house," adds Peggy. 
 "It needs to be cleaned," Nancy agrees. "But, we have to be respectful." 
As I drive home, I think back about the meeting. What a soap opera! What about 
the emotional outburst from Kevin—what was the trigger? What functions in this system 
did the outburst serve? Was he performing voice? Was he performing pain? What are the 
patterns that keep us locked into these performances? 
We can't escape our family history. What functions do disabilities play in a 
family? How does a family communicate through illness (Hoffman, 1981; Minuchin, 
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1993)? At times of change, patterns have to be renegotiated and recreated (Minuchin, 
1993). What patterns is this family creating and recreating? How is the team influencing 
their patterns? Systems theorists suggest that irrational behavior in a family is required in 
order for the family to maintain homeostasis (Hoffman, 1981). How does this system 
lock the family into using illness as communication, and what it is communicating? 
Intermission: Help Him 
Today there's another person with a sign asking for money at the end of my off-
ramp. I haven't seen any in awhile; probably too cold this time of year for a lot of 
travelers. I drive by him, feeling guilty for doing so. I say a quick prayer for him, "Lord, 
please help him." I get a strong answer back: "No, I sent YOU to help him!" Whether this 
is actually a voice from God or not, I don't know, but it sure gets both my attention and 
my conscience! I feel weighted down by guilt the rest of the day. 
Meeting the Family: Another World 
A week later, I am in my 2001 Honda Accord, late as usual, driving to my 
interview with Mr. and Mrs. Stewart. I'm following the directions closely. Mrs. Stewart is 
a very good direction-giver, which is a good thing, because I can get lost very easily and 
this is an unfamiliar part of town. It's as if I'm transported into another world from the 
urban city I usually see in the parts of Tampa I frequent. I pass a Cattleman's Livestock 
Market. A sign advertises a sale every Monday. A hair and barber shop. A used auto sales 
lot. Two bondsmen. A wholesale auto auction. I pass a big Budweiser truck. A Circle K. 
A couple of warehouses. A construction company. Some dirt roads. An auto body shop. 
A church—"The Holy Church of Christ." Its front façade is made up of some kind of a 
fake stone. A pawn shop—fast and easy cash for anything of value. 
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The Stewarts live on a mostly tree-lined, quiet residential street off the industrial 
street. Cars and trucks race by less than a block away, yet their street has rows of modest 
homes behind chain linked fenced yards with patches of grass and dirt and leaves. The 
houses have white siding, maybe what you'd call clapboard. There are a couple of "For 
Sale" signs on the street. This morning there are full garbage cans standing along the 
road.  
I pull up to their house and try to decide where to park. I try to avoid parking in 
front of their trash can but their yard is so small, it is hard to park in front of their house 
without also parking in front of a neighbor's house. Their house has no grass, not a blade 
of it, it's all dirt. And clutter. Their yard is strewn with what looks like junk—rusting 
metal furniture lying on its side, children’s toys.  Although, I think that it's less mess than 
I had been led to believe from talking to Alan and Nancy.  
I notice that the side of their house, up to about seven feet, is newly painted white. 
Above that is peeling, very badly peeling, faded white paint. To get inside, you have to 
walk up a very steep ramp. I feel like I'm climbing into a fortress. I momentarily slip 
going up the ramp and I grab onto the door frame to catch myself. I am in a tiny screen 
porch. I step through papers and junk on the floor, find their front door, and knock. 
"Come on in!" a voice inside responds to my knock. As I open the door, my eyes 
have to adjust to the darkness. The windows are covered with what looks like very dirty 
sheets. The walls are black with dust. There's stuff all over the floor, and I walk along a 
pathway through the room, the only clear space on the floor. The sensation is of being in 
a very dirty and dusty cave, foggy from their cigarette smoke. My nostrils take in the 
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acrid smell of smoke and I stifle a sneeze. Within seconds, I feel a layer of some sort of 
dirt or slime covering my teeth and skin. I ignore the growls of their dog. 
I sit down on their living room couch, also blackened with dirt, and wish I hadn't 
worn my white pants today. Their dog comes over for a sniff. I recognize its breed—a 
miniature pincher. We just had our miniature pincher put to sleep a few months ago. 
Their dog is adorable and quite affectionate now that he has figured out that I must be 
friendly. 
I admire the embroidery on the walls. 
Mrs. Stewart comments, smiling at my noticing. "This is one thing I'm good at."  
I notice another wall hanging. "Did you paint that? Or stencil it?" 
"I painted it," she responds proudly. 
I'm impressed. I think of my mom, who had strong sewing, art, and craft skills. 
She spent our childhoods decorating our house with her beautifully constructed crafts. 
This is where the similarity ends, though. Appearance was very important to Mom. Too 
important, I often thought. Our large and spacious house was always spotless. We had a 
lower-middle-class income but lived within an upper-middle-class means. Borrowing 
money and pinching pennies was one of our family's secrets.  
My thoughts momentary go back to a scene from my childhood. I am 12 years 
old. My dad and I are in the living room, relaxing while we eat ice cream in from of the 
TV. Suddenly, there is a loud crash in the kitchen, followed by yelling and cursing, and 
another crash. Mom is throwing things. I make out a few words, something about "dirty 
house!" 
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Dad's face pales. "Go help your mother," he instructs. I get up, hesitantly. I know 
that I shouldn't leave my ice cream bowl in the living room, but I'm sufficiently afraid of 
Mom's temper to stay out of the kitchen. I decide to take it upstairs with me, where it will 
be out of her sight for awhile, maybe until she calms down. I fight the anger creeping up 
my neck. "It's not fair!" I say to myself. "Other mothers don't have temper tantrums! If 
she wanted us to do something, why didn't she just ask us?" I go up to my room, resisting 
the urge to stomp. Staying below the radar is a good idea when she gets like this. 
Resentment washes over me. My older sister has a disability, and my younger 
sister is "the baby." It seems to me that I end up doing the bulk of the housework. "It's not 
fair!" I think again. I pull the vacuum cleaner from the hall closet. Our clean house hides 
our dirty secrets—emotional problems, money problems, health problems. I'm the good 
girl in our family. Good girls keep things clean.  
My attention returns to Mrs. Stewart's wall. "Is that fabric art?" I admire. "You are 
good!" 
 "My mother taught me how," she explains. 
 I sigh. "My mother tried to teach me, but I didn't have the patience to learn from 
her. She was very disappointed. You could make a lot of money selling stuff like that," I 
observe. 
 "If I had room to do it, I could, but as you can see, the house is so small," she 
responds. 
 "Cause you've got three kids, right?" I respond, trying to smoothly turn the 
conversation into the direction of my interview questions. "It is small for three kids," I 
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agree. "Tell me a little bit about your family, just some background for me. You've got 
three kids," I begin again. 
 "The three youngest are at home," she explains. "Kevin is 14, Karla is 13, and 
Gary is 11." 
 I note her reference to their being the three youngest, and remember that Nancy 
had mentioned she had an earlier family removed from her home. I hope she's not 
offended by my asking about them. "These are the three at home. You have some kids"—
I trail off to let her finish my sentence. 
"Six others," she explains. 
"They're older, not at home anymore?" I clarify. 
"Yes," she verifies. I leave the story at that until she decides to self-disclose more. 
I turn to Mr. Stewart. "You're their step-father, correct? I'm a step-mother myself, 
so I'd be interested in your opinions of what it's like." He doesn't respond to my attempt at 
rapport, so I move on to my next question. "Tell me a little bit about Kevin. What has 
caused you to seek services?" 
"He's ADHD. It's the violent tendency that we really need help with," Mrs. 
Stewart explains. "Kevin was diagnosed with ADHD when he was in kindergarten. They 
had EMH [Emotionally Mentally Handicapped] teachers. Then, his school lost the 
funding for that and he had to transfer to Oak Park. That's where he was until he went to 
Franklin, so he's been ADHD from Day One." 
 "Why did you contact the Center for Children and Families?" I wonder. 
"Actually it was the school that did. When Kevin got into Washington High he 
was doing okay for a couple weeks and then all of a sudden he changed, and he started 
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becoming violent. The violence is the main thing we're concerned with. I mean Kevin's 
smart." 
"He's very engaging," I agree. "So that violence is a new behavior."  
"Yes, very new. It frightens me." 
"What is the Center for Children and Families doing for you?" 
"So far they've helped us to get paint for the outside of the house. I've already got 
part of it painted, but I haven't been able to do very much." She nods towards her 
husband. "He can't do much, so I do most of it." 
"Sure," I acknowledge. She's got more energy than I do; I'd never consider 
painting my house if I could help it. I think back to twenty years ago when my husband 
Jerry and I renovated a house. After that, we'd always said we'd hire somebody to do the 
work next time. "So they've helped you with paint. What else have they helped you 
with?" 
 "They've helped us with Kevin," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
"They've helped us with Kevin too." Mr. Stewart repeats. I realize that this is the 
first thing he has said during the interview. 
"What have they done with Kevin?" 
"Except for what they do at the school, I don't know what else they've done, 
really. Other than actually visiting Kevin, having one-on-one sessions with Kevin at the 
school, which they do," Mrs. Stewart responds thoughtfully. 
"Nancy does that?" I ask. 
Mrs. Stewart nods. "Nancy was supposed to be here today, but she was supposed 
to call first, and she didn't call. So I don't know. She might not make it. I've been trying to 
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get her to see if she can get us a new bathtub, cause he's fixed our old one twice already. 
It's got this gigantic crack in it. I'm not worried about me falling. I can live with that. But 
I'm worried about him or one of the kids. All we need is the money in hand. We can fix it 
ourselves. We can get one from the flea market." 
 "Thinking of your whole team, tell me a story of a typical interaction that you 
have with them." 
"Other than the meetings, we usually don't see them." 
 "What's Nancy coming out this morning for?" 
 "She just wants to work on our assistance budget. We've been doing some 
checking, and I found a lot of homes. Maybe if we could get enough money to pay this 
place off, we could either use this as a down payment or just sell it and be able to put that 
money towards one of them government homes." 
Mr. Stewart adds to her answer. "See, this house is good for 2 people. It's small. 
See all that, from that door on back was added on. It was only a 2-bedroom cottage-type." 
 I look around. From my vantage point in the living room, it appears that I can see 
the entire house. "So what you've got here is the living room/dining room, then you've 
got the kitchen, then that's a bedroom?" 
 They both nod. "There's two bedrooms and a bathroom. There's no storage. We 
don't have any closet except the one in our room." I think of how all of our closets in our 
house are full, and we don't have any kids at home. I wonder how a person can live with 
no closets. No wonder their house is so cluttered. 
 I continue with my interview. "So, how does Nancy treat you? What is Nancy like 
with you?" 
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"Most of the time she treats us pretty good but once in a while she gets—maybe 
she got stressed out or something but she's just—she's a little edgy," Mrs. Stewart 
responds in a confidential tone.  
Mr. Stewart echoes her response. "She gets a little edgy." 
I nod. "Give me an example." Nancy's always seemed very calm to me. I wonder 
what it would take to make her edgy. 
 "When I was trying to talk to her about maybe using some of that home 
improvement budget to get a new bathtub, she practically bit my head off." 
 "What did she say?" 
 "She said, 'it's not for that.'  And I'm thinking, 'if it's for home improvement, 
wouldn't a brand new bathtub come under that heading?'  I mean, I didn't say it because I 
didn't want to get my head bit off. I'll be honest with ya. I do have a bad temper. I've 
learned over the past 20 some-odd years to control it. So if you get on my bad side, God 
help you, because I'll put it bluntly, I can be a bitch." I wonder if that comment is also a 
warning directed at me. I make a mental note to try not to get on her bad side. I focus my 
attention back on her explanation of their attempts to fix up their house. 
 "We applied for programs to help us with this house, but every program we 
applied for, they called us back and said they had run out of funds. We had one of the 
programs set up for a grant to replace the windows and put in central air. Six months later 
they called us and said they had run out of funds." 
 Mr. Stewart jumps in. "Then they say, when we get our new fiscal budget, you're 
top of the list. Fiscal budget comes, we don't hear nothing." 
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 Mrs. Stewart nods and Mr. Stewart continues his story. "It took us 6 years to get a 
roof on this place. My dad finally was able to buy the supplies, then we got help through 
a church." 
 "No, it was from the city, it had the teenagers," Mrs. Stewart corrects him. 
 "Yeah, but they worked for the church," Mr. Stewart reiterated. "But other than 
that, that's the only program that's ever done anything. This house has aluminum siding 
on the outside that we put on. We stripped it off of a trailer, and we installed it ourselves. 
With the MS now, I can't finish it." I nod and he continues to explain. "I've been disabled 
since '78. I was born with a hole in my heart. Blind in one eye, brittle bones. So I've been 
in and out of the hospital all my life. And in '78 I got hit by a tractor trailer. I was in the 
hospital for a year and a half. That was my second accident." 
 I raise my eyebrows. "You're a walking miracle!" He chuckles at the comment. 
I move us back to our interview questions. I'm trying to listen for stories of 
interactions with team members. I'm a little dismayed that they don't have any. I wonder 
if the team knows as much about the family as I do from talking to them for 30 minutes 
in their home. "Tell me about the team meeting. I would really love to know what you 
think about the team meeting." 
"It gives us a chance to hear what's going on at school, and also to make it known 
how he behaves at home." 
Mr. Stewart nods. "Focusing on education is very good for Kevin." 
"Why do you say that?" 
"Because education is good for everybody, and the more Kevin learns, the easier 
it will be for him to ease into a stable life. But the one thing they don't really want to 
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address is the incidents of violence. I don't know why. I know there ain't much they can 
do about his behavior at home, but when we try to explain to them, it's like they don't 
care. But they should care. Because what happens at home could carry over into the 
school day." Mrs. Stewart's voice is loud and animated. "We're afraid he's gonna hurt 
somebody." 
 Mr. Stewart joins in the story. "He'll tell her to shut up and leave him alone, and 
he'll go in there and slam the door, hit his head on the floor, on the wall." 
 "One minute Kevin can be a sweet as can be, and the next minute he's in your 
face, calling you a bitch, all kinda names," Mrs. Stewart adds. "He says he hates us. I've 
got to where it hurts, but I don't let it bother me anymore. Like this morning, Gary didn't 
say nothing to him, but Kevin hauled off and punched him. For nothing." 
 I observe, "What a way to start your day." My mom and I had a very stormy 
relationship during my teenage years. I wonder how she would have described it to an 
outsider. 
"Exactly. I'll be truthful. My home life, when I was growing up, it wasn't the 
worst and it wasn't the best. It was average for the times. So I can take a lot of 
punishment, and my first ex-husband was real abusive. I can handle pretty much 
anything." She nods toward Mr. Stewart. "What I am worried about is him and Kevin and 
Gary. I'm worried about Kevin hurting himself." 
Mr. Stewart adds, "Here lately he's been threatening to get scissors, knives, and 
hurt himself." 
"Us too. He was going to take a knife and cut our head off." 
"Do you think he means it?" I wonder aloud. 
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Mrs. Stewart responds sincerely. "Yes, I think he does." 
"Do you think the team realizes that?" 
"I don't believe they do. I do not believe they do." 
 Mr. Stewart interjects. "He's threatened to hurt his momma with scissors, knives, 
he stabbed Gary with a pencil. She had to dig the lead out of Gary's leg." 
"It was over nothing." Mrs. Stewart nods. "There's this problem, right now, that 
we see. It's getting a bigger house so we can put these guys in separate bedrooms. There's 
got to be somebody who might be willing to help us. I mean, we've even tried on our own 
to get a bank loan, just enough money to pay this house off and a couple other bills, and 
make a down payment on another." 
Mr. Stewart jumps in the conversation. "See, we owe less than $4,000 on it, but 
they won't let us borrow $20,000 on it." 
They seem to think I can help them. I wonder if I should tell them that I have no 
resources to help. I wonder what the team is going to do for them. I wonder if the team 
knows about their needs. 
I try to listen for some activity on the part of the team. "So what's happened since 
the last team meeting? Has anything happened? Anybody done anything?" 
"You mean as far as the team?" 
"Yeah." 
"Not really." 
 "We haven't heard from anybody," Mr. Stewart comments. 
 Mrs. Stewart jumps in. She is in "need" mode again. "The main thing we need, I 
need to get Kevin's Medicaid switched, but I haven't called yet because he has a meeting 
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with his psychiatrist, and I don't want to mess that up. Cause if we do we won't get his 
medicine." 
 I remember that at the team meeting, she was going to change his Medicaid plan 
so that she could begin going to a new psychiatrist for Kevin. "You're really good about 
following up and taking care of things you need to take care of," I affirm. 
 "I have to be. I'm no stranger to hard work. When I was Kevin's age, I used to 
unload 150 lb. feed bags out of my dad's car for our animals. Chicken feed, horse feed, 
cattle feed." 
 "Did you grow up on a farm?" 
 "We had one horse, we had cattle, we had chickens and we had pigs. So we're 
used to hard work." 
 "I would say so," I respond. I try to bring the conversation back to the team. 
"What do you think the team thinks of you and your family?" 
 "I hope they like us." 
 "Do you think they do?" 
 "I think some of them do. The others don't really know us that well yet. I'll put it 
like this, this is something my mother taught me. I was raised up to believe whatever your 
family needs, no matter what it may be, you do whatever you have to, to get it. That's 
why I say whatever Kevin needs, he's gonna get. It doesn't matter what it's gonna take." 
 "Even if it comes down to a residential treatment program," Mr. Stewart adds. 
 "Exactly," Mrs. Stewart agrees. "He won't like that, but it's what's best for Kevin 
that's important." I'm surprised at the suggestion. I don't think that the team is discussing 
that possibility, and compared to other families I've studied, this child doesn't seem to 
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have that level of need. However, I can also imagine how hard it must be to have a child 
at home who you're afraid of. 
"What bothers us the most, is him hurting himself or others." 
 "Of course." 
Mrs. Stewart continues. "'Cause see, I can deal with him hurting me. I'll be 
truthful." She nods toward her husband. "He's the only man who has never in my whole 
life abused me. Ever. But, when Kevin gets mad, he'll bang his head against the wall, and 
he's hurting himself. We don't know how to get him to stop. Physically restraining him 
only works for so long."  
"That sounds incredibly frustrating," I comment. 
"It is," Mr. Stewart responds.  
"He just goes too far. There are many times when I've had to physically sit on 
Kevin to make him settle down." Mrs. Stewart says. 
Mr. Stewart adds to the story. "Sending him to his room for punishment is no 
good 'cause he just tears up the place. Spanking him don't seem to do any good." 
Mrs. Stewart interjects, "So the only thing I know to do is to physically use my 
own body to restrain him. I wind up getting hurt in the process." 
"If you spank him, he'll turn around and laugh at you," Mr. Stewart adds. 
"I got so mad one day," Mrs. Stewart confesses, "I smacked him so hard across 
the face that I busted his lip. You can only get called a son-of-a-bitch or a whore so many 
times. That's it. I just lost it. I went, wham, and busted his lip wide open. I didn't mean to 
do it." 
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"No, of course," I reassure her. Since Florida law requires anybody researching or 
working with kids to report suspected child abuse, I wonder if this would qualify. When I 
was a kid, my mom used to smack me, and nobody ever called it child abuse. But then, 
she never busted my lip either. I make a mental note to make sure that Nancy knows 
about Mrs. Stewart's discipline methods. I try again to move the discussion to the team. 
"Do you think your team listens to you?" 
 "Except for the incidents of violence at home, yes," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
"Does your team make you feel important, do you think?" I ask. 
She shrugs. "The first meeting we had, they wanted to hear everything we could 
tell them, and they listened to us. But here lately, he's gotten violent, and it's escalating, 
and I'm seriously afraid that Kevin's going to hurt himself or his dad or Karla or Gary. 
'Cause me, I can live with it. I've been through abuse, so I can take it a lot better than they 
can. I shouldn't have to take it, but when it comes right down to it, I can stand it a lot 
better than they can." 
 "Do you think your team makes you feel like there's something wrong with you or 
your family?" I wonder. 
"In the meetings, they talk like we're one of them. They don't talk down to us like 
most people do," Mrs. Stewart says. 
"Do they make you feel like they care about your family?" I ask. 
They nod. "Like Nancy did the home improvement stuff. 'Cause she put herself 
out on the limb to start with to get us that check. Because they didn't even have the family 
budget when she did that. She got us bus passes." 
 "Do you think your team respects your family?" I ask. 
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 "Yes, I do. I really do," Mrs. Stewart answers with a nod of her head for 
emphasis. "When we go to the meetings, they welcome us, they ask us how we're doing, 
would we like anything to drink, you know, that kind of stuff. Is there anything we might 
need for the kids? The only thing I can think is a bigger house. They must have got 
contacts that we don't. There has to be somebody that could help us get a larger house. 
I've been looking in house magazines, and I've seen 3 or 4 bedroom houses for $59,900 
on more than an acre of property. I know what to look for." 
 "We saw one recently that has 5 bedrooms," Mr. Stewart adds. "The guy wants 
$56,000 for it, but he don't want to work with us. That's cash." 
 "We can't do that," Mrs. Stewart says. 
Mr. Stewart continues. "The yard ain't very big, but the house is much bigger." 
"We could get by with a yard the same size as this if the house was bigger," Mrs. 
Stewart explains. "Each of the boys could have their own room, and I could have another 
room where I could put out my sewing and my yarn and get all that stuff out of their 
room." She points to a pile in the corner of the room. "See, over there is my sewing stuff. 
My sewing machine sits right over there because I have no place to put it." 
"If we had somebody who would work with us," Mr. Stewart adds. "We need 
money for a down payment, if we sell it while we're living in it." 
"Do you think the team is flexible enough about your needs?" I ask. 
"I think they are," Mr. Stewart responds. "Like I said, the one thing we really need 
to address is Kevin's violence. That's the one thing that's not being addressed as it should 
be." 
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"See," Mrs. Stewart adds. "I've been having to carry all the weight, because being 
sole caretaker, I monitor his medicine, Kevin's, my own. I take Karla and Gary to the bus 
stop every morning, and I get them every afternoon. I cook, I clean, I do all the laundry. 
If it's raining, he has to go and get them in the van, but other than that, I do it all." 
I notice that we've been talking for almost two hours. I move to close the 
interview. "Is there anything else that you want to say, that ya'll haven't already talked 
about before I let you go?" 
Mrs. Stewart sits forward. "The only thing that I really want to stress is maybe 
getting help to get a larger house, and Kevin's violence. Right now those are the two main 
issues." 
Mr. Stewart interjects. "There is a more pressing issue; we've got to get this place 
straightened up because the city code people are coming down on us. They say the place 
has got to be painted." 
"Which I'm doing as I can," Mrs. Stewart adds.  
"Is Nancy helping you with that?" I ask. 
She shakes her head. "They was supposed to find some people to pitch in and help 
one weekend, but she hasn't found anybody. I've got the paint. We just need extra hands 
is all we need." 
Mr. Stewart adds, "We got the yard cleaned up. I've been working on the shed a 
little bit every day trying to extend it so I can take that stuff out there under that car and 
put it in the shed, 'cause the city said something about it." 
As I walk toward my car, I wonder what my butt looks like from the couch. I'm 
sure I smell like smoke. When I left the house this morning, I felt clean. Very clean. Now 
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I feel dirty. I feel like I have a layer of dirt on me. At least I didn't see any bugs. 
Hopefully there's none in my purse. I feel itchy. My teeth feel icky. My hair feels icky. I 
smell icky. Rolling down the window, I hope I can air myself out on the way back to my 
office.  
My thoughts wander as I drive. These people are helpless. No, actually, they're 
quite self-sufficient. At least, they perform self-sufficiency very well. Are they trying to 
construct service-worthiness (Marvasti, 2002)?  What they are, is hopeless. I'm sitting 
here trying to figure out if I could get some friends from school or church to come help 
them clean the place up, and I wonder if it's even do-able. I mean, it would be such a 
huge job and I just have this really funny feeling that we could kill ourselves to clean the 
place up, and a week later it would look the same. They remind me of Pigpen from 
Peanuts, who has a cloud of dust and bad luck and troubles just kind of following him 
around. Maybe trouble is what's being constructed. I don't know. Very interesting and 
very sad, but my point right now is that I feel very dirty and just very nasty after leaving, 
and I really wonder what my butt looks like. 
Maybe what's going on is a construction of a culture of violence. Or maybe some 
sort of culture of poverty perhaps. I don't know, and I don't see that the team's doing 
anything to pull them out of it. I don't think the team at the moment is doing much of 
anything. I think that they're reinforcing what these people already have, kind of an 'us 
versus them.'  The team's over there, kind of above them, helping them.  
But, they are helping them. They're listening to them, but nothing much seems to 
be happening. I don't know. I'm not sure if this was a good team to study. I just don't 
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think at the moment there's much to study. It will be interesting to see what happens 
when I talk to the other team members.  
What a pitiful house. It's sad. Even if it were cleaned up, it wouldn't be a nice 
house. It's old, it's falling apart. It should be torn down. It's dirty. It's cluttered. But Mrs. 
Stewart is right. She's got three kids in one room, and they don't have proper furniture. 
They don't have places to put things. There's no hope of having places to put things.  
It strikes me that years of despair, hopelessness, disenfranchisement, and 
marginalization cling to everyone who crosses their threshold, cling to them, and to 
everything in their dark, dusty, cluttered home. 
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Chapter 4 
Abandon All Hope 
ACT 2. SCENE 1. 
SCENE: On the water. The sky is a dark blue-black, with dark gray clouds. I am 
in a small dinghy sailboat, 12 feet long, with one sail.  
FANS BLOW THROUGHOUT THE THEATER, BLOWING AIR ON THE 
STAGE AND ON THE AUDIENCE. OCCASIONALLY LOOSE OBJECTS BLOW 
ACROSS THE ROOM. 
In the background are blue neon signs, blinking messages: 
"Judge not." 
"All is vanity and a chasing after wind." 
"Keep your feet on the ground." 
"The poor shall never cease out of the land." 
"It's always darkest before the dawn." 
"Abandon all hope." 
The sail is billowing in the wind, and I am struggling with it.  
THE FANS BLOW HARDER.  
The wind picks up. Waves lap over the sides of the boat. The boat lists to one 
side. I lean toward that side, reaching for the main sheet to let out the sail. The boat 
capsizes and I fall in the water. Water splashes up as I fall in. 
CRIS: Help! 
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PEOPLE: (Approaching in a row boat and looking over at me) Pull yourself back 
in! 
CRIS: (As I thrash in the water) Help me! I can't swim! 
PEOPLE: Get in! Get in! 
CRIS: (My arms are flailing) I can't swim! There are sharks! 
PEOPLE: The sharks won't hurt you! 
CRIS: (My head momentarily goes under water) Help me! 
PEOPLE: You need to take swimming lessons! Get back in the boat! 
CRIS: (As I struggle to get back in the boat) I can't get in! Help! 
PEOPLE: Hang on to that lifeline! That cable on the side of the boat! 
CRIS: (I struggle in the water) I can't reach it! Help! 
PEOPLE: Keep trying! 
CRIS: (Struggling) Help! 
PEOPLE: (Gesturing) Come over here! We'll pull you into our boat. (They pull 
me into their boat) 
FADE TO BLACK. 
Interviews and Conversations: Challenging Deficits 
 Eating lunch with Elizabeth, my dissertation partner, I tell her about the family 
and the team I'm studying. "I'm really having to challenge myself to be strengths-based! 
They're moving so slowly in helping the family! I'm just having difficulty seeing 
anything but deficits and problems with the family. And the team. And the team leader. 
They're just not doing much for the family. There's nothing going on. I hope I have 
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something to write about! The team leader didn't even have an agenda at the last team 
meeting!" 
 "Maybe she's never been trained in how to lead a meeting," Elizabeth suggests. 
 "Yes, she has!" I answer, exasperated. "I've been teaching them team meeting 
facilitation skills for the past two years! I've taught them to have an agenda!" 
 "You know," Elizabeth says kindly, "Like me, you are a real problem-fixer. How 
does that affect the way you're seeing the team?"  
 I take a bite of lettuce and think. How does that get in the way of my equalizing 
power in my relationship with the team? I wonder. 
On the way home, I'm thinking about how the team doesn't seem to be doing 
much to help the family, and I wonder why. Do they think the situation is hopeless? Do 
they think the Stewarts should be doing more to help themselves? I think of the guys with 
the signs on the side of the road. It occurs to me that, yeah, while it's true that these 
people could be holding down paying jobs, they clearly don't have the same choices or 
resources in life that I do. People with the same opportunities as I, do not stand on the 
side of the road for hours on end holding up a sign, waiting for an occasional person to 
throw change at them.  
 A week later, I park my car on the street outside Washington High and go into the 
office. The lady there knows me now, and greets me warmly. 
 "Hi," I say. "I'm here to sit in on Mr. Camelini's class. He said to come on out to 
his trailer." 
 "Sure, honey," she responds. "Let me make sure he's there." She picks up her 
intercom. "Mr. Camelini, Mr. Camelini. You have a visitor."  
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 I can hear his response over the speaker, but I can't make out what he says over 
the static. It's short, so I assume he's saying 'okay.' 
 "Go on out, honey. They're coming back from playing basketball," she says with a 
smile as she chews what I assume is gum. 
 I hesitate. "I don't know which is his trailer."  
 "Third one on the left, across the field." 
 As I cross the field, I see Mr. Camelini and Kevin in the distance. Kevin sees me 
and runs up to greet me. For a moment I think he's going to hug me, but he stops before 
he does. 
 "Hi, Kevin!" I say. I wonder if he greets everyone this way, or if he remembers 
me. I can't imagine how he would. I only met him the one time, at the first team meeting, 
and he was pretty emotionally distraught the whole time. "I'm Mrs. Davis. I'm working 
with the people who are helping your family." 
 "I know who you are," he answers, almost with impatience.  
 I walk up the stairs to the trailer, with Kevin accompanying me closely. Mr. 
Camelini offers me a chair in the front of the room, and Kevin sits next to me.  
 "Kevin, you have to return to your seat!" Mr. Camelini insists, but Kevin shakes 
his head and refuses to budge. I move to a desk on the student side of the room, hoping 
that Kevin will follow, but he instead moves to the chair I vacate.  
 As I wait for Warren to arrive and the rest of the students to return to the room, I 
look around. Because it's a portable and a special classroom, I had expected it to look 
different than a "normal" classroom. However, it has lots of "classroom" symbols around. 
A chalkboard at the front of the room. An alphabet tacked across the board. There's a 
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calendar with the days crossed off. I wonder if that's for the benefit of the students or the 
teacher. A small television is mounted on the wall, next to a large black and white clock 
and a small flag. The student desks are large, with attached plastic seats. There's a metal 
desk in the front of the room, and a small kitchen in the back. Mr. Camelini is grading 
papers. I watch him for a moment. An older grandfatherly type man, with white hair and 
a white mustache, he seems very gentle-mannered and quiet-spoken. 
 Mr. Camelini had told me that there are nine kids in the class; today three boys 
file in from the field. I understand from conversation that one is suspended and one is 
helping play Santa for a special program. I don't know where the rest are. 
 Warren arrives and, despite the fact that he knew I was coming, takes a minute to 
register who I am. He's a tall, imposing man. He takes off his leather coat and hat with 
the style of a man who's sure of himself. He remembers the names of all of the kids. I 
think it's his third or fourth time he's visited Mr. Camelini's class. 
 He writes two headings on the board: "Role Models" and "Your Personal Style."  
 "A role model is someone you want to emulate, be like," he explains to the kids. 
He seems to have their rapt attention. He used to be a professional football player, and 
both his physical and personal presence can capture a room. "A role model could be a 
community leader. Who's your role model, Cedric?" 
 "My mom and dad," Cedric answers. 
 Warren nods. "Good, good," he affirms. 
 He moves to the second column on the board. "Your own personal style." He 
turns to one of the boys. "Why were you suspended? Why were you fighting? You felt 
you had to stand up to them. Let them know you're the man." The kid nods. "Got you 
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suspended. Is there a better way to handle it?" The kids are all watching him intently, 
including Kevin who's still at the front of the room sitting next to the board.  
 One kid ventures a guess. "You can tell." 
"You can tell, but then you're a snitch," Warren responds. "Is there another way?" 
"You can walk away."  
Warren repeats, "you can walk away." He pauses to let that sink in. He turns to 
another boy. "He'll look like a punk. What can he do?"  
"Talk to him?" another kid ventures. 
"What kind of conversation can you have?" Warren asks. 
"Talking don't work!" 
"In most places it should work but it doesn't," Warren responds. "Why?" He turns 
this into a teachable moment and writes on the board. He continues talking: "Low self-
esteem and peer pressure. You're dealing with yourself. Everybody has peer pressure. It's 
all in how you think. With high self-esteem, you can talk somebody out of fighting. You 
can control other people. Now the new kid on the block," I know he's talking about 
Kevin, but I'm not sure the other kids do. "The new kid on the block has low self-esteem. 
You can pick him up and help him have high self-esteem, and he won't have to fight."  
He explains how responses escalate, and I note that this is the best explanation of 
degenerating spirals I have ever heard. He turns to the boy in the front row. "Tell me 
what you understand."  
The boy explains the concept better than any undergraduate student in my 
Interpersonal Communication class could. "If I get mad at him, then he gets mad at me, 
then I fight, and he fights back, then I fight more, and he fights more." 
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Warren continues. "You gotta learn how to stop it, how to handle it differently. 
Walk away. Laugh. Learn how to talk, it's what you say. You can't talk back negative. 
You have to talk back positive." 
He calls a boy up to the front of the room. "You wanna fight me? Why you want 
to fight me?"  He acts as if he's going to fight, then he walks away from him. "I had to 
step back," he explains. "On the streets you have to be able to survive." He tells a story of 
two kids who were fighting and gambling. He says that kids with low self-esteem carry a 
weapon. "High self-esteem has respect for others' property and space." 
"You shouldn't let other people's style take your style away," Warren explains. 
"Kevin, whose style do you like?" he asks. 
"Ernest," Kevin answers. 
"Ernest, what do you like about Kevin's style?" 
Ernest thinks for a minute. He is a big kid, at least three times Kevin's size, tough 
looking. He smiles. "What I like about Kevin," he says with a swagger, "is that he don't 
care how big you is, he won't back down!" I remember that it is this quality that has 
gotten Kevin in serious trouble many times. 
A boy named Corey speaks up. "Kevin can spell and read anything. He can read 
medical journals!" 
"Yeah," Warren says. "Kevin has heart! Everybody has some style that everybody 
likes." 
I find out that Warren is doing these lessons weekly for Mr. Camelini's class. I 
wonder how they're making a difference. 
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Intermission: The Dollar 
That Sunday, our minister at church gives us each a one dollar bill with an 
assignment—find a way to use this dollar to multiply it for God's service. I think a lot 
about what to do with it. I think about asking people at school or work to give matching 
donations, but I rule that out—it's too pushy. Finally, I decide to put it in my car and give 
to the next guy begging on the side of the road. It doesn't seem like very much, so I go 
through my wallet and take out more one dollar bills. I put the stack of bills in the center 
console of my car, where I can reach it easily. I don't have to wait long for my chance to 
use it.  
Interviews and Conversations: Does the Family Have Dreams? 
My meeting with Jane, the SED specialist from Washington High, is the 
following Tuesday. She's a no-nonsense woman, friendly and casual. She's dressed in a 
denim jumper and tennis shoes. I have never seen her without her tennis shoes. I cannot 
imagine having her job, dealing with problem teenagers all day long. I ask her about it. 
"How did you come to do this job?" 
 "I have a degree in Social Work, EH, and Educational Leadership. It was a fluke," 
she says. "They put me in a high school, and I kinda liked it. I've been doing it for 20 
years." 
"What do you like about it?" I ask. 
 She smiles. "It's always different. You never know." 
 "How did you get involved with this team?" I wonder. 
"Kevin was sent to us with behavior problems left, right and center," she explains. 
They beat him down, so they sent him to us. If he misbehaves, they come to me. But 
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lately there really hasn't been anything. I was out for a week, and there was the bus 
problem. He threw something and hit the bus aide and they took him off the bus for two 
days, and he was suspended." 
 "How do you interact with Nancy?" I ask. 
 Jane shrugs. "I normally don't really interact with her at all, unless she calls me 
with something she needs, or if she's setting up a meeting. I've worked with her on 
occasion with other kids, so that's how I know her." 
 "How do you typically interact with the other members of the team?" I ask. "The 
other people that are helping Kevin?" 
 She responds, "I know Warren is going to Mr. Camelini's class, but I haven't even 
seen him; I just know he's coming. I see Mr. Camelini if there's a problem or if Kevin's 
doing A-ok, he'll come to tell me that, or Kevin comes to me and tells me everything is 
fine. Peggy and I just roll along dealing with other kids." 
 I notice how casual and matter-of-fact she is about her job. As we're sitting in the 
interview, sounds of fighting can be heard outside her door. Washington is without a 
principal, so she is playing both roles. Today, she is hiding out with me in her office 
doing this interview. She's managing to ignore the chaos outside her door. 
I move on to my next question. "So of all the team members, you and Peggy 
probably communicate the most. What do you guys talk about?"  
"Either a student having a behavior problem, or a home problem, or this child has 
this going on, or this change. Medication issues, school issues, home issues." 
 "When you're talking about this family, what kinds of things do you talk about?" I 
wonder. 
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 "Basically his cleaning," Jane says. "How Peggy gave him a lot of clothes and she 
hasn't seen them on him. Shoes, clothing, he comes to school dirty. She told me what the 
house looked like, but I'd already heard it from the bus driver. She said she'd never seen 
anything like it before." 
 "What do you think about that?" I ask. "I've interviewed the family, and I've been 
to their house—what's the deal? I mean, this is not my area of expertise."  
Jane leans forward. "Honestly, and I am not a psychologist, but a lot of times 
when you have people who are poor, they hold on to everything. They're doing the best 
they can with what they have, which isn't a lot. I mean, if a parent asks for help, and she 
wants a bathtub, what does that tell you?" 
I'm a little surprised and impressed with her level of compassion. I think of other 
teams in which school staff blame the parents for their poverty, and I don't hear that in 
her voice. 
 "What do you think the team is trying to do for them?" I wonder. 
 "Nancy said they're going to try to get the behavioral specialist in their home. I 
think that's wonderful. To get someone who's objective in there, and show them this is 
not the way to live. You can see how Mrs. Stewart honestly doesn't see anything wrong 
with the way they're living, which is why I think the problems go back to Mom and Dad. 
He's not EMH—they read on a 2nd grade level, and Kevin's not that low functioning. I 
think they need to work with Mom first, because of the house. Kevin had flea bites all 
over him." She sits back in her chair, then repeats, "She's doing the best she can with 
what they have." 
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"As a member of the team, what are your goals for them?" I ask. "What do you 
want for the family?" 
"I don't know if they can see anything else, to be honest. If they can get somebody 
in there to help show Mom the way, that would help a lot. But Mom has her own 
problems that aren't touched." 
"What about for Kevin?" I ask. 
"I hear a lot of things, but I don't know what's going on. I don't want to call Mom, 
'cause it's not really my business. My business is with Kevin at school. He's definitely 
babied. But her letting him attack her? No. You have to set your boundaries. She hasn't 
put her boundaries down. He'll throw tantrums. Don't allow tantrums, you know?" 
I wonder if it's that easy. Kids do a lot of things that parents don't want to allow 
them to do. "Could you describe the team meeting from your point of view?" 
 Jane responds, "When we go there, I'm not informed. I'd like to know what is 
going on, so when we sit down, maybe the team meetings are more than putting together 
all the information." 
 I think for a second. "So, that might be one purpose of the team meeting, perhaps 
sharing information. Are there any other purposes or functions of these team meetings?" 
Jane shakes her head. "I've never sat in a meeting like that before. Just to get on 
the same page, to see if there's anything else we can think of. To put together everyone's 
view to see what the total picture is." 
"Do you think you're making a difference, getting together and talking?" I 
wonder. 
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"Honestly, I have no idea," Jane says with a wave of her hand. "But he's 
improving. I don't know if that's because something is going on at home, or if it's for real. 
Or, does he not want to lose his points that he's made? 'Cause he's happy with that. He's 
learned that he's moving up and the points can be used in the school store and he's been 
there a few times now." 
I shift gears. "Let me ask you about a few observations I have, and then see your 
take on them. Mrs. Stewart seems to be a very emotional person. I wonder if that rubs off 
on him."  
She nods. "How could it not? This family orientation and emotions, it runs in 
families. Families that are loud and hugging and kissing and very over-zealous, the child 
is the same way. She's over-the-top, and he's over-the-top. That's a learned behavior. 
There may be something there that we don't know about." 
 "Yeah," I say. "Absolutely. She's very upset and emotional. She clearly cares a 
lot. She's clearly engaged in helping him." 
"It may not be in her capacity to change things, at this point," Jane suggests. 
"What does that do for you guys, working with her?" I ask. 
"He's getting better. I think he can be maintained," Jane says. 
"So really what I hear you saying, and I've been observing this too, is you can 
help him without helping the whole family, although it would be better if you could work 
with the whole family," I summarize. 
"It would be better if we could help all our families," Jane says with a nod of her 
head. "But we can't. But we can help the kid. That's what we're supposed to do." 
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"It's interesting—you say you can't help the child without helping the whole 
family, yet that seems to be what the team is doing, helping the whole family," I note. "I 
wonder if helping him at school is also helping their family situation."  
"We have a lot of parents, when a kid improves at school, they tell us that things 
improve in the home. They're not as combative, or yelling back or doing this—they 
actually come home and say I like school. He's not fighting with his brothers and sisters. 
He talks to me now, he doesn't yell at me. We have a lot of kids for whom here's where 
we see success. Not at home. Obviously he didn't get here for being successful." 
"What is it like to be involved with a child and family team? What's the 
experience like?" I ask. 
"When you sit down, you get the whole picture. Because I tell teachers—have you 
looked at this kid? Have you actually seen what the kid's gone through? No? You need 
to." 
 "How do you keep from feeling hopeless about their situations?" I wonder. 
Jane shakes her head. "I don't ever think that, so I can't tell you how I stay out of 
it, 'cause I don't think that way." 
 "How do you think?" I ask. 
"I think, we haven't gotten there yet," Jane says. "We might not get there on all of 
them, but we get there on some." 
"What do you think it's like for the parents and the families, to be on this team?" I 
ask. 
"She probably feels anxiety. Kevin probably likes it 'cause he likes getting the 
attention. He likes any kind of attention." 
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Hmmm, I think. "What do you think this team thinks of this family?" 
She clarifies. "What do I think?" 
"Yeah. What do you think?"  
"They have a long way to go," she says. "How did they get this far without help? 
How come all along he wasn't referred to something? All along, this is not an average 
family. I don't understand how it's gotten this far." 
I move on to my next question. "Do you think this team treats this family as if 
they are an equal member of the team, that they have equal voice, equal power?" 
"They still sit and listen. They don't cut Mom off. She talks until she's done. Isn't 
that how you empower someone, by listening to them?" 
Is it? I ask, "Do you think the team makes the family feel like they have dreams?"  
Jane is frank. "That the family has dreams? I don't know if they have dreams at 
all, to be honest. I'll bet they've never been to Disney World. Do they go to movies? Do 
they go to the pool? Do they go to the beach? 'Cause they don't do family things. Like she 
wants to have a car—they can't afford that. If someone would just for once take them out 
into a different world and let them see how it is. 'Cause they beat you down and you 
never come out. They know nothing else." 
"Do they have strengths?" I ask. 
"They're together as a family. A mother and a father. They have a house. She 
cooks for them. They take care of each other." 
"I wonder if she sees that as strengths," I say. 
"Probably not. Because she has no clue what's out there," Jane says. 
"Do you think the family feels the team has compassion for them?" I ask. 
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"I'm not really sure if they know that emotion at all. I feel bad for them, but I don't 
know if they think of compassion. I think they feel lost and they don't know what to do. 
Here's Kevin who's definitely a different character, and she's trying her best, and she 
hasn't succeeded. Their problems are in everyday living, not hopes and dreams and where 
are we going on vacation. That's not even in their vocabulary. That's not in their realm of 
anything they think about, I'm sure." 
"Do you think the team affects that at all, the way they see themselves, the way 
they feel?" I wonder. 
"Probably not. But the team could probably help them by just going in and 
helping. You can talk till you're blue. But actually going in there. Get volunteers to help 
clean out their house. Show her that there's compassion out there in the world to help 
them, not just tell them. Show them," Jane says, emphasizing the last sentence. 
"Do you think the team respects the Stewarts?" I ask. 
"Respects them?  Accepts them the way they are. I just accept them the way they 
are. This is the situation. Mom's not drinking, smoking, doing drugs, she's not running 
around. She's trying to hold them together. You have to respect them for that." 
"Is it hard not to be judgmental with this family?" I wonder. "It would be real 
easy, I think, to look down on this family. It seems like it would be easy to judge them or 
to think badly of them." I think of many other team meetings I've attended in which 
people seem to blame the family for their problems. 
"I don't blame them, because I don't think they know any better. This situation—
yes, they created it, but that's all they know. How can you blame them? You can't blame 
them for being uneducated in the world. Who knows what her life was? She's doing the 
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best she can. She's not laying on her butt, not taking care of her kids, sitting in the 
projects, blaming everyone else for her problems. She's not blaming anyone for her 
problems. I don't blame them." 
"You sound very compassionate towards her," I notice.  
"What can I do? What is, is. You can't change what is. You can change what will 
be. She listens. They've probably had nothing but despair. By talking to her, you can see 
it. Despair. But she probably doesn't know it's despair, if that's how you live. How do you 
know? Do they ever go to McDonald's, on a family outing? What we take for granted—
hop in the car, go to the mall, have Chick-fil-A. They don't do that. You know they don't 
do that. They probably walk to the corner store, to go for groceries." 
"What about Kevin? What's his future?" I ask. 
"Kevin will be okay. He'll always be off-keel of what the average and normal 
human being is, because his environment, that's all he knows. He hasn't seen the 
opportunities. He has no clue." 
"So is part of that breaking the cycle?" I respond. 
"Mm-hm," Jane affirms. 
"Do you think you guys can do that? Help him do that?" I wonder. 
"No, I think he needs therapy. They've got this therapist coming into the house. If 
you can change the family dynamics, that will help Kevin." 
I pause for a second. Just a minute ago she said that the team can help Kevin 
without helping the family. Yet, now she admits that helping the family will help Kevin 
also. I decide not to pursue the comment. "What else would you like to tell me about this 
team, your work, or this family, that I haven't asked you about?" I ask. 
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"They need people in there to help them. It would be nice if they just went 
somewhere. A trip to the mall, to the beach. Have they ever been to the beach? Have they 
ever seen the water? Take them to the beach. Take them to Busch Gardens. Let them 
have fun and forget their worries for a day." 
 "Yeah!" I suddenly feel hopeful about this family. 
"What does Mom wish for?" Jane asks. "Does she have any hopes and dreams? I 
don't think she does. But offer; she probably has them somewhere. What did you want for 
your life? What did you want to do? What changed that?  What did you want to do when 
you grew up? Where do you see yourself in 5 years, 10 years? What do you want to 
accomplish?" 
I leave her office deep in thought. It occurs to me that this is the first time I've 
seen the family's strengths.  
Interviews and Conversations: Things Are Going to Get Harder  
At home, I pick up the paper to unwind from my day. On the front page of the 
Metro section, I see a headline, "DCF won't give parents details of baby's death, story on 
page 4." I turn to page 4 and read. The parents of a 3-month-old boy got into a fight at 
their apartment, and the sheriff was called. DCF removed the boy from their home and 
the state was later awarded custody of him. Three weeks later, the baby is found dead at 
his foster home, no one knows why, and the parents can't get any details. I think how 
awful and helpless that must feel.  
 The next morning, Nancy and I pull into her parking lot at the same time. She 
parks her Lexus and greets me warmly. Nancy is a woman with style, sleek and 
sophisticated. Today she's wearing what appears to be a silk teal colored pants suit which 
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sets off her blonde hair perfectly. Their office is a portable trailer on the grounds of an 
elementary school. We navigate around a line of small children as Nancy fishes in her 
purse for the door keys. We find an empty office and chat as I pull out my tape recorder 
for our interview. Nancy watches me set up the microphone as I move papers out of my 
way from the corner of the desk. 
 I start with a background question as I settle into the cushion of the desk chair. 
"Tell me about your background, what you did before you were with The Center for 
Children and Families." 
"I was a therapist," she responds. "I was in private practice and I was really 
satisfied. I got a call about this particular project, looking at certain kinds of approaches 
to a systems management kind of coordination, which I thought really needed a lot of 
work and attention, but I wasn't sure it needed to be from me. It's been an adjustment— 
the family being a partner at the table, not coming to take from your expert knowledge, so 
it's a different role." 
"Tell me about that," I ask. 
Nancy shifts in her chair. "As a therapist, my role was to go to the DSM-IV and 
give somebody a diagnosis. We operated under a medical model. You might remember to 
focus on strengths, but you're still following a medical model." 
"What is it like now?" I'm fascinated by how well this fits into my dissertation 
thesis. 
"My role as a team leader, I'm very comfortable with that. I've had to change my 
thinking though, that you can offer information and suggestions, but you have to realize 
whether they want to use it or not is their decision." 
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Interesting. "How would your interaction be different from when you were a 
therapist?" 
 "As a therapist, I'd go into their problems more deeply. In the role I'm in now, I 
know what the issues are, but there are more boundaries. I'm not their therapist. Now, I 
really want them to be more a partner at the table." She pauses for a minute and begins 
again, this time with a teaching tone of voice. "When you're in the role of a therapist, you 
are by nature putting yourself in the role of kind of an expert, and it's not a role of 
equality. The role of a system navigator, people have a lot of needs, but you have to keep 
the boundaries in place." 
 Boundaries seem to be a big issue with this team in a lot of ways, I think. "Let's 
talk about this family in particular. Tell me about your experiences with them." 
"If I was their therapist, instead of reminding the family that they need to have a 
neurological workup done with Kevin, instead of suggesting that they do more follow-up 
on that, I would be pushing it very hard," Nancy says. "Because I think that he really has 
some significant possible organic issues that might show up in a more thorough 
neurological workup. I would ask that they be looking at family education and therapy. 
The medical center has given them very little mental health treatment, and we haven't 
been able to get the mental health people to the table in a team either, so I think he's 
getting sort of minimum involvement, and he needs maximum. I really think he needs a 
lot more medical assessment, and to get the parents involved in some parenting lessons." 
"So how do you feel about the fact that you can't do that?" I ask. 
Nancy shakes her head. "It's sometimes frustrating. I give people more autonomy 
in their decision making than I might have before. But even as a therapist, you cannot—
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well, you can force them to do something, but I haven't found it to be a real success, 
forcing people to do something they're not ready to do." 
I imagine not. "Tell me about this family." 
"This family has some pretty basic economic and social needs," Nancy responds. 
"It's challenging, because there's chronic health issues, chronic financial issues. I would 
say kind of daily functioning, daily living kinds of things. There's so many needs there, 
that sometimes the mental health component gets neglected because the basic needs are 
being attended to. It's often a crisis," she adds. 
 "How does this team operate with the family?" I wonder. 
She pauses for a minute before answering. "It's an educational process because at 
school, they have more than the usual challenges with Kevin. So their initial focus was, 
how do we get him to settle down and do some academic work? My experience tells me 
that we have not yet identified exactly what is wrong with Kevin, and exactly the best 
way to help him. His teacher is a very dedicated person. But he doesn't know what to do, 
because everything he's used with other kids successfully doesn't necessarily work with 
Kevin."  
I can see this in my mind's eye. "What's the best interaction this team has?" 
"They're always willing to meet. I can tell they're very interested in Kevin and 
about making things work. Also, I think there have been incidences with him when he 
first came to that school, that if not for this team, he would have been suspended already. 
There was a bus incident that frankly was a big safety issue, and I'm surprised that he 
wasn't suspended no matter what the school wanted to do. There have been several times 
that I think the frustration level at the school has been so high that they would have just 
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given themselves a rest by suspending him, but they haven't. They've continued to work 
with him. I just think they would like some help in knowing how." 
"What would you say is the worst interaction the team has had?" I wonder. 
"In the very beginning, when the people were trying to form as a team, and they 
didn't know much about us, and I could see them asking, 'Who's gonna help us do 
something about this kid? Is it the family? Is it these people from the Center for Children 
and Families? Who is it?' It really wasn't a team. Since then, it's become more of a team."  
I'm surprised at her last comment and decide to challenge her on it. "From what 
I'm observing, they still don't seem to be a team. There wasn't much interaction with the 
family at the team meetings, I thought. Except for school people talking to school people, 
there doesn't appear to be a lot of conversation as a team." 
"There's not much as I'd like to see," she admits. "At least they're starting to think 
of themselves, at least in some sense, as a team." 
I'm especially interested in this observation. "What makes you think that?" 
She taps the table as she talks. "They talk to each other about Kevin. In the last 
team meeting, if you remember, they were talking about coming to a consensus about 
how they would handle certain behaviors of Kevin's." She's right; they did do that. "I do 
think you're right that there's not much team interaction with the parents. Maybe that's the 
nature of working with the school—there's no principal at that school, and that school is 
just brimming with too many kids. They don't have any place to meet. They get 
discouraged dealing with one crisis after another." 
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 I hesitate for a second before mentioning my next observation. "If I were on that 
team, I would not be that eager to be going out to their house and spending a lot of time 
with them. It's really dirty. I hope I'm not being too unkind." 
"That's reality," she agrees. "To be very blunt about it, it's not pleasant to go to 
that home. There's no place that you feel comfortable sitting down. Everything in the 
house is very dark. The house is brimming to the rafters with all kinds of stuff. Both the 
parents smoke continually, and I can hardly breathe. The house is so dirty that there has 
been actual conversation at our staff meeting about where you draw the line. You heard at 
that one meeting that Kevin didn't come to school clean. It's not that they don't want to do 
anything about it. They clearly don't even realize it. Their standard of living is so 
different. The city has cited them about the mess in their yard, and they became very 
incensed about it. They don't recognize it." 
 "Do you think it's their culture or a symptom of problems?" This is something I've 
been wondering all along. 
"I think it's both. Some cultural, but I think it's deeper than just cultural. I think it's 
symptomatic. The household is very disorganized, which is interesting, because the 
mother is very organized about making and keeping appointments. She doesn't lose 
things."  
"I wonder if that's related to Kevin's problems?" Am I doing what I've accused 
team members of, wrongly blaming the parents for the kids' problems? 
Nancy shrugs. "You can't get a good breath of air in there, and I wonder if Kevin 
has any personal space. I've never been there when the TV isn't on. I've never gone there 
when the parents are not watching TV. So I wonder, where do the kids read? Where do 
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they do their homework? Where do they just go? The basic stuff, your own space, 
cleanliness, organization, Kevin doesn't have that." 
"She's one of the most self-sufficient people I think I've ever met," I say. "Even 
her husband, who's got all these disabilities, it's incredible how much they do for 
themselves." I try to turn our discussion toward strengths, because I'm afraid that I moved 
us into deficit mode with my previous question. 
 "She certainly does have that appearance, but she doesn't drive," Nancy points 
out. "She has money in her budget to get her driver's license and take driver's education, 
and it's been in there for four months." 
I nod and move on to my next question. "Tell me about your relationship with the 
other members of the team." I ask. 
Nancy smiles. "I knew Jane prior to Kevin attending there, and she's a person who 
really does care about the kids. She's been very cooperative, and he hasn't gotten 
suspended, and he has really pushed the limit at that school. I hadn't known Mr. Camelini 
before. He doesn't seem to fit in; this is a tough school in a tough neighborhood. He 
seems to sincerely want to do just the right thing to help Kevin. Warren—one of the most 
dedicated people I work with— referred Kevin. He really loves kids, especially Kevin. 
He was so concerned about Kevin, and so desperate for something to help him, and he 
knew Kevin didn't fit very well into the system. So he was looking for some way that the 
system could help Kevin. Warren recognizes that Kevin is an outsider at this school.  He's 
around a bunch of tough kids, and Warren's worried about him. Kevin gets around big 
kids and says something inappropriate to them, like he doesn't understand the 
consequences of what that can do. Peggy, I've known her before. She's also real good at 
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working with these kids, but she has too many kids to work with. She can't see them all 
very much. You get a lot of frustrated professionals, I think." 
 "What do you think it's like to be a member of the team?" I am curious as to what 
her answer will be, as the team leader. 
 "There's a lot of needs here, and I think it's frustrating that the needs are so 
overwhelming at times. Everyone says they're willing to do whatever they can, but they're 
not getting to the bottom of this home situation, and this is a huge challenge. They want 
to do all that they can to help Kevin. I think that they're kind of wondering what to do. 
What can I do as a member of the team to counteract what he lives with at home?" 
 I move to my next question. "Where do you see the team going from here? What's 
your vision for the team of what you're going to do next?" 
"One person I'd like to add to the team would be an educator within the family, to 
actually help with some organizational skills at the home. I would like to see Kevin have 
kind of a Big Brother person, which was disrupted when he changed schools. The team 
has a limited amount of time, and if they did that for every kid in the school they'd be 
meeting all day long. This team is in conflict with their regular roles." 
"Do you think that this team makes this family an equal member of the team?" I 
wonder. 
Nancy shakes her head. "I think they're really respectful of the parents, and I think 
that they are appropriate in team meetings, but no, I don't. This is a very needy family. It's 
not that they're separating themselves according to being professionals or trying to stand 
off, but I think they're really worried about the kind of daily living, functioning of the 
family." 
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"Are you saying that if I see ways I can help you, that that makes us not equal?" 
What an interesting thought. 
 "Here's an illustration. Before the last team meeting, Jane told me that Kevin's 
clothes and body were not clean. She was very concerned and even blunt about it, and 
told me she was going to bring it up in the team meeting. But in that meeting, she didn't 
say a word about it. It's really hard to address that kind of an issue with a parent, and it's 
very hard to sit across the table from somebody and say, 'your child is arriving at school 
in the morning not clean.' Because this is an adult that you're talking to." 
"Do you think that the family has equal voice?" I wonder. 
"Oh yeah. I have never seen them not listened to at the meeting, or not be treated 
respectfully," Nancy responds with a nod of her head. 
"Do you think they have equal power in the meetings?" I ask. 
"Yeah. I haven't seen them not get anything that they asked for," she says. 
"Does the team communicate in a way that says they have compassion for the 
family, do you think?" I ask. 
"I really do think so," she responds thoughtfully. "They have to take a bus over 
there, with Mr. Stewart's disability, sometimes on a walker, sometimes on a scooter. I 
think he's obviously having a really hard time. I think they're compassionate about that, 
about his physical challenges. I think they're compassionate about Kevin. I don't see 
anybody on that team that wouldn't want to help Kevin or do right by him, no matter how 
frustrated they get with him." I think back to my observations and interviews, and 
mentally agree with her. 
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"Do you think the team communicates in a way that shows the family respect?" I 
ask. 
"Even at the last team meeting when the mom was crying and we had to take a 
break, I think that was done respectfully," she responds. 
"So what's next for the team, do you think?" I ask. 
Nancy thinks for a minute, then responds quietly. "I think things are going to get 
harder. I'm past the stage of rapport-building and assessment, and I think there are some 
real hard issues with this family. They've got three kids that are all going to be getting 
older, two boys that are in a continual crisis. They've got more health problems than we 
knew about. I think it's going to get harder, because I think some of the issues we're going 
to have to talk about, I think they'll be hard things to talk about." 
Interesting. I continue. "What's the best you could hope for this family?" 
"I think their continual issues are how to survive financially. Mr. Stewart's health 
is not going to get better. That's going to be more of a challenge. The best we can hope 
for is to get them some parenting education. What I hope for Kevin is to help him have 
the most successful kind of day that he can have at school, maybe to give him somebody 
to spend time with him that would broaden his horizons a bit, give him more exposure to 
things he would enjoy. I hope we can get to that, to at least help his life be a little more 
comfortable." 
Broaden his horizons. Dream, maybe? 
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Chapter 5 
Appearances Are Deceiving 
ACT 3. SCENE 1. 
SCENE: On the water. The sky is a dark blue-black, with dark gray clouds. I'm in 
a small dinghy sailboat, 12 feet long, with one sail. There are five people crowded in the 
boat with me. Thunder can be heard in the distance. 
LIGHTS FLASH IN THE THEATER AS THE THUNDER BOOMS. 
In the background are red neon signs, blinking messages: 
"Appearances are deceiving." 
"Don't count your chickens before they hatch." 
"Hope is fleeting." 
"The sickening pang of hope deferred." 
"The houses hope builds are castles in the sky." 
SPRINKLERS TURN ON AND THE AUDIENCE BEGINS TO GET WET. 
It begins to rain. Everyone begins screaming. Several people raise umbrellas, 
hitting me in the head as they do so. I struggle with the sail. 
CRIS: Help! 
PERSON 1: You're not doing it right! 
THUNDER CRASHES. 
LIGHTS FLASH. 
CRIS: Help! I can't see! 
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PERSON 2: You're getting us wet! 
PERSON 3: You've got to make it stop raining! 
CRIS: I can't handle it! 
PERSON 3: You have to do something! 
THUNDER CRASHES. RAIN POURS DOWN. 
FANS TURN ON AND WIND BLOWS THROUGH THE THEATER. 
CRIS: (I can't be seen behind all the umbrellas) Help me! 
PERSON 4: You have to stop the rain! This is a problem! 
CRIS: I can't do it! Help! 
PEOPLE: [IN UNISON] We're getting wet! This is a problem! 
CRIS: (I struggle to get out from behind the umbrellas) I can't see! Help me! 
PEOPLE: You have to do something! 
CRIS: (STRUGGLING) Help! 
ANOTHER BOAT SAILS ALONG SIDE. 
PERSON IN BOAT: (GESTURING) Come over here! I'll pull you into my boat. 
You can rest for a few minutes. (HE PULLS ME INTO HIS BOAT) 
FADE TO BLACK. 
Focus Group One: Team Building 
 The team and I are in Washington's "time-out" room again. I've decided to hold 
our first team focus group here, to make it easier for everyone at the school to attend. 
This is easier on the Stewarts, also, because they can take a bus directly here. As I explain 
the meeting process, I unpack the deli sandwiches, cookies, and soft drinks that I brought 
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and put the food on one of the student desks lining the wall. The room is cluttered with 
desks and books. 
 "Remember, you've signed consent forms. We're videotaping the meeting today." 
I point to Alan, who is standing behind my tiny video camera. "Alan is here as my 
videographer. I think everyone here knows Alan from the Center for Children and 
Families. He's their Executive Director. Nancy's boss," I add with a smile to Nancy.  
He waves to the group as I point. He knows most of the staff from Washington 
High, and they greet him as old friends.  
"Alan is here to run the video camera, and also as a stand-by clinical therapist, 
just in case there is an emotional crisis, or if anyone in the group needs his help," I 
continue my explanation. "In case you're worried about your hair today or something like 
that, I'm the only one who's going to be viewing this tape, and I'm just going to be taking 
notes on the communication process. So you're okay." 
 "Then it's going to self-destruct?" Peggy asks. 
 "It will," I assure them. "You'll all look great on film. Remember, I'm on this tape 
too, so I promise that it will be destroyed when I'm done." I add the next line in deference 
to IRB requirements. "I need to point out the obvious, that you're speaking in a group, 
and you're speaking in front of your other child and family team members, so just be 
aware of that." 
 "In other words, everybody watch your colorful metaphors," Mrs. Stewart adds. 
 "Whatever you're comfortable saying in front of the others is fine with me," I 
assure her with a smile. I notice that they're all sitting comfortably around the make-shift 
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conference table, leaning back in their chairs with their arms in an open posture. Several 
of them are eating the lunch I brought. Smells of pickles and potato chips waft by. 
 I've struggled with what to talk about in this focus group. I had planned to ask 
them about their team, but it's occurred to me as I've gone through the interviews and 
observations that they don't yet seem to me to be a team. Thus, I'm going to ask them 
what they think a team should be like. "What is important to you for a team to do?" I ask. 
Mrs. Stewart answers first. "Listening. Listening is one of the most important 
things, 'cause if nobody listens, then nothing's ever gonna get done. Kevin's behavior is 
beginning to get worse, more physically violent." Her voice gets louder. "Yesterday him 
and Gary started fighting. I got it broke up, and then they came out in the living room and 
they started all over again. So I did the only thing I knew to do; I spanked them both. 
After I pulled Kevin off of Gary and spanked him, I moved Kevin aside and when I went 
to spank Gary, Kevin hits me right in the back with his fist. I'm not even looking at him." 
"I wasn't home," Mr. Stewart interjects. "I had to go to my father's house." 
 "The violence is escalating," Peggy observes. 
Mrs. Stewart adds, "I don't want to put Kevin in jail. It could make it worse than 
what it already is. I don't know what to do." She makes direct eye contact with the team. 
Her voice is animated. 
Mr. Stewart leans forward. "He tells us that he hates us. He tells his mother that 
she's not his real mother." 
 "I don't know what to do," Mrs. Stewart repeats. 
 I think about how I should handle this digression from my focus group topic. 
They're not on task, but I did want to observe how they communicate and interact in a 
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natural setting. I decide to let them go in this direction for awhile. I wonder if Nancy will 
jump in and direct them, since this seems to be turning into a therapeutic meeting and she 
is the team leader. 
 Mr. Camelini addresses Mrs. Stewart. "Kevin says he doesn't care when he really 
doesn't know what he's talking about. Kevin doesn't understand what the consequences 
are." 
 Mrs. Stewart disagrees. "He knows what the consequences are." 
 Mr. Camelini argues back. "I don't think he does." 
 Mrs. Stewart says, "He knows what jail is." 
 Mr. Camelini concedes that point, somewhat. "He knows what jail is, yeah, but he 
doesn't have that experience. He knows the word jail, but he doesn't know what jail is." 
 Mrs. Stewart continues to argue her point. "He sees what they do, because we 
watch a lot of police programs, so Kevin knows exactly what goes on in jail." Her 
volume escalates. "Something needs to be done, because I've got to stop this violence. I 
don't like getting hit, but I'm not letting Kevin hit him." She points to Mr. Stewart. "That I 
will not do. I don't care what Kevin does to me. Kevin's not going to hit him." She waves 
her arms above her head for emphasis. 
 Mr. Camelini sits forward. "I thought we agreed in the last meeting that you were 
going to call the police." 
 Mrs. Stewart is agitated. Her voice is loud and her arms are waving. "I'm walking 
a tightrope here between what's best for Kevin and what's best for the whole. I don't want 
Kevin going to jail if I can absolutely help it. If I can do something to prevent him from 
having to go, I will." Her hand gestures emphasize her words. 
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 Mr. Camelini faces her. "You do want what's best for him, right?" They make eye 
contact as they talk back and forth, as if no one else is at the table. 
 "Yes, I want what's best for Kevin, but I don't want to put him in jail unless we 
absolutely have to. I don't know what to do. I'm trying to do what's best for everybody, 
and I'm lost. I'm overwhelmed." She raises her hands in a gesture of futility. 
 I take a quick glance at my facilitation outline. I mentally toss out several 
questions that we now won't have time for. I wonder about the significance of the group 
being unable to move from problem-solving mode to metacommunication. Maybe it's too 
soon for them, I think. I've made a conscious effort to be less directive than I normally 
am when facilitating, because I want the team's natural interaction style to have room to 
be expressed. I'm finding it fascinating that, in the absence of strong leadership from me, 
Mrs. Stewart seems to have taken over the framing and, thus, the leading of the meeting.  
 "Last week, we said that the things you were trying just aren't working," Nancy 
says. "None of us want to see Kevin someplace locked up. But, if you try everything else 
and it gets actually dangerous, I don't know that there's going to be a choice." 
 Mr. Stewart answers Nancy directly. "It's not that Kevin doesn't know the rules. 
He knows what to do, and what not to do. He chooses not to." 
 Mrs. Stewart responds, "He doesn't care about the rules. Anybody's rules. School, 
home, nothing, he don't care." 
Nancy offers a suggestion. "One of the things we talked about last week was 
trying to get a respite person for Kevin, kind of like a Big Brother person. You said that 
that had helped him before." 
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Mrs. Stewart nods. "Yes, it did help Kevin before, and I'd like to get it again if 
possible." 
 "We're working on it," Nancy says. 
 "But the person has to be somebody that Kevin will respect, someone he'll listen 
to. He doesn't listen to us anymore," Mrs. Stewart emphasizes.  
Mr. Stewart adds, "I've got an example. We've got an empty field across the street 
and a big tree over there. I told Kevin, don't be climbing the tree. We don't own the 
property. If you fall, get hurt, we're in trouble. So what does he do? He turns right 
around, climbs the tree. I spanked him, he done it again. He does the same thing over and 
over, even though we tell him no." 
"So what does this team need to do?" I ask, trying to move the conversation back 
to teams, and regain some control over the meeting. 
 Mrs. Stewart responds. "We need to find a way to get Kevin back to where he was 
before he started all this violence." 
 Warren leans forward to the group. "Did the neurologist test come back yet?" 
 "There was nothing," Mrs. Stewart says. "Other than a slight swelling of the 
pituitary glands, that was it. So no neurological signs, they're thinking it's possibly a 
chemical imbalance." 
I ask again, "What can this team do? What do you as a team want to be doing for 
Kevin?" 
 Mr. Camelini speaks up. "You know in school, since Christmas break, it's been 
essentially no problem. During the unstructured time, he still gets in trouble occasionally, 
and he still tries to walk out of my room. When he gets upset, we let him stay in the time-
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out room until he calms down. But again, he's improved. According to the point sheet he 
has, it's been 100's. We've learned how to deal with him, I think. We've had certain limits, 
parameters, and he's learned what those are, and we function with those." 
 We are briefly interrupted by an intercom. The words are unintelligible, but no 
one in the room seems to be distracted by it. 
 Jane shakes her head. "Last week he was suspended for a couple of days. Did you 
know what he did to the bus aide? He went after the bus aide in the front office. Twice. I 
have a question. What happened on Friday when I saw him running all around barefoot? 
He had some naked little tootsies out there running around." Everyone laughs. "He left 
his boots somewhere." 
 Mr. Camelini explains. "There was no P.E. class on Friday. We had basketball, 
and took the class out, so he had his shoes off. Plus he had his shoes off in the portable." 
 "But he ran up to the nurse with no shoes on," Jane insists. 
 "He asked to go to the nurse," Mr. Camelini explains. "We didn't think it was a 
legitimate reason. So we said no. He went up anyway." 
"It was. His foot was bleeding," Mrs. Stewart defends him. 
"Probably from running barefoot across the field," Warren adds with a laugh. 
"No, this was on the side of his foot," Mrs. Stewart replies. 
"He didn't have any socks on," says Mr. Camelini. 
Mrs. Stewart adds, "He won't wear socks; that's another thing. I'll give him a clean 
pair of socks twice a week, because he goes through socks a lot faster than his brother 
and sister do. He'll wear them to school, but he'll come home without them. I don't know 
what happens to them." She shrugs her shoulders. 
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 Peggy looks back at Mr. Camelini. "So you took care of the problem without 
letting him do any more running around." 
"He did go to the cafeteria and sat on a bench and cooled off for a while," Mr. 
Camelini explains. 
 "That's when I saw him." Peggy says. "Jane and I were in the office talking about 
another student and that's when we saw him. I was fully expecting him to hit the office 
door, so that's an improvement, that he went and sat on the bench by the cafeteria, and 
got things under control." 
 Mrs. Stewart leans forward. "Why won't he do that at home?" 
Nancy addresses the team. "I think that's the key, what you were saying about 
how the team worked together." She looks at Mr. Camelini. "So you're saying that since 
Christmas his behavior's been better," then she looks at Peggy, "and you're saying that 
you saw an improvement." 
Peggy responds. "He's not disrupting the whole school anymore." 
 Nancy turns to Mr. Camelini and Warren. "If that's happening, then maybe the 
team members at school could share what you think is happening at school that might 
work at home?" 
Mr. Camelini responds. "We've set limits, and we stick to those. No is no." 
Peggy adds, "School-wide. Everyone's been on board." 
 "He's learned that if there's a problem and a kid's picking on him, Mr. Camelini 
comes right to me, we call everybody into my office and read them all the riot act—keep 
your hands off of Kevin," Jane tells. 
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 Mr. Camelini adds, "As far as what Warren's doing, one of the students who used 
to pick on him, he now defends him. So I think he's made some inroads." 
 Warren says, "The major problems now are coming from the bus, and the bus aide 
and the bus driver need to have those limits also. They need some kind of structure. On 
the bus, everyone should get treated the same. With Kevin, if you allow somebody to get 
away with something, he feels he has the same right, and that really sets him off. When 
he sees another kid get out of their seat or stand up and yell, he feels he can do the same 
thing. He's going to be defiant." 
 Jane argues, "He took a rolled-up newspaper in the aide's face and threatened her 
with it. He threw things and hit one of the bus aides." 
 Peggy turns to Mrs. Stewart. "Which is the behavior you've seen." 
 Warren interjects, looking at Jane. "Something has to be triggering him and 
making him angry to do that. He don't just get up and do things. Do we have cameras on 
the bus?" Jane and Peggy shake their heads. "With Kevin, if an adult missed somebody 
aggravating him, he's going to take matters into his own hands. When he's being 
reprimanded by the bus driver, he already feels this person is not on his side, so he's 
going to stand up and go toe-to-toe with them." He makes eye contact around the table. 
"He's spirited. With Kevin there has to be something that triggers him to be set off. He 
just don't snap off for no reason." 
 Mrs. Stewart disagrees. "You ought to see him at home. I'll give you an example. 
Saturday morning we all got up, everybody was fine. Nobody was arguing, nothing. The 
kids sat down for breakfast. Nobody's bothering anybody. Gary's not saying anything to 
Kevin. Karla's not saying anything to Kevin. Kevin just hauls off and punches Gary for 
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nothing. Absolutely nothing. Nobody's bothering Kevin, nobody's telling him you can't 
do this, you can't do that. He just hauls off and punches him." 
 "What happened when that happened?" Peggy asks. 
 "Kevin got his rear tore off, but before we got to Kevin, Gary punched him back. 
So we had to get them both," Mrs. Stewart answers. Her voice is loud and animated. Her 
hands are gesturing in the air. 
 Warren nods. "I understand. But there's something that's triggering him to hit." 
"I don't know what it could be," Mrs. Stewart says.  
"The word 'no' will set him off, in school, everywhere," Jane adds. 
Mrs. Stewart nods. "I could be going to set the table. I'll say, 'excuse me Kevin.' 
He'll move aside, but then he'll hit me. Soon as I've gotten where I'm a little past him, 
he'll haul off and hit me. All I said was, 'excuse me, Kevin.' It's getting out of hand." 
I wonder if this is a good time for me to bring the conversation back to my focus 
group. I decide to wait a few more minutes. Besides, I don't think I can get a word in 
right now, anyway.  
 Peggy enters the conversation. "What do you do when he hits you?" 
"I take the stuff to the table and then he gets his butt paddled. He knows that 
hitting is not right," Mrs. Stewart says. 
 Jane observes, "But that consequence hasn't worked." 
Warren suggests, "Take it to the next level." 
Mrs. Stewart argues, "That means the police, but I didn't want to go that route." 
 "He'll only do 24 hours at the jail. He won't be there long," Warren responds. 
Peggy adds, "If he's extremely agitated, he may get Baker Acted instead." 
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 Mrs. Stewart's voice is loud and tearful. She runs her hands through her hair in 
frustration. "But that's what I want to prevent. I don't want Kevin winding up in some 
loony bin." 
"Why?" Peggy asks. 
"Because Kevin's not crazy. He's disturbed, but he's not crazy," Mrs. Stewart 
responds. 
"If they can help him. . ." Peggy begins. 
"If they can help him, okay," Mrs. Stewart interrupts, "but. . ." She stops, then 
begins again. "If that's what's going to help him, then so be it, but. . ." 
Peggy says, "'Cause what you're doing is not working." 
"I know it's not working," Mrs. Stewart says defensively. 
"Spanking him is not working," Peggy repeats. "Why do you think he hits you?" 
"Because he knows that I'll take it. I will not let—I told Kevin—let him hit him." 
She points to Mr. Stewart. 
"You've set a limit with him," Peggy observes. 
"I told him, you want to hit somebody, you hit me. I'm not going to let you hit 
him. I can take it. I have taken it before." Mrs. Stewart is shouting now. 
 "No!" Peggy interjects loudly. Everyone around the table nods. 
 "It's not right, but I'd rather he hit me than him," Mrs. Stewart says, pointing to 
her husband again. 
 Jane is clearly concerned. "So it starts with hitting, and you haven't done 
anything, but what if it starts out with something like this and he stabs you. Are you 
going to call the police then?" 
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"Yes, I'm going to call the police!" Mrs. Stewart shouts. 
 Jane pleads, "Don't let it get this far. If you keep not letting a consequence 
happen, this will get worse." 
Peggy's voice is loud with emphasis. "You've given him permission to hit you. 
You have said, don't hit him, hit me." 
Mrs. Stewart argues. "I said I'd rather you hit me but I would also not want to be 
hit. He knows that. I've told him, I don't like anybody being hit and I don't want to be hit, 
but if you're gonna hit somebody. . . ." Her voice is drowned out by the group. 
Their voices are all getting loud. Jane protests, "No! That's giving him permission 
to hit you." 
Mrs. Stewart is fighting tears. "So what am I supposed to do?" She shouts and 
slams the table. "Fine! Fine! I'm calling the police today. I'm having Kevin taken away 
permanently." She crosses her arms and turns her back to the table. 
 Nancy interjects, trying to calm down Mrs. Stewart. "Wait a second. What we 
need to figure out, from Kevin's perspective, is why he's doing this. He's got some 
purpose in his mind for that behavior. I'm wondering if it hasn't gotten to the point where 
Kevin himself hardly knows what it is, because he may have just gotten into a cycle of 
wanting everybody to be in disarray and upset." She is making eye contact around the 
table and heads are nodding. "He may have gotten to the point where he just wants to 
have something going. That in itself may be a purpose for his behavior. Not that he's in 
the kitchen, or not that he shoved his brother, but just that things are kind of quiet and he 
wants to start something. It's entertaining to Kevin, maybe, to get everybody in a dither." 
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Mrs. Stewart argues loudly. "But it's not working, it's not working. It's not getting 
us upset, it's just getting him corporal punishment." 
Nancy nods. "Right. I'm wondering, you tried time-out at school, have you tried it 
at home? Away in another part of your house." 
Mrs. Stewart protests, "There's nowhere to put him. If you put him in his room by 
himself, he'll tear the room up. He punches the walls. He'll take his clothes, Gary's 
clothes, throw them all over the place. He'll destroy everything he can get his hands on." 
"Make him clean it up," Warren comments. 
Mrs. Stewart says, "He won't clean it up." 
Warren argues, "He won't come out until it's cleaned up." 
"We had him in there all day one day," Mr. Stewart says. 
Warren responds, "That's good." 
Mr. Stewart continues his story. "But he still didn't clean it up—he punched holes 
in the walls." 
Jane joins the conversation. "Then he should fix those too." 
"He won't do anything." Mrs. Stewart hits the table with her fist. "He don't even 
want to take his turn doing dishes." She blows her nose. 
"What do you think will work?" Peggy directs the question to Mrs. Stewart. 
Mrs. Stewart shrugs her shoulders. Her voice is still loud and agitated. "Ask God 
that question, 'cause I don't have a answer anymore! We've tried corporal punishment 
mostly. We've tried locking up his cards and stuff like that and it don't make a 
difference." She rubs her eyes, then tells a story of Kevin's misbehaving on Saturday 
night. The team listens with intent eye contact and head nodding. 
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"I can hear your frustration, and I can see how it. . ." Nancy begins to affirm. 
Mrs. Stewart interrupts. "Kevin doesn't care about anybody but Kevin. That's it." 
"Apparently we're doing something at school that's working, and we cannot do 
corporal punishment," Mr. Camelini points out. 
 Everyone seems to be very upset, and emotions are escalating. I think this is a 
good time to disassociate them from the moment. I decide to move the subject back to my 
focus group. I put on my best 'teacher' voice. "Okay. I want you guys to get up, we're 
going to do an exercise. You're gonna cut out pictures from magazines and build a 
collage that represents all the experiences of this team." 
 I'm relieved when they comply. Warren and Mr. Camelini get up and pick up 
magazines, then return to their chairs. Everyone sits in their seats looking through the 
magazines.  
Mrs. Stewart picks up a pair of scissors and a magazine. "You got a psychology 
book on nightmares? That would be perfect, because Kevin at home is a nightmare." 
"What is this supposed to be about?" Jane asks for clarification. 
"It represents this group here," I explain. 
"I hope you don't think this group is a nightmare," Peggy mentions to Mrs. 
Stewart with a smile. 
Mrs. Stewart responds, "No. Kevin is the nightmare in the middle, and we're the 
poor souls that are trying to figure out how to solve it." 
I sit back and watch them work, cutting and tearing up pages, flipping through 
their magazines, intent on their task.  
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There is little talking. Mrs. Stewart shows her picture to the group. "How about 
this one?" she asks. 
"Put it on!" I encourage. 
Mrs. Stewart helps her husband with his magazines, and they talk quietly between 
themselves. "Look at this," she says. "Doesn't that kind of represent Kevin?" 
"Got a picture of heaven in there?" 
"Here's the peacefulness that we all wish for. How about that?" 
"Cut it out. Put it on." 
"How about a picture of Kevin? Right there. Always fishy. Kevin's always up to 
something like a fish. Perfect picture," Mrs. Stewart suggests.  
Mr. Camelini and Warren sit in the corner of the table, going through their 
magazines. They talk quietly as they go through the pictures. "We use food for rewards," 
Mr. Camelini explains a picture to Warren. 
Mrs. Stewart exclaims to the group, "I found a perfect thing that describes Kevin, 
an alligator. Kevin knows he's unpredictable. One minute he can be nice and quiet like 
one of these and then the next it's, wham!" Everyone is intent on looking at their 
magazines and no one responds to her comment. 
"It's time to glue them to the poster board," I instruct the group. 
They stand side by side to glue the pictures on the paper. Mrs. Stewart glues the 
pictures for her husband. She continues to glue while Warren and Mr. Camelini watch 
and eat. Mrs. Stewart comments, "I'm always trying to help. It's one of my failings." She 
takes the scissors from Mr. Stewart and cuts his pictures for him. "That's what we wish he 
would be," she comments, "a good little tiger rather than an alligator." 
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When they're done, I pick up the collage and tape it to the wall (See Appendix B). 
I look at the pictures—at a smiling Tony the Tiger in front of a cartoon of a man and 
woman in ski clothes with the caption "Express Yourself!" Headlines declare "Success," 
"Skill," "Magic," "Come On In!," "Touch Spots," "Mix & Match," "Smart," "Health 
Intelligence," and "Good Luck!." A series of pictures of sandwiches is next to a picture of 
an alligator in a swamp. There's a boat with a tanned, swimsuit clad family in it. A yellow 
and a red M&M point to a chocolate Easter Bunny. A picture of a shelf of pottery bowls 
and pitchers, overlapping with a frowning woman holding a rolled up chain in her hand, 
next to a house with a huge stone fireplace nestled in majestic oak trees. Two men 
fishing. A group of kids playing basketball and a woman leaning over a young boy. 
Finally, a cartoon in which a child doing his homework asks his mother, "If two negatives 
make a positive, how come two wrongs don't make a right?"  
I ask the team to describe their efforts. "Tell me about this collage. How does that 
represent this team?" 
 "I put a couple things on there," Mr. Camelini begins. "This is a teacher helping 
the student, and you know the primary reason why they're here is to learn. We try to 
support them in that learning. The food pictures represent our attempt to create a family 
attitude within the school with occasional cooking in the portable. We try to create an 
attitude where they can have some respect for each other. It works." 
 Mrs. Stewart turns to her husband. "You picked out that one," she says. 
Mr. Stewart points to a picture. "This picture shows a father and son who do 
things together." He points to the headline "Express Yourself!"  "We have to express 
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ourselves, in order to make everybody understand what we're doing. We got a lot of 
intelligence here." He looks around the table. 
Mrs. Stewart comments, "Kevin's smart. He just don't want to use his smarts for 
what it's supposed to be." A chorus of agreement moves around the table. 
"He truly is smart," Warren agrees. 
Mrs. Stewart says, "I wish he would use it in a proper way instead of in a bad 
way." 
Warren tries to lighten the mood. "I think the President of the United States is a 
smart man, and he uses it for manipulation." 
Mrs. Stewart says with a laugh. "I bet Kevin could beat him hands down." 
"Get Kevin in politics," Warren suggests as the group laughs. Scary thought, I 
think. 
Warren stands up and points to the poster. "Here's mine. It's a basketball that 
represents Kevin. We're trying to get him to this basket in a safe place. On this team, 
we've got the supervisors from the school system, there's different types of rules. We're 
looking for the right thing for this young man so we can get him in this basket and get 
him in a safe place in his life." 
"That's cool," Mr. Camelini responds. 
Peggy goes next. "I see this team as being really diverse. I picked out some words 
like "Mix and Match" and "Smart." I too think we have a lot of intelligence here," she 
points to Mr. Stewart and smiles. "I picked out all this different pottery, 'cause we're all 
different, but the picture is also real cluttered, 'cause what we're trying to do is all 
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cluttered up; more like just trying to figure out what to do. Finally, "My Magic," cause I 
really think we're gonna need a little bit of magic here." 
Mrs. Stewart adds, "A miracle." 
Mrs. Stewart points to her pictures. The team looks at the poster as she talks. "I 
picked out this alligator because it actually describes how Kevin can be. One minute he 
can be nice and quiet, you don't even know he's there. Then the next minute you got that 
tail whipped around and you're clobbered. This represents the peace that I think the whole 
team hopes for. It's a nice peaceful, shady, quiet setting, and what this team represents is 
the peace that we all want to try to give to Kevin, or to help him achieve." I notice that 
her voice is quiet and calm. 
Jane takes her turn. "I picked the boat because I like the boat. That's the kind of 
boat we have. We're all in the same boat. We're gonna have some tough spots, and we're 
gonna need some skill, but I think we're gonna have success at the end." 
"I believe these next ones were Nancy's," Mrs. Stewart says. 
Nancy stands up and points to her pictures. "This says if two negatives make a 
positive, how come two wrongs don't make a right? It's a mom and a son talking." She is 
talking to the whole table, as if she is giving a class lecture. She makes eye contact with 
each person as she talks. "We're talking about logic. This is like the team, we're trying to 
figure out things about Kevin. If we could figure out what Kevin wants to have, what the 
purpose is of his behavior, maybe we could have some more good behavior like we have 
at school. Maybe we could all come together and figure out some things that Kevin 
would like to achieve, or some way to work together on figuring out what's in his mind." 
She returns to her seat. 
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 No one else volunteers to discuss the poster, so I move to my next set of 
questions. "I'm going to give you some beginnings of sentences and get you to complete 
the sentences, okay?  To me, child and family teams . . ." 
"Should work together," Mrs. Stewart and Mr. Camelini say in unison. 
"What I like about being part of a child and family team is . . ." 
Peggy answers, "Different ideas." 
 "Same purpose," Warren adds. 
"We support each other," says Mr. Camelini. 
"I'm a member of this child and family team because . . ." 
"I want to help the child," says Mr. Stewart. 
"I love Kevin," says Warren. 
 Mrs. Stewart moves off task at that comment. "I think we all love Kevin, that's a 
given. But how can we convince him of that? He'll get right in my face and say—you 
don't love me. You've never loved me. You know how that makes me feel?" Her tone is 
sincere and her voice is loud and animated. Mr. Stewart answers her question by 
gesturing with his fingers to indicate an inch high. 
"Give him a kiss on the forehead," Warren suggests. 
"I do, and he slaps me," Mrs. Stewart shouts. "I give him a kiss, and he'll slap me. 
Or he'll shove me away." Her voice calms down, and she is crying. 
Peggy says, "I want to address that when we're finished with the team building." 
"Okay," I respond, ignoring her comment that indicates that she thinks this focus 
group is for team building. Maybe it is. "Let me finish, then we'll come back. This team 
being strengths-based means . . ." 
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Nancy answers, "Strengths-based is focusing on some things that Kevin is doing 
well or succeeding in, or strengths we have as a team. Strength in the family." 
I notice that all team members are sitting forward except for Mrs. Stewart, who 
has begun leaning back against the back of her chair. She's no longer crying. 
Peggy answers. "It means that we focus as much as we can on the positive and 
where we can go, and we really try not to get marred down in all the negative." 
Mrs. Stewart suddenly steps out of the room. We continue without commenting. It 
takes a few minutes for someone to answer the next question. 
"To this team, empowerment means . . ." 
Mr. Camelini answers. "We have the authority to do, collectively, whatever needs 
to be done." 
Jane adds, "That's the ultimate that we want Mom and Dad to have—
empowerment. Give them the tools needed to be able to control him on his own without 
us; eventually he's under their control." 
Mrs. Stewart returns to the room, wiping her eyes. 
"To this team, having hope means . . ." 
Nancy answers, "That's a thing that we all have. We form together as a team in 
the hope that our coming together with our different strengths, and areas of experience, 
and knowledge, and what the family has, that we can all come up with some ideas to help 
Kevin and to help the family." 
Mrs. Stewart takes a sip of her Coke. 
"To this team, family-centered means . . ." 
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"Getting things back to a fairly normal level. Where everything is pretty well in a 
nice circle instead of all tangled up," Mrs. Stewart says. 
"To this team, individualized care means . . ." 
Mrs. Stewart answers, "Getting the child what he needs, regardless of what it may 
be." 
"To this team, being a team means . . ." 
Warren responds, "Working together, to improve Kevin." 
"To this team the future is . . ." 
"Now." Warren says emphatically. 
"It is," Peggy agrees. 
Warren explains. "We build it now. It's now." He stands up and gets a Coke from 
the ice chest. "It's not tomorrow. Every day is a game. Every day we have to play the 
same game with Kevin. We can't play different games. So it's now." 
"Okay, here's a good one. If this team were a car, what kind would it be?" 
Mr. Stewart answers first. "Cadillac." 
"Oh, I say a Mercedes, please," Mrs. Stewart says with a laugh. "Go high class!" 
 "I say a van so we can all get in," Nancy suggests. 
 "A semi!" Warren says. 
Mrs. Stewart sits forward, her voice animated. "I got a better one. Ya'll ever watch 
Las Vegas, the TV show? They have this nice long snow-white Hummer limousine. Big 
enough to carry all of us and then some." She gestures around the table to include 
everyone sitting there. 
Jane says, "Protect us as we're driving." 
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"Yeah," Warren agrees. "Not moving too fast." 
"The major thing contributing to this team's success is . . ." 
"Working together," Mr. Stewart answers. 
"Persistence," says Mr. Camelini. 
"Determination," adds Mrs. Stewart. 
"The major thing standing in the way of this team's success is . . ." 
"Resources," says Peggy. 
"Kevin's attitude," Mrs. Stewart adds. "At least at home. Here, if what ya'll say is 
correct, it's improving, but at home, it's going the other way."  
"He'll be all right," Warren reassures her. 
"I wish I could believe that." 
"He'll be all right," Warren repeats.  
"The major thing I require from this team is . . ." 
"Honesty," says Jane. 
"Exactly," says Mr. Stewart. 
"This team provides me with . . ." 
Warren adds, "Support." 
Mr. Stewart adds, "Information." 
"Different outlooks," says Jane. 
"This team represents . . ." 
"Hope," says Mrs. Stewart. 
"This team's strengths are . . ." 
"Us," says Mrs. Stewart. 
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"This group," Warren adds. 
"I think we each bring a different skill to the table. Information," Peggy suggests. 
Nancy adds, "We all have a common goal, which is to have things work at school 
and at home better for Kevin and his family. We all have a genuine hope that that 
happens." 
"What's your vision for this team?" 
They all look thoughtfully up at the ceiling for a minute. 
Peggy sits forward and talks to the group. "I would like for us to have a meeting 
like this one day where both school staff and parents can say there's progress being made, 
we see a change." 
 "Just cleaning his room, without having to be told," Mrs. Stewart says. 
Peggy looks her in the eye. "My goal would be even more simplistic than that, 
that he keeps his hands off you." 
Mrs. Stewart nods. "That would be nice. I would like that. Keeping his hands off 
his brother in the middle of the night would be the next thing." Mr. Stewart and Mr. 
Camelini both nod in agreement. 
"What's he doing?" Peggy asks her. 
"I've been woke up at 3:00 in the morning because Gary's screaming. I mean 
actually screaming, like the people across the street when they're physically fighting. I'll 
come in there, Kevin will be on top of Gary—boom, boom, boom, boom, boom. Gary's 
trying to defend himself." 
"How old is he?" Jane asks. 
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"Gary? He's only 11," Mrs. Stewart responds. "When Kevin gets on Gary, he 
always picks when Gary is vulnerable, like when he's asleep." 
"He doesn't want to get nailed." Jane says with a laugh. "Does he hit him back?" 
"Only to defend himself." 
"I'm going to be direct with you right now." Peggy leans in to Mrs. Stewart and 
looks her directly in the eye. She points to the table with her index finger for emphasis. 
She speaks slowly and deliberately. "I hope that you don't take offense, but if this doesn't 
stop, and you don't do whatever it takes, he's going to be abusing some woman." 
"Kevin will kill somebody," Mrs. Stewart seems to agree.  
"You're raising a spouse abuser, because of the way. . . ." Peggy doesn't get a 
chance to finish her sentence. Mrs. Stewart's voice raises to a scream. She stands up and 
faces up to Peggy. Her face is red.  
She shouted, hands on her hips. "A what??" 
"If we don't stop it, that's what's happening. If we don't stop it, somehow, no 
matter what method you take."  Peggy pounds on the table. 
"I'm raising a spouse abuser?" Mrs. Stewart yells. "I'm doing everything I can to 
keep that from happening, and you're telling me to my face that I'm raising a spouse 
abuser? When I do my best to get him. . ." Mrs. Stewart moves away from the table and 
paces around the room. 
Alan has emerged from behind the camera. He escorts Mrs. Stewart back to her 
seat. He stands between her and Mr. Stewart. "I'd like to interrupt here, because what I'd 
like to do basically is follow-up on this." 
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"I know what she means. I understand it," Mrs. Stewart says to Alan. She is 
gesturing dramatically with her hands. 
Alan leans over the back of her chair. "So I have a few questions to ask. Would 
you answer them?" Alan asks her. 
"Yeah." 
"Okay. Let's finish what you're doing here, and then I'll ask my questions. Okay? 
Okay." 
"Do you need me to stop?" I ask. 
Peggy turns to Mrs. Stewart. "Sorry. I needed to—I just couldn't keep sitting here 
and not address this." 
 Mrs. Stewart is still reacting to Peggy's comment. "But I do everything I can to 
stop it." 
 Peggy responds. "I agree. I think it's beyond your ability to do." 
 I notice that they're speaking to each other more calmly now. 
 Alan stops them. "So let's stop there." 
He turns back to me. "My questions to her will be about that, and forming a plan." 
Nancy interjects to the team, "This is a focus group and not a team meeting, 
which is different for me; usually I jump in a whole lot more." I wonder if she is feeling 
defensive because Alan interjected into her team. I know I would be. I make a mental 
note to ask her about this later. It doesn't occur to me that Alan interjected into my team 
meeting, also.  
"That's fine. We've got time. If you want to discuss something you need to 
discuss, I'm okay with that," I respond to Alan. 
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Peggy responds to me. "I think that we need to go ahead and finish what we're 
supposed to be doing here and then we can talk about it." 
Alan speaks to Peggy, "I'm going to follow up on the same direction you were 
going." Peggy pats Mrs. Stewart's leg and nods. 
"All I had left was a kind of a wrap-up question to ask," I say. 
"Why don't you ask that now?" Warren suggests. 
"My wrap-up question is to go around the table and let everyone have a chance to 
say a last word, either something that I didn't ask that you want to say, or something you 
said that you want to say again," I offer. 
Jane answers first. "Last word. It's come to a point where he needs more than just  
parental discipline. Because he's not accepting that. You have to go to the next step. How 
long are you going to wait? Something serious may happen. He has to be stopped now. 
We have to find something now, before it gets too serious." 
Peggy speaks next. From the tone of her voice, I think she may be a little shell-
shocked from her altercation with Mrs. Stewart. "I think this is a neat kid," she begins 
quietly. Mrs. Stewart turns her back on Peggy to reach for a Kleenex. Despite Peggy's 
attempts to make eye contact with her while speaking, Mrs. Stewart looks down at her 
lap. "My first experience with him was positive. I think that he has all kinds of potential, 
and I really hate to see it not be brought to the forefront. I think everybody on this team 
has that in mind. There's not a person sitting at this table that doesn't care about him. I 
think that's pretty good." 
"I guess I think, thank goodness for the team." Nancy picks up the question, "We 
see a family and a child that's struggling. I have a great deal of confidence in this group 
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of people. We have a dedicated teacher. When I think about how things were when Kevin 
first came to this school, and compare that with now—we're hearing there's a lot of 
improvement—I that is very positive. The next thing we need to do is use what we've 
learned about Kevin—about what's working in one part of his life—and help it work in 
another part of his life. We need to support the family to do that."  
Mrs. Stewart is wiping her eyes. Nancy continues, "You've seen a big behavior 
change. If we could take than into other areas of Kevin's life, that would really help." 
Warren speaks next. "I see the future as now, and I think it's important that we 
deal with Kevin where he is now. He may be 14 years old, but we really need to try to 
figure out exactly what mental age level we're dealing with, and start communicating 
with him on his level, so that we don't miscommunicate with him. I'm really concerned 
about that because there's something inside of Kevin that has him confused, and has him 
bottled up to the point where he acts out, he gets angry, he gets violent, he gets 
destructive. We need to try to figure out how we can get him past that point."   
He speaks passionately and directly to each team member, making eye contact 
with each person as he looks around the table.  
Mrs. Stewart cries quietly.  
"There's something that has him at a block at that point where he won't move 
forward," Warren continues. "He's been trying and doing much better here at school. He's 
been having the same problems at home, so we need to try to figure out how to do this 
twenty-four hours a day, instead of just when he's in our company or when he's here at 
school. The rules here are a lot more formal and a lot stricter for him. Maybe we can start 
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looking at some other issues at the house that have that same structure, so that he knows 
he has the same structure at home, at school, and on the bus."  
At the other end of the table, Mrs. Stewart takes her husband's hand and speaks 
quietly to him. She gently rubs his back.  
Warren continues. "That's why I'm concerned about that bus, because I know our 
kids get set off on the bus. The bus is a looser structure than the classroom. The bus 
driver's driving, he's not really paying that much attention. He might not have seen the 
initial problem that flipped Kevin off. There's a way kids can communicate with non-
verbal communication. When these things take place, and with a kid like Kevin who's so 
talented and so intelligent, he sees these things a lot more than other kids see. If Kevin 
just gets up and reacts to it, and all they see is Kevin getting up, they can only say what 
they saw. That's one of my concerns. So I want to get Kevin a structure that's twenty-four 
hours, at home, on the bus, and at school, so he can continue to improve." 
Mr. Camelini nods and takes his turn next. "I like what he said. I was thinking 
maybe his success here at school can extend into more of the day. The points I send home 
each day; I give his score and make comments. Maybe I could get comments back, like 
he had a good day yesterday, something to that effect, and I could set up some kind of 
reward, if he does have a good day at home too." Several people nod in agreement. "But 
I'm concerned that he's abusing his brother and his mother." His voice gets animated. "No 
one has to live with abuse. In our society, no one has to—you don't have to be in an 
abusive situation." 
Mr. Stewart wipes his beard and sits forward in his wheelchair. "I'd like to see 
Kevin continue to behave at school and get better. Also at home. With his brother and 
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sister and friends. We've been asking for help, we've been getting it, and we appreciate it. 
We love Kevin too. We want him to be more like his brother and sister and go by the 
rules." 
Mrs. Stewart is fighting tears. "I just want him to behave. That's all." 
"I'm done with all of my questions." I turn to Nancy. "Did you want to say 
something, or did you guys want to discuss some things?" 
Nancy shakes her head. "I think that when we meet as a team again, what we need 
to start doing is coming up with some real specific things that might be of help." 
Peggy asks, "Can I ask where we are about the program you were talking about in 
the home?" 
Nancy answers, "They're saying they'll consider doing it, but I've been talking 
about possibly just buying it as a service out of our family budget." 
Mrs. Stewart asks Nancy, "What about the mentor program? I see that on TV all 
the time. Isn't there somebody you know that would work with a mentor program that 
might help Kevin? You see it on TV all the time." 
"Right. We talked about that. The question that she's talking about is maybe 
somebody to help work with you all about the behavior in the home, to structure your day 
from the time Kevin gets up, then when he gets home from school. Really specifically to 
help you all." I notice that Nancy really didn't address her question about the mentor 
program, and I wonder, if they're going to pay for it anyway, why they don't go ahead and 
bring in the behavioral specialist she's referring to? 
"Okay. I understand," Mrs. Stewart says, sitting back in her chair. 
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Alan pulls up a chair and joins the table. He speaks to Peggy. "To comment about 
some of those things, you did mention resources earlier. It's very interesting and very true 
that our town has limited resources. But there are some things that are available that are 
really not tied as much to resources as just ways to be able to get them done. Part of that 
is that mentoring thing, and part of that is the positive behavioral support. We have to 
form a contract with them, and that's not going to be any time soon." Oh. I wonder why. 
Bureaucracy delays again. 
"What about therapy?" Peggy asks.  
"Nora is Kevin's therapist," Mrs. Stewart answers. 
"Has she done any sessions with both of you?" 
"She sees Kevin every other month. It should be every month, but how do we get 
Medicaid to pay for that? Before, Medicaid was paying for every month." 
 Nancy enters the conversation. "Nora told me was that she wasn't seeing Kevin 
even once a month. She would be glad to see him more than that, but she said 
transportation is a problem. I reminded her that you all now have bus passes, and 
transportation isn't a problem." 
Mrs. Stewart responds, "I told her that. I can get Kevin there." 
"Do you think it would be a good idea for Mrs. Stewart and Kevin to have some 
sessions together?" Peggy asks, then turns to Mrs. Stewart and says, "and I'm going to be 
real personal—if I were you, I would love to have somebody I could talk to because 
you've got a very difficult job that you're doing." 
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Mrs. Stewart answers her directly. "I know I do, but there's one question I have to 
ask. I feel right now, you are putting all the blame for Kevin on me. All of it. That's what 
it looks like." She starts crying again. 
Warren jumps into the conversation. "No. What she said was because of his 
behavior and actions towards you, it could potentially be a problem in the future." 
"Yes it could, but the only person she's talking about getting counseling other than 
Kevin is me." 
"Because he's hurting you," Warren insists. 
Mrs. Stewart responds, "What about his brother and sister?" 
Peggy comes back with a quick answer. "That might not be a bad idea." 
Warren responds to her. "Maybe down the road, but right now he needs to respect 
some authority." 
Peggy turns to Mrs. Stewart. "He's got to stop hurting you." 
Warren turns to Mrs. Stewart. "He's not respecting you. He won't bother Mr. 
Stewart. He's bothering you. Because Kevin knows that he can. Kevin knows that you've 
told that you don't bother Dad, you bother me." 
Mrs. Stewart wipes her eyes. Her voice becomes loud and angry. "Only because 
of medical reasons; is that so damn wrong?" She is yelling. 
Warren jumps into the conversation. "Hold it. Mrs. Stewart. The problem with 
that is this. . ." 
Mrs. Stewart interrupts him. "You know, I'm about ready to give up. Everything I 
do is wrong!" she says, yelling and crying. 
"It's not about you," Warren objects. 
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Mrs. Stewart doesn't seem to have heard him. "Everything I do is wrong!" 
Warren responds, "It's about Kevin." 
"I've got to protect everybody," Mrs. Stewart says tearfully. She puts her head in 
her lap. 
Warren says quietly but forcefully, "I know, but it's about Kevin. Kevin needs the 
help. Kevin needs the help. So we have to help Kevin by keeping the same structure and 
keeping the same routine. If we don't, we're going to lose Kevin." 
Mrs. Stewart looks up, sobbing. "Don't you think I know that? I'm awake every 
night thinking about that. Don't you think I think about that?" 
Alan stands next to Mrs. Stewart. "Can I have five minutes outside with you?" 
She follows Alan into the hallway. 
Conversation in the room is subdued. 
Mr. Camelini speaks first. "I can understand why she feels the way she does 
because she is the focus of his aggression." 
There is a chorus of "yes" around the table. 
Peggy agrees. "No doubt. I think she's got a very difficult job she's trying to do, 
and I think he cares about his mom. I really do. I think he very much loves his mother."  
Warren nods. "There's no question. He will fight and die for her." 
  Peggy says passionately, "He can hurt her, she just can't allow that to happen." 
 Mr. Camelini turns to Mr. Stewart. "Does he bother you? She protects you." 
"He does," Mr. Stewart answers. "He gets in my face. He hollers at me. He says 'I 
hate you, you're not my real daddy.' He puts his fists up." 
"But he doesn't touch you," Mr. Camelini points out. 
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"I've had to push him away." 
Warren chuckles. "He's done that to me. He's fearless." 
Peggy laughs. "I will never forget with the school resource officer. I have never 
seen a student go up against him." 
Jane laughs too. "I have. They end up in the dirt. Or being handcuffed and hauled 
off." 
Alan and Mrs. Stewart return. Mrs. Stewart sits in her chair looking down at her 
lap. Alan moves to the front of the room. "I need to write on something. Is it possible to 
write on the board? 
I offer Alan my flip chart. Everyone except the Stewarts gets up and searches the 
room for markers and masking tape. 
Alan turns to Warren. "First of all, it's nice working with you again. You and I 
haven't worked together in. . ." 
"Five years," says Warren. 
Alan speaks to Peggy. "I knew that what you said was from your heart and it was 
about wanting everybody to be okay." 
"Yeah. I'm real worried about her," Peggy responds. 
I notice that everyone is settled down in their seats around the table. 
"I know you are." Alan turns to Mrs. Stewart, who is looking down at her lap. "I 
think it was hard to hear what Peggy said. Mrs. Stewart has agreed to let me assist her to 
hear things as objectively as possible. I do believe that everybody around here is very 
concerned about one thing, and that's safety. I heard that all over. Safety was very very 
critical. It sounds like Mrs. Stewart, your safety was pretty much right on the top."  
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"But mine doesn't matter," Mrs. Stewart insists. 
"Yes, it does matter," Peggy argues. This is echoed by others. 
Alan looks Mrs. Stewart in the eye. "The team believes that yours matters. Since 
this is a team, I think it's important to acknowledge that. Gary's safety was next, and then 
Karla's." He writes this on the flip chart. 
Jane asks for clarification in a humorous way. "He doesn't pick on his sister? Or 
he gets so much pleasure out of his brother that he keeps whomping on him?" 
Mrs. Stewart answers, "He don't pick on her as much." 
Alan continues talking. "Now I think the other person's safety that's really 
important is Kevin's." 
Mrs. Stewart responds, "As far as I'm concerned, Kevin's safety, Karla, Gary and 
his," she nods towards Mr. Stewart, "are the important ones." 
"Okay," says Alan. "But would this team be agreed that safety right now would be 
the number one issue, and that it's really important to come up with a safety plan?" 
Jane nods. "A safety issue is what got him to Washington High." 
Alan looks at her. "So you would agree with that." Several people nod. "Okay. I 
got agreement from everybody that safety is a really important thing, and the plan is 
important. Okay. The team believes that Mom's safety is as important as Kevin's safety, is 
as important as Gary's safety." 
He is momentarily interrupted by the intercom. The group looks up at the speaker. 
When the announcement is finished, attention turns back to Alan. He speaks directly to 
Mrs. Stewart. 
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"My first request is this," he says to her. "Could you in your heart work on the 
fact that you folks are equal right now as far as the need for safety?" 
"I've tried," she responds in a low voice. 
"So my request is continue to try. I'm not talking about doing anything, but I'm 
just saying in your heart, accepting that. That you're as important. So I want you to 
continue to work on that. Is that agreed upon?" 
"Yes." 
"Good. 'Cause that's real important. We're talking about physical assault, and it 
sounds like the need is to stop the physical assault. Is everyone agreed on that? Okay. If I 
were to ask you all what it meant—we talked earlier about the police and about the Baker 
Act." Alan turns to Mr. Stewart. "If I were to ask the two of you what that meant—what 
does that mean?" 
Mrs. Stewart answers. "I'd lose it all." 
As Alan and Mrs. Stewart have what suddenly seems to be a private conversation, 
I notice that the rest of the group has changed their posture. Every person around the 
table is in "civil inattention" mode; sitting back in their chair, looking anywhere but at 
Alan or the Stewarts. They seem to have formed a bubble of privacy around Alan and 
Mrs. Stewart, but they are clearly listening intently to what they are saying. Except for 
their conversation, you could hear a pin drop. I look down at the table, acutely aware that 
the tape recorder and video camera are still running. I wonder if anyone else remembers 
that now. 
Alan continues. "So having the police come out and having him Baker Acted or 
sent down to the juvenile detention center means right now to you to lose everything." 
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"I have to protect the other children." 
"Okay, so not just Kevin but the other two." 
"I'd lose everything." 
"So that's where you're coming from right now, is the fact that if you call those 
police folks out or we do a Baker Act, then you lose everything." 
"DCF would take the other two." 
"If I were you I'd rather stay home and get slapped around." 
"No, but I don't want to lose everything." 
"But if I were you, if I thought I was going to lose everything, I'd rather stay home 
and get slapped around." 
It seems to me that Alan is trying to show the group that Mrs. Stewart's behavior 
is not irrational, that it is, in fact, rational given her situation. 
Her response creates a buzz in the room. "I don't like it, but I really want six 
children. I cannot have three more. Nobody understands. Three of them I gave up for 
their own safety. Not me, but for them." 
I can suddenly hear several faint side conversations around the table. Jane turns to 
me and whispers, "Did she say she gave up three kids?" I nod. 
Alan ignores us. "So this fear of not calling the police goes deep and it goes way 
back." 
"Yes." 
"How old are those kids now?" 
"Neal and Ray will be 20 and 19 this year." 
"How old were they when you had to give them up?" 
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"Five and four." 
"So that feeling still goes back a decade and a half." 
"Yeah. But I did what was best for them." She wipes her eyes. 
"I think you did." 
"I did what was best for their sister, their newly born sister. I had her removed, to 
save her." 
The team members are listening intently again. 
"So when you don't call the police when Kevin's slapping people, it sounds like 
that's what's best for him. Based on the history of what's happened before. Am I 
understanding that right?" 
"Something like that. With the way things are now, and I've seen how things are 
in the foster care system. They'd split them up. They'd send all three of them to different 
places. Nobody would care about Kevin's problems. Nobody would care. Call me wrong, 
call me crazy. I'm just trying to keep my family together. Using whatever means I have." 
Alan confirms, "For some people it might be wrong, for some people it might be 
crazy, but I think that what you're trying to do is keep your family together. So it sounds 
like what we all have to do, to be able to help, is keep everybody safe. Both things have 
to happen. So there's fear of the system and the law." 
"I'll tell you, my oldest three; it was all a lie. They said that I was a drug dealer 
and a drug user, and a prostitute. All three of those things—they had no proof of nothing. 
The day the three oldest were taken, they had came to the house two days before that. 
They all got clean bills of health. I'm not even allowed to go to the dependency hearing 
after they were taken. I have to find out from a third party that the very doctor who saw 
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them two days before and gave them a clean bill of health, turns around and says all three 
are failure to thrive." 
I noticed she's shifted to present tense, as if in her mind it's happening right now. 
"So those things are just as clear to you today as they were before, aren't they?" 
Alan notices, too. 
"It all is. People tell me I don't care about my kids. They're wrong. With Kevin 
and before Kevin, Patti—I agonized for two months over what to do to keep her safe. I 
went to a friend. You wouldn't think a person like me would have a friend in what was 
then HRS, but she was my friend, 'cause she knew the truth, but she was all about the 
rules. I told her everything. I told her what had to be done. Not just to protect the child, 
but to protect me as well. It was done the way I said it had to be done. Or I wouldn't be 
sitting here. I'd be six feet under. If Patti and her father found out today that it was me, I'd 
still be there, six feet under, and there wouldn't be anything anybody could do. Not even 
him." She points to Mr. Stewart. "As much as he loves me, his physical condition would 
not prevent anything from happening. I know he feels bad about that, and he shouldn't, 
but I gave it a damn good fight. But I fear the system. That's why I haven't wanted to step 
over the line and go to the police. That's the only reason why. Because given my past 
history, even though none of what happened was my fault, DCF would come in and take 
the other two. There's no open case, but with DCF and my past record, they wouldn't 
need it." 
Finally, someone else in the team finds their voice. Peggy asks, "I was wondering 
why DCF would have to get involved?" 
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Mrs. Stewart answers in a loud voice, as if she is explaining things to a young 
child. "Because DCF—every time a child is involved in a physical assault on an adult, 
DCF has to be called. That is the law. That is the way that works. Whether it's the adult 
doing the physical abuse against the child or the child doing the physical abuse against 
the adult. DCF has to be called because there is some concern why the child would do 
something against the adult." 
I think back to Sylvia, and realize that she's right. She has every reason to be 
afraid, I think. I wonder if the other team members think so, too. 
Alan continues, shifting his line of conversation to assignment mode. "So it 
sounds like one of the first things that needs to happen is we need to find out what will 
happen if the police are called. What are the ramifications, what are the things that 
happen after that? Peggy, would you agree to be the person that would find out about 
that?"  He turns back to Mrs. Stewart. "It sounds like it's really important for you to know 
that if you make certain decisions about Kevin, that you're gonna be together." 
"But I won't." 
"So it's gonna be real important to help with this fear of the system. I agree." 
Peggy has another suggestion. "What about getting some services from the 
domestic violence shelter? Because they're a really good advocate in making sure. . ." 
Mrs. Stewart shakes her head adamantly. "That's about spousal abuse." 
"It's for all kinds of family abuse. The reason I'm saying that is they are a safety 
net so that people don't get hurt by the system too. They are good at that." 
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Alan jumps back in and writes on the flip chart. "All right. It sounds like we agree 
that some information's gonna help. What's the next thing we need, to be able to help deal 
with the fear?"  
Mrs. Stewart responds. "I don't want to lose Kevin no more than I want to lose the 
others." 
"You're not going to lose them," Alan assures her. "Did I hear someone mention a 
lawyer a minute ago?" 
Warren jumps in. "Yeah. That's what you need. A legal opinion." 
 Mrs. Stewart shakes her head. "I tried that. I tried that with my other kids. They 
were on HRS's side. Not mine. We don't care that you're not everything that they said you 
are. They took your kids. We are on their side. We don't care about you." 
"When was this?" 
"The last time was in '89 and that's when Neal and Ray were taken. I haven't 
bothered since because the legal system is just not on the side of families like ours." 
"So '89 feels like it was yesterday," Alan says quietly. 
"Yes. Actually, if you want to go far back, go back to 1980." 
"Twenty-four years." 
"Yes. When Maria and her brother and sister were taken away from me. If it can 
be proved to me that I won't lose any of them from home—even Kevin—I'll do whatever 
is necessary, but I don't want to lose them." 
Jane turns to me and whispers, "Has she lost two sets of kids?" I shrug my 
shoulders. I know that she has, but I'm not comfortable being the one to disclose that. 
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 Alan responds to her. "I don't know—proof. That's a biggie. I think that there can 
be information, and I think there can be an opinion. As far as proof goes, I think you'll 
probably have to take it on faith." 
"I don't have faith anymore." 
"I know. But you have a team that supports you." 
"But I'm still failing. If I wasn't, Kevin wouldn't be doing what he is. The physical 
violence. That's what I'm talking about." She's crying again. 
Alan looks around the table. "I'm seeing people shaking their heads. The team 
doesn't believe you're failing. What would happen if we arranged a meeting with the 
Crisis Center and the juvenile detention center? The meeting would be for you to talk 
with these two folks. 'Cause if you called the police when Kevin was getting aggressive, 
he would go to one of these two places. It might be that if you knew what procedure was 
going on, and if you got an opinion from an attorney about what the current state of the 
law was as far as what they could do and what they can't do, then you could get closer to 
this." 
Mrs. Stewart is sobbing now. Her voice is loud and impassioned. "DCF can do 
whatever they want. They can do whatever they damn well please. I've seen it on the 
news. They go into a home, they take out kids that aren't even being abused, and then the 
next day you see on the news a kid in foster care was beaten to death by the very people 
that DCF expected to protect the child, and DCF does nothing to them. They don't do 
nothing. How can I equate keeping everybody safe and doing what's right for Kevin?" 
Alan nods. "All I'm asking you to do now, all the team's asking you to do. . . ." 
"I'm gonna try," Mrs. Stewart interrupts. 
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"Take this step and let's see where we're at after that," Alan requests. 
"I got no problem with that." She wipes her eyes. 
Alan turns his attention to the rest of the table. "Now the next thing was, Peggy 
talked about the domestic violence shelter. They actually do a whole bunch of stuff. They 
actually do." He picks up his marker. "If these things could be done, could we say we're 
done with Step 1 of our safety plan?" 
"Yes," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
"Step 2 is what you're going to decide after we know this stuff," Alan says as he 
writes. He turns to Mrs. Stewart. "Who is the only person that can make that decision?  
You. Do you have our support?" 
"Yes. I hope so," she responds hesitantly. 
"Yes ma'am," Warren says forcefully. 
Alan turns to Nancy. "So, you're going on vacation, and I get to take your place 
for this stuff while you're gone. I'll arrange a visit with the juvenile detention center and 
I'll do that by Monday." He writes on the flip chart. "By next Monday, I'll have at least a 
set of phone calls if not a real meeting with the juvenile detention center."  
Warren offers, "I can call an attorney friend of mine." 
"Great, and the domestic violence shelter—Peggy, why don't you and Mrs. 
Stewart talk about that?" 
 "Now, what exactly will I ask the lawyer?" Warren clarifies. 
"In a nutshell, we need help for Mrs. Stewart. She's afraid that if Kevin gets put in 
juvenile or the crisis center, she's afraid that DCF is going to just step in and take them 
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all." He turns to Mrs. Stewart. "That's very clear. I think we all understand why it's so 
hard for you to call the police at this point." 
"That's what bothers me the most." 
"I understand that. That makes sense. Let's do this, 'cause I feel like people can 
make good decisions with the most information possible and the most support." He turns 
to Warren. "What we need to know, is if he has to go to one of these programs, are they 
going to step in and take them all away?" 
"Right. I understand. We'll help find those answers then you can make those 
decisions." Warren turns to Mrs. Stewart. "I'm a product of a foster home. I'm the oldest 
of seven. They ain't all bad," Warren discloses. 
"Oh, I know that. I know that," she answers. I'm not convinced she does. 
 As I'm leaving the focus group, Warren and Nancy walk me to my car.  
 "I normally would have said more," Nancy says. "But this was your meeting and I 
didn't want to interrupt what you were trying to do." Hmmm, I think. I had wondered why 
she hadn't jumped in. Perhaps she had wondered the same thing about me. 
Warren comments, "I can't wait for you to tell us what this all means."  
I respond, "I'm hoping you'll tell me."  
They look at me quizzically.   
On the drive home, I think of how I've been critical of Nancy not using an agenda 
for her team meetings. I suddenly realize that I didn't have an agenda for my focus group; 
I didn't think of it; I had too much else going on at the time!  
It also occurs to me that I don't know the Stewarts' first names. Whenever team 
members talk about them, they call them 'Mom' or Dad,' and when they talk to them, they 
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call them 'Mr.' or "Mrs.'. What interesting communication! Referring to her as 'Mom' 
implies that they're relating to her in her social role rather than as an individual, and 
calling her 'Mrs. Stewart' implies that they're thinking of her as Kevin's mother and Mr. 
Stewart's wife. Calling them by their roles or formal names certainly sets them apart from 
the rest of the team, who are all referred to on a first name basis.  
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Chapter 6 
Union Gives Strength 
ACT 4. SCENE 1. 
SCENE: On the water. The sky is a light blue, with puffy white clouds. I'm in a 
medium-sized sailboat, 22 feet long, with two large white sails. The sun is hot and there 
is no wind. 
BRIGHT LIGHTS SHINE IN THE THEATER, HEATING THE ROOM AND 
CREATING A STIFLING EFFECT. 
TURN THE HEAT UP IN THE THEATER UNTIL THE ROOM IS MUCH 
TOO HOT. PEOPLE BEGIN SWEATING. 
In the background are blue neon signs, blinking messages: 
"He that lives upon hope will die fasting." 
"The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong." 
"Union gives strength." 
"United we stand, divided we fall." 
"Blinded by hope." 
"Plodding wins the race." 
The sail is luffing because there is no wind. I'm not moving and I'm struggling to 
turn on the motor by pulling the ignition cord. It's not working.  
CRIS: I'm stuck! 
PEOPLE: (APPROACHING IN A MOTOR BOAT) Start the motor! 
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CRIS: (AS I STRUGGLE WITH THE CORD) It won't start! Help! 
PEOPLE: Pull the cord! 
CRIS: (I AM SWEATING WITH THE EFFORT) I can't get it to start! Help! 
PEOPLE: Keep trying! You shouldn't be sailing without any wind! 
CRIS: (STRUGGLING) Help! 
PEOPLE: Don't let that boat stall on you! Start the motor! 
CRIS: Help! I need help! 
PEOPLE: (GESTURING TO ME) We'll get in your boat and show you how to 
start the motor. (THEY PULL UP BESIDE ME AND GET IN MY BOAT) 
FADE TO BLACK. 
Intervention: Undersized and Starved for Affection 
 A week later, I'm at the Stewarts' house. Alan's black sports car is already in their 
driveway when I arrive. He's sitting at their dining table, a dark wooden table that could 
be found at anyone's home, except that the space is so tight that it's difficult for anyone 
except the children to get in or out. With effort, I slide onto the picnic-style bench next to 
the window. It's a beautiful Tampa spring day, and from my vantage point next to the 
sunlight, the house seems brighter, cleaner even, than when I saw it before. More 
hopeful, perhaps?  I watch Alan and the Stewarts fill out paperwork as I try 
unsuccessfully to distract their tiny cat from chewing on the tie on my shirt. I make a 
mental note not to wear clothes with anything dangling from them the next time I visit the 
house. The cat is a tiny calico and looks like a kitten, but Mrs. Stewart tells me it's full 
grown. 
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 "He's got six toes," she says, and, sure enough, he does! He's unrelenting in 
getting my attention, and settles down when I pet him, but refuses to let me stop. I look 
down as a very cute, tiny puppy rubs my leg.  
"We just got him," Mrs. Stewart tells me as I attempt to pet the cat with one hand 
and the puppy with the other. It occurs to me that almost everything in this house is 
undersized and starved for affection. Despite the violence the family seems to exhibit, 
they have the most adorable, loving, affectionate animals. How bad can people be who 
have animals this affectionate? 
Alan is helping the Stewarts go over their assistance budget.  
"We need to get the bathtub repaired," Mrs. Stewart says. "I'm afraid someone 
will fall through the hole in it! Nancy keeps telling us there's no money in the budget to 
make the repairs!" 
Alan ignores the comment about Nancy and looks at the budget. "I need to check 
on this to see if I can do it." He picks up the phone and calls his office. "We should be 
able to cover the repairs," he says when he gets off the phone. "See!" he points to a line 
item on the budget. "Let me make another call to see when we can get the check cut. Is it 
okay if we make it out to Lowe's?" The Stewarts nod. I am amazed at how quickly Alan 
makes things happen. 
Alan is definitely a man in charge, but yet he and Mrs. Stewart are clearly 
working together. He hears her, listens to her, and acts on it. All right there at their 
kitchen table.  
While they're working on the budget, the conversation digresses and returns. It 
seems as if everybody in the room has some level of ADHD, and I feel as if I'm watching 
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a ping pong match. The conversation eventually moves in a direction, and things are 
getting done, but it's very hard to follow. Nobody seems able to focus on any one topic. 
They move from talking about the kids' needs, to creating a safety plan for the family, to 
the size of their house, to Kevin's medications. 
"This is interesting," Alan says, as he looks over the paperwork. "Kevin is on two 
stimulant medications for asthma. Then, he's on two other stimulant medications for 
ADHD and depression. Do his different doctors know he's taking these medications?" 
Mrs. Stewart assures him that they do. The conversation moves back to the safety 
plan. I wonder if Kevin's medications, a crucial piece of information, I think, will be 
brought up again.  
"I understand your concern that if you call 9-1-1 or Baker Act Kevin for his 
violent behavior, that DCF would get called in and you'd lose all your kids," Alan 
confirms. He leans in toward the Stewarts, listening closely as they sit around their 
kitchen table, working on a problem. Together.  
"If DCF came to this house, who knows what they would think!" Mrs. Stewart 
acknowledges. "They'd take the kids for sure! I don't want to lose my kids!" I hear 
passion in her voice as she says this, but I notice that she doesn't have an emotional 
outburst. It occurs to me that there's only one other time I haven't seen her have an 
emotional outburst—was when I was interviewing her. I wonder if just giving her a 
chance to feel heard makes a difference to her emotionality.  
"Let me show you the house," she offers. I decline, since I've seen it before, but 
Alan follows her from room to room. "Alan, look at her crafts!" I call out. "She's really 
talented!" 
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"We need space," Mrs. Stewart explains as she gives the tour. "There's no place to 
put things, for the kids to go without being in each other's faces. I could do my art and 
craft work if I had space to set up my sewing machine." 
"She could sell her crafts, Alan!" I add. Several years ago, before I went to 
graduate school, I had done pottery and other crafts for a living. My husband Jerry had 
built me an art studio in our garage. I had only made a few thousand dollars that year, but 
I had the time of my life doing it. I suddenly want that for her. A few thousand extra 
dollars could make a great different to the Stewarts.  
Mrs. Stewart continues discussing her house. "We worked very hard to get 
another house. There must be some way to make it work, but nobody's been able to help 
us." 
"They owe less than $4,000 on this house!" I interject. I know I'm supposed to be 
observing and not participating, but it's important to me that Alan knows that. I want him 
to fix things for her, right away. 
I remember Nancy said that no bank would want to lend them money in their 
situation. Alan is listening thoughtfully. "I have a million things running around in my 
head right now," he says. "This is a safety issue." I wonder if he's trying to justify helping 
them. I'm excited as a glimmer of hope seems to break into their home. 
Mrs. Stewart agrees. "If the boys weren't sharing a room, maybe they wouldn't be 
fighting as much." Alan nods as if this fact will make a difference in finding them 
funding. "We need to bring in a real estate person on the team. Someone who has the 
knowledge to do this sort of thing." 
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"Charlotte is a realtor," I whisper to Alan. Charlotte used to be a data collector for 
us who more recently did some work for the Center for Children and Families. 
"Great idea!" Alan says to me. "So much for being an objective observer!" he 
comments with a smile, and I grin back. He turns to the Stewarts. "We need somebody 
who can help us figure out who has funding to do this sort of thing."   
Mrs. Stewart nods. "We just need somebody to loan us the money. We can sell 
this property. This place is almost paid off." 
"This is a long-term goal," Alan cautions. "You know this is long-term, right? We 
could be talking five years out!" 
The Stewarts nod, but I'm not sure they really heard that. It occurs to me that this 
is the first hopeful thing about their housing situation I've heard anybody tell them. In one 
hour, he has made huge strides, in hopefulness at least. 
What an interesting interaction, I think, as I get into my car. Alan exhibits strong 
active listening behaviors. He seems to do more problem-solving than anyone else who's 
working with this family. Does he hear them differently? When they expressed a need to 
him, he got it done. Yet, he doesn't over-promise; he actually under-promises. He seems 
to instill hope by doing it—by moving and taking a step as large as he can.  
Intermission: Constructing Hope 
On my way home, another man holds a sign at that same on-ramp. Ready for him, 
I hand him the dollar, and I'm amazed how incredibly grateful he is for my measly dollar. 
I'm relieved that no one behind me honks as I hold up traffic to give him the money. Isn't 
it interesting how much a person can appreciate a small amount of assistance? Just a little 
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something to instill a sense of hope. It sure feels good to be able to help someone. I 
wonder if Alan feels the same way helping the Stewarts. 
Interviews and Conversations: Continuing to Feel Supported 
 A few weeks later, Alan and I are in his office, working on a conference paper on 
a strengths-based approach to helping clients. We're supposed to be writing, but I'm 
discussing my favorite topic right now, my dissertation. 
 "How did your clinical background affect your work in wraparound and systems 
of care?" I wonder. 
"I always looked at people as individuals, and formed relationships with the folks 
I worked with. But I saw them very clearly in terms of their diagnosis. This was either a 
kid with ADHD or this was a kid with depression." 
"What's different in wraparound?" 
"I still look at folks as folks, but now in terms of what their strengths are, what 
their needs are, what kinds of outcomes they're looking for." 
 "How do needs, strengths, and outcomes differ from pathology? Is it just different 
words?" I wonder. 
 "It's more than different words. If you're talking about therapy and pathology 
you're really just dealing with one domain—mental health—for interventions. Now we 
very clearly move beyond this kid's label or diagnosis. Now we think more about what 
the family's needs are on multiple life domains—housing, financial, recreational, safety—
and how we can be of assistance with that. We sometimes put therapy and therapeutic 
interventions on a back burner until some of the other domains have been dealt with. 
Now, their family system is actually a point of intervention." 
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 "But you were doing family therapy before." 
"But now I look at it much more holistically," Alan explains. 
 "What was the impetus for your coming from behind the camera and changing 
your role?" I ask Alan, turning specifically to my case. 
 "As I understood it, you needed a licensed therapist who was not on the team to 
intervene if things got to a point of crisis, or a point that was harmful to the family. When 
the school social worker very innocently—and on target—started talking about domestic 
violence, it was very clear that Mom reacted strongly to that. I think she was becoming 
disassociated from reality, and to continue that conversation without an intervention 
would be harmful to her." 
 "What was going on in your mind when that happened?" I wonder. 
"Mom was disassociating like crazy, and it was time to stop that. 'Cause I didn't 
know her well enough to know how far it would go. Since then, I've learned from Nancy 
that she would have blown up and then re-grouped, and it would have lasted about ten 
minutes. But at that point I wasn't sure." 
"What were you intending to do?" 
"Bring her back to 2004 and alter her consciousness back into that. In some way 
interfere with her disassociated state. I did that because Nancy was getting ready to leave 
for London on vacation, and I knew that this situation was beginning to escalate. Kevin 
was settling down in school, and so the likelihood of it escalating back up at home was 
greater." 
"Explain that to me," I ask. 
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"He has so much energy in him, he has to have an outlet. If he's doing better at 
school, he's going to explode someplace else, like at home, and Spring Break was coming 
up in a couple of weeks so he was going to be home all the time. Also, quite frankly, I 
was curious. I wondered, 'what's going on that he gets to beat you up but you won't fall?'" 
 "I guess it's appropriate for me to jump in and tell you what I think," I say. "What 
struck me is that the rest of the team seemed to be making the assumption that she did not 
have a good reason for refusing to call 9-1-1. You could feel the team believing that she 
was being resistant. The way you spoke to her communicated, 'I believe you have a good 
logical reason for doing this and I'd just like to know what it is.' You came at it from a 
different frame from the rest of the team." 
 Alan nods. "I did that on purpose, you're exactly right. I looked around the table 
and said to myself, 'these people think this lady's crazy, and it's crazy behavior, but there 
may be a good reason from her point of view, so let's find out.' Most folks that have had a 
traumatic past take on very unconventional types of opinions about certain interventions, 
processes, or of the world, but it's specifically due to the trauma they've experienced." 
 "I'm really curious," I say, "about your stepping in for Nancy. I have to say, Alan, 
that if it were me, and my boss had taken over a meeting in which I was in charge, I 
would be feeling pretty threatened. Yet, she says she's fine with that." 
"Nancy and I go back many years," Alan says. "When she finished graduate 
school ten years ago, I provided her clinical supervision for her licensure, and I've 
continued to work with her as a clinical supervisor since then." 
"I may be more neurotic than she is. I think that would make it worse for me," I 
respond. 
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Alan says, "We talked about it yesterday, and she told me that whenever I'm in the 
room with a family she's working with, she tends to look to me to intervene, and she's got 
to stop doing that. The two of us have to be aware of that. I don't want to do her job, 
because that may affect how the family perceives her." 
I nod. "Let's go there, because I was gonna ask that in a minute. How do you think 
the Stewarts perceive this situation—you're coming in and Nancy's leaving town, so 
you're going to do a couple sessions at home with them?" 
Alan responds, "On one level I think they continue to feel supported, because it's 
not uncommon for me to take over for system navigators when they go on vacation."  
"'Cause frankly, Alan, you're really good," I say. "Some families might be glad 
when they go on vacation and you come in, because you're very effective." 
 Alan shrugs. 
 I continue, "It strikes me that in the space of one focus group and one interaction 
with the family, they have been helped more by you in a couple hours than they were in 
four months before that. What's up with that?" I realize that I'm sounding critical of 
Nancy and the rest of the team. I feel a little guilty about that, but I'm really fascinated 
about what's happening. 
 Alan thinks for a minute and responds. "I think everybody has different 
identification with certain families. Sometimes you can identify with each other and bond 
right away, and other times that process takes a while. That's an intangible thing that I 
can never figure out." 
 I wonder, "Is it possible that the system navigator can be so influenced by the 
system in which they're a part, that they can't change it because they're in it? Yet, perhaps 
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somebody from outside the team can come in and make a very small change that makes 
huge changes in the system?" 
 Alan nods. "I think everybody came out of there with a much different impression 
of what motivates this lady than before, and a different way of being able to frame her 
behavior as something other than resistance. Now is she a pain in the butt? Yes. Is she 
irritating? Yes. It's hard to keep yourself focused and not let that influence what you're 
doing with people. It's hard for most people to do that. I've worked for a long long time to 
get to a point where that doesn't happen." 
"How do you do that?" I wonder. "How do you go into their home, look at their 
poverty, and the lack of cleanliness, and the unpleasant personality, and all the other 
things we could list? How do you see them differently?" 
 "I don't know that I'm seeing them differently," he responds. "I just can get to a 
point where I just don't pay attention to certain reactions that I have." 
 "What do you mean?" I ask. 
"I just don't pay attention to my reactions," he explains. "Everything is a 
reaction—their reaction is a reaction, so every time somebody that you work with does 
something, you get a reaction to it. What you gotta basically say, 'okay, I'm not gonna 
deal with that,' which I think allows you to be more present with the people you're 
working with." 
I'm fascinated. "So what do you attend to? If you don't attend to your negative 
feelings, what do you attend to?" 
 "Them." 
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 "The other day when I went with you to their home, what were you trying to do?" 
I ask. 
 "First, get rid of some damn bureaucratic stuff that we have to deal with, and then 
get to a safety plan. I went back on Monday and finished the safety planning," Alan adds. 
"Which you said worked. What was in the safety plan?"  
Alan responds, "We made more specific plans for visiting the crisis unit because 
we had determined that information would help them see the situation more rationally. 
My real intent is to never get to the point where they have to call the cops. However, the 
team needed to know that the safety issue was being dealt with, because that's a typical 
intervention, and for liability issues and reasons of general safety, we would have to talk 
about it." 
"So, for the team's legal liability, they have to tell the family to call 9-1-1?"  
"Yes, and for safety reasons, that's the typical response in this type of situation," 
Alan nods. "After that, I did a de-escalation procedure with each family member. I asked 
them each to come up with two behaviors that would make the family better and would 
decrease the arguing and combating. So each person, after 2 ½ hours, came up with—" 
I interrupt. "A family full of ADHD." 
 Alan grins. "Oh boy! I tell you it was all over the place, but I like that kind of 
stuff." 
"Yeah, after I had watched you with them, I felt like I had been watching a ping 
pong game," I say. 
 "Yeah, and those kids are just as active as the mom and dad, as far as that's 
concerned," he agrees.  
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"I haven't met the other two. I only know Kevin. He's just adorable," I say. 
"Yeah, the other two are cute too," Alan says. 
"They've got the cutest pets. I figure a family that has animals that affectionate 
can't be all bad." 
"I don't think they are either," Alan says. "Quite frankly, I think they're just 
victims of their lives. I think all five of those people are very nice people." 
"Mrs. Stewart needs to find a way to do her crafts and sell them. She could earn a 
living with those crafts," I hint. 
"Probably." Alan returns to his story. "Anyway, so each of them came up with 
two behaviors, and most of them had to do with not being a pain in the butt for the other 
people. Mom of course had her blow-up." 
"Did she?" I'm surprised.  
"Of course," Alan responds. 
"I had a theory that she wouldn't blow up with you. My theory was she felt heard 
by you, and she didn't feel the need to blow up." 
"But I believe there's another reason why she blows up though. Not just one 
reason. She's got Post Traumatic Stress Disorder [PTSD] from the violence in her past, 
and every time you prick her on any of those PTSD issues, she's gonna have an emotional 
reaction," he says. 
"This is how she's communicating," I think out loud. 
 "She's actually letting me know that this is stuff that's painful, so it might be 
avoidance," Alan says. "I did with her what I do with a lot of people who are that way. I 
say, 'I'm about ready to say something that's gonna be shocking or hard to swallow.'" 
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 "Peggy did that in the focus group, did you notice?" I recall. "Right before she 
said what she said." Didn't help much, I think to myself. 
"It's standard," Alan explains. 
I shake my head. "I don't know if it would work with me. Jerry said that to me last 
night, 'I don't want to get you mad, but there's something I want to say to you,' and of 
course that made me mad, even before I heard what he said." 
 "In a therapeutic environment, it's respecting the fact that this is sensitive 
information and they may have a hard time dealing with it, and you're telling them that 'if 
you're not ready for it, we don't have to go there quite yet,'" Alan says. 
"Giving permission to say 'I don't want to hear it now,'" I say. 
"Yeah." Alan goes back to the story of the behavioral contract. "It was about her 
not yelling as much. Since she's enmeshed in this, she says, 'I don't know what else to do, 
don't know what else to do, don't know what else to do.' I asked her, 'would it be possible 
to work on not yelling as loudly,' and we talked about what loud meant. We worked up a 
plan in which each family member gets points for following their behaviors, and the 
family as a whole could get bonus points if everyone follows their behaviors, 'cause if 
you just do the kids it's not as powerful as if you do the whole family." 
I'm fascinated. "So what did everyone do?" 
"Almost exclusively it was about being less aggressive to the other person—not 
calling each other names, and not hitting. We did some bubble boundaries in which you 
can't go past the other person's boundaries except that you can turn off the bubble for 
hugs. They did great with it. I gave them a $25 gift certificate to Wal-Mart, because it's 
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important for them to see that it's not just some esoteric kind of thing, there's actually a 
reward here." 
"You gave it to them after the week was up?" I ask. 
"No. I gave it to them at the beginning of the week, so they could see that it was 
there, but I asked Mom to hold onto it until I returned after Spring Break. They did 
nicely. Their violent behaviors had gone down a lot. So now my role with the family is to 
be their behavioral therapist. I want to go back and do more, since they seem to work real 
well with those behavioral approaches." 
 I'm impressed. "I wonder why is it, do you think, that there wasn't a safety plan in 
place before now, or why nobody had talked to them about getting another house? I'm 
just wondering why all this just came up when you were meeting with them. All of a 
sudden things are different, and I just wonder what's different, besides the different 
person working with them?" 
"I don't know why we don't see certain things at a specific time," Alan responds 
thoughtfully. "I do know that there's a difference between talking and doing. It's really 
important to do." 
"Is it a therapist orientation, do you think, to tend to do more talking than doing?"  
I ask. 
"I think it is partially," Alan answers. "It may be that we talk, but not about 
focusing on the doing and the action, and we need to do that more. It may be that this 
team talked about safety previous to this time. It also could be that they were focusing on 
so many other things, because no matter what, you're still child-oriented, and this is the 
third school program this kid has been in." 
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I think back. "They were probably focusing on safety at school." 
"They were dealing with issues at school," Alan says. "I know Nancy's energy 
went to being supportive of the school so he could settle down and stay there." 
"Yeah," I remember. "Keep him on the bus, keep him from being kicked out." 
"So that's where they focused. I don't think the team ever saw the level of violence 
in the home as being that critical a safety issue. It was more the way they are with each 
other as opposed to anything else. I think it's partially that that is just their culture, and it 
didn't hit the threshold." 
 Alan looks at his watch, so I ask my next question quickly. "I know you're in a 
hurry. Let me just throw out two other thoughts and get your reaction. One is an 
observation. It seems to me that the team has been operating in present or past tense. 
'This is happening;' 'this did happen.' What I observed is that you started out in future 
tense. You were talking about getting a bigger house, and you said, 'this is going to be a 
long-range thing. It's not going to happen right now, but it will happen.'  You were 
saying, 'we will get you the Lowe's gift certificate,' 'we will fix the bathroom.'  You were 
operating in future tense. Deficits and strengths both seem to be rooted in the present and 
past, and I think that possibilities are rooted in the future. I'm hypothesizing that you 
moved them to possibilities in the future." 
 "That gets us back to that paper we're supposed to be writing today about 
strengths," Alan says, "and they're either talents, and then, I forget what the middle one 
was," 
 "Resiliency," I offer. 
 "Then the possibilities," Alan remembers. 
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"I'm thinking that the key might be the possibilities," I say. 
"I don't know that I do that," Alan says. 
"You did it in the home. I think you constructed hope for them. That's a thought 
I'm forming." 
"If I did, I didn't do it consciously," he says. 
I flip through the papers on my lap until I find my notes on the strengths 
approach. 
"There seem to be six key ways in which a strengths orientation can be used to 
construct hope for a family," I say, reading from my notes. "Child and family talents or 
competencies; child and family resilience and values; child and family dreams or 
possibilities; available family and team resources; borrowed strengths; and past strengths. 
All of these construct hope when they're used to create possibility for the family and the 
team (Dunst, Trivette, & Deal, 1994; Dunst, Trivette, & Mott, 1994; Groopman, 2004)."  
Alan nods. 
"Talents or competencies are things in which the child or family excel," I add. 
"Yes, so in this team, examples of talent or competency strengths are Kevin's 
math ability or Mrs. Stewart's sewing skills," Alan says. "Mrs. Stewart is competent at 
seeking help for her family, and in communicating in a way in which her family's needs 
are heard." 
I nod and look down at my notes. "Focusing on family or child competencies 
reminds everyone that they are greater than their problems, and it gives them a 
foundation on which to build goals and plans," I continue. "Resiliencies tend to be 
thought of as personality traits that enable a child or family to have survived thus far in 
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the face of difficult life circumstances (Dunst, Trivette, Davis, & Cornwell, 1994; 
Richardson, 2002)." 
"Resiliency strengths would include the Stewart's desire to keep their family intact 
and the persistence of Mrs. Stewart in obtaining help for her family," Alan adds. 
"Exactly!" I say. "Dreams, or possibility strengths, are also called "solution talk" 
(Berg & DeShazer, 1993; Fanger, 1993). They refer to goals or dreams set in the future 
toward which the family and team are working. These types of strengths use imagery to 
orient the family toward what they have to look forward to, or toward what they can 
accomplish (Fanger, 1993). Possibility strengths also move the family out of a present-
time focus, which is often problem and deficit laden, into a future-time focus, which may 
be seen as a time of hope. This consists of answering the question, 'What will it look like 
when things are better?' A possibility strength focuses the team away from problems or 
deficits and negative, destructive behaviors, toward positive, concrete alternatives. It 
moves families out of an "either/or" orientation that limits their options, to a "both/and" 
orientation that opens up options and solutions (Lipchik, 1993). Possibility strengths turn 
negatives into positives." 
Alan nods. "A new home is a possibility strength for the Stewarts." 
"Uh huh," I say, continuing to read. "Resource strengths would include financial, 
time, and knowledge resources available to help the family and team achieve their goals. 
Mrs. Stewart's knowledge of the system is a resource. The assistance budget is a resource 
that you and Nancy provide, and psychological testing is a resource that the school 
provides. Other types of resources include environmental, food/clothing, medical, 
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vocational, transportation, educational, recreational, emotional, cultural, and social 
resources (Dunst et al., 1994)."  
Alan looks over my shoulder. "Borrowed strengths can be taken from an 
exemplary other person, or by the strengths of the intervention or treatment itself 
(Groopman, 2004)." He looks up at me. "Warren's intervention with Kevin's classroom 
was borrowed from the other work he had done in other schools, and the school staff's 
success in controlling Kevin's behavior was borrowed from their experience with other 
children at their school." 
"Exactly," I affirm. "And past strengths are actually borrowed from the family's 
own history." 
"The Stewarts can borrow from their past successes in getting help for their 
family," Alan says.  
I nod, getting excited at how this concept is coming together. "Effective strengths 
give a family or team hope! So, talent strengths give hope because they show that the 
family is good at something that can be used to help them—it reminds everyone that the 
situation is not all bad or bleak. Resiliency strengths are helpful for the same reason. 
Possibility strengths give hope because they orient the team into the hopeful future. 
Resource strengths are hopeful because they remind everyone that they're not in this 
alone—that there are resources they can rely on for help. Borrowed strengths are hopeful 
because they also borrow hope—someone else could do this; this helped in another 
situation, therefore this will help here. Past strengths are hopeful because they remind 
everyone that the family accomplished something before, therefore they can do it again." 
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I close my notebook. "The other topic that I'm chewing on is the issue of 
empowerment. It's a question of—when is helping, helping? When is helping not helping, 
because it's disempowering? When is not helping, helping? When is not helping just plain 
not helping? I think there's a fine line there. I think everybody involved would have a 
different answer to that question, and their answer to that question would be reflected in 
how they're acting towards this family." 
"There's a big clinical debate about that among therapists!" Alan says. 
"Yeah, well, help is a two-edged sword," I say. "I've read that people with 
disabilities don't like to be helped because it's so disempowering (Braithwaite & Eckstein, 
2003). Receiving help can actually threaten a person's self-esteem, embarrass them, make 
them feel dependent, create a loss of control in the relationship, create feelings of 
inferiority, or create feelings of being patronized (Braithwaite & Eckstein, 2003). Also, 
Ray (1993) says that help creates power in a relationship. If  I help you, then you owe 
me. Are you familiar with the concept of hegemony?" 
Alan shakes his head. 
"Sorry, jargon!" I say. "Hegemony refers to hidden power, and when you help 
someone, you can be reinforcing power positions of the person who is able to give help. 
Also, help can make the person being helped vulnerable to the people helping them." 
"That makes sense," Alan says. 
"Given all the difficulties with help, it's no wonder that this team has so many 
struggles with it (Ray, 1993)," I continue. "Since we haven't identified any way that the 
Stewarts can pay back the help, it puts the family in a one-down position in which they 
can't reciprocate. I've noticed that Mrs. Stewart has attempted to equalize this position by 
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giving Nancy gifts of homemade crafts and flowers from her garden. I think that the team 
treads a fine line in giving Mrs. Stewart advice, as this kind of social support maintains 
their status quo and can potentially disregard Mrs. Stewart's point of view." 
 "Very interesting," Alan muses. "It seems that how much you tend to help a client 
depends on what your clinical orientation is. Also, I believe sometimes you've got to do 
things for people for a while, and then after that they need to do it for themselves." 
 I think to myself that by not helping the Stewarts move into a larger home until 
they feel they're ready, Alan and Nancy might think they're empowering the family, but I 
wonder if in fact they are disempowering them by keeping them "in their place" and 
holding them back. I wonder if this is a question of providing help at their current 
capability or perhaps stretching their capability. I also wonder if this is a question that 
doesn't really have an answer. Which of these options is empowering? Helping? Or, not 
helping? Which creates dependence? Which creates independence? Dunst and Trivette 
(1996) say that we enable people by "creating opportunities for competencies to be 
acquired or displayed as part of solving problems, meeting needs, or achieving 
aspirations" (p. 162). They suggest that people being helped must contribute to their own 
help if they are to acquire competencies, knowledge, and skills that empower them and 
strengthen their functioning. Helping people help themselves gives them a greater sense 
of control over their lives, while help that is paternalistic, patronizing, and unsolicited is 
disempowering and can be detrimental and debilitating for people (Dunst & Trivette, 
1996). It can result in learned helplessness, a sense of incompetence and inadequacy, 
dependencies, low self-esteem and feelings of inferiority, and a sense of indebtedness and 
passivity.  
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"Well, helping the Stewarts is the reason the team exists," Alan suggests. 
"Yes, and I think you struggle over how and when to best help them," I say. "And 
it's a fine line between doing it themselves versus helping them do it, versus doing it for 
them. I think that's part of what we're seeing." 
 "Well, there's more than one way to help people," Alan says. 
 "That's true!" I agree. "Actually, according to the literature, there are ten kinds of 
ways you can support people." I count them on my fingers. Helping or doing things for 
them; emotional support; providing information; material aid or giving them things or 
money; companionship; love and affection; raising their self-esteem; connecting the 
person to others; non-judgmental listening support; or providing services (Barbee & 
Cunningham, 1995; Cutrona & Suhr, 1992; Rosenfeld, Richman, & Bowen, 1998; 
Sherbourne & Stewart, 1991; Yu, Lee, & Woo, 2004)." 
"We're certainly helped the Stewarts in many of those ways," Alan says. 
"Yes, and interestingly, when you're not able to provide Mrs. Stewart with the 
type of help she requests, you instead give her another type of social support, thus both 
helping and not helping at the same time." 
"Really!" Alan says. 
"For example," I continue, "I've seen Mrs. Stewart express a need for tangible 
support and receive emotional support instead. In the last focus group, she asked for 
listening and emotional support, and you all instead offered her informational and 
network support and then you provided her with emotional support, which calmed down 
her emotionality. What I wonder is, if you do that intentionally." 
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 Alan shrugs. "It's definitely individualized, and for me that has a lot to do with a 
gut feeling of, 'okay, now it's time to back off.' Or, 'now it's time to say no, I ain't gonna 
do this. It's your turn to do it.' I don't know that I know how to do it other than that's what 
my gut's telling me. Every human struggles with that." 
 I think of a conversation I had the day before with my sister-in-law Ellen about 
my giving the dollar bills to the people on the side of the road.  
 "You can't coddle people," she said. "It's about tough love! Enabling them to 
continue depending on you is not helping them! They'll just take advantage of you! They 
need to learn how to be responsible for themselves!" 
 "What about compassion?" I had countered with. "How can I just let someone go 
without the basic necessities of life when I've been blessed with so much? I don't deserve 
what I've been given any more than they deserve what life has done to them!" 
 "They've got to hit rock bottom before they'll change their ways! You're just 
prolonging their suffering by preventing that from happening!" 
 I sigh. "I can't fix their problems for them, that's true. But, maybe I'm giving them 
hope when I help them out." 
 "You don't want to give them hope," she cautions. "Until they have no hope left, 
they won't seek help!" 
 The sad thing about the conversation is that we both were right. So, what's the 
answer, I think? To help or not to help? I move my attention back to Alan. 
"It's all very interesting," I say. "So your role on the team is moving toward, 
what? It looks to me like you're now on the team." 
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Alan smiles—or is it a grimace? "I'm now officially on the team, and Nancy has 
said yes and the family has said yes, and Nancy and I are going to try to work hard on 
role differential. She's fine with that." 
 "What's coming up with the family?"  
"The tasks to handle in the next couple of weeks are re-establishing Nancy as the 
system navigator and not me." That's very interesting, I think to myself. So, he and Nancy 
did see a role conflict there. "How will you do that?" I ask. 
"I'll stick specifically to what my assigned task is," Alan says, "which is to help 
the family with the behavioral plan."  
I wonder if that is possible, but I just listen. "Uh huh." 
Alan continues. "Oh, the thing I did last week was I took the kids out for ice 
cream for their bonus points, and that's also when I introduced them to Art, who's going 
to be the respite worker." 
 "Will he be a member of the team?" I need to make sure he signs a consent form.  
Alan nods. "He'll be a member of the team." 
 Not to make it all about me, but I have to ask, "Does he know about the 
research?" 
 Alan shakes his head. 
"Would you or Nancy mind just mentioning to him about the research so when he 
sees me at a team meeting, he'll be expecting me?" 
"I can do that," he agrees. 
"You've got to do another safety plan," I prod. 
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 "Yes, that's going to be part of their home behavior plan. I don't think that safety 
is the issue it appears to be. As a matter of fact, I want to start re-framing that with 
everybody on the team, because to them this kid looks crazy, and he's not really crazy." 
 "What is he, then? What's wrong with him? Everyone has a different opinion." I 
ask. 
 "Clinically? I think the kid has Asperger's autism," Alan says. 
"That's what Nancy thinks too, but the neurological report didn't say that," I point 
out. 
"Yeah, but has the neurologist been to any recent trainings on Asperger's?" Alan 
argues.  
 "The school people don't think that's what's wrong with him," I offer. 
"Yeah, I know. So this kid probably can have many different labels at any point in 
time. He's probably just this neglected kid from an impoverished environment," Alan 
says. 
"Interesting. You mention a good point, do the labels really matter?"  
"They matter if you're going to use medication," Alan says.  
Labels matter in other ways, too, I think. They reinforce the medical model 
because the process of diagnosing privileges medical terminology and creates 
dependence on professionals who can label and then treat those labels. Gergen (1985) 
suggests that the behaviors themselves that are labeled as "mental illness" can be seen as 
social practice and social discourse, rather than forms of mental states. While I also think 
that labeling someone as "ill" may be somewhat more desirable than labeling them as 
"bad," "possessed," or "a witch," all labels that have been used for the mentally ill earlier 
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in our country's history, all of these labels still construct the other as deviant. I wonder if 
there is another way to see people whose behaviors do not fit into our society's criteria for 
"normal." I think about how this medicalization of behavior, especially for youth whose 
mental illness is behaviorally diagnosed, creates lifelong consequences for the child and 
his or her family. I wonder if, in some ways, a mental illness diagnosis is a punishment 
for a person's inability or unwillingness to be socialized to conform to society's norms 
and expectations (Foucault, 1965, 1995; Szasz, 1970, 1987). 
"It also matters somewhat for the type of therapy that's used," Alan continues, 
bringing my attention back. "We also need to try to get his therapist on the team." 
"Then you want to add a realtor too, right?" I ask. 
 Alan nods. "Yes, we've got to help them with their house. They've got $4,000 
dollars left on their mortgage!" 
 "Do you know what that says, Alan?" I interject. "They have paid off a $30,000 
mortgage in 11 years! This family has more strengths than any of us are seeing." 
"Yeah. In this economy—that's pretty good," he admits. 
"When I figured that math out I was flabbergasted," I say. "When I interviewed 
Jane, she pointed out the strengths of the family."  
"Oh, she's excellent at that," he says. 
I continue, "When you think about it, as Jane pointed out to me, they're a two-
parent family. They own their own home. The parents are interested in the kids. They're 
not blaming the system."  
 "They're willing to work," Alan nods and adds, "I think this team is in a trap. 
They're so overwhelmed they can't see much potential." 
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 "Yes, they're part of the system," I say. "I think that the family looks so hopeless, 
they're creating hopelessness in the rest of the team. So, rather than the team pulling them 
up, I think they're dragging the team down. I don't mean that in a judgmental way," I add, 
as I listen to how negative that comment sounds. 
"No, I agree with you, and I've seen that," Alan says. "I counted up the negative 
statements that Nancy made when we were discussing the family on Monday, and I said, 
'Nancy, you said seven negative statements about this family, and they're all really 
emotionally laden,' and I left it at that." 
"Interesting." I say. "The first time I met them I didn't like them. After I went to 
their home, I talked to my major professor and asked her, 'what do I do? I'm going to be 
writing about somebody I don't like, and not only that, but she's going to be reading this.'  
And, she's violent. One of the first things she said to me was she knew how to fight. She 
made her point." 
 "Same as a gorilla beats her chest, but they're never going to do anything. That's 
very defensive, doing stuff like that. Poor thing, she has to do that to exist in the world," 
Alan says. 
I sit forward. "They're afraid of the world. The world is a scary place to them. 
When they go outside, their neighbors beat them up. Their house is like a cave." I pause. 
"But after I saw them through Jane's eyes and then your eyes, I've had a completely 
different picture of them as a family with strengths. I swear to you, when I was there 
recently, something was different. Their house looked cleaner than the first time I was 
there."  
 Alan nods. "It's better than it was." 
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"I'm starting to see hope for this family," I say. 
 "They've got a lot of strengths," he agrees. "If you're in this business for long 
enough dealing with really severe situations, burnout creeps in and you've just got to 
constantly fight it. We even did it ourselves in the beginning, when we discussed this 
family in a staff meeting and said that we've got to be pretty limited with what our goals 
are, because they're hopeless." 
"Wow. That's powerful." I am amazed at this confession. 
"You're right. The family's depression sunk everybody else," Alan says. 
I agree. "My first impression was—if I were a provider going into that home—I 
would avoid working with that family. I would do anything to avoid interaction with 
them," I confess. 
 "Everyone else who used to work with them very clearly said, 'Forget it. Just get 
the kid in school, it's fine.'  But we said, 'No. We're not gonna do that.'" 
"But now there's a ray of hope," I say tentatively. 
 "Yeah, we've just got to do what we've got to do, and see where we'll go. 'Cause I 
have no clue," he says. 
 "I suspect families like that don't often have a future. I mean, from their point of 
view, the future's a pretty scary place," I offer. 
"We can make it better," Alan says. 
 "Yeah," I agree. "What you're doing is painting a positive picture for them." 
Alan nods. "Also, to be honest, what I really want is for this to stop in this 
generation, and I want those three kids to have a better life." 
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A better life. Is that so bad to want for someone? The question is, how can we 
best make that happen? Hope is one thing, but we've still got to take action. Like with my 
one dollar bills. 
Intermission: Collecting Bills 
Later that week, I'm eating lunch at Jason's Deli. Salad bar. My usual. "I'd like my 
change in one dollar's please, if that's possible." The cashier gives me a funny look but 
counts out a handful of dollars. I put them in my car. Collecting one dollar bills for the 
guys standing on the side of the road has become a hobby.  
Interviews and Conversations: Information Broker 
My next interview is with Kevin's SED teacher, Mr. Camelini. He reminds me of 
my dad. He has the same white hair and mustache, kind smile, and quiet disposition. 
What he's doing teaching high school kids with SED, I have no idea. I'm interviewing 
him while the kids are outside playing basketball. I find out that this is a third career for 
him; he was a teacher once before, in the 60s, but had been in business since then.  
 "This must be a huge difference for you," I observe. 
 "When I taught in the 60s, some of my colleagues and I recognized that some 
students needed to be put in a special class, and we did that among ourselves and had 
success with them. If you have students reading at second grade level in a 7th or 8th grade 
classroom, they get lost." 
 I glance at my watch. I have exactly 20 minutes before his class will return. "Tell 
me about the team from your point of view." 
 "It's only a team in the meetings," he answers cautiously. "I don't have any contact 
with Nancy outside the meetings. With Jane I do because she's here, especially if  there's 
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a discipline problem. Warren has been coming into my class on Mondays for about an 
hour, and he talks to the students about how they react to Kevin. The social worker, I 
don't have contact with her, either. She works up in the offices." 
"At the last team meeting, there was a lot of conversation about Kevin doing 
better in school. What do you think has caused that?" I ask. 
He answers thoughtfully. "The teacher's aide and I probably learned more how to 
deal with him. We wouldn't let him leave the classroom, so we deal with the problems in 
the portable. I think he's learned that we're serious, if we say we're going to do something 
we do it, and he doesn't run over us." 
"That's wonderful," I respond. 
"It is. I guess it's a matter of setting rules." He thinks for a minute and continues. 
"I don't have any contact with the team, except the daily point sheet that goes home. The 
parents sign it and send it back, but there's never any comments. At that meeting I 
suggested that we could incorporate his home behavior on our point sheet at school. I 
tried to set up some criteria and I didn't ever get anywhere with it. I talked to Jane and I 
sent it home with Kevin and nothing ever came of it. I don't know if that's even a good 
idea, but it was an effort to extend our influence and our success that we're having at 
school into the home situation." 
I nod. "I heard you mention it at the meeting. I thought it was a great idea. Alan is 
working with the family right now putting together a behavioral plan, and I wonder if he 
might incorporate that." 
 He looks surprised. "How often does he see them?" 
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"He went once right before Spring Break and had a great success. They were 
doing some kind of behavioral point system, and I wonder if you could put the two 
together." I notice that I seem to be serving as an "information broker" between team 
members—passing on information that provides each of them with hope, or at least helps 
them connect with the other team members. I continue. "You said you're really not 
having any interactions with the other members outside the team meetings, so I have to 
ask, do you think you guys are a team?"  
 Scratching his head, he ponders, "Based on the idea that I don't have contact with 
any of them except our people here, on a continuing basis, I don't think so. I don't think 
it's any more effective than what I would be doing in dealing with just the parents of the 
student." 
 "So you don't see any value, any advantage to these meetings?" I ask. 
"Well," he hesitates. 
"'Cause they take you out of your classroom," I guess. 
He nods. "They do." 
"So are they worth it?" I ask. 
He responds. "Finding out more about Kevin and his family I guess has been very 
worthwhile. But those are things I could have found out just dealing with the family on 
my own. It's a severe case. He's very high maintenance, so learning something about the 
family life has been an advantage. Your question was, are we a team?" 
 "Uh huh." 
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 "I don't know," he says. "I know I get frustrated in the meeting sometimes, 
because the same things come up all the time. He's abusive to his mother, and she doesn't 
want to do anything about it." 
"What would you do differently in the team meetings?"  
He thinks for a minute. "It might be of benefit to us, toward the end of the 
meeting, if whoever is in charge would just go team member to team member and 
indicate what steps they need to do before the next meeting, maybe kind of summarize 
it."  
I think so too. I taught that in my facilitation training, and I think it's interesting 
that Nancy hasn't been doing that. "That's a good idea. So everyone knows what's going 
on." 
"Yeah," he says. "Specific things that the parents need to do. Specific things that I 
would need to do, or that Kevin might work on when he comes into the class. I don't 
know if Nancy has continued the relationship with them or not." 
I interject. "I don't think you guys are a team yet, and I'm wondering, is it 
necessary for you to actually be a team? What would that mean for you to be more of a 
team?" 
He nods. "I think it would be helpful for Kevin, yes, if we were a team. I think in 
order to really be considered a team, though, we would have to reach some sort of 
consensus on different issues, before our meeting ends. We haven't done that in the past, 
because when we thought we had reached consensus that the mother was going to call the 
police if she was abused again, she did not do it." 
I nod. 
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"Also, can we be honest?" Mr. Camelini continues. "Can we sit in the meeting 
and be honest, and really say what we're thinking without getting anyone upset?" 
"That's a really good point," I say. "It's hard to be a team without being able to be 
honest. What did you think about when Alan came from behind the camera and started 
working with the team? What was going through your mind?" 
"Peggy was the brunt of the mother's anger and emotion," he says, "and I thought 
that was unfair, because she was just being honest. I thought Alan did a very good job of 
smoothing things down, getting to issues, digging in, and seeing what the problems are. 
That's when the information about another family came out." 
"What does that mean to the team, to now know something you didn't know 
before?" I ask. 
"It almost ties our hands, in a sense," he says. "We keep saying, 'you've gotta call 
the police. If he abuses you, call the police.' She keeps saying 'I can't.' So, where do we 
go from there? It's almost like she's throwing up a roadblock. Was somebody going to 
work with her? I don't remember."  
 "Alan is now working with her," I say, "but you guys don't know that?" 
"We haven't been told yet," he says. 
 I glance at my watch and decide to move to the next question. "Next question—do 
you think that the family is an equal member of the team, if there is a team?" 
  "That's hard to say," he responds. "All the other people are professionals. Parents, 
regardless of what their profession or their line of work is, they don't fit in that same 
group." 
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 "Do you think the professionals are in a position of power over the parents in this 
team?" I wonder. 
"Maybe that's why the mother gets emotional," he says. "I think they're probably 
overwhelmed. We probably put her in a defensive position." 
 I nod. "Do you think they have equal voice with the rest of the team?" 
 "I think they have the opportunity to, at least," Mr. Camelini responds. 
"My observation is that you guys have incredible listening skills," I say. "Do you 
think that the family thinks you all think there's something wrong with them?" 
"Yes." 
"How do you think that impacts the interactions in the team?"  
"That puts them on the defensive." 
 "Is there any way around that?"  
"No, I think there is something wrong with them. I think it's a dysfunctional 
family. I've never been to their house, but I can guess what it looks like," he says. 
"It's probably worse than you could guess," I respond. 
"Kevin's a mess," Mr. Camelini observes. "Kevin will come in here, and he rushes 
through his work, and it's sloppy and it's inaccurate, then he hands it in and he wants to 
do games. He'll start something, then he'll go to something else. He'll see someone else 
doing something else, and he leaves behind all of the stuff that he's worked with. He 
dresses messy. He smells like cigarette smoke, and the other students accuse him of 
smoking." 
 "It's in the house," I say. 
"It must be." 
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"The house is black with smoke," I add. 
He continues, "I know he's been given clothes from people here at school from 
time to time, and he'll wear them once and I don't see them again. I don't know if they 
lose them or they have an enormous dirty clothes pile." 
 I laugh. "Probably. So what's going to happen to him? In the big picture." 
"He will be a survivor." 
"Really?" I'm a little surprised to hear him say that. 
"Yes. Because he's scrappy. He's small, compared to my other students, but he 
doesn't put up with anything. He has a will, you can't squelch him, so I think he'll be fine. 
He can read and write well enough, and has enough academic skills that he'll get by. I 
don't think he'll be a college professor, but I think he'll be able to get employment and 
take care of himself." 
 "That's encouraging," I say. "What's the team's hope for this family, do you think? 
What are you guys working towards?"  
"To eliminate the violence and abuse at home," Mr. Camelini responds. "Things 
are pretty much under control at school, although at times he gets upset. He used to be 
picked on a lot. He's not picked on as much anymore." 
"Why is that?" I wonder.  
"There are other students that defend him," Mr. Camelini says. 
"Really!" I'm surprised. "How did that come about?" 
"I guess they see him as being at the bottom of the pecking order, the one that 
everybody can pick on, so some of the others defend him," he explains. 
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"Wow. That's incredible." What a change from the stories I heard at the beginning 
of the year. I wonder if Warren's interventions with the class have had anything to do 
with the change. I'm surprised Mr. Camelini doesn't mention that. 
He continues, "The question was, what do we hope for?  An end to the violence at 
home, and that he would be better assimilated at school. Maybe to learn how to dress a 
little better and take care of himself, be neater and cleaner. He has on cowboy boots 
today, and he walks into class and they start laughing. He doesn't care. That just goes 
over his head. I guess maybe to make him more sensitive to what's going on around him." 
"So maybe a little bit better socialized. How are we are on time?" He nods, so I 
continue. "Do you think the family thinks the team has compassion for them?" 
"Probably not. No, I don't, I would say no," Mr. Camelini says. 
"Do you think the team does have compassion?" I ask. 
"Absolutely." 
"What do you think the team does that makes the family think they don't have 
compassion?" I ask. 
"We're very honest. Very forward. Don't gloss over things. I would guess the 
mother is sitting there thinking these nasty people don't really understand. I'm just 
guessing," he says. 
"Do you think the family thinks the team respects them?" I wonder. 
"Will they look back and point to all of us and say, 'they really made a difference 
in his life?' I don't know. I would guess not." 
 "Do you think it would be better if the team talked to each other more? If you got 
updates or had more frequent conversations?" I ask. 
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 "The way we left the last meeting was kind of up in the air, you know. We said, 
'call the police.' She said, 'I can't call the police' and gave the reasons why, so it was kind 
of a roadblock. I had the impression that Alan was going to be looking into some things 
so that if she did call the police there wouldn't be any consequences, so it would be the 
next team meeting before I found out." 
"Are you curious? Would you like to know?" I ask. 
"Absolutely. I would like to know, but it will be the next meeting before I find 
out. The same issue will come up," he says. 
I open my mouth to ask another question, but we're abruptly interrupted by Kevin 
coming in the door. He gives me a hug when he sees me.  
"Guess we're done!" I say to Mr. Camelini with a smile. "Maybe we can talk more 
later." 
"Come any time," he says. 
I get out of the portable as the kids rush in. 
Interviews and Conversations: Something to Write About! 
Interviewing my way through the team,  I ask questions to find out their points of 
view of the team. A few days later, I sit in Peggy's portable in her small windowless 
office. It occurs to me that I really like her. She's a likeable woman, about my age, about 
my style. She's somebody that I could be friends with, I think. Her background includes 
social work in foster care, special-needs adoption, early childhood, and charter schools. 
She's now social worker for two high schools. 
 "Why this field?" I ask. 
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 "I'm real people-oriented, so I knew I wanted to do something along those lines. 
Initially I was thinking of nursing, and I did a volunteer stint with geriatrics and that 
pretty much took care of that. Can't do smells! Blood's okay, but can't do smells."  
I can relate. 
 "How long have you been doing this?" I wonder aloud. 
"Twenty-three years," she answers. 
 I nod. "This family has a lot of experienced people helping them." 
"I'm really amazed when we're all together in the same room," she agrees. 
 "Tell me about that."  
"It's kind of interesting and comical too," Peggy responds, "because there is a lot 
of experience and knowledge there, but such different personalities. It's just amazing to 
me." 
"Tell me about the team meetings from your point of view."  
She responds, "I am actually impressed with the family. That whole setting can be 
very intimidating, and I think that they handle it very well. Mrs. Stewart needs a lot of 
support, but she thrives on the attention she gets, and that helps her be a part of the team. 
Alan is amazing. Then I look at Mr. Camelini, who's trying to do every day what he 
needs to do for all those kids. Then Jane, she has such a diverse role in the school. She 
wears a zillion hats, and I think it's interesting to watch that whole process. This is a 
difficult family. I think it needs a team to balance things. What I am finding too, is we all 
might get to a point differently, but we all get to the same point, and I think that's helpful 
for the family." 
"What is the point?" I ask. 
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"Get the things said that need to be said, or to identify services, so in that respect, 
I think we're on the same page. I don't think we have real diverse ideas on which way we 
should go. Different approaches maybe. I am impressed with the family, because it's hard 
to get with a group of professionals and hear things that you might not want to hear, or 
deal with things you don't want to deal with." 
"What do you think it feels like to them?" I ask. 
"I don't know that I could do it," she says. "There's so many of us in the meeting. 
I'm just way more private with my own self, so if I were in their position, I'd prefer to be 
working with one or two people." 
I nod. "Given the privacy they have to give up to work with a team, is it worth it? 
Do you think the team approach is working?" 
"I think overall, yes," Peggy says. "Everybody's hearing the same thing at the 
same time, which is real important." 
"What is this team trying to do for this family? What's the goal?" I ask. 
"That I'm not real clear on," Peggy admits, "because it's very client-led, so our 
goals shift from time to time. The biggest thing we're trying to do is support them in what 
they need to do to make things better for themselves. It might not always be what we 
want to do, but our main goal is to improve their life situation." 
"Do you see that as the vision or mission?" I wonder. 
"I think so," she responds. "I think it's to move them along a little bit. Their goals 
and our goals don't always match, but we get together. I hope we're gonna have some 
change, even if it's in coping. If I didn't believe in that, I couldn't do what I do. I don't 
expect huge changes. I know the school is concerned about living situations and hygiene 
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and lifestyle. My opinion is it would be ideal if they looked like this and did this, but 
that's their style of living, and it's not up to us to go in and make those changes for them. I 
would hope that we're going to improve their life in some way and help them cope. Also, 
I'd like them to take a little more responsibility for what they need to do for the child, 
especially in terms of mental health and parenting, 'cause I think their heart is there. I 
think they don't have a good knowledge of how to proceed." 
"So is it the team's role to help them take more responsibility there, do you 
think?" I ask. 
She answers, "I think the team is there to plan with them and set some goals and 
get some resources for them. I think we all bring our own little agenda as to what we'd 
like to see happen, but as a whole team, I would say we're there for goal-setting and 
helping them get there." 
"I don't have a social work background," I say, "so feel free to tell me this isn't the 
way I should be thinking. But in observing this team and this family, I have felt very 
frustrated that things aren't moving forward more quickly. I've struggled with what I 
think is a key question here, when is helping not helping? When is not helping, helping, 
or, when is not helping, just plain not helping? I think it's a fine line, and I wonder if the 
team is dancing around it. Sometimes I've thought, couldn't they do more to push things 
along, but then I've thought, well, maybe they're trying to empower the family by not 
doing more. Sometimes I just want something to happen. Is that just me?" I'm very 
conscious of my desire to not sound too negative about the team. I'm interested in what 
she has to say in response. 
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"No," she responds, "I think you're right, because I know that we're on a team; for 
instance, when I became very confrontational with the family in our last team meeting." 
"I was going to bring that up," I say with a smile. 
"I realized quickly that I just did that in front of people, and in front of the team," 
Peggy says. 
"Is that bad?"  
"I felt it was not maybe the best thing to do in respect to the family," she 
responds. 
"Oh, privacy, public," I say. 
"Exactly," she says. "I think it needed to be done." 
"What was going through your mind when that happened?"  
Peggy laughs. "Honestly?" 
I nod. 
"I was thinking, 'oh my God, I've ruined her dissertation!'" 
I roar with laughter. "I was thinking, 'thank God, now I've got something to write 
about!'" We both have a good laugh. 
"What was your intention with saying what you said?"  
"To get her attention. To really lay it out there. To really get a reaction, to make 
her own it." 
"Which you did," I observe. 
"It's what I would have done if I had been working with her one-on-one," she 
says. 
"It was a turning point with the team," I comment. 
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"I put myself out there professionally though," she admits. 
"In a good or a bad way?"  
"Not in a good way," she responds. "It didn't feel good, because I do have a great 
respect for the personal dignity of people, regardless of who they are. They are people, 
and it bothered me that I had said that in front of people. I would have felt more 
comfortable saying what I said without other people witnessing it. So as soon as I said it, 
I said, 'oh God!' I realized as soon as I said it that I wouldn't be able to do damage control 
as well with the team sitting there. The team approach is very helpful in some ways, but I 
think in others, it may exact some change." 
 "What's your take on what Alan did?" I ask. 
 "It was textbook. I watched him do it, and I was like, 'oh my gosh! It's working!' 
First of all, he took the threat away, immediately, by telling them he was only going to 
ask questions. There was no opinion going to be stated, and the mother agreed to that, 
that he was only going to gather information. Then, the series of questions he asked, the 
way he got her to follow right down the road, I knew exactly when he got to the point 
where he was communicating to me why I got the reaction I got from her; it was just 
perfect. Truly. I was just so impressed." 
"I also wonder if it was about voice," I share. "I think that she doesn't feel heard 
and she gets loud to have voice. Alan let her feel heard. When you self-disclosed your 
feelings and concerns, you put yourself out there and made yourself vulnerable to her." 
"That is how I felt. I felt professionally vulnerable at that point," Peggy admits. 
"I think that was the first time anybody on the team had let themselves, except for 
her, be vulnerable," I observe. "Vulnerability—opening yourself up like that—is the key 
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to developing relationships, and I think she reciprocated. It took some intervention from 
Alan, but I think she made herself vulnerable by self-disclosing. Observing the energy in 
the room, I think it was a turning point as a team. Do you agree?" 
 "I'll be interested to see how she interacts with me at the next team meeting. I 
haven't interacted with her since then—there's not been a specific need to," she says. 
 "Uh huh." 
She continues. "I would like to see her get some help. I think she needs to feel 
good, like she has a voice and power, because she really feels totally hopeless and out of 
control. That might even have been part of what motivated me too, is to get her to take 
some power." 
 I nod. 
"What she wants is the for good of her child," she says, "but what she's doing is 
not getting it. She does have the power to do something about that, she just doesn't see it. 
I think it's going to be interesting. I think we'll either pull back, or something might get 
done," Peggy observes. 
"So where is that fine line between helping and not helping and empowerment 
and disempowerment? How do you walk it?" I ask. 
"For me, sometimes it takes me a long time to find the line. I tend to be a helper," 
Peggy explains. I immediately relate to this. I tend to have difficulty in knowing where to 
draw the line as well. I think of my previous job as a life coach. I suddenly remember that 
I had several clients who quit because I was pushing them too hard. I always blamed 
them for not being motivated to change. It occurs to me that maybe I should rethink how 
"helping" helps. 
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Peggy continues. "There's almost a gut feeling I have, it's like an instinct, I know 
if something isn't helping or if they're becoming dependent or taking advantage. I just 
know it." 
"Where is the line with this family, do you think?" I ask. 
"I think the family is going to have to take on more of the tasks involved. They're 
going to have to put their actions where their voice is, where their mouth is—what they're 
saying they want. Now is the time." 
"You get knocked down so many times that it's just not worth getting up again," I 
observe. 
"Yeah," she agrees. "I think she's just hanging in there. I don't think it's a lack of 
motivation, I really don't." 
I move on to my next topic. "Do you think the team is a team? 'Cause I'm not sure 
I do." 
Peggy laughs. "Yes and no. We have a common goal, to help the family in some 
way." 
 "Do you think it's necessary to be a team?" I ask. 
"What I like about the team approach is everybody hears the same thing at the 
same time and there's no miscommunication. The other thing I like about the team 
approach is that we concentrate on the big picture as much as we can. I think that's real 
helpful in the school system. I also like that the family hears some strengths, instead of 
negative, negative, negative. I don't think it would make a difference with this family if 
we were working with them individually or in a team. I don't think change is going to 
come quickly." 
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I start to ask my next question but she continues. "My first contact with school 
personnel was that they were ready for me to move to a DCF referral immediately." 
"So you've come a long way, as a team," I observe. 
"Definitely," she agrees. "From the bus driver on, they wanted me in that home. I 
told them as soon as I made the home visit, 'yeah, we could go that route, but then how's 
that going to help? This is a lifestyle.' The very first time I went out to the home, she 
started apologizing for how everything was. Then she wanted to show me the boys' room 
and kind of shift the blame on them, that they are the reason the house is the way it is. I 
said 'personally, this is just me, this would drive me crazy and I would just have to start 
tossing things out.' She said, 'I can't afford to do that.'  As soon as she said that, there was 
no sense in even discussing that any further. That made me know exactly where she was, 
that this is a lifestyle. You see this with families with that mountain or hillbilly 
background. They are a rural farm family, and they're not going to throw anything away." 
"Evidently not!" I say. 
"So now, when he's really bad, we just send him over to the sink and say, wash 
up," she says. "If he has a new haircut I compliment him on it. Anything I see that's good, 
that's a change in his appearance, I compliment him on it. When he's dirty, we just say, 
'go wash up.' So, I think we've come a long way, and I think the team approach is almost 
essential in the school system." 
"Because?"  
 She responds, "Because it's not a system that recognizes that we don't have a 
perfect world with perfect kids with open minds. Because they are not teaching teachers 
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family issues. We're not in the same world we lived in 20 years ago. I think in that 
respect, a team approach is essential." 
 "I was thinking last night," I say, "that I don't know if everyone has jelled into a 
team, but I think the school people have more jelled into a sub-team. You all seem to 
communicate more frequently and be on the same page," I observe.  
"I think that when the team members are all there," Peggy says, "it falls with the 
people that are doing it daily, and that's the family, the teacher, and the school. So the 
focus is more on that, but Nancy is very essential because she structures the program, and 
has the link to community resources. Warren is very important because he has a natural 
ability to communicate and work with families," Peggy responds. "In that respect, yes it's 
a team. We're definitely not all on the same page all the time. But we get there." 
"So, what's the definition of a team?" I wonder. 
"What does a team have to do or not do?" Peggy muses. "I think it's a team in a 
lot of ways more than other teams that I see. I think we're way more open." 
 "So what makes up a team? Openness? Honesty?" I ask. 
"Yes. And safety," she answers. 
"Safety?" 
She nods. "It's the integrity of the team. No one's changing it, or manipulating it to 
suit their own agenda, that I can see. I think we're protective of the team and the goals 
and what we want to happen for that family, so there's unity in a way, even though it 
doesn't look like it. In other words, to my knowledge, I don't see sabotaging going on, 
and I have seen that before in other settings." 
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 "That's what I love about these interviews," I say, "because you all tell me things 
that are a different way of looking at things. What do you think I should be seeing?" 
Peggy thinks for a minute before answering. "I think it's the relationships that are 
forming, more than actually whether we're accomplishing the goal, at this point. I feel 
like there's more of a coming together." 
I look at my watch and realize that over an hour has passed. "Let me ask you just 
a few last questions, 'cause I know I'm taking up your time. Do you think the team 
members make the family an equal member of the team?" 
 She thinks for a minute, looks up at me, and wrinkles her face. "I don't know. 
That's my yes and no look. Yes, I think because we verbally say we do, and eventually 
we do. I still don't think the family feels it, until a little ways down." 
 "Do you think they think so?" I ask. 
She shrugs. "I hope so. I'm not sure they quite understand the direction the team 
could go, and aren't going, you know, with the whole power, DCF kind of issues. But I 
hope they do. I don't know her exact experiences in the past, but if it's been one of where 
no matter what she said, no matter what she did, this is what happened, I think she would 
have to see it at some level. We've been in and out of the home, and we've talked about 
our concerns with her, and what she is and isn't doing, and nothing's happened. Nobody's 
ripped her kids out of her house and nobody's been banging at her door, so I would really 
hope she would see that. So in that respect, yeah, I do. I think eventually they feel like 
they're part of the team." 
"So what about this power? How does that play out?" I ask. 
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 "I definitely think that's shared. It's like a check and balance. No one can really 
take on that power. I don't think any of us would go against the team's wishes. I do think 
in that respect we're a team," she answers. 
 I ask my next question. "Do you think the team members make the family feel 
like there's something wrong with them? Or do they make the family feel like they're 
normal?" 
"I don't think that they can make the family feel totally normal because that's not 
the case, and we would really be ineffective as a team if we didn't address issues. So I 
really hope that we're getting across that there are some problems here, in as non-
threatening a way as possible. I think her getting upset is just going to happen every 
single meeting. It's part of her personality. I'll be real surprised if we have a meeting all 
the way through where somebody doesn't say something or she herself doesn't bring up 
something that causes her great distress." 
 "It's definitely her pattern at this point," I comment. "What about compassion? Do 
you feel like the family thinks the team has compassion for them?" 
"I think it's moving in that direction," Peggy says. 
 "Is compassion something that's helpful?" I ask. 
"With her, yes," she nods. "I think she really needs to feel cared for. I think if we 
can get that across to her, then I think she will be able to handle more criticisms." 
"That's a good point. So criticism is easier to handle in a spirit of compassion." I 
say. 
 "Right," Peggy agrees. 
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Next Team Meeting: Positive Changes 
 What an eye opening conversation! After talking with Alan, Mr. Camelini, and 
Peggy about their reflections about the focus group, I'm very interested to see what 
happens in our next team meeting. 
 Our next team meeting is rushed. "We only have 30 minutes for this meeting," 
Nancy announces to the group. "Mr. Camelini has to get back to class. I'll put the school 
stuff on the agenda first." 
 Most of the same team members are here, plus Alan, who is now a member of this 
team. Warren is missing. I'm disappointed; I had hoped to schedule our interview. 
 Nancy goes over her written agenda, then moves to the first item—strengths. 
"Mom is dependable. She returns my phone calls, she keeps appointments. Mr. Stewart 
shows concern." 
 Mrs. Stewart interjects, "He's taken on responsibilities of children that aren't his. 
A lot of men wouldn't do that." She turns to him. "You've got a heart as big as this entire 
state!" 
 The conversations turns to Kevin. "He really wants to change, but he doesn't 
know how," Mrs. Stewart says. "I'm not sure how to help him. Yesterday, he stopped 
Gary from arguing with him. He's trying to change." 
 "He can be very friendly," Nancy adds. 
 "He can be sweet as pie," Mrs. Stewart agrees. 
 "He's capable of making good choices," Nancy says. 
  "He's on Day 16 of Level 4," Jane adds. "That's the hard one," she says, 
acknowledging the progress he's made in his behavior at school. 
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 "So, he's making some effort and we're seeing a change," Nancy affirms. 
"If we make it all the way through Level 4, we start to think about a change in 
placement," Mr. Camelini suggests. 
 Nancy turns to Jane. "You mentioned on the phone that there are positive changes 
at school, but you also said that Kevin is see-sawing with Mr. Camelini." 
"His grandfather died this week," Mrs. Stewart interrupts. "That could be 
affecting him. They used to be very close." 
 "I'm glad you told us that," Jane offers. "We'll keep that in mind." 
 The team expresses support for Mrs. Stewart, whose step-father was the 
grandfather that died. 
 "What's working for you?" Nancy asks Mr. Camelini. 
 "Our staff is now on the same page with his behavior," Mr. Camelini responds. 
"The plan is really working. Firmness and consistency. We refuse to let him leave the 
classroom." 
 "Yesterday he was playing football with another kid nine times his size. It was 
great!" Jane mentions. 
 "He used to feel out of place," Nancy says. 
Mr. Camelini comments, "Not anymore. He's making great progress in 
socialization and getting along with the other students." 
"It used to be that unstructured time was a problem," Nancy adds. 
Mrs. Stewart interjects. "At home, during unstructured time, he plays checkers, 
chess, cards with Gary and Karla. It's the chores he has a problem with! Their arguing is 
good natured now!" 
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 "That's music to my ears," affirms Alan. "Before, you were having a hard time 
seeing that." 
 "Last week, we went to the movies," Mrs. Stewart continues. "The kids saw 
Scooby Doo, and we saw The Passion of the Christ. Afterwards, we discussed it with the 
kids. Kevin said, "if Jesus could do this for people he didn't know, I can do that for 
people I do know." 
 "Wow!" Nancy responds. "I can see his improved behavior is carrying over from 
school to home!" 
Mrs. Stewart adds, "I'm very pleased. Last night, he agreed to take his bath!" 
Jane nods. "He's growing up!" she says with a smile. 
"With the bathroom renovated, looking the way it does now, they want to use it 
more!" Mrs. Stewart says with a smile. "He's still having problems keeping his room 
clean, though." 
"Somebody had to give him a shower and clean clothes last week," Mr. Camelini 
interjects. 
This dance between strengths, improvements, and deficits is interesting, I think, 
as I watch the team go back and forth.  
"He still needs a goal to work on personal hygiene and grooming," Nancy says. 
"He's working with Alan on behavioral things. They can work on that." She writes this 
goal on the flip chart. 
Mr. Stewart adds, "Alan's been helping us with the behavioral plan. When the 
kids get rewards, it's like flipping a switch. Last week we all went out for ice cream for 
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getting points for good behavior. The behavior stuff is based on positives. He's trying to 
get as many points as he can to go to the store." 
"He wants to buy something for me," Mrs. Stewart says. 
 "Let's talk about transportation issues," says Nancy. "You have $300 in the budget 
for your driver's license and driving lessons." 
"I don't need lessons." She points to Mr. Stewart. "He can teach me." 
Nancy moves to the flip chart. "What's our goal?" she asks Mrs. Stewart. 
"Learning how to drive, and having a license," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
"What time frame?" Nancy asks. 
"By mid summer I could have my driver's license." 
 "I'm having credit problems," Mrs. Stewart interjects as she describes a problem 
with a bill collector. The team offers lots of suggestions for dealing with the problem. 
Mrs. Stewart agrees to follow up on their suggestions. Nancy writes this as a goal on the 
flip chart. 
 "Mrs. Stewart will check her credit rating," Nancy says as she writes. "That will 
help us as we look at a loan to get a house." 
She turns to Alan. "Fill us in on the behavior plan." 
"We had a safety concern with violence in the home, especially during Spring 
Break," Alan answers. "We set up a family behavior chart for each person. Everyone did 
great. We set up two rewards—ice cream with me, and a $5 allowance at the end of the 
week, if they got 60% achievement." 
"Are you going to make it more permanent?" Jane asks. 
"I would love it!" Mrs. Stewart responds. "The kids would love it!" 
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"We've increased positive behaviors," Alan notes. 
"One reward I would love to give to them, even one time, more than anything 
else, is take them to Disney or Epcot," Mrs. Stewart says. 
Jane turns to me. "I told you!" she says. 
 I nod and raise my eyebrows. 
 "They've never been there."  Mrs. Stewart says. "They don't know what it's like." 
She reminisces about a time she went as a kid.  
"Like a real family," Jane whispers to me. 
"That's the kind of experience they don't have," Mrs. Stewart says, her voice 
breaking. "We used to go to the park. We used to have fun." 
"We should all go," I whisper to Jane. 
"Yeah!" she says. 
"You should take the whole team to Disney!" I say to Alan, loud enough for the 
whole team to hear.  
"Yeah!" Jane says enthusiastically. Alan ignores us. 
Alan turns to Nancy. "Let's try to get discounts." 
"Just to give the kids something to look forward to," Mrs. Stewart says, "to go to 
Disney." 
Nancy hesitates. "With behavior changes, we do better with short-term changes. 
Most of us respond to short-term goals rather than long-term goals. They're two different 
things." 
I wonder why she's trying to discourage the Disney trip. It almost seems as if 
Nancy's trying to hold the Stewarts back. 
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Alan interjects. "We can set short and long-term rewards. We can have an overall 
goal that their home life will be safer. The main point is that the behaviors continue after 
the rewards are done." 
Nancy turns to the team. "Should we renew the bus passes? This is a team, so I'd 
like the team's approval on that expenditure from the assistance budget." 
There is no comment from the team, so Alan says, "We can provide the bus 
passes through mid-August." He turns to Mrs. Stewart. "The justification is, you're 
learning to drive, which increases your independence." 
Mrs. Stewart responds. "So, I'll get the bus passes on Monday?" 
"I don't know. I'll have to see when the checks come in." 
"I'll check with you on Monday," Mrs. Stewart responds. I am amused at how 
Mrs. Stewart is holding Alan to his task. 
"A friend of mine got us passes to Busch Gardens," Mrs. Stewart says. 
"The kids loved it. They see their friends going to the beach and bowling, and 
they don't get to do anything like that," Mr. Stewart adds. "We feel bad that we can't take 
them places. We just don't have the money." 
 Alan turns to Mrs. Stewart. "I have a request for the next meeting. You've shown 
us your arts and crafts at your home. The rest of the team hasn't gotten to see that. Can 
you bring those in?" 
 "I can bring in my painted peacocks, even my embroidery," she offers.  
 I'm pleased that she's going to display her work for the team. Maybe someone will 
encourage her to begin selling it. As the meeting breaks up, Jane and I talk about our 
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attempts at embroidery and knitting. I tell her about my disastrous attempt at crocheting a 
quilt, which ended up crooked. 
 "It's probably very beautiful, just creative!" Mrs. Stewart interjects with a big 
smile. It occurs to me that she can be a very nurturing person. 
 "Alan," I say as we walk out. "A trip to Disney with the whole team would be a 
great way for me to end my dissertation!" I envision a group of us at the park, holding 
hands and walking into the sunset.  
He laughs. 
Intermission: As People With Stories 
A strange thing happens as I drive home from the meeting. As I pull off my exit, I 
find myself looking for a person on the side of the road. I'm surprised that I feel 
disappointment when no one is there. I realize that I've begun seeing these people on the 
side of the road as, well, people! They always have stories.  
I think about the Bible passage that says, 'whatever you do for the least of them, 
you do it for me.'  
'These people really are the face of God, aren't they?' I say to myself. Suddenly, I 
realize that giving them the dollar is more about me and my relationship with God than 
about helping them. I also realize that I'm beginning to see the Stewarts as people, like 
the rest of us, with strengths and problems, qualities that are endearing and ones that are 
irritating. Maybe it's more about relating and connecting than helping and fixing. 
I can't wait to see what happens next. 
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Chapter 7 
All Things Are Possible 
ACT 5. SCENE 1.  
SCENE: I am on a sailboat. The water looks like aquamarine glass. The sky is a 
bright blue, with white puffy clouds.  
FANS BLOW ON LOW, CREATING A SOFT BREEZE IN THE THEATER. 
The wind is just enough to fill my sails. In the background are green neon signs, 
blinking messages: 
"With God, all things are possible." 
"There's a light at the end of the tunnel." 
"Every cloud has a silver lining." 
"Hope springs eternal in the human breast." 
"God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble." 
CRIS: Are you sure I can't just stay close to the shore? I'm afraid! 
MAN: (IN A ROWBOAT, NEXT TO MY SAILBOAT) No, you'll never learn 
that way. We're just going out a little ways. 
CRIS: I don't know what to do! 
MAN: Yes, you do! We've gone over it!  You can do it!  Remember, trim your 
sails! (I PULL TIGHT ON THE JIB SHEET) That's it! 
The wind shifts to the front. 
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MAN: Tack to the starboard! (I PUSH THE RUDDER AWAY FROM ME AS 
THE BOOM SHIFTS IN MY DIRECTION) That's good! 
MAN: Now, tack again. (I PULL THE RUDDER TOWARD ME) Good job! 
CRIS: I'm sailing!  This is great! 
The wind billows the sails as I move toward the horizon. 
FADE TO BLACK. 
Interviews and Conversations: You're Influencing My Services 
"Thursday at 9:00 a.m.," Alan confirms as he pops by my office. "We scheduled it 
for a time you're not teaching so you can be there. We'll be reviewing the behavioral plan 
with the family." 
 "See you then!" I say. 
 "I've just realized that the kids will be in school at that time, so I've decided to 
teach the parents how to administer the behavioral plan for the family themselves instead 
of my doing it," he says. 
 "You can reschedule it, if you need to," I offer. "Don't worry about whether or not 
I can be there." 
 "No. It'll be good to have the parents do it themselves," Alan insists. "So much for 
the independent researcher! Now you're influencing my services!" he adds with a wink. 
 "Uh oh!" I think.  
"Oh, Alan," I stop him as he pauses at the doorway. "Did you hear about Warren? 
One of the researchers at FMHI is a friend of his. He's in St. Paul's Hospital with kidney 
failure! I heard he's waiting for a kidney transplant." 
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 Alan looks as shocked as I was at the news. "No, I didn't know. I'll go by the 
hospital on my way back to the office." 
 I wonder if the team will send a card or visit him. 
Thursday morning, the rain is pouring down in sheets as a river of water forms on 
the sides of the street. I'm a few minutes early at the Stewart's house, and hope the rain 
will slow before Alan gets here. I see someone peer out of their window at my car. I look 
up at the sky and see that the rain is showing no signs of stopping, so I open my car door. 
The rain soaks me before I get my umbrella open. I get out of the car, and step in a huge 
lake-sized puddle. Water drenches my shoe. At least it's a hot day, so I should dry fairly 
quickly. I pull myself up on their front porch, trying not to slip on the wet ramp. I feel 
like I'm climbing into a tree house. When I open their front door, the strong smell of 
smoke hits my nostrils. I immediately notice that their windows are all closed, and even 
with two window air conditioning units running, the house smells moldy and dusty. 
Their puppy runs to greet me. It's grown so much, I don't recognize it—it's twice 
the size it was the last time I was there. It jumps on me and nips on my fingers. 'It's just 
being friendly,' I tell myself, but I feel myself getting irritated when it won't leave me 
alone. Mrs. Stewart tries to get it to behave, but to little avail.  
When Alan arrives, the dog finally tires and curls up next to us on the floor.  
"Come see our bathroom!" Mrs. Stewart says to us. Alan and I look at their 
renovations. 
Their workmanship looks good to me, but then what do I know about 
renovations? I'm impressed that they did all the work themselves. They put in a new 
bathtub, flooring, and a sink.  
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 "Next time, you need to use Home Depot instead of Lowe's!" Mr. Stewart chides 
Alan. "Lowe's prices are more than twice what Home Depot's are!"  From memory, he 
quotes exact prices—to the penny—from the two stores for a long list of supplies. I am 
impressed. 
Alan pulls out his flip chart to go over the behavioral plan with the Stewarts. He 
begins listing the behavioral rewards. 
"How about Disney World?" Mrs. Stewart suggests. 
"Yeah!" I think to myself. "For the whole team!" 
Mrs. Stewart mentions it two more times before Alan adds it to the flip chart 
under long-term goals. "It's important to have both short-term and long-term goals," he 
says.  
"Put down a new house under there too," Mrs. Stewart requests. She turns around 
and pulls out several homes magazines. "We want four to five bedrooms. Some land for 
the kids to play. There's lots of homes with some land out in Plant City!" She points to a 
picture. "See this one? $70,000. We could afford that! It's a fixer-upper, but we can fix 
things!" 
Alan nods but doesn't say anything.  
Mr. Stewart crosses the room and brings back a payment book. "We owe less than 
$3,000 on this place." 
"A realtor told us we could sell this for $40,000," Mrs. Stewart adds. 
"$35,000 would make a nice down payment," Alan comments.  
 The discussion moves back to Disney. "I could probably get passes," Alan says. 
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 "We'd also need money for hotel and meals," Mrs. Stewart says thoughtfully. 
"We'd want to go for two days. To two parks. The kids have never been," she adds. 
 Alan puts a star next to Disney under long-term rewards. "If not this year, maybe 
next year," he says. They set other short-term rewards such as McDonalds and ice cream. 
 "How about some relationship-related rewards?" he asks. "What do the kids like 
to do? Play board games?" 
 Mr. Stewart shakes his head. "They like field trips, like to parks."  
 "How about the Florida Aquarium?" Mrs. Stewart asks.  
I've lived here for three years, and haven't been there myself, I think. I've got to 
get out more!  
"The beach, movies!" she adds. "We love to go to the drive-in! It's cheap! I can't 
wait until the Van Helsing movie comes out!" she says. 
"Oh, yeah, me too!" says Alan, who then launches into a discussion of several 
other vampire movies. I'm not a vampire movie fan, but Mrs. Stewart fills me in when 
she sees my blank look. "It's got Hugh Jackman in it," she says. 
"Oh, I love him!" I say. 
"Yeah, he's hot!" she says with a wink, and then returns back to Alan for more 
vampire movie discussion. 
"Do you remember that old TV show that used to be on in Tampa?" she 
reminisces. 
"Yeah, it always had horror movies on!" Alan remembers. 
I sit back, watching, amused at how they connect over memories of Tampa 
television from 30 years ago. 
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"We need a new van," Mr. Stewart comments, when they return to business. 
"Ours has leaking seals." 
"We're working on making a trade with a friend for a smaller van," Mrs. Stewart 
explains. Alan has no comment. They seem to have that situation under control. 
 They set behavioral goals, changing negative statements into positive ones: 
"Won't fight with siblings" becomes "Will walk away when a fight breaks out." 
 "Since we're meeting at a time when the kids aren't here, it's a good idea for you 
all to present this behavioral plan to them," Alan says to Mr. and Mrs. Stewart. "This 
way, you keep parental power and don't transfer it to me."  
 "That's a great idea," Mrs. Stewart says. "I had already mentioned that." 
 Alan looks at me with a wink. "Yeah, Cris's schedule influenced my 
intervention." 
 Mrs. Stewart jokingly jumps in to defend me. "Don't you pick on her!" she says. 
"Or I'll kick you, you know where!" 
 "You watch out, Alan," I say to him with a serious look. "I now have friends in 
high places in this house!" 
 "Come see the paintings my sister did," Mrs. Stewart says to me. "I'm thinking of 
selling them." I follow her into the kitchen where I try to ignore a roach and legions of 
flies. "I hate to sell them," she says, "but we really need the money."  
 "They're beautiful," I affirm, admiring a pastel-colored watercolor painting of 
flowers in a vase.  
 She points out some more of her crafts work.  
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"You could sell that, you know!" I comment. "At a flea market; you could make a 
lot of money!" 
"Yeah, I could, but there's no space here to do the work. Even if I could, I have no 
money to buy start-up supplies. It's expensive to rent a booth at flea markets!" 
Hmmm. I didn't know that. Couldn't Alan help with that? I think about hinting to 
Alan about that but decide that I've done enough hinting and should let Mrs. Stewart 
communicate that to him if she wants to.  
 "Here," she says, and hands me a gorgeous afghan. "It's for you. I made it 
myself."  
 It's a bright multicolored red, green, pink, blue, and yellow. "It's beautiful! But are 
you sure?" I don't know if it's ethical for me to accept a gift from her, but it would be 
rude to refuse it. I protest a few more times, but she insists, so I take it. "I'll put it on our 
couch. I always get cold when I'm watching television." I'm touched that she would want 
to give me something, especially something she made, and it is beautiful. I wonder if I 
should wash it before I bring it into our house. I feel guilty thinking that. 
 We return to a conversation between Alan and Mr. Stewart. It seems that when he 
was in college, Alan worked night shift at a local mental hospital, and during that same 
time period, Mr. Stewart was an adolescent in-patient at the same hospital. They probably 
knew each other there.  
 "Yeah, I remember you!" Mr. Stewart says to Alan, with the excitement of 
someone who just saw an old classmate at a high school reunion.  
 "I wonder if you remember the old DCF worker we used to know," Mrs. Stewart 
reminisces. "Janice was her name. Tall, with dark hair."  
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 Alan thinks for a minute. "I might have." I wonder if this was someone who 
worked with Mrs. Stewart's family when she was young. 
 "Here," Mrs. Stewart reaches behind her for a picture. It's an old picture of a baby 
in a metal frame. "This was my daughter. She'd be graduating from high school this 
year." 
 "She's beautiful," I say.  
 "My other kids would be 20 and 21 right now," she remembers. "They were 
adopted." 
 I notice that she keeps the kids' pictures out on the table next to her couch. I 
wonder if they've been there for the past 20 years. 
 When we leave, I'm relieved to see that the rain has stopped. Mrs. Stewart stops to 
pick a magnolia blossom off of a tree in her yard. "Here, this is for you," she says as she 
hands it to me. She hands Alan another one. "This is for Nancy." I breathe in the sweet 
fragrance as I navigate the puddle next to my car door. 
Intermission: There But By the Grace of God, Go I  
At the off-ramp for my house, I'm surprised to find myself looking to see if there's 
someone with a sign standing there. I'm even more surprised to feel a sense of excitement 
that there is. I roll down my window and hand him one dollar. "Hey, how are you?" I ask. 
"Where's the nearest drug store?" he responds. 
"There's one at the next exit," I say, glancing at the light to make sure it's still red. 
"What do you need?" 
"I just got out of hospital, I have stitches," he says. "I need to get a prescription 
filled." 
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"The next exit is five miles down. Can you walk that far?" I ask, wondering if it 
would be safe to offer to take him. I'm still weighing the danger when he assures me of 
his self-sufficiency. "I can get one of the truckers to take me," he says, pointing to the 
truck stop across the street. "How far off the exit is it?" 
"Just a few yards. You can't miss it. Go east," I direct, mentally making sure I'm 
giving good directions, not one of my strong points. 
The light changes. "Good luck!" I say. 
"God bless you!" he responds. 
I wonder what it would be like, just out of the hospital, with stitches, begging for 
money on the side of the road? I wonder if he got enough to buy his prescription. It 
occurs to me that most of us, regardless of how self-sufficient we think we are, are just 
one tragedy away from being in crisis mode.  
Team Meeting: Emotionally Insecure 
He's the last roadside beggar I see for the rest of the month. I guess our 
unseasonably balmy spring makes it too hot to be hitchhiking. A week and a half before 
the last day of school, we have the next team meeting immediately before our second 
focus group. The team decided that it would be easier to schedule one meeting time than 
two.  
As a result, we're pressed for time. The meeting begins late because Jane and Mr. 
Camelini are tied up with several fighting students. The police are called, and the entire 
school is in an uproar. Washington High has a brand new principal; this is his third day 
on the job. He is outside with Jane trying to settle down the students. Kids leave their 
classrooms to see what's going on. Kevin sees us meeting, and joins us.  
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The highlight of this meeting is a report by the school psychologist on Kevin.  
 "We did the Stanford-Binet, WISC 3," he says. I don't know what that means, but 
it sounds important. He reads the entire report, word for word, never looking up. Much of 
what he says doesn't make sense to me, but I can pick out parts. I wonder how much the 
family and Kevin understand. He reads in a monotone voice, throwing out jargon like 
weapons.  
"Kevin is disheveled. Unkempt. Minimal concentration. Language appropriate. 
Friendly. Cooperative. Reynolds Intelligence Scales. Verbal Intelligence. Non-verbal 
intelligence. Global functioning. Logical inferences. Score 67. Verbal Index 88. Apply 
knowledge, low average. He is very verbal. Non verbal. Math, Reading, Spelling Score. 
Un-expectedly high."  
He pauses and looks up at the group. "That test must not be accurate, too high for 
Kevin." He looks back down at his paper. "Up and down there. Self report for adolescent. 
Personal report. Indexes. Measure of child's tendencies. Careless. Tends to hurry up. 
Critical items that warrant attention. Teacher rating scales. Acceptable. Critical items. 
Uses foul language. Aggressive. Concrete orientations. Insecurity. Sub-intelligence. 
Limited ego defense development. Will over-react. Doesn't realize that most of his peers 
regard him in a negative manner. Doesn't see how he brings this on himself. Does know 
right from wrong. Problem is ability to control impulses. Emotionally insecure." 
 When he finishes, the entire table sits for a minute in silence, as if shell-shocked.  
Mrs. Stewart speaks first. "I'd like a copy of that. I want the doctor to see that. He 
can't call me a liar now!" She turns to Kevin. "We'll show him just how bad you are!" 
Kevin begins kicking his chair and yelling. 
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Nancy addresses the doctor. "Could you repeat the high scores for Kevin's behalf? 
The ones you said were unexpected?" she asks. 
"When we can get him settled down, he's able to do better," the psychologist 
responds. "We may want to look at it again in a year." 
Nancy turns to Kevin. "When you settle down and put yourself to work, you do 
good work." I notice she is making strong eye contact with Kevin. 
The psychologist interjects. "He can't handle a more demanding program than this 
one. We're setting him up for failure if we move him to a more demanding program." 
Peggy sits forward. "Is that on the table?" she asks. "This report shows he meets 
criteria for SED. We can give him more services here." 
"We need to do more testing," says the psychologist. 
Kevin has been running around the room. He argues with Mrs. Stewart, who is 
trying to restrain him.  
Nancy turns to him. "Your efforts have a lot to do with how things are." 
 Mrs. Stewart adds, "He can do the right thing, he just needs to know when." 
 Alan adds, "You see, we're all confused about what's going on inside you." 
 "I think it's manipulative behavior," Mr. Camelini responds.  
"We may have to do more testing," Alan suggests. 
"This is the most restrictive setting we have," Peggy says. "We have to make sure 
we've tried everything else before thinking of moving him."  
"If he tested differently, nothing would change for us here; we have both 
programs. A day program at another school may be another option," Jane adds.  
 Kevin is now running around the room, screaming.  
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Focus Group 2: Deeper into the Mind-Bending Universe 
 It takes about 20 minutes to get Kevin back to his classroom and settle the team 
down for the focus group. Even though Mrs. Stewart is still out with Kevin, I start the 
meeting quickly, as we only have 30 minutes before Alan and Nancy have to leave.  
We start with the collage exercise.  
"This is a collage that represents this team," I explain. "Your impressions of the 
team. I brought new magazines this time," I say, referring to the fact that they did the 
same exercise in the previous focus group. 
"Did you say nude magazines?" Mr. Camelini asks incredulously. 
"This is getting interesting!" says Margie, the Center for Children and Families' 
therapist who is helping videotape the meeting.  
After some joking, the group settles down quickly to the task, looking through 
magazines, cutting, and gluing. Alan, Nancy, and Peggy help clear off lunch debris. Alan 
stands to reach magazines. Jane, Mr. Stewart, Mr. Camelini, Peggy, and Nancy sit 
comfortably as they look through magazines. Alan puts his magazine down and holds out 
his hand. Without a word being exchanged, from across the table, Peggy hands him 
scissors. There is some chatter about the magazine pictures. 
Peggy asks, "Did we do this wrong last time so we have to do it again?" 
"No!" I protest. "I thought it was so interesting, I wanted to do it again!" 
Jane shows Peggy a picture.  
Alan and Mr. Stewart compare pictures. Alan asks him, "You want me to put that 
in? Where do you want to put it?" 
"We're trying to get in Kevin's mind!" Mr. Stewart responds. 
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"That's a good one!" Alan comments. 
Jane studies a page. "45 Top Descriptions of Kids. All You Need to Know," she 
reads out loud. 
"We should cut it out and paste it in your office," Peggy offers. 
Mr. Camelini stands up and picks up a glue stick. 
"This is more fun than taking pictures," Alan comments, referring to his 
videographer role in the last focus group. 
I notice that Jane and Peggy are chatting. Mr. Camelini is working on his own, 
slightly away from the table. 
The intercom blares, "The fire alarm will be going off. Please disregard it." 
Nobody seems to pay the message any attention. The fire alarm never does go off. 
There is a knock at the door. Mrs. Stewart comes in, followed by Kevin. "See," 
she says. "Mr. Camelini is here! I will personally escort you back to class." She lets him 
get a soft drink, then they leave. 
The door opens again, and the new principal, Mr. Casper, comes in. "I'm just 
coming to see how you're doing," he says to the room. He gives a hard look to the glue 
sticks and scissors. Mr. Camelini steps outside with him. When he returns, he does not 
rejoin the exercise but sits to the side grading papers while the rest of the team finishes 
the poster. 
 "You'd better introduce yourself to him after the meeting," Alan suggests to me. 
"Tell him what we're doing here." 
 Great. 
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 I watch as a poster begins to form (see Appendix C). In the top center a headline 
says "Lifetime." There is a picture of a broken teacup with a band aid mending the break. 
In the center is a Lexus. I see a tossed salad. A picture of a room, neat as a pin, with 
hardwood floors and perfectly lined up files. A cartoon of a woman comforting a young 
boy, with a young girl crying in the background. "Hope" reads one headline. "Walls" in 
another. A mirror. A satellite. A young boy waiting for a ball to come down from the air. 
A picture of two boys in a classroom, raising their hands, with a headline "Education," 
and a sub-head "Concern. Worldwide." Another headline, "Oh, I wish. . . ." Small girls 
playing soccer, great effort showing on their faces. Finally, a headline that reads: "Deeper 
Into the Mind-Bending Universe Than You've Ever Been: A Guide in Plain English." 
That would make a good title for my dissertation, I think to myself. 
 "Okay," I say. "Explain to me what we've created. What are we saying about our 
team here?" 
"In the center I put the Lexus," Mr. Camelini answers first. "When we first met, 
we didn't know each other and we were pulling in different directions, but now we're a 
fine-tuned machine, moving along," he explains.   
"Ooh," I respond. "You guys are a Lexus now. Cool. What else is here?" 
 "I put a salad," says Nancy, "'cause I think of this as healthy for ourselves and for 
the family."  
Jane and Mr. Stewart are flipping through magazines. Alan and Mr. Camelini 
watch them. Peggy gets up to get a soft drink.  
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Nancy leans forward and points to the poster. "This is a person doing his own 
thing and going his own way, and this is a group of people all working together to get to 
the goal." She looks at Alan and watches his reaction. He studies the board for a minute. 
"Soccer players. Great," I comment. 
"Get to the goal. That's neat," says Alan. 
"Literally, get to the goal," I respond. 
"Since we're close to the last day of school," Alan says, "I found this headline of 
concern about education. This other picture would represent a radar, that we're still trying 
to listen very carefully and figure out what's going on. This other picture represents a 
goal that the family has, their house." 
Mrs. Stewart comes back in the room and gets a drink. She looks over the poster 
and dabs glue under the corners of one of the pictures. 
 "What's the coffee cup?" I ask. 
"It's broken. The band-aids are there to help," says Peggy. 
"Anything else up there we haven't talked about?" I ask. 
"Oh, I wish," says Jane, with feeling. 
"Oh I wish," I repeat, momentarily confused, then I see the phrase on the poster. 
"Right."  
"They wish for a lot of things," says Jane. 
"There's the most important right there," adds Mrs. Stewart, pointing to the 
"Lifeline" headline. 
"You can wish, you can hope," Jane adds. 
"I put this because. . ." Mr. Stewart starts to say.  
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There is a knock on the door. Everyone looks up as Mr. Casper comes in and 
looks at Mr. Camelini. "When you're done, you're needed in the classroom." 
"Okay, thank you," responds Mr. Camelini. 
The conversation continues as if it wasn't interrupted. "In plain English," Mr. 
Stewart continues. 
"Uh-huh, as a group, everybody, in plain English, where everybody can 
understand, and figure out what's on Kevin's mind," Mrs. Stewart says. 
"That's great. That's appropriate," I say. 
Mr. Stewart adds, "Kevin's mind is like outer space. There's so much there, but 
nobody knows what's in it." 
"Exactly," agrees Mrs. Stewart. 
"That's great. What's the cartoon?" I wonder. 
"That reminded me of when Kevin was in here with us today," Nancy answers. 
"We all have a different perspective of him. This person on the team is going one way, 
another person is going another way, but we can all bring our perspective. Kevin can 
bring his and help us to understand some of the things he's thinking about. The team has a 
common goal from different perspectives." I notice that everyone is leaning forward, 
listening to her intently. 
I glance at my watch and move quickly to my next question. "What's it like being 
a member of this team?" 
"Complicated is the best word I can come up with," Mrs. Stewart responds. She is 
still standing, leaning against the back of her chair. 
  "In what way?" I ask. 
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"Well," she answers, looking around the table at everyone, "we're all trying to 
figure out what's driving Kevin, what his ultimate motives are, and so far we're coming 
up empty. It's hard to come up with the answers if you don't know the question."  
Mr. Stewart leans back in his chair and puts his hands behind his head. "Yeah!" 
he responds. 
Mrs. Stewart continues, "That's basically what it is. What's making Kevin do this, 
and then how do we solve it? It's like trying to put the cart before the horse," she explains 
in a serious tone, as if she's teaching a classroom of children. 
"What was the question?" Peggy asks, as everyone laughs. 
"What's it like being a member of this team?" I answer, then smile. "But you 
could answer any question you feel like answering." 
"I got off from thinking about what she was saying," Peggy says. "One of the 
things that I get from the team is that so often, when I'm working with families, I feel like 
I'm by myself." 
The door opens and the woman from the front office comes in and whispers 
something to Mrs. Stewart, who says 'okay,' then sits down in her chair.  
Peggy continues, "Then I'm running around trying to connect everybody, and 
having everyone at the table really helps do that. We're all communicating at the same 
time and we all see what happens at the same time. For me, being part of the team really 
makes me feel less alone in what I'm trying to do." 
The door opens again, then closes. 
"I would mirror that. I agree," says Alan. 
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Mr. Stewart responds. "We agree. 'Cause a lot of times we feel like we're alone, 
trying to deal with this. But with the group, we don't feel so alone." 
Mr. Casper returns and whispers to Jane for several seconds.  
"I feel some frustration," says Mr. Camelini, seemingly ignoring the diversion at 
the other side of the table. "On one hand, it's great to have parents here, but like Mrs. 
Stewart said, I'm not sure how much progress we've made. When I'm in these meetings, 
I'm always torn; I want to be in the classroom." 
"It's taking time away from your class," I acknowledge. 
"Yes." 
"We very much appreciate your. . ." Alan starts to say. 
"Spending a lot more time with one student than I am with the others," Mr. 
Camelini interrupts. 
Mrs. Stewart sits forward. "Like I said, Kevin's complicated. Finding out why he 
does what he does would make dealing with him so much easier, but we wind up with 
more questions than we have answers." Her hands are expressive and everyone is 
listening attentively to her. "One minute we think we know why Kevin does some of 
what he does, and then the next minute that whole idea is shot out of the water because 
he's done something worse than what he had done before. That's what makes this whole 
situation complicated for everyone. . . ." 
 Peggy interrupts. "I do think it's frustrating because sometimes when we're trying 
to figure out why, we can get stuck there. One of the good things about a team is that if 
we do get stuck, there's always someone that can pull us out a little bit. We may never 
know why, but there's people, yourself included," she looks at Mrs. Stewart, "who know 
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what works and doesn't work. So in that way I think a team approach is good. Sometimes 
it's frustrating because team involvement slows down the pace. So we have to have 
everybody on board from the beginning." 
 Alan nods. "It's one of those balance things. Sometimes, if you were just working 
on your own, it would be so much faster, 'cause it's just you doing it with the family, 
where with a team it does take longer to get everybody on board." 
Peggy continues. "But who's to say that with the team approach we don't get 
where we're going, maybe a little slower, but maybe a little more lasting than you would 
with individuals?" 
When the door open,. Jane looks up and leaves the room. When Jane returns, she 
walks over to Mr. Camelini, shows him a paper, and steps back out of the room. 
Mrs. Stewart jumps in. "They say too many cooks spoil the broth, but in this 
instance, I think the number of cooks actually makes the broth better, because they're 
each putting in a separate ingredient and not the same thing. No two people are going to 
put in the same idea, or look at something the same way." 
"This is a good team," Alan says. 
I ask my next question. "If you guys were making a movie of this team, what 
would the movie be like? Where would it take place?" 
"I think the location we're at right now would be perfect," Mrs. Stewart answers. 
"The whole school environment." 
"Documentary," Alan comments. 
"Who would be there?" I ask. 
"People like us," Mrs. Stewart says. 
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"Except Mr. Stewart would be called Julius Caesar," Alan interjects. 
"Not hardly. I'm no Cleopatra!" Mrs. Stewart says. 
 "Demi Moore would play me," I say as everyone laughs. "What would be 
happening?" 
"Exactly what is happening now," Mrs. Stewart answers. "Discussing what's the 
best way to help Kevin. Find out what's eating him, and what we can do to put a halt to 
it." 
Nancy agrees. "I really like that idea. I was thinking the same thing. I think it 
would be real interesting if we were making a movie, to have this be part of it. Then, we'd 
follow Kevin through his whole day, starting at home, coming to school, going to class, 
riding the bus back home; brief little segments of each one, and then us as a team coming 
together with Kevin and talking about it." Everyone is nodding. 
"Movies have to have a plot," I say. "What would the plot be?" 
Peggy answers first. "The first thing that came to my mind was The Bad News 
Bears." 
There's a knock on the door again, but no one comes in. 
"That sounds like Kevin sometimes!" Mrs. Stewart says, laughing. 
Peggy continues. "They're just a mess, with the whole sports theme, and the story 
is about the team and where they came from and where they went." 
"The second one, Breaking Training," Mrs. Stewart adds. 
"I haven't seen that one." Nancy says. 
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"They play baseball," Peggy explains. "Somebody winds up having to put a group 
of kids who can't do much of anything together to play ball, and they have nothing. They 
don't have uniforms. I don't remember who was in charge of them." 
"Who was in charge of them?" Mrs. Stewart says thoughtfully. 
"I want to say Rodney Dangerfield. No?" Peggy thinks. 
"No, that was another soccer movie," Alan says. "It wasn't Walter Matthau, was 
it?" he asks. 
"I think it was. Yeah, it was Walter Matthau," Mrs. Stewart confirms. 
Peggy continues. "But anyway, through the course of the movie, they are a really 
good little ball playing team and they learn a lot about each other." 
I ask, "Movies have to have dialogue. What would people be saying?" 
 Alan answers, "They wouldn't be saying just stuff about Kevin. 'Cause I don't 
think this is just all about Kevin. It's about your whole family," he says to the Stewarts.  
Jane comes back into the room and returns to her seat at the table. 
"It's about the entire family and the group itself," Mrs. Stewart says. 
"How they interact with us," Mr. Stewart adds. 
"I'm not even sure that Kevin would be the star," Alan thinks. 
"Who's the star?" I ask. 
Mrs. Stewart answers, "Actually, I think the entire team." 
"An ensemble," Alan says. "Just like Friends." 
"But the entire team would be the actual stars of the movie," Mrs. Stewart says. 
Peggy speaks up. "I was thinking of the show 24. Every hour you see is an hour in 
the day, and there's 24 hours and there's 24 shows. It's a drama. I think it's in a hospital." 
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"He's a spy," Alan remembers. 
"A spy. Even though we're not that exciting, I see it focusing on different parts of 
us, like Mr. Camelini in the classroom, you two at home, and individual therapy," Peggy 
says. 
Mrs. Stewart interjects. "I can give a good example too. Like CSI. They got two 
different cases going on at once, but they go back and forth between what one group is 
doing to solve this, to what this second group is doing, and sometimes the two overlap. 
They become one case instead of two separate ones. Basically, that's exactly what's going 
on here. We have the team at school, then we have us at home, and when we come 
together at school, the two overlap into one. So it's a two-part thing. CSI actually fits the 
bill best because they have two cases going on at the same time." 
"What would people be looking like, body language and facial expressions?" I 
ask. 
"A variety," Peggy answers. "I don't think we could pin that down. Even when 
one person's talking, everybody's reacting differently. Sometimes I'm listening, 
sometimes I'm not. I might look like I'm listening, I might not be." Everyone laughs. 
Mrs. Stewart says softly, "That's perfect. We have laughter. We all have concerns 
about Kevin, but in different ways." 
The door opens. I am beginning to notice, with irritation, that it is squeaking more 
and more loudly every time it opens. Jane looks up at a teacher's aide, who says to her, 
"Have to go get Kevin." Jane jumps up and Mrs. Stewart puts her head in her hands. 
Alan addresses her directly. "It would probably be a good idea, as much as 
possible, for you all to stay out of this one." 
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"Oh, I'm going to," she responds. "I'm not getting into this. I've got enough of a 
headache." 
Alan reassures her, "He'll settle down after a bit." 
 "I did what I could," she says. "It's out of my hands now." 
 Jane returns and quietly says something to Peggy, who responds, "He only had 
one caffeine." 
"Sometimes that's all you need," Jane says. 
"Sometimes he don't need any caffeine to go off," Mrs. Stewart adds. 
"Did he use that as his excuse that one day?" Jane asks Mr. Camelini. 
"Yes."   
"You had no running water and he had to drink soda," Jane says to the Stewarts. 
"That was a bunch of bull," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
 I decide to move us along. "Let me ask you guys to complete some sentences. 
This is going to sound familiar 'cause we did it in the last meeting. I want to see how this 
team is changing over time. What I like about being part of this team is . . ." 
 Mr. Stewart answers first. "Everyone is trying to help." 
Nancy says, "I feel like everybody is very interested, wants to do whatever they 
can, listens to everyone, tries to figure out how to help the family and the school." 
Jane moves toward the door. She catches my eye and mouths, "Gotta go." I nod. 
"From my perspective, it's good to get other people involved in what is a 
classroom problem," Mr. Camelini says. 
"To this team, being strengths-based means. . ." 
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Mr. Camelini answers. "We have a variety of people here, involved in different 
ways." 
Peggy adds, "It helps us to come off the negative and look at the positives. It's 
really easy to get into all the negative, in any situation. That's human nature, so I think 
that the fact that the team is strengths-based helps a lot." 
Mrs. Stewart rustles through her bag. I notice that she seems to do that a lot when 
Peggy is talking. I wonder if she's still angry with her from Peggy's comment in the 
earlier meeting. 
Alan answers next. "For me, it's the struggle to define which strengths are going 
to be the ones to make the situation better." 
"To this team, empowerment means . . ." 
"Having what we need," Mr. Camelini says, "to do what we need to do." 
"To this team, having hope means . . ." 
"There is a solution we're working toward that's hopeful," Mr. Camelini says. 
"As long as we have hope, we keep going," Peggy muses. 
"Each time we meet, there's more information coming in. Hopefully we'll get to 
where we can make some recommendations," Mr. Camelini observes.  
 "Hope is motivation," Alan adds. 
"To this team, family-centered means . . . " 
"Instead of just the school," Peggy answers, "we're looking at what's going on 
with the family. We can get them and the teacher help and support, and we can merge all 
that. What I hope is that we'll get a lasting change. Something that will transcend whether 
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he's at Washington or another school, whether you're living where you are now or not, 
something that will incorporate a life change for everybody." 
"To this team, being a team means . . . " 
"Working together, all pulling in the same direction, with the same focus," says 
Mr. Camelini.  
"The major thing contributing to this team's success is . . . " 
"The food," Mr. Camelini says, as he points to the spread of deli food I brought 
for lunch. 
"Glad I could help," I say as everyone laughs. 
 The teacher's aide comes in the room again. She walks over to a refrigerator in the 
corner of the room and takes out a lunch box. The door squeaks as she goes back out. 
"We're a very safe environment," Peggy says. "We're able to say what we think 
we need to say. It's not like we freak out that Kevin's acting out. When Mom had her 
concerns and has become frustrated, we stayed together as a team with that. We just hang 
in there. I think it's safe. I think most everyone feels like they can say whatever they need 
to say." 
We are momentarily interrupted by the intercom. 
"The major thing standing in the way of this team's success is . . . " 
"Apparently we need more information," Mr. Camelini says. 
The door squeaks open again, then shuts.  
"Not enough info, not enough time," Peggy says. 
"The major thing I require or I need from this team is . . ." 
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There is a knock on the door. Margie, the therapist who is being videographer 
today, answers it. They speak briefly. 
Mrs. Stewart answers my question. "Help for the whole family is what I would 
say. It's not just Kevin." 
"It's not just Kevin," Mr. Stewart adds. 
"It's not just Kevin that's affected by all of this, it's affected us as well," Mrs. 
Stewart repeats. 
Jane comes back in the room and sits down next to the Stewarts. 
"What's he up to?" Mrs. Stewart asks. 
"Oh, just a little dickens," Jane answers with a smile that looks like a grimace. 
"Oh, dear," Mrs. Stewart says. 
"The major thing I need from this team . . ." 
Alan answers. "I think we just need to continue to do what we're doing now, 
meeting together and continuing to participate in the process." 
"I have one last question," I say. "I want you all to help me by being my research 
partners. The wraparound approach says that Alan, Nancy, Jane, Peggy, and Mr. 
Camelini aren't experts who impose things on the family, but instead we all work as a 
team together. Well, that's the way I want to see my research. Rather than my being the 
expert researcher coming in giving you my expert opinion, I want to respect your 
knowledge because you're living in the middle of this. I want to think of you as my 
research partners. So, my question is, what should I be looking at? Given that my topic is 
what's happening in a communications sense with this team, what questions should I be 
asking?" 
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Mrs. Stewart has several questions, unfortunately none of which are addressed by 
my research. "What triggers behavior of that nature? Nobody really understands what 
triggers ADHD, they've never fully found that. The doctor told me that. How do those 
triggers interact with the person's normal thinking? What do those triggers do to the 
emotional bonding that the person may have with someone else? Or with a group of 
others? Ultimately what would be the long-term cure for it?" 
Alan finds a question that is more in line with my dissertation. "How does a 
community-based team approach allow for the best functioning possible?" 
"What questions should I be asking at the next focus group?" I ask. 
Nancy responds. "One of the things I'd like to know is what people thought it was 
going to be like when we first came together as a team." 
"What your expectations were," Peggy clarifies.  
"If it's like that now, and where you'd like to see it go," Nancy continues.  
Peggy asks, "What about, I don't know if this could be a question we could ask in 
a group setting, because it would be very revealing and we'd have to risk doing that, but 
I'm wondering if you would want to ask each of us to identify what we think our 
communication style is to begin with? Before we bring it into the team. Whether that 
changes, perhaps, how we normally would interact one on one, compared to how we 
would communicate in a group." 
I wonder if she's still thinking about her personal interactions with Mrs. Stewart. 
"If we're all going to work together, which we all are, why should there be what 
somebody would call secrets when we're all working for the same purpose anyway?" 
Mrs. Stewart argues. 
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"We're not talking about. . ." Peggy starts to say. 
Mrs. Stewart interrupts her. "I don't mean secrets in that sense of the word. . ." 
Peggy tries again. "Yeah, and I'm not talking about the team so much as I'm 
talking about her research. She wants to research how we communicate. There shouldn't 
be anything secret when we're sitting as a team, talking about what we're going to do as a 
team, to help the situation." She hesitates and I feel sorry for her. Mrs. Stewart seems to 
be going out of her way to antagonize and fluster her. Peggy turns to me. "I understood 
you to be asking about the communication, not so much what's going on with Kevin or 
school or anything. So those are two different things." 
 Mrs. Stewart interjects, "If we don't talk about what is of importance to the team, 
then that would be a lack of communication." 
Peggy looks confused. "I guess I misunderstand what she was asking." 
Given that Peggy is now gun-shy about bringing up any sensitive topic with Mrs. 
Stewart, I think it's interesting that Mrs. Stewart is arguing against keeping secrets. I 
wonder if she's trying to give Peggy permission to say more to her. "It was a very open-
ended question," I offer with a smile, trying to placate the conversation. 
Mrs. Stewart adds, "There's more to the entire group's communication than just 
what's going on with Kevin or with us or with the school. This particular group could be 
a model for the next series of children like Kevin who come along. They could use the 
example of what we have done as a basis to help some other children. I think that's what 
she might possibly be meaning." 
"Sounds good," I say, trying to avoid being pigeonholed into one connotation. "It 
all sounds good." 
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Mrs. Stewart continues. "We could go on to help children that are worse than 
Kevin. 'Cause no child with ADHD acts the same. One may have behavior and emotional 
problems. One may only have educational problems. Kevin unfortunately has all three, 
but others may have no emotional problems at all. So what we do in this group should 
help children who are worse than Kevin." 
"What else should we do in the next focus group?" I ask. 
Mrs. Stewart answers, "I have a suggestion. When we do the collage, why don't 
you put in your ideas?" 
"Oh, okay!" I respond with a bit of surprise. From the beginning, I had wanted 
this research to be interactive, and I'm aware that it really hasn't been. This would give 
me a chance to introduce my ideas in a way that's more equal with the rest of the team. 
"Because you've never done that," she adds. 
"That's a good idea," Alan says. 
Mrs. Stewart says, "I'm sure you have ideas that might be something we've never 
thought of." 
Peggy adds, "I'd like to have feedback from what you're doing." 
As much as I'm trying to move into a research partner role, here I am as expert 
again.  
As I leave the meeting and walk over to the principal's office to explain my 
project to Mr. Casper, I realize that not one person has mentioned Warren or his absence. 
I wonder if they know he's ill. I wonder what that says about the team.  
I think of how I've been called to the principal's office and thus called into 
account by the existing educational hegemony. Services for children are provided within 
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the greater school system, under the system's rules and boundaries, and today's meeting 
illustrated that strongly, I think. I feel back in third grade, in trouble for talking too much 
in class. These dominant hierarchies are hard to break (Gergen, 1999).  
Interventions and Conversations: Those Dominant Hierarchies 
 That becomes apparent a month later, when I'm at the Stewart's. "Code 
enforcement's been out here," they tell me. 
 "We passed." Mr. Stewart says with pride. 
 I'm happy for them. "Congratulations!"  
 They have more good news.  
"Kevin's been graduated. He's going to the 10th grade." 
 More congratulations! Things really seem to be looking up. 
 "Will he still have Mr. Camelini?" I know Kevin doesn't like changes. 
"Mr. Camelini's gone," I'm told. 
I'm shocked. "Where did he go?" 
"Transferred. To a different school." 
I remind myself that's the nature of these teams. From school year to school year, 
changes are made. I wonder how Kevin will handle the change. 
 They show me the family's behavioral plan for the past two weeks. 
"Look at all those checkmarks! They've had almost no zero days," Mr. Stewart 
shows me with pride. 
"This week is a little bit rough," Mrs. Stewart explains recent exceptions. "Art 
didn't come over on Friday like he promised." I remember that Art is the respite worker. I 
wonder what happened. 
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Intermission: They Promised Me Help  
After our meeting, I drive back to school in our usual afternoon rain shower. As I 
approach campus, I see what looks like a woman wrapped up in a poncho. She's holding 
a cardboard sign, illegible from the soaking rain. I reach for my purse to get out a dollar, 
and realize that I don't have any. I think quickly, as I push aside strong feelings of regret 
and dismay. Instead, I grab a bottle of Kash 'n Karry water from my lunch bag. 
"I'm sorry," I say. "I don't have any change. Will this help?"  
I'm surprised she takes it so eagerly. "What time does the welfare office open 
tomorrow?" she asks. "It hasn't been open for the last two days because of the holiday, so 
I haven't gotten my money. They promised me help, but they haven't been open." 
I don't know. I feel bad that I can't help her. "I'm sure they'll be open tomorrow," I 
say, and hope I'm right. 
When I open my mail at home, a one dollar bill falls out of an envelope from a 
market research company. "Thanks, God!" I say. God always provides. 
Team Meeting: Behavioral Control 
The daily rain showers blur one summer day into the next, and before I realize 
that much time has passed, it's the first team meeting of the new school year. "There's 
been a big improvement in Kevin's behavior at home and at school," Nancy summarizes. 
"He's had a big improvement academically."   
 "Our overall goal is family safety," Alan adds. "We're going to bring in a behavior 
specialist to enhance the behavior management plan we worked on this summer." He 
looks around the tables as he speaks, then focuses his gaze on Mrs. Stewart. "You've 
agreed to call the crisis center if necessary." 
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 Mrs. Stewart nods with a grimace. "If it has to be done, it will be done," she 
responds. 
 Alan acknowledges her comment. "That's a real big leap." 
 "I hope it doesn't have to happen," she adds. 
 "I do, too," Alan agrees. "It's the right decision for safety." 
 Mrs. Stewart looks down. "I'm worried it might be my fault." I'm surprised that 
nobody picks up on the comment. 
 Alan looks around the table then back at Mrs. Stewart. "I'm glad the team agrees 
on the behavior specialist and I'm glad you'll allow them to come into the home." 
 Addressing Mrs. Stewart, Nancy continues the conversation. "We have someone 
else that can help you address your space issues, how to organize and store things. This 
goes toward your overall bigger goal of a house. This is a little part of that, to help you do 
the best with what you have." 
 Mrs. Stewart interrupts. "I already have! I've run out of ideas." 
 Nancy nods. "They're a life skills program. They can give you ideas. I wish they 
could come to my home. They sit with you in your home and ask how they can be helpful 
to you." 
 Mrs. Stewart argues, "There's no way we can do anything else. We can't use the 
attic!" 
 Nancy responds, "Every family is different." Mrs. Stewart doesn't say anything, 
so she continues. "Are you willing to have them come in?" 
 Mrs. Stewart nods. "Anything they can do would be appreciated. I've run out of 
ideas!" 
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 "I'll come out there with them," Nancy offers. "They'll just come out and talk." 
 Mrs. Stewart repeats, "I'm out of ideas." 
 Nancy continues to explain her suggestion. "They gave us a presentation. They 
had a lot of concrete suggestions." 
 Alan adds. "They'll get to know you and see how they can help." He turns to Mrs. 
Stewart. "That's a lot of people coming to your home. Let us know if it's overwhelming." 
 "They can come out!" Mrs. Stewart responds in an energetic voice. "If they can 
give me ideas so it doesn't look so cluttered, the more the merrier!" 
 Nancy continues with the agenda and turns to Mrs. Stewart. "There's a couple 
things you wanted me to bring up today. Transportation, medical, security, gas for 
cooking." 
 "Transportation first," Mrs. Stewart requests. 
 "You have an ongoing need for dependable transportation to places you need to 
go—shopping with the kids, medical transportation, family things, like the picnic with 
your kids this summer," Nancy begins. 
 "We're trying to sell the van," Mrs. Stewart explains to the group. "My sister is 
trying to help us with that. I want to get an older and smaller mini-van that I could drive." 
I remember seeing their old van in their driveway; it's a large 15-seat panel van. I rented 
one on 9/11 when I was stranded at the Atlanta airport; my feet barely reached the pedals, 
and Mrs. Stewart is smaller than I am. She continues, "One we could get his wheelchair 
in. I'm working on getting my license."  
 Nancy responds. "That's good. The bus passes we've been giving you aren't a 
long-term solution. You need something that you can do without us. There will be a time 
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in your family where we won't be involved in your life and transportation is a long-term 
goal for you." 
 Mr. Stewart interjects. "If you have three or more medical appointments a month, 
you can get free 30-day bus passes. But if you don't have three, you don't qualify. To go 
to the doctor last week, we had to save out $3 from our grocery money to pay for 
transportation." 
 Alan replies. "There may be a county program that could help with that, like a bus 
voucher." 
 "We can call for a Medicaid cab," Mr. Stewart explains. "But we have to call 24-
hours in advance, so we can't do it for an emergency. They're a pain in the butt. 
Sometimes they don't show up and if you're not done by a certain time, you don't get 
home. The bus is very reliable." 
 Alan nods. "But if we just keep giving you bus passes, we haven't helped you in 
the long run after we're no longer working with you." 
 "I'm afraid to drive the big van. I can get my driver's license right now but I want 
to wait to drive the smaller van," says Mrs. Stewart. 
 "We can't afford gas for the big van," Mr. Stewart adds. 
 "So how about, we'll provide bus vouchers for three months," Alan offers. 
"During that time, you'll get your driver's license and we'll pay for an Auto Trader 
Magazine ad to sell the van." 
 Mrs. Stewart replies. "I'm willing to do whatever I have to do." 
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 Nancy responds as she writes in her notes. "I think that's an excellent idea! To 
review, we're looking at selling the van, we're looking at an ad in Auto Trader, and we're 
looking at getting your driver's license." 
 Mrs. Stewart offers, "I could have my learner's permit by the next meeting, if I 
had the money to take the test." 
 "The money is in your budget," Alan says. 
 "Gas cards," Mr. Stewart adds. 
 "You may be eligible for county programs because of your disability," Alan says 
thoughtfully. "That would be long-term. We'll find out what kinds of county assistance 
there is that doesn't go away." 
 "I should call the M.S. foundation to see what they have to offer," Mr. Stewart 
says. 
 "The next thing to talk about is your natural gas for your stove," Nancy begins. 
"You paid the bill twice for gas but they cut it off because you paid cash and they said 
they didn't receive it." 
 Mrs. Stewart interrupts. "I want to explain!" She tries to grab the note paper from 
Nancy's hand. They tussle over the paper as they both laugh. Nancy wins. 
 "They've been making do on their barbecue grill," Nancy explains to the group. 
"They're doing a good job cooking on the grill." 
 "Until we ran out of charcoal," Mr. Stewart interrupts. 
 Mrs. Stewart has managed to get the paper away from Nancy. "I want to buy two 
100-pound cylinders of gas. They're $150 each. They're pre-filled with gas. There's a $60 
service charge, then after that, it's only $57 a tank to refill. That we can manage on our 
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own. We on our own can manage that," she repeats, as she explains her plan in great 
detail. "We just need enough to get started. It's the setup we can't handle." 
 "Did y'all work out your relationship problems with the gas company?" Nancy 
asks. 
 Mrs. Stewart nods, and Nancy says, "Good job!" 
 "We're going to send them money orders from now on," Mrs. Stewart answers. 
 Jane asks a question, her first since I arrived. "Do you own this house?" 
 Nancy answers for her. "You've almost got it paid off!" 
 "In eight months it'll be paid off," Mrs. Stewart clarifies.  
 "There are three things," Alan begins at the same time that Jane says, "If you don't 
have money, Kevin doesn't need to have a Gatorade!" 
 Mrs. Stewart responds, "That was money he had earned." 
 "Yesterday he said that his coach gave him $20," Mr. Stewart adds. 
 Jane says loudly, "No!" 
 "Sometimes he steals," Mrs. Stewart notes. She tells a story about last Saturday. 
"He did work for his uncle. He was given $10. He got the dollar for the Gatorade from 
that." 
 "Two Gatorades and a cookie was $3," Jane says. 
 "I have no idea where he's getting it from," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
 "It sounds like this needs to be investigated," Alan suggests. 
 "Tell the teachers to lock up their purses," Mrs. Stewart suggests. 
 Alan repeats. "This needs to be addressed." He adds, "Let's table that for now." 
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 Nancy takes over the lead. "We'll need to look into that." She turns to Alan. 
"There were three more points you wanted to cover." 
 Alan turns to Mrs. Stewart. "We need documents of two other estimates for the 
gas because it's over $300. We need a written statement that you called two other places." 
 "I can do that!" Mrs. Stewart responds. 
 "This is a negotiation," Alan frames. "We can do this; it's in your budget. My next 
request is that you'll discuss with the life skills coach getting a checking account." 
 "We've got one!" Mrs. Stewart argues. 
 "Then, that you'll use it to pay these bills," Alan clarifies. 
 "He's just saying to discuss it," Nancy adds. 
 "Okay," Mrs. Stewart responds. "I'm easy to get along with. You know that," she 
directs to Alan. 
 "That's why I asked you," he responds. 
 "You wanted to change from the mental health center to Westside Mental Health," 
Nancy continues as she addresses Mrs. Stewart. "Do you still want to switch?" 
 "Last time I saw the doctor, I told him that Kevin was banging his head against 
the wall and threatening to kill himself. He ignored me. Maybe another place would be 
better." 
 Nancy responds. "I'm concerned that he's not listening to this." 
 "No facial expression, no verbal expression," Mr. Stewart adds. 
 Alan turns to the Stewarts. "There are three things you can do at the mental health 
center. You have a right to file a complaint. They have a process. They have to send it to 
a review committee. You can make a request for a change in psychiatrist. Do that first." 
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 Mrs. Stewart nods. Nancy turns to her. "What did Alan say to do?" 
 "Put in a complaint, then request another psychiatrist," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
 "Who would you call?" Nancy asks her. 
 Mrs. Stewart shrugs. "I don't know." 
 "Call the main number," Alan instructs. "Say you want to file a complaint. We'll 
follow up on it, so call us as soon as you do it. You have the right to change." 
 "Is there anything else you want to cover?" Nancy asks the Stewarts.  
 Mrs. Stewart pulls out a brochure. "It's for a Medic Alert security system. They 
came by the house. Because of his disability. We can pay the $30 a month, we just need 
money for the installation." 
 Alan responds. "Can we wait for our next fiscal year, which starts next month? 
We can discuss it then after we see what our budget will be." 
 Across the table, Jane leans over to Nancy, "I need new slipcovers for my couch, 
too!" she whispers. I stifle a smile. 
 The Stewarts both nod their heads in response to Alan's request. It occurs to me 
that the way this assistance budget is set up, it almost feels as if the Stewarts are asking 
Santa Claus for presents. 
Nancy interjects. "Let me go over what we talked about today. Academically, 
Kevin's showing a lot of improvement. His listening and his behavior with his peers is on 
track. Where's he getting the mystery money, that will be addressed by Jane and the 
school and she'll communicate with you and me about that. There's the life skills 
program. The behavioral specialist will listen to the family and see what your needs are, 
how you would like things to be improved. Getting your driver's license. My part is to 
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arrange the money; your part is to arrange the test. Alan will look at the county programs. 
We'll put an ad in Auto Trader," she gestures to Mrs. Stewart. "You're going to get the 
two other quotes on the gas." 
I'm impressed at how Nancy is summarizing the meeting at the end. It's too bad 
that Mr. Camelini isn't here to see this. 
 "Let's go back to the safety plan," Alan adds. "You're going to call the crisis 
center if you need to." 
 "I'm not comfortable with that, but I'll do it. It's best for everyone else," Mrs. 
Stewart agrees. 
 "Make sure you call our person on-call if you do that," Nancy adds. 
 "Is there anything else?" Nancy asks the group. 
 "I have something to say to the Stewarts," Alan says. "I feel bad about what 
happened with the respite worker." He turns to the rest of the group. "He just quit 
showing up. He needs to do some growing up. When he was there, he was great. I feel 
bad about that." 
 "It broke Kevin's heart," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
 "Yeah," Alan acknowledges. 
 "When do you want to schedule the next meeting?" Nancy asks. 
 "How about two months?" Mrs. Stewart offers. "That should give us time to do all 
this." 
 On the way home, I think of how the concept of power is tied up with the concept 
of voice. Those who have the ability to speak in a society, or as Gergen (1999) says, to 
"rule out all competing voices" (p. 130), are those in positions of power. In this research, 
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I've gained a newfound appreciation for the difficulty the professionals on the teams have 
in equalizing their voice with the families. It's been very difficult for me to move out of 
the "expert researcher" role and into more of a partner role with team members. 
The professionals on the team seem to experience the same tension. Families can 
be called "full partners" on the team, but they're still put in a subordinate position in 
which they're in need of help. They can voice their needs, but if the team members don't 
agree with what they want, they won't get it. When the family agrees with team members, 
their voice seems more likely to be heard than when they voice dissenting opinions. The 
family's voice is invited, but doesn't always seem to be heard at the same level as the 
voice of the professionals on the team.  
On the other hand, sometimes the family's voice overpowers that of the other 
team members. The family members, Mrs. Stewart and Kevin especially, have found 
effective ways of voicing resistance. When team members bring up a topic they don't 
want to discuss, they have an emotional outburst that either effectively silences the rest of 
the team or brings them sympathy from team members. Mrs. Stewart also has been very 
effective in using her voice to get help. I think about how the interchange in this team 
meeting shows that she knows whom and how to ask for assistance. She has, in fact, 
received much help in response to her requests. In one sense, then, she has turned 
dependency into empowerment and has gained power herself by putting the 
professionals, Nancy and Alan especially, into a subordinate position of giving her what 
she asks for.  
The Stewarts willingly subjugate themselves to the team's power when it is in 
their best interest to do so. Does this, I wonder, render them less, or more, powerful? To 
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the extent that the team is helping them in ways the team thinks is best, I think it renders 
them less powerful. The fact that they adhere to the "professional's" standards, labels, and 
practices is an indication of the subjugation of power (Gergen, 1999). Yet, to the extent 
that they're able to manipulate the team to their own end, I think the Stewarts become 
more powerful.  
Intermission: Trying to Get Home 
 Today, the short and stout man on the side of the road looks like a leprechaun. He 
has a weathered face and a pointed hat. I've seen him here before; he seems to be a 
regular. I roll down my window to hand him a dollar.  
"What's your story?" I ask. I pause momentarily, realizing that may have sounded 
unintentionally rude. He doesn't seem to be bothered. 
"M'am," he says. "I'm trying to get back up home." 
"Where's your home?" I ask, checking the light to make sure it's still red. 
"Up north. Pennsylvania. I'm just trying to get enough money for a bus ticket." 
"Oh, okay," I say. 
"My girlfriend was killed a few weeks ago," he continues. 
"Oh, no!" I respond. "Car accident?"  
"She was hit by a car," he says. "She was drunk." He pauses. "I'll be honest, I've 
been hitting the sauce myself a bit lately." He wipes an eye. "It's been rough. I've got 
feelings, you know." 
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"Yeah," I say. "How awful for you! What are you planning to do when you get up 
to Pennsylvania?" Out of the corner of my eye, I see the light turn green. "Gotta go!  
Good luck!" 
"God bless you!" he responds. 
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Chapter 8 
Team Voice 
Interviews and Conversations: Subtle Doesn't Work  
 I've brought Kevin a Bucs t-shirt for his birthday. I hold my breath as he tries it 
on. I bought a child's size because he's so small, but then I remembered that he's 14-years 
old. I hope he won't be insulted at the child's shirt. To my great relief, it fits perfectly. He 
doesn't say anything to me, but he wears it the rest of the visit.  
Sitting at Mr. and Mrs. Stewart's front table, I ask about their reactions to my 
reflections. 
"I want to tell you some thoughts I have about the team," I begin. "I wonder if it 
seems that the team is being a little slow in the way they're helping make things happen." 
"We think so too," Mrs. Stewart responds quickly. Maybe too quickly, as I 
wonder if I just put this thought into her head, or if she's been waiting for an opportunity 
to voice that thought. 
"I'm wondering if this is just me. 'Cause I could just be being impatient," I say, 
trying to mediate the effect of my opinion. 
"No, I'm getting a little impatient with them too," Mrs. Stewart says. "But they 
have their bureaucracy." 
"Lots of paperwork," Mr. Stewart adds. "That slows things down a lot, 'cause they 
gotta have papers for this, papers for that." 
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"It's my belief that they want to help, but there are others in the agency that are 
getting in the way," Mrs. Stewart says.  
 "Like rules?" I attempt to clarify. 
"Basically the rules of the program and how they disburse money," Mrs. Stewart 
explains. "The way that it was explained to me was this: The program is supposed to do 
whatever helps the family as long as it is not too outrageous. Helping us find a larger and 
better home, I don't see that that is outrageous," she adds.  
"Not when you've got a home to sell," I observe. "Do you think they think it's 
outrageous?" 
 "Alan and Nancy, I don't believe they do, but there may be others who do," Mrs. 
Stewart responds. "Because they both said they'd like to help us." 
"It's not like we're asking to move into a $300,000 mansion," says Mr. Stewart. 
"We showed them pictures of houses that have exactly what we want, and all of the ones 
we've showed them have all been below $100,000 because that's what I look for. I know 
what we can manage and what we can't. I know what our finances are." 
Mrs. Stewart adds. "Not too long ago we found one in Plant City, a 2-story, 5-
bedroom, 2 bath, on 2.2 acres for $79,000, and we tried with our bank to get a loan but 
the bank wouldn't go for it."  My husband and I have been in day-dreaming house-
hunting mode ourselves, and I mentally wonder where the house is. Sounds perfect for 
us, too. I'm surprised to hear that they had talked to their bank.  
"You need Alan and Nancy's help," I clarify. 
 "Yes, and now all of a sudden, now that we got the house almost all paid off, our 
bank sent us a letter saying they would give us a bank loan now. But see, we can't—
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there's no way we could pay off two mortgages at once. It can't be done," Mrs. Stewart 
answers. 
 I'm confused. People sell one house while buying another all the time. Did she 
really talk to the bank? Maybe Alan and Nancy need to explain how mortgages and real 
estate work. 
 Mr. Stewart adds, "We'd have to sell this house. Now, we did talk to 'We Buy 
Ugly Houses', but they offered $10,000." 
 I had wondered what they could get for this place. 
"We paid $23,500 for this," Mrs. Stewart says. "We told them to get lost." 
 "Good for you," I say. "You said you had it appraised?" 
"Yeah, and they said $45,000, for this house, just as it sits." 
Oh, but they'd have to clean it out before they sell it, and that's the whole problem. 
They want to move so they don't have to clean it out. What a dilemma. 
 I decide to move the conversation back to reflections on the team. "What about 
the rest of your team? The people at the school? Peggy and Jane?" 
  "They hold up their end very good." 
 "What do they do?" I wonder. 
 "They help Kevin when he's in school," Mrs. Stewart responds. "When someone's 
trying to mess with him, they help. If he gets angry they know how to talk him down 
because they've seen me do it." 
"What else is the team doing for you?" I ask. 
 Mrs. Stewart thinks for a minute. "Bus passes when we need them, and the reward 
money, when they all do good." 
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 "Is that working?" I ask. 
 "Yes, it is working," Mrs. Stewart responds in a firm voice. 
 "One of the things I think they've done for you is they've provided you guys with 
hope. Would you agree with that?" 
 They nod, but make no comment, so I move on to my next observation. 
"Do you remember at the last team meeting when the psychologist was there and 
was reading his report?" I ask.  
 "Yeah, I remember." 
 "I thought, frankly, he was being very negative," I add. 
 "He was being very negative," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
 "What did that feel like? What did you guys think about that?" I wonder. 
 "You wanna know what I felt like?" Mrs. Stewart answers, her voice rising 
slightly. She gestures with her hand. "I felt like getting up and planting this right in his 
face. Because he don't know, he don't spend every day with Kevin." 
 "What did he say we were raising?" Mr. Stewart asks. 
 "He said we were raising a spouse abuser. That is what made me want to put my 
fist right in his face." 
 "The team usually tries to be so strengths-based. But I didn't hear this guy saying 
that," I continue. 
 "I've seen the worst side of abuse." Mrs. Stewart is still stung by the comment 
made, I remember, by Peggy, about her raising a spouse abuser. I'm interested that she's 
now attributing the comment to the school psychologist. "I was abused by my first ex-
husband. He tried to murder our unborn twins while they were still in my womb. I know 
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abuse, and if I say that I would rather take the blow than let him get it, that's not raising a 
child abuser. That is trying to protect, whether they like it or not. My mother, from the 
time I was old enough to understand, drilled into my head that when you become a wife 
and mother, your duty, your responsibility of love is to protect all, not just one, but all. If 
they can't get that through their heads, that is their problem. I'm going to do whatever I 
think is necessary and right to protect my family, even if it means getting hit by Kevin. 
Whether they like it or not." 
 "Do you think the team understands that?" I wonder, as I notice what a strong 
belief this is for her. 
 "No, I don't believe they do!" Mrs. Stewart says forcefully. "Because I tried to 
explain it to them and they kept cutting me off. They want to help, and I appreciate them 
wanting to help. But they gotta understand the type of family I was raised up in where the 
mother is the chief protector of all, because that is the way it was meant to be. Even in the 
animals, the female protects her children." What an interesting point of view, I think. 
 "What do you wish the team would do differently?" I ask. 
 "Not be so pre-judging," Mrs. Stewart responds. "Listen to us. The type of 
lifestyle that they grew up with is different than ours. They grew up in families that 
probably had a lot more money. A lot less stress and strain." 
 "I think that too," I confess. "What makes you think that?" 
"It's just the expression on their faces that I see, the disbelief," she says. "The 
disgust. Like when I talked about taking the hits instead of letting Kevin hit him or Karla 
or Gary. It was the disgust that I saw on their face that made me very upset. Why should I 
stand by and let anyone get hit when I can intercept it and maybe even stop it before the 
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blow even lands? That's basically what I was trying to get through to them. When I put 
myself in between it's not because I want to get hit. It's because I think that I'm fast 
enough that I can prevent the blow from even landing. Which is something that they don't 
want to get through their heads. I'm very quick." 
"They're really alarmed about the thought of your getting hit," I observe.  
She shrugs. "I've been hit so many times, it would hurt, but other than that it 
wouldn't bother me. I got used to it. I don't like the pain, but I can deal with it. That's 
what I tried to tell them." 
 "Do you think it's because their culture is very different from yours?"  
 Mrs. Stewart agrees. "Their culture is very different. We've been trying to get 
through to Kevin, that you never hit somebody unless they hit you first. Like my father 
said, never start a fight, but if somebody else starts it, you better finish it. Never walk 
away. I've finished more than my share." 
 "If the team understood that more and understood the way your culture is, what 
would they be doing differently?" I ask. 
 "They probably would be more understanding," Mr. Stewart responds. "When we 
grew up, we didn't have money to go to Busch Gardens or Disney World regularly. A lot 
of times we ate beans and rice for supper and that was it." 
 I nod. 
Mrs. Stewart adds. "When I was growing up, our recreation was limited to going 
to the movies." 
"What would the team be doing differently then, if they understood all that?" I 
ask. 
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 "They'd be less critical and they'd be trying to assist us a lot more than what 
they've been doing," she says. 
I continue. "What would you like them to assist you with?" 
 "Getting a new house," she says. "That is our number one priority. After that, 
Disney World for Christmas one year, that's off in the future, but right now our main 
priority is getting a bigger house and bigger property." 
"How would you describe the way the team communicates with you?" I ask. 
 "With Alan and Nancy it's okay, but with other members of the team, it's not that 
good," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
 "Can you give me an example?" I ask. 
She says, "I'll use that school psychologist for instance. The other one, Peggy—
she's the one that actually said that we were raising a spouse abuser." So she did 
remember who said that. I thought she'd been acting in meetings toward Peggy as if she 
was still hurt by the comment. 
 "Why do you think she said that?" I wonder. 
 Mrs. Stewart frowns. "Because she doesn't understand what my basic goal is, to 
keep Kevin safe but to keep him from hurting anyone else. If I have to physically 
intervene and restrain him in some way, even if I get hit in the process of restraining him, 
then it's better for him," she says. 
 "So she just doesn't get it," I clarify. 
 "No, she doesn't get it. When I tried to explain to her. . ." her voice trails off.  
 "What would you like to say to her?" I ask. 
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 "I would like to tell her, look, the type of culture you were raised in and the type 
of culture I was raised in are entirely different. They're miles apart. They're even 
thousands of dollars apart. You were probably an only child. Your parents had money all 
the time to do whatever ya'll wanted to do, to go wherever ya'll wanted to go. My family 
didn't." 
 I've had a feeling that Mrs. Stewart and Peggy were holding back saying things to 
each other. "Why have you not said that to her? Do you think you could say it to her?"  
"Yeah, but I don't want to offend her. People that come from money sometimes 
get offended." Interesting. I never would have said that Peggy comes from money.  
"She's a nice lady." I feel compelled to defend her, because I really believe that 
Peggy is being unfairly singled out by Mrs. Stewart. 
 "I know she is," Mrs. Stewart responds. "I like her." 
 "That's why I'm asking you about this," I continue, "because I really do think that 
everyone on the team has good intentions, but clearly there's something. . ." 
 "I like her," Mrs. Stewart interrupts. "But she needs to understand the type. If you 
look at things logically, the families that he and I came from are considered low class. 
Very low income. In other words, to put it bluntly, poor. We still are. She does not see 
the stresses and strains that puts on us. We don't even have the $25 to pay our friends for 
the scooter they bought for him. There's a big difference between a family that dips into 
savings when something like that happens and a family that doesn't eat when something 
like that happens."  
 I nod. She is so perceptive. There was a time in my life when I was the latter. 
Now, I'm thankful for having the savings to dip into.  
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 She continues. "The team's helped us get the paint for the outside of the house. I 
know the porch still needs painting. We just haven't got around to it. But we've got the 
outside painted, and that's what code enforcement wanted." 
"So they helped you with that," I say. 
"They helped us get the materials to build a new bathroom," Mr. Stewart 
remembers. 
 "That's right," I say. 
 "They were surprised that we could take what they gave us and go to Home 
Depot, and find bargains because we know where to look. Paint that is out of stock, $15 
for 5 gallons, and we found two of them. We got the rollers, the paint brushes, the sealers, 
everything we needed, for $200. We had $17 of it left over," Mr. Stewart says, bragging a 
bit. 
"They should hire you to help other families learn how to save money," I say, 
meaning it. 
 "Lowe's is a rip-off. Don't go to Lowe's," he responds. 
 "My interest is in studying the way the team communicates with you, and whether 
or not it helps you," I say. 
"Well," Mrs. Stewart responds, "if they understood us more, where we grew up, 
and the times back when we were growing up. There was gas rationing—we all lived 
through that. Ten gallons a week is all they were letting people get. We couldn't hardly 
go anywhere unless we scrounged up extra money. That's how I learned about aluminum 
cans. That's how we got our extra money for gas so we could go places like the movies." 
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 Mr. Stewart nods. "They gotta realize that our family here, if something happens, 
if the van breaks down, or like the gas company happened, it's devastating to us." 
"Yeah," I acknowledge with a nod, then continue with my questions. "So, what's 
the best interaction you've had with your team? What's the best time you've been together 
with them?" 
 "I think the first meeting we ever had was the best time," she responds. I'm a little 
surprised. I remember that my first impression was that the team wasn't doing much for 
the family at first. "After that, they got where they were talking more clinical things as 
opposed to the actual human facts of the entire situation." Interesting, I think. 
"Tell me about that first time that was best. What made it the best?" I wonder. 
"They listened to us. They were trying to understand what we go through, and that 
was the first time that Kevin actually acted up and they saw how I dealt with it, and at the 
time they were very impressed by it. Now, I don't think that they are; they're starting to 
see things through a microscope instead of with their own eyes. If they keep doing it, it's 
not going to work." 
 "What's the worst interaction you've had?" I ask. 
 "The last meeting that we had when they accused us of raising a spouse abuser. 
That was the worst one right there," Mrs. Stewart remembers. I notice that she remembers 
that happened in the last team meeting. There have been many team meetings and 
interactions since then. 
 "Do you feel like you're an equal member of the team? Equal to everyone else?" I 
ask. 
 "Yeah," Mrs. Stewart responds. 
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 "What do they do to make you feel like you're equal to the rest of the team?" I 
ask. 
 "Sometimes they listen to me," Mr. Stewart says. 
 "He said sometimes," Mrs. Stewart points out. "That's the thing with us. They 
don't listen all the time and they should. They need to listen to what is actually pertinent 
to the whole family group, not just what's pertinent to Kevin." 
 "So you think that they concentrate more on Kevin than the whole family," I 
observe. 
 "In a way, yes. You have to look at it as a whole. We're individuals but we're still 
a group. We are one solid family unit. You can't just look at only one individual instead 
of the whole and say that everything being done is right. 'Cause we're more than just the 
sum of our parts. That's what they need to understand. We are a circle. That's just the way 
it is. We do what benefits all of us, that's why it goes in a circle, what is best for all of us 
is best for one."  
I'm fascinated. It's as if she's sat in on one of my lectures on systems theory. She 
seems to have a wealth of knowledge that she holds back. I wonder what else is in her 
mind that we don't know about. 
She continues, "'Cause one family member affects the other." 
"They don't always understand that," I clarify. 
 "No. What they need to understand is we are a whole. We are a family," Mrs. 
Stewart responds. "See, when Kevin acts up. . ." 
 "It affects all of us," Mr. Stewart finishes her sentence. 
"How would they treat you differently if they understood that?" I ask. 
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"They probably would have a lot more respect and understanding and 
consideration for us. Mostly Peggy is the one that needs to understand where we come 
from," Mrs. Stewart says. She's really holding a grudge against Peggy for her comment, I 
think to myself. 
 "She doesn't understand me," Kevin says from the living room couch in front of 
the television. It's the first comment he's made since I got here. I hadn't realized he was 
listening to us. 
"What does she do to make you think that?" I ask. 
"She acts like she doesn't even hear me," he answers. "Like she don't even care." I 
wonder if that's true or if the whole family is demonizing her for her comment. 
I continue. "If you were me, writing research about how the team communicates 
and whether or not it helps you, what should I know? What should you make sure that I 
know when I'm writing?" 
 Mrs. Stewart responds. "If it was me, how to communicate better, listen more to 
what we say. Try to be more understanding, more considerate, more compassionate about 
the situations that we grew up in and the situations that we're in now. See, Kevin is a 
unique person. They all are unique, each with their different strengths and weaknesses. 
Our biggest strength is learning how to deal with their uniqueness. If the team understood 
more about us as people instead of just parents of an ADHD child, they would understand 
us better." 
"If they knew you as individuals," I observe. 
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 "Yes. They see us as a group, but they don't see us as the individual entities that 
we are. We have different ideas about things than they do," she responds, doing a 
textbook job of describing the developmental view of interpersonal communication. 
 I want to go back to their resentment of Peggy for expressing what I saw as 
obvious concern for the whole family. I feel sorry for Peggy for their anger toward her, 
yet I also understand how they could be angry. I'd probably feel exactly the same way if 
someone said that to me, especially in front of other people. Yet, I know Peggy meant 
well and has done quite a bit of good for the family.  
I temper my question because I'm afraid that it will make Mrs. Stewart angry. 
"Let me ask you, 'cause this is a question I don't have the answer to, and I don't know if 
anybody does. If a person thinks that something would be harmful, like a child hitting 
you or something, is it more important for them to be respectful of your culture, or is it 
more important for them to express what they think is right?" I hope she doesn't take 
offense at my question. 
 "They should find an even balance between their clinical knowledge and the way 
things really are with the family they're helping," she responds. 
 "You know your family better than them," Mr. Stewart adds. 
 "See, to be able to help properly, they've gotta have an adequate balance of both," 
Mrs. Stewart continues. "They've gotta have the clinical knowledge, but they also have to 
have a personal understanding of the family's emotional, physical, financial and cultural 
situation, to be able to do what they want to do properly." What a great answer, I think. 
She continues with the specific example. "We don't want Kevin to do what he 
does, so it's not that anybody thinks what he's doing is okay. It's just the way you're 
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looking at it. It's not okay, but if I take a blow because I'm trying to intercept him before 
he can hit somebody—while it is not acceptable—I can live with whatever pain the blow 
causes." 
I think that underneath her pain and anger is the desire to be seen as a person who 
makes logical choices in a bad situation. I respond, "Sure, I understand. I understand 
what you're saying." 
 I think of another question I really wonder about. "What do you think it felt like to 
Kevin to have that psychologist talk about the test results like that?" 
 Mrs. Stewart frowns. "It made him very sad. When he came home, he did 
something that I very rarely ever see him do. He was crying. When he got off the bus, he 
was crying already. He went straight to his room and he didn't talk to nobody. He didn't 
even want to eat supper. He didn't want to do anything." 
 The emotion in her answer almost seems melodramatic. I wonder if that's true or 
if she's performing what she thinks I want to hear. "I think it upset the whole team," I 
reflect. "Nancy tried to turn it around." 
 "I know she did, so did I," Mrs. Stewart responds. "But if he would have kept on 
opening his mouth, I'd have shut it. To put it bluntly, he thinks he knows more than God 
and everyone else. He knows absolutely nothing about us or Kevin." 
 I nod. "I think he forgot that there were people behind those numbers." 
 "He's got to see us as humans first, and then a clinical study next," Mrs. Stewart 
says. "The human factor always has to come first." I couldn't have said it better myself, I 
think.  
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She continues. "We all have different ideas and different belief systems about 
things as they are. See, clinical psychologists, yourself excluded. . ." 
 I interrupt her. "I'm not one—that ain't my area!" I say with emphasis. 
 "But you ultimately want to be one," she says. 
I clarify, "No. I'm a communication scholar. That's my area." 
 She's insistent. "Eventually you may want to go into clinical psychology." 
 I'm insistent back. "What I want to do is teach them how to communicate." 
 Finally, she seems to understand and gives me advice. "What they need to 
understand is that all people are different. People come from different cultures, races, 
financial situations, religious belief systems. When you add together their belief 
systems—whether it's religious or cultural or both—and their financial situation, you get 
a very complex family unit. That's what they need to understand and learn about. If those 
people could live with us and see us as we really are, see the day to day stresses and 
strains that we go through, they would be a lot more inclined to ignore the numbers. They 
got this list of numbers, and they say all these people have to fit in with this list of 
numbers, and we don't fit. We are outside of those numbers. I'll put it like this: We are 
something they've never been exposed to. We are a family that puts the family first, not 
the individual but the whole group." She is speaking passionately. Again I think that she's 
been holding back an awful lot of knowledge and insight. 
 I think for a minute. "Could I repeat this at the focus group and get their reaction 
to it?" 
 She doesn't hesitate. "Sure. Be my guest. You can use whatever I said." 
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 I continue. "Do you want me just to say it or do you want me to say that you said 
it? 'Cause I don't want to embarrass you or put you in an awkward situation." 
 "It wouldn't embarrass me and it wouldn't put me in an awkward situation." 
 "I just want to make sure," I say. 
 "I'm going to leave that to your best judgment. Whatever you think is best, the 
way you want to put it is fine with me." Me in the expert role again! 
I have one last question. "Talk about me and what I'm doing with the group." 
 "You've been very helpful because some of the ideas I've expressed to you, I don't 
know the exact way to say it. They'll understand you." She sees me as her opportunity to 
have voice in the team. 
 Is that an appropriate role for me? "I'm afraid that sometimes I interfere a little too 
much." 
 "I don't believe so," she says. "You don't interfere." 
 I continue. "Sometimes there are just some things I don't think they're hearing," I 
confess. 
 She agrees. "They're not hearing. Tell them!" 
 "I'm trying to be subtle about it, but I have," I say. 
 She leans forward. "Can I give you a bit of advice?" 
 I nod. "Yes. Absolutely." 
 "Forget subtle. Forget subtle."  
I stifle a laugh as I remember who I'm talking to. Mrs. Stewart is definitely not 
into subtle. She continues. "Subtle doesn't work." 
Subtle doesn't get you voice, I think.  
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People like the Stewarts who are marginalized don't expect to be given voice; 
they're socialized to believe that their voice won't be heard (Farmer, 2003). The Stewarts 
are used to being muted by society—disconfirmed and discounted. In the past, their 
requests for help have not been responded to. To be given voice is to be publicly 
confirmed, acknowledged, and heard. Voice asserts the interconnectedness of people in a 
discourse community (Watts, 2001). I think about how much of this story is one of voice 
and muting. Mrs. Stewart and Kevin are struggling to be heard. Team members struggle 
to be heard by the Stewarts. Nancy struggles to be heard by the team. Team members' 
presence and absence are felt throughout the process, as their voice is either silent or 
present. Mrs. Stewart and Kevin try to force their voice through their emotionality. They 
seem to understand intuitively that emotional intensity of voice enhances empathy from 
others (Watts, 2001). 
"What would you like me to tell them for you?" I ask. 
 "For me? Tell them to shut their mouth and open up their ears, their hearts and 
their mind. They're too much lip service. If they really want to understand us, they need 
to look at us, not through the eyes of clinical numbers or established procedures. They've 
got to start looking at us with their hearts and the emotional part of their mind. Put the 
clinical stuff in the file cabinet, lock it up, and leave it there. They forget that they're 
people too." 
 I think ahead to my dissertation. "So here's how I would put it. I would say that 
they need to connect with you at the human level." 
 "Exactly. They forget they're people. There's the title: teacher, clinical 
psychologist, psychiatrist, psychoanalyst," she says. 
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 "Parent," I add. "All those titles get in the way, don't they?" 
 "Parent. Parent is not so much a title as it is a description of what we do. Like the 
word family. That's not a title. That is a description of the whole. Which is what they 
can't get past. There's all these titles, and they can't get past those titles. Until they can, 
they're not going to be able to see us as we are. That's what they need to do, to see us as 
we actually are."  
 What a great comment to end the conversation with, I think, as Kevin walks me to 
my car. He makes a big show of opening my car door for me. 
 "Thank you, sir!" I say. "What great manners you have!" 
The drive home is swift, as thoughts swirl around in my brain. The contrast of the 
Stewart's home with the culture around them is striking, and it sets them up as "different," 
on the margins of society. They're poorer than average. Their house is smaller than most. 
It's dirtier than is acceptable in our society. It's in more disrepair than is allowed. It's more 
cluttered than is adequate. Kevin's behavior is more emotional than normal. His test 
scores are less than average. They're more needy than most. Their children have no sense 
of place—no space to call their own, no space to be alone and be themselves. In a society 
that values individualism and space, this is a huge deviancy.  
Our society tends to divide people into "ourselves" and "others"—that's how we 
construct a sense of identity, morality and community, by dividing ourselves into those 
who can produce as distinct from those who need help (Gergen, 1999; Oliver, 1990). 
Unfortunately, as we do that, we tend to avoid "the other," oversimplify who they are, 
and find fault with their behaviors. In fact, disability is one way that we dominate others, 
by moving people with problems away from us —to "special" schools, classrooms, or 
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neighborhoods, as we insure society's unfamiliarity with them and increase the likelihood 
of seeing them as "others" (Oliver, 1990; Zola, 2004). We treat people with more needs 
and problems than the rest of us by marginalizing them, stigmatizing them, medicalizing 
them, and by finding fault with them. We tend to blame people who are poor for their 
poverty, disabled for their disability, and mentally ill for their behavior, and ignore the 
influence of culture and society on their situation (Farmer, 2003; Oliver, 1990; Watts, 
2001).  
 As Haley (1963) points out, "to say that a person with a symptom is behaving in a 
way that is out of the ordinary implies that there is an ordinary way to behave" (p. 6 ). 
When we see normal problems of daily life as "illnesses," we tend to disempower 
people's own abilities to solve their own problems, and blame people who have these 
problems (Gergen, 1999). When we situate problems in the individual, we ignore the 
systemic nature of circumstances and situations (Gergen, 1999). What if it isn't the person 
who is broken, but the situation? Or the system? Or society? 
Yet, despite our divisions and differences, I think about how relationships are 
developing on the team. Through Warren's efforts to show the kids in Kevin's classroom 
that Kevin is like them, and Alan's efforts to show the team that Mrs. Stewart is like them 
(reacting to circumstances the same way any of us would), relationships are beginning to 
develop. 
Intermission: It's Crazy Out There  
 Today, the leprechaun guy is at my exit again. "Still, here, I see!" I say, as I hand 
him a dollar.  
"Yeah, I still need a few more dollars to get home," he says. 
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I nod. 
"It's crazy out here!" he observes. "I've been sleeping in the woods and there's 
some crazy people out here!" 
"It's probably not too safe, either," I say with concern. I wave as the light changes. 
"Stay safe and have a good trip!" 
"Thank you, darling!" he responds. I'd normally be insulted at being called 
'darling' by a stranger, but today, it sounds nice. 
Interviews and Conversations: Feeling More Hopeful 
 Two weeks later, I have a chance to discuss my ideas about the dissertation with 
Nancy and Alan. We're at Jason's Deli again. I munch on salad as we talk. 
"One of the things that I'm trying to do with this research," I explain, "is to not be 
the expert, imposing my opinion on the rest of the team. I want this to be a partnership 
between me and the team. One of the things I'm discovering is how hard it is not to play 
the expert role. I wonder if it's hard for you and all the other professionals on the team, to 
have the family be a real true partner on the team." 
 Nancy answers first. "The more frequently the team meets, the better it is to have 
them be viewed as a full partner. It's much better that there is a team, because otherwise 
they're asking me for things. This way, I can say wait for the team to decide instead of 
being the gatekeeper. I also think the team realizes their partnership more when they meet 
regularly."   
 Alan nods. "We've talked about this before. You have a situation of power, no 
matter what. If you're just talking about us being case managers, I don't even think about 
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it anymore, being the professional versus the family, because we just do what we need to 
do to get things better." 
 "But isn't the power differential still there, even if you don't think about it?" I 
protest. 
 "To complicate matters," Nancy adds, "the financial assistance fund puts them in 
a subservient role since they have to ask for it, and it's the state's money. We have to 
make decisions that are not just about adhering to the family's choice. A good example is 
the situation with the gas. I can't as an administrator just hand them the money because 
she wanted to go specifically to another, more expensive, company 'cause she was mad at 
the first company. By statutes, I had to say no, and that was a power decision. But I don't 
know that power necessarily needs to be looked at as something that is either inherently 
positive or negative. It's how you use it." 
 "How about the other professionals on the team?"  
 "That depends. As far as the regular team members, I don't know that I've been 
aware of any abuse of power or anything like that. The school psychologist definitely 
came over as the big expert, talking about a lot of negative things," Alan says. 
 "He didn't really understand our team," Nancy adds. "He was just invited that day 
as a guest." 
 "I don't think it was his fault," Alan responds, "but he came over powerfully and 
very negatively. I don't think it was his intention to do that, but at the same time I don't 
think he saw that family with the level of respect that the team members that know them 
do." 
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 I nod. "I felt that he de-humanized them. Would you agree with that?" 
 Alan smiles. "I think that's what I just said." 
 "I've been noticing how the family, especially Kevin, seems to be doing better, 
and I wonder why you think that is," I ask. 
Nancy sits forward. "I've thought a lot about this. We've given them more 
structure. The family financially isn't able to go a lot of places, and with the behavioral 
rewards, they now they have something to look forward to every week. On Monday, 
they're already looking forward to what they're going to do on Saturday, and so they have 
a hope of things getting better." 
Hope. Interesting. 
She continues. "Also, they have frequent contact with me. So if there's a problem, 
they don't have a feeling that nobody wants to listen to us, that there's no where to go 
with this." 
 "What's that like?" I ask, feeling frustrated that she hasn't let me know about 
interactions to observe for this research. 
"This summer, I've been coming out to their house. I always call and tell them 
when I'm coming. By the time I get there, they're watching for the car. I can't even get out 
of the car, 'cause they're all at my door. All the kids, both the parents. Everybody wants to 
talk, and they all talk about their week. Everyone seems to be very open." 
 "In terms of their behavior?" I clarify. 
 She responds. "What they've been doing, and their behavior. They're very open to 
talking about what's going on with the behavior contract." 
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 I can't resist a subtle hint. "I ought to go with you one time and watch that."  She 
doesn't respond, and I change the subject. "The main thesis of my dissertation is to look 
at what this team is constructing for themselves and the family, and I think one of the 
things that the team is constructing is hope." 
They nod and I continue. "Alan, you and I have talked several times about this. 
One way you all are doing this is by changing your focus from the past and the present 
into the future. The past is problem-saturated. The present ain't so hot either, right? But 
when you focus them on the future, whether it's for the weekend, or next year when 
they'll have a bigger house, I think that's being hopeful. Could you comment on that?" 
 Nancy nods. "Yeah, I do agree. The other thing I think is that Mrs. Stewart doesn't 
see the team as impersonal. They may be straightforward with her about their opinion, 
but she doesn't doubt that they care about them and her children. That's created a different 
dynamic, 'cause she's not feeling like it's an 'us versus 'them' thing." 
 Alan interjects. "I think it's much more complicated than just hope. I agree that, in 
general, what we do and hope for is to improve and nurture. I also think that with this 
family, there's not an adversarial relationship within the team. We may have 
disagreements, but I don't see it being adversarial. Mrs. Stewart was very defensive at 
first, and everyone has done a nice job of getting to the point where it's a group of people 
that are in a non-adversarial relationship." 
Hmmm. I'm not entirely sure that's true after my interview with the family. How 
interesting different points of view are. 
 "What has caused that, do you think?" I wonder. 
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"Everybody has worked towards that, in their different roles," Alan responds. 
"The school system people that are on the team have demonstrated that they do care 
about the kid and that they want the best for his education. They've worked real hard 
despite bureaucratic frustrations to have an evaluation done, and they've supported 
change and movement as far as his education. So it's talking and supporting, but also 
doing. I think the family has moved in a direction of being much more willing to listen. 
They've improved. They've chosen to develop a level of trust and a level of closeness as 
far as the relationship is concerned." 
 "In the family?" I attempt to clarify. 
 "Within the team," he says. "We've tried as much as we can to follow our values 
and what our job description is. We've tried real hard not to work in an adversarial 
manner, even though we've had some disagreements and we've had to say no. I think 
that's nice because we've been able to do that, and they've been pissed at us, and we've 
been pissed at them, but I don't believe it's adversarial. The other thing is, if you're going 
to act as change agents, and we are, you can't deal with the past other than just for 
information. You have to take a proactive approach and look at changing the future. I 
don't think it's just about hope, although that's in there, but without some of those other 
things, I think, quite frankly, hope can be hollow. We're not working just for hollow hope 
here."  
Well said, I think. But, I think to myself, isn't that what hope is all about, looking 
to the future proactively? 
 "There's a fine line between real hope and false hope. How do you walk that line 
and not give families false hope?" I ask. 
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 "Being honest," Alan responds. "I think it's a roller coaster that you manage 
differently as time goes on, but probably a really good example is this house." 
 "Yeah." 
 Alan continues. "I was gung-ho on the house before June, we were going to work 
hard to get this done, because I was feeling empathy, sympathy, and a desire to see this 
family in a different place. We now have information from people that we consider 
experts that has brought me down to, I think, to a much more real, realistic approach to 
this house thing." 
 Yeah, what about that house? "What are you going to do about it?"  
 "The house plan is not going to work," Alan responds. Oops. "I frankly think I got 
carried away with the idea and I built up false hope for them. I feel bad about that." 
Double oops. I guess I did, too. 
 Alan continues. "I think that's part of the thing with the team. I think sometimes 
the team forms its own opinion of things, and it changes as time goes on. We have 
information now that we didn't have previously, and now we've got to be honest and talk 
about that and see where they want to go, where the team wants to go from there. I know 
Mrs. Stewart is really, really intent on getting a new house. But the way the real estate 
system is, if they don't have any credit, they can't get credit. They have a fixed income 
that's not looked upon by any lender as being a desired type of income. Plus, their house 
will be impossible to sell, according to the realtor." 
That's not fair! I think to myself. I can't think of more steady income than federal 
disability income! Their current house is almost paid off! Doesn't that count for 
something? I focus my attention back on Alan.  
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"I think we may have all had some false hope together, and now we've got to get 
ourselves realistic," he says. 
 "Does that make hope bad, then, if it will cause them to feel let down?" I ask. 
 "I don't think so," he responds. "They can hope for other things too. I think hope 
has to be realistic. We can all hope we're going to win the lottery this week, but 
sometimes it may have to be adjusted a bit to what's realistically possible."  
Nancy jumps into the conversation. "I do think that just having a team is a big part 
of it. For example, the first time I met Kevin was at a meeting at his former school, and at 
that first meeting the agenda was to get him out of that school. That was all they wanted 
to do at that meeting—get him out of that school, and they did. They didn't even continue 
the meeting; it was a done thing. Now the family knows that while we may not always 
have the answers they want to hear, we won't ignore them. We won't be unresponsive. 
We're there, and that means a lot." 
 Unconditional positive regard, perhaps, I think. I change the subject. "I've seen 
what I think are a series of tensions that I think are building towards hope. What about 
the tension between deviance and being normal?" 
 Alan straightens his back. "Define deviance." 
 Whoops. Jargon. "Being different, but different in a bad way. In our society, 
people are considered deviant socially in a lot of ways—mentally ill people in our society 
are deviant. People who are in prison are deviant." 
Alan shakes his head. "I don't see them as being deviant. Not in the terms that 
you're using, because you're using it in a bad way. Now, in a psychological sense I do see 
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pathology. But I don't see that as bad. A person that's depressed, they're pathological, but 
that's not bad. I do have a lot of empathy for them, but I also don't see them as normal." 
 "Tell me more about that," I say. 
 "Kevin has all kinds of learning disabilities," Alan says. "He has neurological 
problems, and he has some very different, oppositional defiance types of things which 
would lead up to a diagnosis. He's in the most severe academic placement you can be in, 
in our county. I don't consider that normal. But yet he's a really neat kid who I like a lot. I 
want the best for him and would like a part in being able to help him. I actually don't see 
him negatively. Does that make sense?" 
 "Yeah, it makes perfect sense," I respond. 
 Nancy sits thoughtfully for a minute. "When I look at the family in general, they 
do have a lot of issues. Economically, they're probably struggling as hard or harder than 
most families, and neither one of the parents is employed, which is unusual in our culture. 
One has a chronic physical illness, one has mental health issues. I guess I'm having a 
problem with the idea of deviant. Now, if you're looking at some sort of bell curve, 
they're not in the middle." 
 "No," I agree. 
 "Maybe outliers," she continues. "The word deviant has a real different 
connotation to both of us than the thought that we have about the families we work with. 
We may just be reacting to that word," she says. 
 I respond. "I'm glad you are, and I am using a harsh word on purpose, because I 
think that your training has led you to have a great deal of empathy. I think you can have 
empathy for them and see them as worthwhile people, who are worthy of admiration, in 
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spite of recognizing they're not what you'd call normal. I think that's the other side of the 
coin. But this is not a family that a lot of people in our culture would be comfortable 
sitting down at the dinner table with." 
 Alan disagrees. "They're a lot like my relatives down in Riverview. Actually, 
they're exactly like my relatives down in Riverview." 
 I'm skeptical. "Really?" 
 "Yeah. Good old boy. They go to their drag races. Mr. Stewart's dad used to race 
cars there. When I was a kid, my oldest sister Harriet, who lived in Riverview, used to 
take me down there all the time. I probably saw his father race, but I don't remember his 
name. They're just like my own relatives." 
 I nod. "We've talked a few times about how they remind me of a family that 
would be in Appalachia a generation ago. They're deviant, or different, because they 
seem to be in the wrong place at the wrong time to fit in with the rest of society." 
Nancy thinks for a minute and says, "I'm not real comfortable with that word 
either. But, I think of the bell curve. They clearly are not in the middle. They step back in 
history in the way that they look at the world. Their world is full of technology; they've 
got videotapes and TV. Yet, they don't seem to have really caught up to where we are in 
their view of the world." 
I agree. "Part of it I think is cultural competence. I was chatting with the family 
about culture. I think this family is of a different culture than most everybody else. I think 
a lot of their situation is about a lack of socialization into the dominant culture. On the 
one hand, we could be really culturally competent and say this is the way they are, let's 
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just work within their culture. But what does that mean for the kids who are going to have 
to live in the dominant culture that doesn't understand them?" 
Nancy nods. "It's just like taking someone from the movie Coal Miner's Daughter 
and plunking them down in the middle of the city."  
"That's exactly right. Unfortunately, there are not a whole lot of places they can 
go to fit in." I continue with my thought, "So, given that cultural competence is one of 
your philosophies, how do you reconcile that? Being respectful of their culture while 
realizing that if you don't somehow try to change them out of their culture, that the kids 
may not be able to function. The parents may not be able to function for the rest of their 
lives." 
Alan responds. "I don't believe that practicing cultural competency locks you in to 
stepping away from working with the family to better themselves. Or to adapt to being 
able to be functional." 
 "What if they really don't want to?" I ask. 
 "We can't make them," Nancy responds. 
"What if they think they're functional the way they are?" I add. "'Cause they're 
functioning!" 
Alan says, "Yeah, but they want better for their kids. Both Mom and Dad want 
their kids to finish school. They want their daughter not to get knocked up until she's 
married. They see they need to do something better. They have a vested interest to see 
that those three kids are in school, because they see school as a way out of where they 
are. I get back to the evolutionary stuff. Human beings adapt or die. We can respect the 
heck out of the Neanderthals and their culture and have great fascination over it, but 
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they're dead. They died 'cause they couldn't adapt. These three kids have to adapt and 
learn and cope with things that they may not find at home, and I think that's partially our 
responsibility to help them do that, but I don't see that as not being culturally competent." 
Nancy agrees. "Yeah, I don't either. I think all the team is very respectful of their 
family's culture, their family's traditions. But I don't have any problem discussing with 
them changing their parenting, for instance. I don't ever criticize where they are 
culturally, but I also don't shy away when I think it's appropriate. They don't live on a 
farm on 50 acres where they can grow all they eat and make their own soap. They don't. 
They live in the middle of the city, so you have to have certain kinds of survival skills." 
I decide to move on to a question about my next reflection. "What's the role of 
trust in this team?" 
Nancy responds. "I think it's really fundamental. I think that it's actually probably 
the foundation of the team, because if you don't have trust about what you share, or trust 
that what you reveal will be treated respectfully, you'll reveal a lot less and you'll deal 
with the issues a lot less. That's part of watching a relationship grow, it's something that 
you do your best to always do what you say you're going to do. Call back, answer people. 
That doesn't mean that you're going to say yes or agree with everything, but it means to 
be respectful, to always be available. The key is when they reveal something, that they're 
not criticized, even if it's something that the team doesn't agree with, tell them why and 
listen."  
"Trust is this roller coaster played out over time with ever-increasing levels," 
Alan says philosophically. "Trust is a very critical and important thing. They needed to 
be able to trust other folks and I think that has a lot to do with hope, 'cause I think you 
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have to trust people to have hope. They can't succeed by themselves. With this family it's 
been a roller coaster, back and forth, up and down. Does that make sense?" 
"It makes perfect sense to me," I respond. "What about boundaries?" 
Nancy answers. "I have probably right now the most contact with the family of 
any of the team members, so I have more of a balancing act. They want certain things 
that can't happen, so the mom seems pretty excitable, emotional sometimes. I guess 
there's at least enough trust that I'll always get back to her and I'll listen to her. She can 
escalate pretty quickly, especially if she has her mind set on something." She pauses. 
"What was your question?" 
"Boundaries." 
 "Boundaries. With this family, I have to keep boundaries because if I didn't, we'd 
be all over the place. I don't have a problem with it, but she calls me on weekends. But 
we keep the boundaries, and it really hasn't been a problem. I don't think it has been for 
any of the team members." 
 I continue. "Talk to me about vulnerability." 
Nancy responds. "With Mrs. Stewart, her emotion can change real quickly. When 
she wants something and she doesn't get it, you can see her emotionality. I think they are 
very vulnerable. In our community, they're vulnerable to people's impression to not 
getting heard or listened to respectfully sometimes, or people making up their minds too 
quickly in thinking they understand a situation that's really very complex. It felt that way 
when the psychologist boiled everything down to testing. They are vulnerable in a lot of 
ways. They're trying to hold their family together the best way that they know how, and 
they have a lot of vulnerabilities. Economically, health-wise, mental health-wise." 
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 Alan adds, "They're vulnerable enough to where I think we could very easily 
classify them at-risk on quite a few dimensions. They're at risk for losing their house 
because it isn't up to code. They're at risk for being in the hospital and dying because of 
medical conditions. They're at risk for doing a few things to where their kids would be in 
foster care. So yeah, I see this family as very very vulnerable. But at the same time, they 
are also a very strong family in a lot of different areas. Remember Peggy and that thing 
with the Baker Act stuff and how Mom went ballistic. After that, Peggy was very clear 
about the fact that she was off base with that. She said she was glad that we looked at it in 
a different way, and she really backed off from her position, and I think that was a 
vulnerability."  
Interesting. Peggy mentioned to me in our interview that she regretted saying it 
the way she said it, but I don't remember her expressing regret in any team meeting. I 
know Mrs. Stewart didn't hear that from her. 
 Nancy adds, "At that team meeting, Warren talked openly about his own 
background growing up in foster care. He talked about the system and what it can be like 
to need things that you don't know how to get from the school. He tried to explain how 
Kevin was a lot more vulnerable than he looked like he was to the community, the 
school, whatever. That he was actually very different and didn't know how to relate to 
other kids. Warren shared that vulnerability that he had had growing up and that gave him 
a lot of empathy for the family." 
 "Talk to me about empowerment and disempowerment," I ask. 
 "The whole idea of the team approach," Nancy responds, "is to have a family feel  
listened to and heard, and think people really do care what they say. If it's something that 
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we can help with we'll say yes. There's actually a lot that we can help with, probably 
more than the family realized. I do think that they think they have a lot of input in their 
plan. It's not just a bunch of people sitting around saying 'okay now, do this.' I think 
feelings of empowerment have increased in team members too. Even the teacher said he 
doesn't feel so alone." 
"How about the issue of helping and not helping?" I ask 
Nancy responds. "Anything to do with safety, with helping them be the best they 
can be, helping them fulfill whatever their potential is, that to me is really helping. They 
can tell you what they want help with. We can give them a bunch of temporary stuff, and 
I try to be respectful, but I say, 'okay, you want more? You may have to go to work even 
though maybe it's not what you want. If you want more income, you may have to change 
what your functioning is.' Like the bus pass issue. This is a microcosm of the question, 
because we can give them bus passes until one day the bus passes will go away. If we can 
work on how the family is going to get from place A to B, and get their appointments 
solved, that's helping. Helping them and creating dependency on something that's going 
to go away is not helping."  
That's exactly what the literature says, too, I think. But, there's just something 
about it in practice that doesn't feel right. Does the family know why sometimes they're 
helped and sometimes they're not? If getting them a bigger house would allow Mrs. 
Stewart to start a home crafts business, isn't that empowering helping?  
 Alan's comment to Nancy breaks into my thoughts. "That gets to what I think is 
the fine job that you're doing pushing Mom into getting her driver's license. I think that's 
a step towards more independence." 
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 "Or income to keep getting her own bus passes, if she's not getting her driver's 
license. Long-range thinking," Nancy adds.  
Alan sits forward. "I think really pushing that stuff is a good thing. Interestingly 
enough though, we're using our power. Are we using our power in the way the family 
wants us to? Not at all. But we're bound by our ethics to do no harm, and to not create 
dependency, so yes. We struggle with this, do we help to form dependencies or do we 
help form independence? I don't know. With this specific family, I sometimes think I do a 
good job. I sometimes think I don't do a good job. I don't think I did a good job with this 
thing with the house. I should have kept my mouth shut a lot more with this family about 
the house than I did."  
Maybe I should have, too, I think guiltily.  
Alan continues. "Or I should have really modulated my feelings of hope, which I 
believe were even non-verbally communicated, until I got more data. I don't think that 
was a good thing for me to have done. Now I won't do it again, so I learned my lesson."  
How can you give up so fast on this idea? I think to myself. Just because Plan A 
doesn't work, doesn't mean there's not a Plan B! Is giving the family hope a bad thing? Or 
am I just feeling defensive here since my enthusiasm and prodding got Alan excited 
about the idea in the first place? 
I tune back in to what Alan's saying. "But that probably is not going to end up 
helping this family, it's gonna make them more discouraged for a while, and they'll have 
to adapt. One of the things I realize is that it's important for me to be aware of when I 
should allow somebody to be in pain. Pain can bring about change. I need to be really 
self-conscious of when I'm doing something just to relieve pain or discomfort, without 
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evaluating that distress and pain enough to make a much more cautious decision about 
whether I should intervene, or let it go. Because if you're not in pain, no change." Very 
interesting. So, letting people stay in pain might actually be helping them. It's that tough 
love concept again. 
 "That makes me think about something I learned about myself from this 
research," I say. "Several times, I've felt frustration that things aren't changing more 
rapidly than they are."  
 Alan responds, "I always get frustrated when things don't change rapidly. I think 
that's part of our personality." 
 "Yeah," I say. "I had that realization as I've been thinking about this research. I 
have a personality to fix things and fix them now. In a big way. I had a realization in one 
of the interviews that in a previous career I used to do life coaching to help clients set and 
reach goals. I have to admit I actually lost some clients because I pushed them too hard. 
They weren't ready to move as quickly as I wanted to encourage them to move. Rather 
than changing as rapidly as I was encouraging them to, they dropped the coaching. I 
admit, I have felt frustrated that things have not moved more quickly with this family, 
and I just wondered if you could talk about that. Is it on purpose that things haven't 
moved more quickly, is it by design, are you being strategic about how quickly you're 
moving things?" 
 "Strategic?" Nancy repeats. 
 It occurs to me that maybe I'm the only one who thinks things are moving slowly, 
and I'm trying not to sound like I'm criticizing them. "For example, Mrs. Stewart was 
going to move forward on the driver's license and nothing happened. Or movement on the 
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house. A lot of other times, things have moved forward, and then they stop. Maybe this is 
normal with people in transition." 
 Nancy answers. "One thing is the way we measure change. When you're talking 
about the house moving forward, I look at it completely differently. Moving forward 
might be realizing, okay, if you really want a different house, then you're gonna have to 
do some things to this house. You're going to have to get a checking account like we 
talked about and establish some credit, 'cause they pay in cash. They do pay, but they 
have no way to let people know that. Moving forward might be mentally moving 
forward, and it doesn't show on the outside. Also, moving forward, not compared to 
where other people are, but compared to where they were. I can tell you that progress 
might not seem like much, but we're talking about somebody who lost two sets of 
children. We're talking about somebody who lost their house and apparently was living in 
their car. Somebody that didn't have a caring relationship before that they were able to 
sustain. Where we might measure by our standards may be very different if you look at 
where they were. That's how I've adjusted my measurement. I really do think that some of 
what she wanted was a fairy godmother. That's not how it works. Nobody bought me a 
house. If you really want a house you might think about going to work. Your children are 
old enough to be unsupervised certain hours 'cause your husband's home. There's free 
checking accounts all over now, if you really want to do it. But if you don't really want to 
do it that much, you might not really want it that much. You might just want somebody to 
figure out how to get it for you."  
I'm amazed at how compelling her argument is for, basically, not helping. 
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 Alan agrees. "She's so much better at that stuff than I am. 'Cause I think you're 
right on target with this family. That helping and not helping, or reframing what should 
be done, it's very possible that they may not do that. The reality is though, that unless 
they do that, they ain't getting nothing, unless some benefactor gives it to them. I think 
you're very accurate in leading the team with the idea that you need to do these things 
differently. Basically, you need to jump through the hoops that our society has. Reminds 
me of the discussions I've had with my son over the last couple of years." 
 "Such as what?" I ask. 
"Get a job," he says. "Get a checking account. Get a couple of credit cards. Run 
'em up, but don't run 'em up too much, so you can pay them off, and make sure you pay 
them off. My son actually paid attention and now he has this great credit rating. But it's 
very different than saying 'okay, let's work on getting you a new house.'" 
"Very, very different," Nancy agrees. 
 'But don't they need to be told what steps to take?' I think to myself.  
"But it's what they need to do, if they're going to be self-sufficient in this society," 
Alan adds. "So let's go back to this house thing. There's other things to consider. We 
won't be around forever to help them, maybe not past this year. Don't forget the long-term 
medical issues. Mom and Dad are not old. They could be around for another two 
decades." 
 Nancy nods her head. "The other thing that has occurred to me is that she's all 
excited about moving to Plant City. She doesn't drive. There's no busses that go out 
there." Wow. This whole conversation is bursting my bubble. Now I wonder whose 
dream this is, anyway. I hate it when reality interferes with dreams. 
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"Which goes back to the driver's license. That represents empowerment for this 
family. Or self-sufficiency," Nancy says. 
 I just have to put in another plug for a house for the family. "You know, Mrs. 
Stewart has said that she could earn money doing her crafts. If she had a bigger house, 
she could make crafts and sell them." 
Nancy argues with me. "Yeah, but this family has lived in housing projects. If you 
want to compare not having a house on your own and having a house on your own, to 
living in a housing project—that's what I'm saying. You've got to look at where they 
came from. She had the wherewithal to help her father-in-law figure out how to get that 
house. She had the wherewithal to help the church figure out how to put a new roof on it. 
She had the wherewithal to figure out how to get the paint. I'm saying that's compared to 
not having anything that you own—a place to live in, a car, enough food." 
 "She's also functioning better than she used to function," Alan adds. 
 "They pay their bills," Nancy adds.  
 "They have less than $4000 left on their house," I add. 
 "When we first enrolled this family, a couple of people told us, 'don't work with 
the family at all, because they have chronic needs and you're not going to ever help 
them,'" Nancy remembers. "But I don't think that's true. Then they told me that I wasn't a 
good match for the family and that we really needed to hire somebody that could relate to 
the family on their terms." 
 Alan smiles. "Oh, that's right. We had that sophisticated Nancy conversation 
again."  How very fascinating. I had no idea if I'd be able to bring that subject up with 
them. 
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"Actually, I've wondered about that," I say. 
Alan responds. "It's not the family, it's the system people that you have to 
overcome this prejudice with. There are a lot of people that see Nancy as sophisticated." 
 I protest, "That's not a bad thing!" I think of how my self image is one of a klutzy, 
nerdy, awkward person. I'd like to be thought of as sophisticated.  
Alan continues, "High-class. Because of that they don't trust or believe that she 
has the ability to connect and have people be comfortable with her. That ain't true. It's not 
being culturally competent for the professionals." 
 How very interesting. "That's true. How does that factor in?" I ask, "'Cause I think 
that your culture does factor in to the way you relate to the families. This came out loud 
and clear in my interview with Mrs. Stewart the other day. She was talking about team 
members who don't understand her culture. All of a sudden I became very self-conscious 
about the car I drive and the clothes I'm wearing and it occurs to me that to her, I'm the 
college girl. You know?  I'm suddenly very aware of the way she sees me. I don't think 
it's purely in a positive way." 
 "Yeah, I've had confrontations with people in the system. Someday I'll wear a t-
shirt and a pair of gross sneakers, and then they'll finally see it doesn't make a 
difference," Nancy offers. It occurs to me that she'd probably look sophisticated in a t-
shirt.  
 I ask, "So what do you do? How do you deal with that?" 
"It's probably a saving grace to me that I don't think about it very much," Nancy 
says, "because then I'm not self-conscious about it. Families have never had a problem 
with working with me." 
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 "You just connect to them on the level of humanity?" I suggest. 
 "I do. We might be looking at something that we hope for or wish we had that's 
not the same, but the feelings of it are just the same." So she connects at the level of 
common feelings.  
 "How do you let the family know that?" I wonder. I'm thinking of how Mrs. 
Stewart claimed that the team can't understand her life and her stresses.  
 "I really am interested in what they're trying to say," she continues. "It's not 
something that I just have to pretend. I really am interested. Maybe from all the years of 
therapy. I know that most people's hopes, their dreams, what they're afraid of, there's a 
huge commonality. There's may be a difference in the way we live, but as far as what our 
feelings are about things, we're not that different. I think that it wouldn't be honest to 
pretend that I was somebody that I wasn't either, 'cause then I think that would come 
through eventually." 
 I think back to my interview with Mrs. Stewart. "When Mrs. Stewart was talking 
about whether the team understood her and her culture, she was talking about the school 
people, I think. She didn't seem to be concerned about you understanding her. That's 
interesting." In terms of dress and mannerisms, the other team members, especially 
Peggy, seem to be much more in rapport with the family than Nancy. Yet it's the others 
Mrs. Stewart seems to have problems with.  
 "I don't know. It's just something I don't think about very much. I forget about it 
until people make me aware of it," Nancy says. 
 Alan says, "This is the first family that this has come up with in a while, so I think 
it's getting better." 
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 I respond, "It's so obvious with this family because it's an obvious difference in 
socioeconomics between you and them. It's huge." 
 They nod. 
 I think for a moment. "I was recently watching the videotape of the first focus 
group. When you guys were doing the collage, Jane put a picture of a boat on, and made 
the comment, 'this is the kind of boat we have.' You made a comment back, 'we have a 
boat similar to this too.' I noticed the comments because, as you know, I'm taking sailing 
lessons, and I'm dreaming about buying a boat. It occurred to me at the time that it's 
interesting that we're talking about owning a boat, when this family barely made it to the 
meeting. They had to hold out grocery money to ride the bus. I wondered if they would 
see the disparities as an issue, but they never acknowledged hearing it." 
 Nancy responds, "I still think that if there's a basic respect and caring for people 
and they know it, they don't automatically expect your life to be like theirs." 
 Alan smiles. "If I come to somebody with problems, I wouldn't want the person 
I'm getting advice from to clearly have the same problems I do, right? You'd like to think 
they're a little more together." 
 "Right," Nancy says. "They don't really want to hear about my electric bill." 
 "When I used to do marriage counseling, the first thing people always wanted to 
know was, are you married or divorced?" Alan adds. 
 Nancy laughs. "Just say, I'm in the middle of a divorce. That's always a good 
one." 
 Alan laughs and adds. " Right. Right. It's a really nasty divorce." 
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 Nancy pauses thoughtfully. "I'm thinking about the house issue again. There still 
might be resources out there. I'm still in hope mode." 
 Alan nods. "We're not going to give up," he says. I feel hopeful again. 
 "But the other obstacle, really and truly, is they can't clean out this house," Nancy 
says, "and she won't part with any of this stuff." 
 "That's why she wants a new place," I comment. "She sees a new place as her not 
having to get rid of stuff." 
 Alan says, "I was going to take a real estate person there and have them say, 
'okay, you want a new place, you can't sell this one the way it is.'" 
 Nancy agrees. "They've got to sell that house. That's reality. They can't get into a 
better house without selling that one." 
 "I go back and forth with this thing," Alan says, "but I actually talked this 
weekend to a guy down the street from me that's a realtor, and they actually could sell 
that lot. They just wouldn't get a lot of money for it."  
Nancy adds, "I was real upset after I talked to a mortgage broker, and I told the 
Stewarts,  'these are the reasons you don't have credit, because you use cash. . .'" 
 "We had this conversation too," Alan interrupts. 
"I said, 'I talked to a mortgage broker. You're not a first time home buyer. You 
would have to sell this house to do that. You'd have to do certain things. You don't have a 
credit history because you pay everything in cash. If you really want to do it, you've got 
to think about this.'  I was up front with her, and she took it really bad. I said, 'you know, 
another way you can have some income is get a job.'" 
 "You were very honest with her," Alan observes. 
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 'Okay,' I think to myself. 'They are trying to take them through the steps.' 
 Nancy continues, "I said, 'your children are old enough to let you get a job or do 
something with your skills of creativity, or combine both of those things to make some 
income.' If they're only willing to live on SSI, then that's the reality. But you have to get 
more money." 
 Alan sits forward and pauses for a minute. "You know, you've given me some 
ideas." 
 "What ideas?" Nancy asks. 
"We still can go into this family team meeting with helping this family with 
getting a new house." 
 "But Alan," Nancy argues. "this is a long-term goal. Maybe five years out. We're 
going to have them in five years?" 
 "No we won't," Alan responds, "but we can certainly help them make up and start 
a plan. It's going to take them several years to get a new house. Realistically." 
 "By then the kids will be gone—they won't need a new house." 
 "Yeah they will. The next bad storm that comes, this house is going to be gone. 
It's falling apart. Thank God we haven't had a hurricane." Alan turns to me. "They didn't 
have a house. They lived in public housing, and for a while they were homeless, so to 
own their own home and to be even talking about being able to sell a piece of property 
that's paid for, it's a pretty good place to be compared to where they were. Give them 
time, give them credit, give them some extra income, and they'll have the house paid off. 
Four grand is a lot of money when you're talking about this family and their house. Then 
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they could actually achieve a goal. It's worth talking about, but we certainly have to get 
more realistic." 
 I feel more hopeful already—in all kinds of ways. 
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Chapter 9 
Blended Voices 
Focus Group 3: Transformed 
It's been over a month since the team has met and we greet each other like old 
friends. We're back in the time-out room at Washington, but it has been transformed 
since the last time I was here. The chaotic disarray of student and teacher desks has been 
replaced with matching tables and chairs, all lined up in neat rows. The room is spotless, 
and a colorful mural adorns one wall. Mrs. Stewart is resplendent in a calf-length, peach-
colored, linen dress embellished with a hand-embroidered turquoise butterfly. Her hair is 
adorned with a beaded cap, and this is the first time I've seen her wearing make-up. Black 
fishnet hose peek out from above black ankle boots. Just like my friends and I used to say 
about ourselves when we got dressed up to go out, 'she cleans up very nicely.' She looks 
really good.  
"You finished the butterfly!" I acknowledge excitedly, pointing to the embroidery 
on the front of her dress. 
She nods proudly.  
"It's beautiful!  Look at how much work you've put into that!" I am truly 
impressed. The design is intricate, and there must be thousands of individual stitches 
involved. "I'm so glad you wore it!" 
"I told you I would!" she says. 
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I've been working with this team for over a year, and it occurs to me that this final 
focus group is a graduation of sorts. I wonder what turning point this group meeting will 
be for her. Or me, for that matter. 
I nod to Maggie to begin the videotape as we all settle down at the table. I pull my 
agenda out of my briefcase, pleased that I remembered to bring one this time. I even 
made copies for everyone. As I pass them out, I wonder what difference it will make.  
"I actually have an agenda today," I begin. "The first thing we're going to do is 
that collage, and then the sentence completion. We did them both in the first two focus 
groups and it's been very interesting to see how they've changed. In the last focus group, 
you told me some questions that you wanted to ask, so I put those on the agenda. Then, 
I'm going to go over my preliminary findings and I want your feedback. Last, I want to 
see what findings you think we should be coming up with, because I really see this 
research as a group effort. Are there any questions?" 
Peggy nods. She's dressed, as always, in a tan polo shirt over black slacks. "Do we 
get to call you 'doctor' yet?" 
I smile at the thought. "Not yet, but soon, I hope!" I open my mouth to continue, 
but pause as the door opens and Warren enters. I had invited him to the meeting, but 
hadn't really expected him to attend. He'd been too sick to be involved in the team in 
months. Despite his clearly having lost a large amount of weight, he looks great.  
"Warren!" A chorus of voices echoes throughout the room as people jump up to 
shake his hand and bring him a chair. "It's so great to see you!" 
Mrs. Stewart jumps up to give him a big hug. 
 "Welcome back!" I say warmly.  
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 He smiles at me and makes himself at home at the table, looking as comfortable 
as if he'd never been absent.  
 I continue with the instructions. "Today's collage represents this team as it is 
today. In the last focus group, you said you wanted me to take part in creating it, so I'm 
going to." 
 We move to another table and get to work as we pull out construction paper, glue 
sticks, scissors, and magazines. The room falls into a hum of activity and friendly chatter 
as people cut, laugh, and share supplies. I'm astonished at how much fun I'm having 
joining them. The collage builds as we add a second sheet of poster board since our 
masterpiece has become too large for just one sheet. I'm amazed and excited at the 
change in the team since the first time we did this exercise.  
Warren and Alan work on one end of the table, as Peggy, Jane, the Stewarts, 
Nancy, and I work at the other. The conversations ebbs and flows as people work and 
playfully fight over scissors and magazines. 
 A disarray of pictures, words, colors, and headlines forms as magazine scraps 
with cut edges, jagged edges, and torn edges are glued up, down, and diagonally. Tiger 
Woods peers in the distance above a headline, "To Accomplish More, Sometimes You 
Have To See Less." Headlines proclaim, "Certain Restrictions Do Not Apply;" "Hunt. 
Gather. Action! One Goal: Victory!;" "One Intimidating Hauler!;" "Wanted: More 
Speed;" "Our Fleet Just Got a Whole Lot Faster;" "Secret Emotions: The Feelings You 
Don't Dare Share;" "Hocus Pocus;" "How Did We Get Here?;" "Some People See A 
Problem. Others, An Opportunity To Triumph;" "Taking the High Road;" "A Closer 
Look;" "Rock and Roll;" "Devotion to Duty;" "It's About Everything;" "Prepare 
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Yourself;" "Go Off Road; But Stay On Track;" "Joie De Vivre;" "Journey;" and "Some 
Things Can Always Be Counted On."  
 A boat is partially covered by the headline, "50 Years In The Water And No Signs 
Of Wrinkles Yet."  There's a guy on a motorcycle, and a guy on a skateboard. Guys 
swimming a race, and pictures of race cars. An old woman "Just Beginning," and a baby 
"Learning." A kid with a fish, and a kid underwater. Two young boys playing with 
fathers. Two pictures of people cooking, a woman making pottery, and a giant sequoia 
with huge roots (See Appendix D). 
 I take a minute to look over the array. "What do we have here?" 
The group takes a collective step back and looks. Mr. Stewart speaks first. 
"'Certain Restrictions Do Not Apply.' In friendships there are no restrictions." 
Interesting, I think. "So, you're thinking that you've crossed boundaries to become 
friends?" 
Mr. Stewart smiles. "Yes, we know each other now. We didn't know each other 
before."   
Alan, dressed in his usual Hawaiian shirt and khakis, takes a swig of soda. He 
points to a picture in the center of the poster. "I have a picture of a young child and an 
older woman that represents this team, the old and the new. This guy is wondering what's 
going to happen in the future. This other picture is one of a parent and a child, very 
joyous, because I think that's the way the future is going to be." 
Hope, perhaps, I wonder. 
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Jane points to an aerial photo of a winding road next to a headline, 'Prepare 
Yourself.' "We have to prepare ourselves; it's still a long and winding road. It's going to 
take character." 
 Peggy speaks next. "I have a lady doing pottery. The future is like a work of art. I 
want the Stewarts to remember the joy of living, which is not always easy." 
 Alan comments, "That was eloquent. I'm impressed." Everyone nods. 
 Mrs. Stewart points to the poster. "This says, 'Hunt. Gather. Action. One Goal: 
Victory.' All these together are what we are trying to do as a team. Even if we go off the 
road, we are still on the track that we started. No matter how hard it may be, we get to our 
ultimate goal, which is victory." She curtsies to an imaginary audience as the team nods 
in appreciation. 
Nancy, looking professional in her linen jacket over lime sweater, points to a 
picture. "This represents the team—all the ingredients that get mixed together. Something 
new comes out of it; something better than all the separate ingredients. Everyone is 
different and we all bring different things to the mixture. You put all this stuff together 
and something good comes out of it." 
She points to another picture. "'Some Things Can Always Be Counted On.'  We 
have always come together to look at how things can be the best they can, how we can 
help the whole team and the family in doing all that we can. Something good is 
happening as we reach out to each other." 
Several people smile approvingly.  
 Warren points to another picture. "This shows how determination will eventually 
pay off. The trees here are beautiful and they stay that way." 
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 Peggy answers next. "I put down 'Rock and Roll' because I do think we get a little 
rocky sometimes, but we roll right along. Another one I put down is 'It's About 
Everything' because it is. Sometimes it might just be about Kevin and what he's doing 
that day, or it might be about what's happening in the home, or on campus, or in the 
mental health center, everything." She looks around the table at everyone listening 
intently. "This is my first experience with working with a team, so I thought, how did we 
get here?  I see the team as its own identity at this point."   
She points to 'Wanted: More Speed.' "This is my frustration. I would like to see 
things move a little faster sometimes." 
Warren gestures toward the poster. "Everybody is here and we all have different 
backgrounds, understandings, education, and cultures, but it lets us accomplish more. 
Sometimes, we'll see Kevin as a young tiger being trained and developed to be an 
outstanding person. That takes the work and collaboration of all of us here. We're really 
focused on his development." 
I take my turn to speak. "This is so fun for me, because I've facilitated this 
exercise many times in focus groups, but I've never helped build the collage. I put up this 
one that says 'Take A Closer Look.' It's a kid swimming under water. This team 
represents a closer look at how to help Kevin and the family. I see a real focused, 
concentrated effort in what this team is doing.  
"'Taking The High Road.' One of the things that struck me as I went through my 
research is the way every single member of this team is so strengths-based. In another 
research project, I've studied 118 team meetings over the last three years and I have seen 
so many teams where members are negative throughout the entire meeting. Yet every 
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single one of you is taking the high road and remaining focused on strengths. That has 
impressed me." 
I point to a headline, 'Hocus Pocus.' "I do think it takes a little bit of magic along 
with everything else to achieve what you want. 'Secret Emotions Or Feelings You Don't 
Dare Share.' I think there has been a lot of sharing and self-disclosure, but also I think 
there are some things you guys still aren't saying to each other. I think there are some 
secrets between you. This child holding up his hand in victory. We have seen successes 
with Kevin, and there are things that he—and you—can be proud of that he's 
accomplished." 
I point to another headline, 'He May Not Remember His First Drive, But You 
Will.'  "It's a father and son driving. This team is really encouraging Kevin and his 
family, and helping them accomplish things that they will remember forever. There's one 
more, somebody water-skiing with a tow rope. I really like this as a metaphor of still 
holding on to Kevin. You haven't let him go, set him out there and dropped him off on his 
own. You're still holding his hand, giving him a rope to hold to. I think that's a nice 
metaphor." 
 I'm pleased at how well the meanings described in the poster fit in with my 
analytical opinions, and I'm surprised at how I was able to find pictures and headlines 
that illustrate many of the points I wanted to make regarding what I think the team is 
constructing for themselves and the Stewarts. We move back to our seats at the first table. 
As people bring food over from the deli tray I brought, I continue with my facilitation. 
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"These are some sentences that I've asked you to complete in the last two focus 
groups, and I want to see how you answer them this time. To me, child and family teams 
are. . . ." 
Alan speaks first. "A way for folks to have assistance in meeting their own 
needs." 
I read my next sentence. "What I like about being part of a child and family team 
is. . . ."  
Jane jumps in. "Collaboration." 
"Listening," Peggy adds. 
"We're having fun," Mr. Stewart says. 
"I'm a member of this child and family team because. . . ." 
 "I love Kevin," Mr. Stewart answers. 
 Alan and Warren nod. 
 "To this team, being strengths-based means. . . ." 
"Getting things done," Jane says. 
"Working together," Warren adds. 
Peggy says, "It helps them set goals instead of getting bogged down in all the 
problems." 
"To this team, empowerment means. . . ." 
Mrs. Stewart answers, "Working together." 
Alan adds, "With the goal being that this family will be able to take care of 
themselves." 
"Amen to that!" Mrs. Stewart says. 
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 "To this team, having hope means. . . ." 
 "Everything," Mrs. Stewart says. "The most important is having hope. That Kevin 
will go beyond his anger." 
"To this team, family-centered means. . . ." 
Peggy responds, "The more we can assist with the family being okay, that 
translates to academic progress." 
"If you are always centered on the family, the more empowering you will be," 
Mrs. Stewart adds. 
"To this team, individualized care means. . . ." 
Mrs. Stewart answers first. "Doing what you need to do on your own, but 
knowing that if you can't handle it, there are others waiting to take your hand and help 
guide you." 
Warren and I nod at her response. 
"Focusing on Kevin," Mr. Stewart adds. 
"I agree," Alan says, with a mouth full of deli sandwich. 
"To this team, being a team means. . . ." 
 "Not being on your own," Peggy answers. 
 "Support," Alan adds. 
 "Hard work," Jane says. 
 "Yep!" Alan responds to Jane. 
 Nancy adds, "A lot of strengths." 
 "To this team, the future is. . . ." 
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 "I think it is now," Warren says, echoing his response in the first focus group. 
Heads nod. 
 "That is exactly what it is," Peggy says, "because whatever we do now is going to 
make a difference in the long run." 
 "If this team was a car, it would be. . . ." 
 "A Ferrari, please!" Mrs. Stewart says with emphasis, still holding out for the 
luxury make. 
 The group laughs. 
 Mr. Stewart interjects, "That's right, because we've been together long enough to 
feel comfortable with each other and. . ." 
 Mrs. Stewart interrupts. "Something big enough to carry us all!" 
 "Yeah," Warren adds, "Something made by Mercedes." He gets up to get more 
food as Mrs. Stewart laughs with delight. Everyone is smiling.  
 Peggy answers. "I don't know why, but I'm thinking of a minivan. I think it's 
because our family's minivan lasted longer than any car than we've ever had, hauled more 
people around, had more stuff in it, and we lived in that car." All eyes are on her and 
heads are nodding in agreement.  
 I interject. "So you're saying that we keep going and going and going, and we're 
full of lots of stuff?"  
 "Yes," Peggy laughs. "It's an '88 but you can kick and kick it and it will still keep 
running." 
 "The major thing contributing to this team's success is. . . ." 
 "Understanding," Mrs. Stewart says. 
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 "Commitment," Peggy adds. 
 "Respect," Nancy says. 
 "Support," says Alan. 
 "The major thing I require from this team is. . . ." 
 "Compassion," says Mrs. Stewart. 
 "Understanding," Mr. Stewart echoes. 
 "Collaboration," says Warren. 
 "Hard work," Alan adds. 
 Jane interjects, "You keep talking about hard work! There's that 'w' word again!" 
Everyone laughs. 
 "This team provides me with. . . ." 
 Nancy says, "It would have to be support." 
 "Yes, I agree," says Alan. 
 "This team represents. . . ." 
 "Kevin's best interests," Jane says, with a sincere look. 
 Mrs. Stewart agrees. "Exactly, what's good for him." 
 Alan adds, "I'll expand that—and the family's best interests." He makes 
intentional direct eye contact with Mrs. Stewart and she nods.  
"My contribution to this team is. . . ." 
 "Trying to explain Kevin," Mrs. Stewart says, pausing for a second before adding, 
"even though I don't do it very well."  
"Patience and hard work, again," Alan says with a smile. 
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 Mrs. Stewart interjects. "If you're going to get anywhere you've got to work. If 
you don't work, you might just as well hang it up." 
 "What this team does for me is. . . ." 
"Gives us an outlet where we can get our frustrations out," Mrs. Stewart answers, 
"but also get our ideas across of what might help." 
Peggy adds, "This team honestly helps me worry less. When I work with families 
and children, I take that role seriously. Knowing that this team is involved with this 
family personally comforts me. I get a lot of reassurance that someone is working with 
this family in their best interest. I can't say that about a lot of agencies." 
Jane takes a swig of water from her bottle as I move to the next agenda item. I'm 
impressed that we're still following the agenda rather than getting off track, like we did in 
the last two groups. "In the last focus group, I asked you, 'what questions would you like 
to ask?' Here's the first question you came up with, which I thought was a really good 
question: 'What were your expectations when you first joined this team?'" I look around, 
waiting momentarily for someone to answer. 
"I didn't have any," Jane says, "because I'd never been in one. I had no clue." 
 "I thought it would be to help Kevin and his family see another way of living, and 
to interject some resources into their lives," Warren says. 
 "Do you think that's happened?" I wonder. 
 "Oh, yes, it's happened," Warren says. "One of the questions I had when I came 
here today was how his behavior has been here at school as he made the transition." 
 "Oh, the progress is phenomenal," Peggy says. 
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 Mrs. Stewart turns to Warren. "What you didn't see before you got here, Kevin 
had a minor outburst; it was a minor thing; a minor reaction." 
Peggy sits forward. "I had an expectation of being able to get support from the 
parents in what the school was trying to do, and support from the school for what the 
parents were wanting. My initial expectation was that the team would get the 
communication between home and school going a little better." 
"Has that happened?" I wonder. 
"Definitely!" 
Alan speaks next. "My expectation was hard work!" 
Everyone laughs at this fourth mention of the 'w' word. 
"I didn't know that, but it has been!" Peggy laughs. 
Mr. Stewart says thoughtfully, "I thought it was going to be another sit down, 
discuss Kevin's problems, and then nothing happens, and we have the same problem." 
Mrs. Stewart adds, "I had no idea what was going to happen. All I hoped for was 
the best. So far, Kevin seems to be doing better than he was. But there's still something 
we have to discuss—Kevin still thinks that he's going to go back to Memorial." 
This is the first attempt to go off topic in this focus group. I'm amazed it has taken 
them so long. I decide to let them go in that direction for a few minutes. 
Jane responds to her. "We have his IEP,4 it was due last week, I have a draft 
sitting right here. He's getting ready to apply for Level 5." 
                                                 
4
 An IEP stands for "Individualized Educational Plan." It is required by the Americans with 
Disabilities Act for all students who require special assistance in school. It lays out what types of assistance 
the student needs and how specifically the school will meet his/her needs. 
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"As far as Kevin going back to Memorial, what do you think?" Peggy asks Mrs. 
Stewart. 
Mrs. Stewart leans toward Peggy, making direct eye contact with her. "I don't 
think Kevin would do very well there. I think he's doing perfectly well right here. He's 
getting his grades brought up. He's learning a lot more about how to interact with others. 
If he was at Memorial. . ." she begins. 
Peggy interrupts. "Then we need to think about how we're going to deal with that 
with him." 
Mrs. Stewart responds. "He's going to get angry. But I don't think Memorial can 
handle him. Even with all his improvements, I still think he's out of their league." 
Peggy says to Mrs. Stewart, "You do know that part of our evaluation is to help 
with that decision." 
Mrs. Stewart nods in response. "I think Kevin is doing fine, right where he is. I 
would rather have him stay here for the last two school years." 
"He's much higher functioning," Jane adds. 
Warren leans forward. "I've got to jump in." His voice is loud to get attention 
from the other end of the table. "I think it's important for Kevin to have that as a goal. 
Going back to a mainstream school is his goal, going back to Memorial. If they can't 
handle him, they'll send him back, but if he can go there. . ." 
Mrs. Stewart interrupts him. "I'm not going to tell Kevin you're not going to go 
back to Memorial. I wasn't going to tell him that. It would break his heart. I couldn't do 
that." 
I note that they're trying to construct hope for Kevin. 
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Warren responds, "He's functioning and he's trying to move to the next level." 
Peggy speaks calmly and deliberately to get the attention back from Mrs. Stewart 
and Warren. "We'll be having a meeting at another time to discuss all this. Just so that 
you know, Washington High is evolving. The whole level system as Kevin knew it when 
he first came in is not necessarily the way the school is going to be run. We'll begin 
having some students graduate from here, and we're also getting a whole new facility 
with vocational education next year." 
"Kevin would love that," Mrs. Stewart responds.  
Peggy continues. "Either way, we'll sit down and deal with those issues in a team 
meeting. We don't want him to fail either way. We don't want him to blow up here and 
regress, and we don't want him to go to Memorial and fail and have to come back." 
After a few more comments, I decide that it's time to get back to our agenda. "One 
of the questions that came up last time was, 'how do your communication styles affect the 
way you relate with the other team members?'" 
Peggy moves toward the food table. 
"In a positive way," Warren says. "I think the communication has been very good. 
Everybody has been able to express how they feel, and not have to hold anything back. 
As far as helping Kevin and his family, you have to put it all out here on the table instead 
of under the table. When you put it on top of the table, everybody can see it and 
understand it. Then, everybody can interpret it their own way and decide how they want 
to assist. Like you said, you know everybody in this group has been very positive, so it 
makes a difference if your communications are positive." 
There is a long pause as people consider the question. 
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 Nancy speaks next. "I think people are comfortable. Even things that are 
challenging or difficult, we can talk about them, and we know we're going to be listened 
to. There's not going to be a judgment in any way. It could even be seen as helpful." 
"We're like a family," Mrs. Stewart says. I remember that several times she has 
mentioned how much she dislikes her family. I wonder what type of family she means, 
but I continue listening. 
 Peggy says, "I think that being in a team sometimes makes me think a little more 
before I speak. I think what I bring to communication is a task-oriented, direct approach." 
 "Is that good or bad?" I wonder. 
 "I don't know. You have to figure that out," Peggy answers with a smile. 
 "I would say that that's good," Alan says. 
I continue, "I have a theory that I want to consider. I agree you're very open, but I 
also think there are some things you're not saying to each other. I'd like you to write 
down what you have wanted to say to other people on this team but have not.  I'm not 
going to read these out loud, but they may show up in my report." 
Amidst much nervous laughing and smiling, Peggy asks for clarification, "What 
are you doing with these?" I explain again. 
Jane sits and looks at me for a long minute, while Alan finishes quickly. They 
write for several minutes, silently.  
I fold the pieces of paper and put them inside my folder. Later, when I'm writing 
this chapter, I look at them. The answers are just as I had suspected: 
"Don't be so critical and condemning about certain things." 
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"When does it stop when the situation is very one-sided? The people you are 
trying to help do not do their part. They want but don't give!" 
"We still have let the family be dependent." 
"I would like to tell Mrs. Stewart that she should avail herself of individual mental 
health services so that she can move on and be less traumatized by her past."  
The emperor has no clothes, I think to myself. Even in a therapeutic context, 
social norms prevent us from saying some things that might be helpful to the team. I 
close my folder and look up around the table. "I'm not going to read these out loud, but I 
do want to ask you, what has stopped you from saying these things you wrote on the 
paper?" 
"Respect," Mrs. Stewart answers quickly. 
"Too personal to talk about in public," Peggy says. 
"Timing," Alan says. "There's a time and a place for everything." 
I move on. "Those are all the questions that came from you at the last focus 
group. Are there any other questions you want us to ask each other right now?" 
Warren moves right back to problem-solving mode. "We were kind of getting to it 
earlier about this Memorial situation. Really, that is where his heart is at. To have trade 
schools and all this stuff here that Memorial doesn't offer is going to be a good 
opportunity. You just have to sit down and present it to him." 
Peggy and Jane nod. 
 Warren continues. "Memorial has an ESE program also. There are some things 
there." 
Peggy interjects. "I'd like to see you at the IEP meeting." 
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Warren nods. "I will. I just need to know the date and the time. I'll be there." 
 "We need to decide, should we talk to him before?" Mrs. Stewart wonders. 
 Jane puts Mrs. Stewart's question aside and responds to Peggy. "I have his papers. 
We can discuss it right now, if you want." 
Peggy suggests, "Why don't we set up another team meeting to come together for 
that?" 
 I interject, trying to regain control of the meeting to move back to my agenda. 
"Let's make sure before we leave today that you guys schedule a team meeting." 
 "Let's keep the IEP separate, and this can be our next team meeting's main issue," 
Peggy suggests.  
 Mrs. Stewart moves into decision making mode. "Can I make a suggestion?  How 
about the 4th of November, this coming week. We'd have the money to come back out 
here. We'd have to begin earlier than normal if that takes as long as I think it will, 
because we have to be back home before the younger kids get off their bus." 
 Peggy responds, checking her calendar, "The 4th at 11:00 would be fine." 
 I jump in, trying to help the team come to closure on the decision, and attempting 
to regain control over the meeting. "Okay, so the 4th of November at 11:00 a.m."   
As they jot down that date, I open my notebook. 
I begin to explain my research. "As you know, I've been observing all of your 
team meetings, and many of your interactions. In all, over the past ten months, I've 
attended five team meetings, and four interactions between Alan and the Stewarts. I've 
conducted three focus groups, and nine interviews with team members." I nod toward 
Alan and the Stewarts. "I had intended for the focus groups to be interactive, with you 
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and me contributing equally to the discussion. I don't think they were truly interactive, 
but I have worked hard to facilitate the groups in a way that at least somewhat equalizes 
our relationship, so that I'm not the only expert figuring out what's going on with this 
team, but I value and use your knowledge also." 
Heads are nodding, so I continue. 
"I had hundreds of pages of field notes and interview transcripts. I analyzed them 
using a modification of what's called grounded theory (Charmaz, 2000). Grounded theory 
is a multi-step process that consists of line-by-line systematic coding of data and 
formulating theories based on observed patterns and themes. I wasn't looking for just any 
old themes. I was specifically looking for ways in which you all constructed reality for 
yourselves and each other. So, when I coded the data, I specifically coded ideas that were 
being constructed, and ways in which you were constructing them. Once I refined my 
ideas, I communicated them through a narrative. I'm writing this research as a story, with 
characters and plot. I've changed your names, and combined and fictionalized some of the 
details to protect your anonymity." 
I pick up a stack of handouts and pass them to both sides of the table. "This is my 
entire dissertation summarized on ½ sheet of paper." 
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Figure 1 
Dialogic Reconciliation of Dialectical Tensions 
Hegemony  Equality Empathy 
Marginalization  Normalization Engagement 
Relating  Objectifying Connection 
Empowering  Disempowering Vulnerability 
Control  Emotionality Possibility 
Strengths  Deficits Support 
Helping  Not Helping Blended Voices 
Voice  Muting  
Hope  Despair  
   Hope 
 
I wait a few seconds until everyone has a copy. "There are a series of what are 
called dialectical tensions—opposite, contradictory tendencies—that everyone in 
relationships struggle with and negotiate through (Baxter & Montgomery, 1998; Bochner 
& Eisenberg, 1987; Cissna, Cox, & Bochner, 1989; Conville, 1998; Johnson & Long, 
2002; Rawlins, 1983)."  
I pause for a second, then continue. "I've see many dialectical tensions that are 
being constructed and negotiated by you. The overriding tension seems to be between 
hope and despair. As a matter of fact, I think that the construction of hope is essential to 
move you as a family and team forward. I think building hope is something you've 
worked for and have done in moments. It's hard to construct hope. When you were first 
working together, I saw a lot of despair and hopelessness. In today's meeting, I'm hearing 
sounds of hope. However, it seems that hope is constructed only when you successfully 
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negotiate a series of other dialectical tensions. In your journey toward the construction of 
hope, you wind through a series of tensions: power (or, hegemony) and equality; 
difference and sameness (or, marginalization and normalization and objectifying and 
relating); enabling and disabling (or, disempowerment and empowerment); emotionality 
and control; strengths and deficits; helping and not helping, and hearing and ignoring (or, 
voice and muting)."  
I look up. Everyone is looking down at their papers. No eye contact for me. "A 
physician named Groopman (2004) describes hope as "the elevating feeling we 
experience when we see. . . a path to a better future" (p. xiv). Hope is about believing that 
a better future can happen and expecting that it will (Averill, Catlin, & Chon, 1990; 
Groopman, 2004; Snyder, 2000). Having hope is also believing that you have the ability 
to influence outcomes in your life and that you have choices in life (Averill et al., 1990). 
Hope is a spiritual idea, because it's about meaning, inner strength and a determination to 
endure (Groopman, 2004). Hope sets off a chain reaction that lets us move forward in the 
midst of adversity and in turns creates more feelings of hope (Averill et al., 1990; 
Groopman, 2004)."  
I make eye contact with Alan, then look back down at my paper. "For many 
different reasons, hope results in positive outcomes for people with physical, mental, or 
social difficulties. Greater hope is connected to better coping and recovery and higher 
pain tolerance for injury patients (Snyder, 2000). Hope creates a placebo affect in which 
believing in a positive result can actually create one. Physically, hope blocks pain 
receptors in the brain and changes neurochemistry in the body, and hope is thought to 
contribute to the body's immune response (Groopman, 2004; Richardson, 2002). In fact, 
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medical patients who are hopeful have a shorter recovery time and a higher survival rate 
(Groopman, 2004). Hope can be thought of as a protective factor that helps people deal 
with chronically stressful situations (Groopman, 2004; King et al., 2003; Richardson, 
2002)."  
I take a breath and continue, "Hope results in positive outcomes not just for the 
hopeful person, but also for those around him or her through indirect communal benefits 
(Snyder, 2000). Hope moves us away from the problem-saturated past and present into a 
future with possibilities (Groopman, 2004; Henderson, 2003), and both requires and 
enables us to paint a picture of a positive future (Patterson, 2002). Hope is a form of 
discourse, or language, that generates possibilities for people in community. We create 
hope collectively by stating goals, developing steps toward the goals, and by moving 
toward possibilities, by focusing on what can be (Barge, 2003)."  
I look up at the team. "At first, it seems to me that all of you thought the Stewart's 
situation was hopeless, and nobody seemed to know what to do to move beyond that. 
When Alan joined the team, I think he helped everyone see hope, and all of a sudden, 
everyone started doing things that moved the Stewarts, Kevin especially, in a positive 
direction."  
I look at Alan. "Of course, there's a fine line between "true" hope and false hope, 
and as a team, you can construct false hope for yourselves if you're not careful." 
I pause and look back down at my notes. "Hope has been described as a feeling, a 
virtue, a personality trait, and a way of thinking and behaving (Averill et al., 1990; 
Groopman, 2004; Snyder, 2000; Snyder & McCullough, 2000). I think that hope is also 
an idea that's constructed and negotiated in community through interpersonal discourse 
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(Barge, 2003)." I make eye contact with Nancy. "You all construct hope by cycling 
through these dialectical tensions and reconciling them in what we call dialogic moments 
(Cissna & Anderson, 1998). Through empathy, engagement, human connection, 
vulnerability, creation of possibilities, social support, and blended voices, you construct 
hope by focusing on finding an alternative position that allows both tensions to co-exist, 
rather than struggling between them (Barge, 2002). Giving hope leads to a healing, 
driving, and motivating force that transcends your problems and moves you forward. So, 
for example, instead of focusing on whether Kevin has strengths or deficits, you move 
beyond that and focus on what is possible for him.  Dialogue inspires people to imagine 
possibilities and take action toward them (Barge, 2003). This research shows that 
strengths-based language in many ways constructs hope in the system, and it also shows 
how dialogue—beyond simply identifying strengths—also builds hope by reinforcing our 
interhuman connectedness, by normalizing the need for help, and by reminding each of 
us that, in our humanness, we can and will survive."  
I take a sip of water. "As you move through these dialectics, you negotiate 
questions, such as: who gets to decide what's best for the family; are the family and the 
rest of the team on the same side or separate sides; who gets to talk and who gets heard; 
are we looking ahead or back, toward positives or negatives; are we looking at what is 
possible, or what is impossible; are we working together or separately; and is the family 
best helped by helping or not helping? How you answer these questions determines if, 
and how, you give hope to the family and to the team." 
I see several people nodding thoughtfully. 
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"The first dialectic I've seen is power and equality. The issue is that professionals 
typically hold more social power than the families they work with, and this power issue is 
something teams navigate. I think this team has done a really nice job of negotiating 
that."  
I turn to Mrs. Stewart. "In a lot of ways, you have as much power as the rest of 
the team members, but I think the issue of sharing power is the tension that this team— 
and every team that works with families—continually deals with." I pause and wait to see 
if there is any visible reaction—whether Mrs. Stewart seems insulted or angry.  
She's showing no reaction, so I continue. "I think the next tension is difference 
and sameness. The Stewarts are from a different sub-culture than, I suspect, everyone else 
here."  I shoot Alan a glance and a wink. "Well, maybe almost everyone else." 
Again, I watch to see if there is any visible reaction or anger. Everyone is looking 
at me or down at their paper. They all seem to be listening intently. I continue to explain. 
"You've talked about how Kevin is different from his neighbors. I think there is this 
continual issue of being different and being the same. In some ways we are all the same, 
and want the same things, but in other ways, we are very different." 
I look around the table. "At the beginning of my research, it was like there were 
three different sub-teams—the school team, the family team, and the Center for Children 
and Families team. You had limited cross-communication with each other. It seemed that 
boundaries between each of you prevented you from developing strong relationships with 
each other. However, you showed respect for each other and worked hard to give voice to 
each other in team meetings. Now, I think you've formed one team. As time has passed, 
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relationships have begun to develop. You seem connected, now. Mr. Stewart even 
illustrated that in the collage when he said that you've developed relationships."  
No one has responded, not even with non-verbals, so I take a deep breath and 
continue. 
"The next tension is between enabling and disabling. This is a huge issue when 
you're receiving help. Are you being helped in a way that is empowering or are you 
helping them in a way that is making them dependent on the system?  I think this is a 
continual conflict. You talked about that in the last team meeting. Do you continue to 
give the Stewarts bus passes, which won't be available to help them in the long run, or do 
you help Mrs. Stewart learn to drive, which is a skill that will continue to empower her in 
the future?" 
I move to the next dialectical tension on my sheet. "Control and emotionality. 
There are control and boundary issues. I think that the boundary issues on this team are 
huge. I've seen role boundaries for many of us." I turn to Nancy. "In our interview, we 
talked about staying within the boundaries of being a therapist versus being a case 
manager. My boundaries as a researcher have come up throughout the research. I've tried 
to stay within those boundaries sometimes, and sometimes I haven't."  
I gesture to Alan. "Alan had a role boundary when he was behind the camera and 
he broke through that boundary. Now look—he's sitting on this side of the camera, and 
stepping outside his assigned role helped move things forward!" Alan smiles. 
"In terms of control, the issue of setting boundaries for Kevin and controlling his 
behaviors is a huge issue. You've come together to get on the same page to control Kevin 
and to control his emotions. You exhibit self control, speak of restraining Kevin, create 
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boundaries to control his behavior, establish rules to create safety, and try to calm him 
down. And, I've seen many of us get emotional in team meetings. So there is a strain 
there between control and emotionality." I take another deep breath and wait to see if 
Mrs. Stewart seems upset at my mentioning emotionality in team meetings. Relief. She 
doesn't react. 
"Strengths, deficits and problems. This is a struggle for all teams and all people 
doing this type of work. I think you guys have been awesome at remembering that while 
Kevin has problems, he's also got strengths." I continue, "Focusing on strengths leads to 
hope. Hope draws on past experiences, borrowing strengths from your own past and from 
others who have endured their own trying circumstances (Groopman, 2004)."  A scholar 
named Gergen (1999) says that changing the ways we talk about or interpret events will 
change behavior patterns. Continuing to see people in binaries—strengths or deficits, for 
example—will only result in superficial change. True change will result from finding 
new ways of talking about the world (Gergen, 1999)." 
I pause. "I have to confess that through conducting this research, I've developed 
an appreciation for the difficulty of taking a strengths perspective. As I think back, I'm 
amazed and embarrassed at how many times I was critical of this team and your progress. 
I've often wondered why you haven't done more, or moved more quickly, to help the 
family. However, I've come to the conclusion that my tendency to make change quickly 
may not be in the best interest of a family. And, I've also observed that letting a family 
move at its own pace and in its own direction may be more respectful than moving it at 
the pace I want it to go, in the direction I want it to go." 
Several people nod thoughtfully. 
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"The next dialectical tension is helping and not helping—when do you help, when 
don't you help?  Determining what you help with, and what kinds of help to give, has 
been a tension," I say.  
I'm past the findings that I thought would offend someone, so I relax slightly as I 
continue explaining. "Hearing and ignoring. I think people being heard is a huge issue. At 
times, many of you have struggled to be heard in the team meetings."  
I still can't read their reactions. I move to my summary. "I think you deal with 
tensions by a certain kind of behavior or communication called dialogue. You show 
moments of empathy, engagement, and connection at an interhuman level (Buber, 1965). 
You recognize that people are different, but we're all human beings, and we all want the 
same things and have similar values. You've been open and vulnerable to each other, and 
accept and confirm each other as persons (Anderson, Baxter, & Cissna, 2004; Cissna & 
Anderson, 1990)."  
I continue, "All of you are engaged in the problem-solving and planning process, 
and you're intentional about hearing each other. At times, you've shown a willingness to 
understand and even accept each other's opposition to your point of view (Hawes, 1999). 
You've successfully reconciled the tension between strengths and deficits by constructing 
possibilities. You accept that Kevin has both strengths and deficits, that he is different in 
some ways, and normal in others. Then you move beyond these differences and problems 
to construct possibilities, and thus hope, for the family and for yourselves as a whole." 
I see several people nodding and smiling. I move on. "Once you accepted your 
boundaries and negotiated around them, you began to construct empathy. Rather than 
focusing on the tension between being the same or different, you were empathic toward 
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the family. You don't gloss over the family's problems, but instead I've heard you say that 
'they're doing the best they can.' You confirm the human goodness innate in the family, 
and recognize your common human connection. You relate to the family at the level in 
which you're the same—the level of humanity. You also make yourselves vulnerable by 
self-disclosing personal information, emotions, and concern for each other. By being 
vulnerable to each other, you've been able to both express emotionality and maintain 
control. 
"A wonderful example of interconnectedness and blended voice came about when 
you got on the same page and began treating Kevin consistently, with one voice. Systems 
theory says that instead of fragmentation, there's wholeness, and each dimension of 
reality is interconnected with all other dimensions of reality (Watzlawick, Bavelas, & 
Jackson, 1967). When you began interconnecting, you operated as a whole, but yet also 
maintained the voices of all team members. Rather than turning individual voices or 
identities into one voice, or letting individual voices disappear into the dominant voice of 
the group, you constructed a multivocal blended voice that hears each other's multiple, 
often conflicting voices, coordinating them but yet retaining their separateness.  
"So, my point is, that rather than focusing on the tensions, such as between being 
normal or different, or having strengths or deficits, you transcended your differences 
through dialogue. Dialogue is not a continual process, but instead is exhibited in 
moments, sometimes fleeting, sometimes messy, but always transcendent." 
Finally, I'm done. The moment of truth. I turn to the team. "I want your 
feedback." I hold my breath. 
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Mrs. Stewart speaks first. "I think it's perfect." I exhale. "I think it describes 
everything that has been done and will continue to be done, until we get Kevin to the 
point where he no longer has such anger in him and will be more calm like he needs to 
be." 
Alan speaks next and addresses the Stewarts. "The way you just said that, you 
talked in future tense. When we first met, you talked in the past. When you talk about 
hope, that is future stuff. You just gave a good demonstration about movement that is 
now focused on what is going to happen next, which I think is wonderful." 
Peggy sits forward. "I'd like to talk a little bit about the differences and sameness. 
I see what you're saying, but at the same time I don't think there is a whole lot of 
difference. From my point of view, human beings are in large part a product of where 
they were born into, what they are used to, what they are in their family." She pauses and 
turns to Mrs. Stewart. "Where are you from originally?" 
Mrs. Stewart responds, "Here in Tampa." 
"What about your parents?" 
"My father came from St. Louis," Mrs. Stewart responds, sitting forward toward 
Peggy and making direct eye contact with her, "and my mother was born here, full 
blooded Indian, and my father's family was Irish. That's where I get my temper."  
Peggy laughs. "Where did he come from in the country?" 
"I don't know. My mom and dad, and his mother, are dead, so I don't have 
anybody that I can ask." 
Peggy nods. "I'm going to share why I'm asking that. My family originally is from 
Tennessee, Virginia, and North Carolina, and I see in generations before me a lot of what 
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I see in the Stewarts." I'm fascinated that Peggy, the person with whom Mrs. Stewart saw 
the most difference, sees similarity with Mrs. Stewart. I notice that Peggy and Mrs. 
Stewart are making strong eye contact. 
"My father came from St. Louis," Mrs. Stewart responds, "and that's where his 
family came from. But where they were in Tampa was very rural. We had chickens, we 
had a cow, pigs." 
Peggy nods excitedly. "Exactly, that is what I'm seeing and when I see your 
lifestyle and the things that are important to you, I do see some of that like in my 
grandmother's generation." 
"I'm a country girl, I do admit," Mrs. Stewart interrupts. 
"There's nothing wrong with that," Peggy continues. "That's why I am saying, I 
don't know if we are all that different if we really sat down and traced where we're from 
and where we've been. I think humans in general living in certain circumstances would be 
very similar. Some people have no clue what people are going into and how they are 
living. As a social worker, I always try to put myself in their situation. If I had been born 
one of eight kids living in the projects, for example, what kind of decisions would I 
make? I just don't think we're all that different," she finishes. 
This is my point, I think to myself. The team transcends differences by finding 
similarities! I'm so excited I almost interrupt but I bite my tongue while Peggy continues 
talking. 
A minute later, I continue with another thought that I direct to Peggy, "I also want 
to point out that when I had my interview with you, you were very strengths-based, and I 
was struck with your language, and with Jane's as well. It struck me how strengths-based 
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and appreciative everybody on this team has been about everybody else, and how you 
guys think—as you just said, we do all have commonality." 
"We really do," Peggy nods. "Because I know someone from rural areas, it 
reminds me of my roots. There's nothing wrong with that. I think that people who have 
been raised in the rural areas have a very strong sense of family, hard work, and making 
do with what you have." 
Mrs. Stewart nods. "Making do," she echoes.  
"I just think basically we're all human beings and we all will act differently and be 
different depending on our environment. I try to get to the human being level as quickly 
as I can," Peggy adds. 
"If I may interject an old adage, walk a mile in this person's shoes before you try 
to figure out who and what he is," Mrs. Stewart responds philosophically. She and Peggy 
are sitting forward toward each other, nodding and agreeing. 
Warren interjects. "My relationship with everybody here is entirely the same. I 
don't see any separation. My focus was always to make sure that Kevin has the best 
possible services that he can get within the educational system. I always saw a connection 
with everyone else on the team, no matter who they were. I always saw that connection of 
how you could help to make Kevin and his family a better life." 
I continue with my thoughts, "One of the other things that struck me is how very 
little changes have made huge consequences. For example, Alan joining the team had 
huge consequences. What Warren did in the classroom had huge consequences. I wonder 
if you guys can think of any other things that have had big consequences, big turning 
points in the team."  
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I can think of many: Peggy's comment to Mrs. Stewart in the first focus group; 
Mrs. Stewart's disclosure, in that same focus group, about her children that had been 
removed from her home; Warren's disclosure, also in that same focus group, about 
growing up in a foster home; the psychologist's report about Kevin; Mrs. Stewart 
bringing in examples of her crafts; and the new principal at Washington High. I wonder if 
they will mention these as turning points. Instead, they go in a different direction. 
"If we go back to the very beginning of just having a team," Nancy says, "the very 
fact that we have a team had large consequences. Kevin doesn't see us as just a separate 
group of people that he knows. He knows that we all get together, and we've gotten to be 
a team, and we're all supportive of each other. That sets a very different tone than just a 
bunch of separate individuals that all know Kevin and want to help him." 
Alan responds next. "I would say that I think some level of sacrifice and also 
dedication made a big difference."  He turns to the Stewarts. "The two of you spent a lot 
of time and effort getting to this very room here." Next he turns to Jane and Peggy. "Even 
though sometimes it probably seemed like there were a million people calling you, the 
two of you stayed in here, and I think that took determination. Those things are very little 
when you take them separately, but when you put them together, this is major 
consistency, and it's huge." Now he turns to me. "I also think that your research had a lot 
of effect as the glue that's keeping this team together." 
I take the bait, "Well, I was going to ask you about that. How has my research 
affected this team?" 
"A lot," Nancy says.  
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Peggy adds, "It seems to me that we had to evaluate ourselves more. In a way, 
because we had to answer your questions, it was almost like a challenge to the team. We 
had to ask ourselves whether we are a team or not. Even though they were very non-
threatening questions, they were still questions that made you think. Thinking about it 
made us be more of a team. I'm a little worried about it ending, and making sure that we 
all stay together and keep meeting. Because you really drove our schedule a lot." 
Several heads nod. Peggy continues. "Keeping up regular meetings. Sometimes 
we'll sometimes schedule a meeting and then can't get together. Your research gave us 
more structure. And, it was an informal get-together, and we could always count on 
having," she turns to the Stewarts, "you two especially, at the table, every single time." 
She turns to me. "The scheduling and the structure." 
Mrs. Stewart picks up the conversation. "It's like you put a mirror in front of each 
one's face and made us see ourselves as others see us, not the idea of ourself that we 
have, but as others see us. You put that mirror image in front of our face and said, this is 
how others see you, not how you see yourself, how you really are." 
Wow! Now she's doing an awesome job of explaining Cooley's (1964) "Looking 
Glass Self." I'm pleased that she thought the reflection was helpful to her, and to the 
team.  
Jane jumps in. "We have to look at ourselves as a team, as individuals and as a 
team." 
Peggy addresses the Stewarts. "I think that the focus that also has been placed on 
your achieving and setting goals, has made a difference. I see a different Mrs. Stewart at 
the table today than I did a year ago." She turns toward Mr. Stewart. "I think you're more 
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articulate. You know what you're doing more. You're more self-confident. I think you've 
always been wonderful because you just are solid. You are always there," she turns to 
Mrs. Stewart, "so you have wonderful support. But I do see you as very much more 
relaxed. You know that old saying, 'if mama ain't happy, nobody's happy?'  Mama's 
happy now. What the Center for Children and Families and this team has done with 
helping you, it is showing." 
Mrs. Stewart nods. "Well, she's right about that. This is the first time I've ever 
showed off anything that I have ever made." 
Wow! I never would have said that Mrs. Stewart had low self-esteem. What a 
statement! 
"I couldn't even see to thread the needle," Jane affirms. 
"It's the first time," Mrs. Stewart continues. 
"Well, I'm honored," Alan says to her. 
"It's wonderful," she responds, in a surprisingly quiet voice. "All of you have 
made me realize that I do have stuff I can be proud of, not just producing children." 
I notice that the table is full of affirming smiles and nods.  
I continue, "Let's talk more about my interaction with your team. What was it like 
to have me involved?" 
Peggy sits forward. "The videotaping bothers me, that's all. You've been 
wonderful. You've been flexible, staying together with us and everything. To get all of us 
in a meeting or get to any of us individually." 
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I respond with my own appreciation. "What you guys have done to accommodate 
your schedules for me, everybody is here at this meeting, and I am just so appreciative 
and excited." I pause. "So, how did my participation make you feel?" 
"I really don't know," Warren says. "I'm glad you were involved. It created some 
structure on the agenda, and I guess it kept us focused on what we were trying to do. It's 
easy to get with teams and lose your focus and your direction, and then people start 
falling off by the wayside. When that happens, the parents get upset because they see no 
direction. Then, they see no hope, no end, no light, and they drop out. And the kid gets 
worse because the parents have a negative attitude and the kid feeds into that and brings it 
back to school. I think that's probably one of the things that helped Kevin. Mom and Dad 
go home with a positive attitude, with reassurance, with some hope. They go home being 
able to see that there is a direction, that there are some resources out there. Kevin has to 
pick up on that." 
Mrs. Stewart responds. "Well, I will tell you all something that I did, and I think 
it's a good thing. I figured out a way to give Kevin and Gary some privacy. I bought some 
clothesline rope and a tarp. I stretched it across the room and I took the tarp over it and 
now Kevin has his half, Gary has his half and they both have privacy. It seems to work 
very well." 
There are lots of smiles and nods around the table. Empowerment in action, I 
think. 
"What an excellent idea!" Alan says. 
I continue, "Alan and Nancy, how have you felt about my involvement with the 
team?" 
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Nancy answers first. "I think for me it's been very positive. Backing up a little bit, 
your communication training, you taught us what teams were about and communication 
skills. We were always aware of the importance of the team with the family, but 
somehow the other dimension of you being here and what you're doing made us even 
more aware of really being a team. It created an awareness of our group as a team, a team 
effort." 
I look at Alan. He says, "I feel fine." 
"Okay," I say, and wait. 
He turns to the rest of the team. "Cris and her data collectors have observed teams 
on this program for the last three years, so this is more normal than not." 
I ask, "Would you say I'm a team member or am I an outsider?" 
"I think you're a little of both," Mrs. Stewart says. 
"You're an outsider looking in," Mr. Stewart adds. 
 Peggy says, "Initially, I had a concern because you were an outsider and because 
of the parents' right to confidentiality. I wanted to make sure that they were protected and 
you were not really a part of the team. My other personal reaction was, 'oh no, I just got 
one more person I have to talk to, deal with, schedule around.' I think that it has really 
been very helpful for me to have you here, because I do see more of a team kind of thing. 
I don't know if I were just on a regular team without you, if I would see it the same way. I 
think it has been really good training for me." 
Alan adds, "I think that one of the things that's happened is that I've seen us keep 
more on-track and more structured. I personally believe that you've always been a 
member of the team, because you influence the team, so you can't not be a member." 
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As he says that, it occurs to me how important it was to take a system-oriented 
approach to studying this team. Systems theory says that changes in any part of the 
system will affect the entire system (Watzlawick et al., 1967). Related to this is the idea 
that organisms and organizations are unpredictable, uncontrollable, and unmanageable, 
and are always on the edge of chaos. One small event can have totally unforeseeable 
system-wide consequences. One or two team members—including me—can change the 
entire course of a meeting, and thus, of a team.  
I continue, "Okay, my last formal question. If you were writing up this research 
about what the team has been constructing and communicating for the past year, what 
would you say? What would your conclusions be? How did your team interact? How 
does your team communicate? How do you treat each other?  What does all of this mean 
about the future of teams?  What can we tell people?" 
Jane sits forward. "It can work, it's not all just accusatory stuff, like you did 
wrong, and shame on you, and this is what you need to do, and you, you, you. It's more 
about all." 
Peggy adds, "Because I'm not a teacher and I'm not an educator, I tend to see 
things differently. I think in the education system, we professionals tend to think we have 
it all figured out, and if the parents would just do such and such, everything would work. 
I think that the parent, on the other hand, sometimes comes to the table with the idea that 
the child is there eight hours a day, do what you gotta do and fix him."  
I see lots of nods. She continues. "So I think that the team approach really helps 
wade through all of that. In particular, I think what this team did with Mr. Camelini last 
year and his classroom situation was invaluable. I think that it helped him feel supported. 
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I think it does make us kind of sit back and go, there is more than one way of doing 
something. I think that the parents also learn from the team. I just love it. I wish we could 
do this with every single one of our kids, but with the amount of time it just takes, we are 
out of time to do this." 
 I nod. "Yeah, I know that this approach seems to be awfully time consuming. 
And, it can be expensive in the short term, too, versus traditional treatment approaches 
(Bickman, Smith, Lambert, & Andrade, 2003). But if the alternative is to wait until the 
problem gets so serious that Kevin ends up in jail or a residential treatment facility, I 
think the cost to society is well worth it." I look down at my notes. "Research has found 
that wraparound improved placement outcomes for children in the foster care system 
(Clark, Lee, Prange, & McDonald, 1996); improved delinquency behaviors of boys and 
increased the likelihood of permanent placement for older youth in the foster care system 
(Clark et al., 1998); improved home behavior and the parent-child relationships among 
severely maladjusted boys age 5-28 (Clarke, Schaefer, Burchard, & Welkowitz, 1992); 
and prevented placements in more restrictive educational and residential settings (Eber, 
Osuch, & Redditt, 1996; Skiba & Nichols, 2000; and Yoe, Santarcangelo, Atkins, & 
Burchard, 1996)." I look back up. "So, even though the cost of treatment is higher, in the 
long run, wraparound prevents long term societal costs such as the cost of foster care, 
hospitalization or incarceration, criminal activity, or welfare-related costs." 
I see several people nodding. I continue, "You know, this research has strong 
implications for how professionals deal with families in crisis. Wraparound as a concept 
has a lot of potential for drastically changing the relationship between families in need 
and care providers. What seems to be missing from the description and definition of 
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wraparound is a transcendent dimension that goes beyond superficial changes and creates 
second order change in the system as a whole." 
Alan smiles. "Then, Cris, what do you suggest a wraparound system of care 
should be like?" 
"I think a system of care should foster dialogic relationships in which families and 
informal supports have as powerful a voice as do professionals and service providers. I 
have a vision of service providers taking a coaching orientation to their care relationship. 
Rather than either doing or not doing things for families, they'll stand next to them, hold 
their hand, and teach them—one step at a time—how to set goals and take baby steps 
toward reaching them." 
I pause and think for a minute. "Also, providers will let themselves be 
vulnerable—to developing a relationship at the interhuman level with each other and with 
the families they're helping. They'll appropriately share parts of themselves to develop 
rapport and model success strategies for families. They'll be open to possibilities—to 
radical changes in the families and in themselves, and will be willing to suspend 
assumptions and judgments and see each other in new ways. Teams will understand 
society's role in the family's situation, and, rather than judging them for their problems, 
will help them find new ways of dealing with their issues by helping them dream of better 
possibilities for themselves. They'll also look inside themselves to understand how they 
are affected by the family's situation and how their own frames of reference influence 
their relationships with the families with which they work." 
I look around the table, and think of the many ways today's meeting was dialogic. 
"In a dialogic relationship, system of care partners will accept each other and recognize 
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that we all have positives and negatives, needs and resources, strengths and deficits, and 
they will also help families recognize that. They'll construct hope both for the families 
and for themselves by focusing on a positive future rather than past or present problems, 
on what can be done rather than what can't be done, on people's abilities to make a 
positive contribution to their world, and on the human spirit's ability to transcend 
problems." I pause, and tap the table for emphasis as I read from my notes. "Hope, like 
dialogue, is transcendent. I think that moments of dialogue lead to moments of hope, and 
moments of hope move families forward into a future with enhanced health and well-
being."  
Peggy nods and turns to the Stewarts. "The fact that Kevin knows that you were 
very much supporting what is happening here at Washington makes all the difference. He 
knows that this is a group, it's not Mom and Dad against the teacher or the teacher against 
Mom and Dad." 
As if on cue, Kevin's face appears in the window of the door. Mrs. Stewart 
comments first. "Kevin's outside," she says calmly. Warren stands up and goes to the 
doorway. He disappears out the door for a brief moment. We continue the discussion and 
he rejoins us, with no more comments made about Kevin's appearance. 
"Cris, since you're studying communication, what did you learn from this research 
about that?" Nancy asks. 
I wrinkle my brow as I think for a minute. "This research was an opportunity to 
study in-depth how ideas are constructed through discourse, through language, in a 
dynamic, changing system. It shows strongly how dialectics are a both-and, rather than an 
either or, and it ties together dialectical theory with the theory of dialogue by showing 
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how dialogic discourse allows the dialectical tensions to co-exist, and transcends the 
tensions through moments of dialogue. It shows the messiness of work teams, and 
highlights the importance of studying bona fide groups from an eco-systems perspective 
to capture the complexity and interconnectedness of discourse in a system." 
Alan nods. "You've talked about dialogue a lot today. What's the importance of 
studying dialogue?" 
I lean forward for emphasis. "Meaning emerges in the interrelationship between 
people, and, in this interrelationship, dialogue is produced collaboratively through a 
simultaneous sharing and listening.  Our humanness derives from relationship, from what 
Buber (1965) called the interhuman. In dialogue, our relationship is limitless and 
authentic.  Dialogue opens the door to the possibility of growth in the other, and, as a way 
of realizing social change, lets us meet each other in a state of understanding and 
transformation. Studying dialogue helps us understand how to create new ways of 
understanding ourselves, the other, and our common world (Wood, 2003). Research on 
dialogue makes a difference because dialogue makes a difference." 
Several people nod thoughtfully. 
"What last words do you want to say in my research?" I ask the group. 
Nancy answers. "It doesn't feel like a last word, because our team will continue 
on." 
Warren speaks. "I think it's been very positive the way we worked with Kevin's 
class and with his family life. Give them credit. Kids who do well, their parents are 
always involved in the education process. The other kids whose parents are not involved, 
who don't come to meetings, those kids suffer. They're dysfunctional and they really run 
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behind. Kevin's got support from the school, parents, the Center for Children and 
Families. Everyone's giving him boundaries. I can see a big difference." He grins. "He's 
walking different. I'm really proud of him." 
Jane nods. "When I look at his behaviors, he's doing extremely well. He still 
needs a little persuading from time to time, but he handles it much better than he did. All 
15 or 16 year olds have tizzies. He's handling it much much better. He's come eons." 
Everyone nods. 
Jane continues. "I only look at what is. You can only help the future. You can't 
change the past. Go from there and do the best you can." 
"What next?" Peggy wants to know. 
"Well," I respond. "This focus group will be my closing chapter. I wanted you 
guys to have the last word."  
I turn to Warren. "Your illness was an ethical challenge for me. I felt that I had 
permission to write about your interactions with the team, but I didn't feel that I had the 
right to write about your health problems." 
"That's all right," Warren says, but I continue.  
"Yet, several people who read drafts of my manuscript wanted to know, 'what 
happened to Warren?' I didn't know what to say. Could I say that you were ill?" I ask. 
"Say I almost kicked the bucket twice," Warren responds, with emotion. He turns 
to the rest of the table. "I'd like to explain where I've been. I've had kidney disease for the 
last 9, 10 years. The doctor was watching it and everything was fine. I got an extensive 
physical several months ago and my blood pressure was high. Then, I started getting 
short of breath, and they found a spot on my heart. They took another blood test and 
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found that I have an autoimmune disease, similar to lupus." I notice that everyone is 
sitting forward, listening intently. You could hear a pin drop. 
He continues. "My blood pressure went up and my kidneys shut down. I was 
rushed to the emergency room. I had fluid building up on my heart and then my lungs. I 
had two surgeries. I was in the hospital for 27 days. I lost 50 pounds. It was quite an 
experience. I was in the hospital wondering if I was ever going to leave. God's been real 
good. My family got closer together." He begins sobbing and pulls out a handkerchief 
from his pocket and wipes his eyes.  
"How do you feel now?" I ask quietly. 
"I feel wonderful!" he answers. "I've got dialysis three times a week." He wipes 
his eyes again. "It's amazing. There's a lot of people, they go in, they can't walk, they're 
hurting, paramedics bring them in and take them out. I go in on my own. I'm thankful." 
"You've got to take care of yourself," Peggy admonishes. 
Warren seems to struggle for words. His next sentence comes out in a rush of 
emotion. "I'm going to die!" he says, with a strong emphasis on the word 'die.'  "I might 
as well do what I want to do." The room is speechless. "I can't sit home and wait. For the 
last year I haven't been doing much of anything. Now I'm going home to California for 
two weeks—I can get dialysis out there. I'm going to Taiwan, I can get dialysis out there. 
I'm going to start traveling again. I can't stay still. Guess I'll die in an airplane. I'll die 
doing what I want to do rather than just sitting back and waiting to die. I feel good. My 
dialysis is not that difficult; I get a lot of paperwork done during the 3 ½ hours." 
The team is exchanging admiring glances. For his—courage?  Hope? "It's been a 
blessing," Warren continues. "I'm glad to be back working." He wipes his eyes. 
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The Stewarts have to catch a bus, so the meeting breaks up. Warren gives me a 
huge bear hug. I'm surprised at the level of emotion I'm feeling. I feel a mixture of 
gratitude, excitement, compassion, and pride for the group and myself, for how far we've 
all come. 
"Alan," I say, as he's walking out the door. "Do you ever hear from Sylvia?" 
"Not for several months," he responds. "She was involved with our local parent 
advocacy group for awhile, but I haven't seen her in a long time." 
"And, her kids?" 
He shakes his head. "They're still in foster care." 
How sad, I think. It seems that Sylvia didn't get the help she needed. I wonder if 
she's still trying to get her kids back. Or, I wonder if she's lost hope. 
My reverie about Sylvia is interrupted when Jane whispers to me, "Here's a last 
word—when are we going to Disney World?" 
I laugh. 
Disney World—the land of dreams and possibilities. Maybe, in a sense, we've 
already gone. 
Improvisation: Flying in Unison  
A week later, I'm in a 22' sloop sailboat with friends. I'm still a novice at sailing, 
but with four of us working together, we rig the sails in no time. I've never been athletic, 
and it feels good to be able to contribute physically to the task. I feel strong and 
confident.  
The sky is a vibrant blue under a strong orange sun. The wind is a perfect eight 
knots, and the mainsail is sheeted-in half-way as we navigate the bay on a beam reach. 
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Other sailboats can be seen in the distance, and behind them, the Howard Frankland 
Bridge. I smile.  
"I used to stand on that bridge and watch the sailboats, and wish I was in one of 
them. Now, here I am! A participant instead of an observer in life!" I say. "Learning to 
sail has been a lifelong dream of mine. Who would've thought that when I came to 
Tampa to go to graduate school, I would also get to fulfill that dream?" I turn to Margie. 
"Thank you so much for talking me into taking sailing lessons last year!" 
She smiles. "I think it's wonderful you've gotten into it so much!" 
"This is the life!" Kendall agrees. 
"Look!" Margie calls out, pointing to the starboard side of the boat. A school of 
dolphins swims by, jumping in gentle arches as they submerge and then surface, flying in 
unison across the crystal clear aquamarine water. 
"Magical, isn't it?" Deb asks with a contented sigh. 
I feel the warm sun on my face as I lean back and exhale deeply. I close my eyes 
and think of my favorite Bible verse, from Jeremiah: "For surely I know the plans I have 
for you, says the Lord, plans for your welfare and not for harm, to give you a future with 
hope." Regardless of how black the clouds look some days, through relationships and 
community, we can come together to construct hope.  
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Community Mental Health Communication Study 
Parent/Caregiver Interview Protocol 
 
Date of Interview   ID #  
 
Remember to have parent/caregiver sign informed consent form before beginning any 
conversation.  Turn the tape recorder on in front of the participant after they have signed 
consent form, before they have begun talking. 
(Note: These questions are to be used as a guide to initiate discussion.  Let the participant 
take the conversation in any direction he/she desires to). 
 
1. Tell me about how your family came to be receiving THINKids services. 
 
2. How long have you been receiving THINKids services? 
 
3. Tell me about your experience when you first became involved with THINKids. 
 
4. Tell me about your experience when you first became involved with your child and 
family team. 
 
5. Tell me a story about a typical interaction between you and your child and family 
team. 
 
6. Tell me a story about the best interaction you have had with your child and family 
team. 
 
7. Tell me a story about the worst interaction you have had with your child and family 
team. 
 
8. Tell me a story describing the relationship between you and your child and family 
team.  What does this story mean to you? 
 
9. Tell me a story about how your child and family team members treat you?  What does 
this story mean to you? 
 
10. Tell me a story about what it is like to be involved with your child and family team? 
 
11. If I was considering recommending THINKids services to a friend or family member, 
what should I tell them about how THINKids child and family teams interact with 
children, youth, and families?  What’s a story you would tell someone considering 
using a THINKids child and family team? 
 
12. What do you think your team’s opinion is of you and your family?  Tell me a story 
about a time they made you think that. 
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13. Here are some observations I have made about how your child and family team 
members interaction with you and your family.  I’d like to get your reactions and 
feedback to them.  [FOR EACH ONE]  
 
A) Do you agree with this observation? 
B) What do you think this behavior/interaction means? 
C) Do you remember this behavior/interaction? 
1) How did it make you feel? 
2) How did it make you feel about yourself and your family? 
3) When this happened, what did you think the team was thinking about 
you and your family? 
4) What were you thinking when it was happening? 
5) What else was going on while this was happening? 
6) What are other ways your team members could have interacted with 
you at this time, instead? 
(a) What would that have meant to you? 
 
D) What specific ways do your team members make you an equal member of the 
team?  
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
E) What specific ways do your team members have more power than you in the 
team?  
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
F) What specific ways do your team members give you equal voice in the team? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
G) What specific ways do your team members silence your voice in the team? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
H) What specific ways do your team members make you feel like there is 
something wrong with your child or family? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
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3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
I) What specific ways do your team members make you feel like your child and 
family are normal? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
J) What specific ways do your team members make you feel like your child or 
family has strengths or possibilities? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
K) What specific ways do your team members make you feel like your child or 
family has something wrong with you/him/her? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
L) What specific ways do your team members make you feel like they have 
compassion for your family? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
M) What specific ways do your team members make you feel like they don’t have 
compassion for your family? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
N) What specific ways do your team members make you feel like they respect 
your family? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
O) What specific says do your team members make you feel like they don’t 
respect your family? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
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4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
P) What specific ways do your team members make you feel like they are flexible 
regarding your family’s needs? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
Q) What specific ways do your team members make you feel like they are rigid 
regarding your family’s needs? 
1) Tell me a story about a time they did this. 
2) How did this make you feel? 
3) What were you thinking when this happened? 
4) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
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Community Mental Health Communication Study 
Team Member Interview Protocol 
 
Date of Interview   ID #  
Team Member Job/Role    
 
Remember to have team member sign informed consent form before beginning any 
conversation.  Turn the tape recorder on in front of the participant after they have signed 
consent form, before they have begun talking. 
(Note: These questions are to be used as a guide to initiate discussion.  Let the participant 
take the conversation in any direction he/she desires to). 
 
1. Tell me about how you came to be involved with the THINKids program. 
 
2. How long have you been involved with the THINKids program? 
 
3. What is the extent of your involvement with the THINKids program? 
 
4. Tell me about your experience when you first became involved with THINKids. 
 
5. Tell me about your experience when you first became involved with your child and 
family team. 
 
6. Tell me a story about a typical interaction between you and the other members of 
your child and family team. 
 
7. Tell me a story about the best interaction you have had with the other members of 
your child and family team. 
 
8. Tell me a story about the worst interaction you have had with the other members of 
your child and family team. 
 
9. Tell me a story describing the relationship between you and the other members of 
your child and family team.  What does this story mean to you? 
 
10. Tell me a story about how the other members of your child and family team members 
treat you?  What does this story mean to you? 
 
11. Tell me a story about what it is like to be involved with your child and family team? 
 
12. What do you think it is like, to be a family member or child on a child and family 
team? 
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13. If I was considering recommending THINKids services to a friend or family member, 
what should I tell them about how THINKids child and family teams interact with 
children, youth, and families?  What’s a story you would tell someone considering 
using a THINKids child and family team? 
 
14. What do you think your team’s opinion is of your family?  Tell me a story about a 
time the team thought that. 
 
15. Here are some observations I have made about how your child and family team 
members interaction with your family.  I’d like to get your reactions and feedback to 
them.  [FOR EACH ONE]  
 
A) Do you agree with this observation? 
B) What do you think this behavior/interaction means? 
C) Do you remember this behavior/interaction? 
1) How did it make you feel? 
2) How did it make you feel about the team? 
3) How did it make you feel about the family? 
4) When this happened, what did you think the team was thinking about 
the family? 
5) What were you thinking when it was happening? 
6) What else was going on while this was happening? 
7) What are other ways your team members could have interacted with the 
family at this time, instead? 
(a) What would that have meant to you? 
(b) What do you think that would have meant to the family? 
 
16. What specific ways do the team members make the family an equal member of the 
team?  
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
17. What specific ways do the team members have more power than the family in the 
team?  
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
18. What specific ways do the team members give the family equal voice in the team? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
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D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
19. What specific ways do the team members silence the family’s voice in the team? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
20. What specific ways do the team members make the family feel like there is something 
wrong with them? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
21. What specific ways do the team members make the family feel like they are normal? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
22. What specific ways do the team members make the family feel like they have 
strengths or possibilities? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
23. What specific ways do the team members make the family feel like they have 
something wrong with them? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
24. What specific ways do the team members make the family feel like you have 
compassion for them? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
25. What specific ways do the team members make the family feel like you don’t have 
compassion for them? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
26. What specific ways do the team members make the family feel like you respect them? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
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B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
27. What specific says do the team members make the family feel like you don’t respect 
them? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
28. What specific ways do the team members make the family feel like they are flexible 
regarding their needs? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
29. What specific ways do the team members make the family feel like you are rigid 
regarding their needs? 
A) Tell me a story about a time you did this. 
B) How did this make you feel? 
C) What were you thinking when this happened? 
D) What do you think they were thinking when this happened? 
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Community Mental Health Communication Study 
Team Focus Group Session 1 
 
Remember to have all participants review informed consent form before beginning any 
conversation.  Turn the tape recorder on in front of the participants after they have looked 
over the signed consent forms, before they have begun talking. 
 
I) Guidelines: 
A) Feel free to make any comments, negative or positive, about any of the things 
we’re going to be discussing today.  This is a free-flowing discussion and there 
are no wrong answers. 
B) This session is being taped so I can write an accurate report of what got said.  
C) We want to create a safe place to talk and share.  Please agree to keep 
whatever is said in this room, in this room. In other words, please do not repeat 
anything anyone says during the meeting.   
D) However, it is important that you understand that you are speaking in a group 
situation so please keep this in mind when thinking about what you are 
revealing about yourself, especially things you may not want anyone else to 
know about you. 
E) It is also important you remember that the other people in this room are your 
child and family team members.  I would like to ask us to be open and flexible 
and make each other comfortable talking about your team communication.  
However, I do need to remind you that you are speaking about your 
communication in front of the people you are talking about, and you might 
want to keep that in mind as we talk today. 
 
II) Discussion of child and family teams (in general) 
A) I’d like to start by talking about teams. What factors do you think are 
important in a child and family team, like this one? What is important for a 
team like this one to have or do? 
B) Create a collage that represents the IDEAL child and family team—what this 
team would be like if it was the ABSOLUTELY BEST it could be. 
 
III) Discussion of THIS child and family team. 
A) Let’s talk about THIS team.  What words come to mind when you think of this 
team, here? 
IV) I’d like each of you tell me a story about what typically happens in your child and 
family team. I'd like you to think of one particular time you interacted with this 
team, one specific team meeting, that you think was a typical interaction.  I'd 
like you to think back to that day.  I've found that it helps people remember 
specific details, if they take a minute and concentrate on a specific time.  So, 
I'd like you to think of that specific team meeting.  First, get one time in mind.  
Think of this specific time.  Think about where you were ..... What you were 
doing ......  What was going on around you ..... What time of year it was ..... 
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Zoom into the picture, as if you were making a movie.  What colors are in this 
picture .... What smells do you smell ..... What sounds do you hear .... What 
thoughts are you thinking.... What are you feeling? .... What is your mood?.... 
A) Now, tell me what you experienced.  Describe to me this experience. 
B) [GIVE THEM TIME TO DESCRIBE THEIR EXPERIENCE.  PROBE FOR 
WHERE THEY WERE, WHAT WAS HAPPENING, WHAT THEY WERE 
THINKING] 
C) Creation of collage representing THIS team, today. 
D) Sentence completion: 
1) To me, child and family teams. . .  
2) What I like about being part of a child and family team is. . .  
3) I am a member of this child and family team because. . .  
4) To this team, being strengths-based means. . .  
5) To this team, empowerment means. . .  
6) To this team, having hope means. . .  
7) To this team, family centered means. . .  
8) To this team, individualized care means. . .  
9) To this team, being a team means. . .  
10) To this team, the future is. . .  
11) If this team was a car, it would be a . . .  
12) The major thing contributing to this team’s success is. . .  
13) The major thing standing in the way of this team’s success is. . .  
14) The major thing I require from this team is. . .  
15) This team provides me with. . .  
16) This team represents. . .  
17) My contribution to this team is. . .  
18) What this team does for me is. . .  
19) This team’s strengths are. . .  
 
V) Last, let’s talk about the future of this team. If I could wave a magic wand and move 
us 6 months into the future, what would this team be like then? (MOVE ONE 
SEAT TO THE RIGHT, TO THE FUTURE) 
A) Who is here? 
B) What are you doing? 
C) What is happening? 
D) What are you saying? 
E) What are you hearing? 
F) What are you feeling? 
G) What are you thinking? 
H) What has happened in the meantime to get you here? 
VI) What is your vision for this team? Where does this vision come from? 
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VII) I’d like to wrap up by going around the room and giving each person a chance to say 
one last thing. What is one thing you didn’t get a chance to say, or one thing 
you want to say again. Here’s your chance to have the last word. 
 
VIII) In the next session, I will be letting you set the agenda, decide the questions to ask, 
and lead the discussion.  You’ll get to be co-researchers in this process.  Be 
thinking about what you want us to talk about. 
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Community Mental Health Communication Study 
Team Focus Group Session 2 
 
1. Guidelines: 
a. Review informed consent forms 
b. Feel free to make any comments, negative or positive, about any of the things 
we’re going to be discussing today.  This is a free-flowing discussion and 
there are no wrong answers. 
c. Please talk one at a time and in a voice at least as loud as mine. 
d. Please avoid side conversations with your neighbors. 
e. We want to create a safe place to talk and share.  Please agree to keep 
whatever is said in this room, in this room. In other words, please do not 
repeat anything anyone says during the meeting.   
f. Of course, I will be writing a report of my findings. I will change your name 
in the report. 
g. However, it is important that you understand that you are speaking in a group 
situation so please keep this in mind when thinking about what you are 
revealing about yourself, especially things you may not want anyone else to 
know about you. 
h. It is also important you remember that the other people in this room are your 
child and family team members.  I would like to ask us to be open and flexible 
and make each other comfortable talking about your team communication.  
However, I do need to remind you that you are speaking about your 
communication in front of the people you are talking about, and you might 
want to keep that in mind as we talk today. 
 
2. Discussion of this child and family team. 
a. What is it like to be a member of this child and family team? 
b. How would you say this team interacts? 
c. How would you say this team communicates? 
d. How would you say team members treat each other? 
e. What would you say team members think about each other? 
f. How has participation in this child and family team made you feel?  
g. How has being involved in this team affected your relationships with each 
other? 
3. FOR PROFESSIONAL MEMBERS OF TEAM: 
a. How has being involved in this child and family team affected the way you 
see your job? 
b. How has being involved in this child and family team affected the way you 
see your expected roles or behaviors? 
4. If we were making a movie of your experience with this child and family team, what 
would it be like? 
a. Where would it take place? 
b. Who would be there? 
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c. What would be happening? 
d. What would people be saying? What would they sound like? 
e. What would people look like?  What would their facial expressions be like? 
What would their body language be like? 
f. What would they be feeling? 
5. Creation of collage representing THIS team, today. 
6. Sentence completion: 
a. What I like about being part of a child and family team is. . .  
b. To this team, being strengths-based means. . .  
c. To this team, empowerment means. . .  
d. To this team, having hope means. . .  
e. To this team, family centered means. . .  
f. To this team, individualized care means. . .  
g. To this team, being a team means. . .  
h. To this team, the future is. . .  
i. If this team was a car, it would be a . . .  
j. The major thing contributing to this team’s success is. . .  
k. The major thing standing in the way of this team’s success is. . .  
l. The major thing I require from this team is. . .  
m. This team provides me with. . .  
n. This team represents. . .  
o. My contribution to this team is. . .  
p. What this team does for me is. . .  
q. This team’s strengths are. . .  
7. Next,  you have a chance to be the researchers.  I have no agenda for this part of the 
meeting.  I want to get rid of my power as the “expert researcher” and have YOU tell 
me what YOU want out of this research.  What do we want to talk about? What 
questions do we want to ask? What information do you want me to know?  What 
information do you want to know? 
a. List on flip chart. 
b. Let team decide order of questions. Discuss as time permits. 
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Community Mental Health Communication Study 
Team Focus Group Session 3 
 
Remember to have all participants review informed consent form before beginning any 
conversation.  Turn the tape recorder on in front of the participants after they have looked 
over the signed consent forms, before they have begun talking. 
(Note: These questions are to be used as a guide to initiate discussion.  Let the 
participants take the conversation in any direction they desire to). 
 
1. Guidelines: 
a. Feel free to make any comments, negative or positive, about any of the 
things we’re going to be discussing today.  This is a free-flowing 
discussion and there are no wrong answers. 
b. This session is being taped so I can write an accurate report, not of who 
said what but of what got said. Your name will never be used in the report. 
c. Please talk one at a time and in a voice at least as loud as mine. 
d. Please avoid side conversations with your neighbors. 
e. There are no wrong answers, but there are different points of view. Say 
what you believe, whether or not anyone else agrees with you.  It’s okay to 
disagree with someone else, but don’t put anyone down for thinking or 
saying things differently than you. 
f. We want to create a safe place to talk and share.  Please agree to keep 
whatever is said in this room, in this room. In other words, please do not 
repeat anything anyone says during the meeting.   
g. However, it is important that you understand that you are speaking in a 
group situation so please keep this in mind when thinking about what you 
are revealing about yourself, especially things you may not want anyone 
else to know about you. 
h. It is also important you remember that the other people in this room are 
your child and family team members.  I would like to ask us to be open 
and flexible and make each other comfortable talking about your team 
communication.  However, I do need to remind you that you are speaking 
about your communication in front of the people you are talking about, 
and you might want to keep that in mind as we talk today. 
 
 
2. Create a collage that represents this team, today. 
 
3. Sentence completion: 
a. To me, child and family teams. . .  
b. What I like about being part of a child and family team is. . .  
c. I am a member of this child and family team because. . .  
d. To this team, being strengths-based means. . .  
e. To this team, empowerment means. . .  
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f. To this team, having hope means. . .  
g. To this team, family centered means. . .  
h. To this team, individualized care means. . .  
i. To this team, being a team means. . .  
j. To this team, the future is. . .  
k. If this team was a car, it would be a . . .  
l. The major thing contributing to this team’s success is. . .  
m. The major thing standing in the way of this team’s success is. . .  
n. The major thing I require from this team is. . .  
o. This team provides me with. . .  
p. This team represents. . .  
q. My contribution to this team is. . .  
r. What this team does for me is. . .  
s. This team’s strengths are. . .  
 
4. Let’s ask YOUR questions. Last time, you suggested we ask: 
a. What were your expectations when you first joined this team? How has 
reality compared with your expectations? 
b. How have your communication styles affected the way you relate to the 
other members of the team? Do you think the team affects the way you 
communicate? 
c. What are the pros and cons to a team approach? 
d. DON’T ANSWER THIS, BUT THINK ABOUT: What have you wanted 
to say to other team members, that you haven’t said? [WRITE DOWN ON 
A PIECE OF PAPER AND HAND IN]. Discuss: What has stopped you 
from saying these things? 
e. ANY QUESTIONS YOU WANT TO ADD??? 
 
5. [GO OVER PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND DISCUSS]:   
a. What parts do you agree with? 
b. What parts do you disagree with? 
c. What do you find surprising? 
d. What parts did I leave out? 
e. What do you want to add? 
f. What examples do you see of this? 
 
6. If YOU were writing up this research, what conclusions would YOU be making 
about what it is like to be a member of this team? 
a. How would YOU say your team interacts? 
b. How would YOU say your team communicates? 
c. How would YOU say your team treats each other? 
d. What would YOU say your team thinks about each other? 
e. What would YOU say this all means? 
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7. I’d like to talk about my interaction with your team. 
a. What was it like, to have me involved with you for the past year? 
b. In what ways did my participation in your team influence the way your 
team acted and interacted? 
i. For the better? 
ii. For the worse? 
c. How did my participation make you feel? 
d. What suggestions do you have for me? 
 
8. Last chance: FINAL WORDS 
a. Go around table; let each person give one final 
comment/suggestion/thought. 
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